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Introductio n n 

1.. Introductory remarks 

Onee day in January 2002, when I was at my home, on the Xiamen University Campus 

inn southern China, I received a phone call from an acquaintance, a retired Malaysia 

Chinesee historian, saying that he had joined a group of Malaysian Chinese coming to 

Fujiann for a ten-day tourist trip and that they also would like to visit Xiamen 

University.. I was asked whether I could guide them around the campus. "I would like 

to""  was my promise. 

Somee days later, the group arrived. The visitors were businessmen, lawyers, 

journalistss and young students. They told me that this time they were not going to 

followw the well-worn route for tourists; they wanted to see a more complete picture of 

Fujiann since their forefathers had come from the province. I took them for a tour 

aroundd the campus, showing them the style of buildings constructed by Tan Kah Kee 

inn the 1930s: white stone walls inlaid with vertical lines in red brick and window 

frames,, red tile roof edged with upturned eaves, which is a combination of Southern 

Europeann style and the traditional Chinese one; finally a group of high buildings 

completedd just last year, which integrates Tan Kah Kee' s style with modern design. I 

amm proud of working and living at this campus, which faces the sea, is backed by 

mountains,, and has green trees, lawns, lakes, white walls, red tiles and up-to-date 

teachingg facilities. When we were about to complete the tour, the visitors started 

makingg general remarks. A man in his seventies commented in a determined tone: "ei. 

thiss campus is not bad, but it is a replica of Nanyang University1 (of Singapore), my 
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Almaa Mater, from lay-out of campus to style of buildings. My Alma Mater is really 

beautifull  and excellent". 

Ass I see it, this comment delivers information at two levels. First of all, like many 

Chinese,, emigrants foster a cultural chauvinistic view towards other Southeast Asian 

groups.. When they return to visit China, the land from where their forefathers came, 

however,, they are also experiencing a sense of superiority in at least two respects. 

Theyy are financially more powerful and technologically more advanced. It is hard to 

judgee whether this kind of superiority complex is blind or not in general, but if the 

comparisonn is made between Singapore and Xiamen, or between the city of residence 

inn Malaysia and the ancestral native village in China, then one can understand such a 

sensee of superiority. 

Secondly,, the comment indeed reveals that there is a trans-territorial social space 

aroundd the South China Sea with two ends, one on China*  s south-eastern coastal area 

andd another in the Southeast Asian region. This space has been historically 

constructedd and developed and the interaction between Chinese migrants and the 

nativee places is meaningful. The comparison of Nanyang University and Xiamen 

Universityy is a typical example in the sense that it reflects a changing process of 

interaction.. For a long time Chinese emigrants regarded China as culturally superior 

andd before World War II it was popular among Chinese communities in the Southeast 

Asiann region to send their children back to China to receive their education. However, 

whenn Chinese communities like those in Singapore and Malaysia made their mark in 

thee world, they recognized it as their mission to transfer modern ideology and 

technologyy back to China. Nor does the interaction end here. Otherwise it is difficult 

too explain why today so many ethnic Chinese of Southeast Asia desire to visit and re-
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visitt China, even though what China means to many of them is maybe merely that it is 

thee country their ancestors came from. 

1.11 Object of Study 

II  was born in Fuzhou - the capital city of Fujian province. Fujian and its neighbouring 

province,, Guandong, form the southeastern coastal region that has produced the 

majorityy of Chinese emigrants to South-East Asia. This is why this region is called 

QiaoxiangQiaoxiang '. I studied at Xiamen university which is located in Xiamen City, the 

economicc and cultural centre of Southern Fujian. This university was founded in the 

1930ss by Tan Kah Kee, an epitome of the Southeast Asian successful Chinese. I have 

beenn teaching and living there since I graduated. 

Sincee the 1980s, a tremendously dynamic transformation can be witnessed in the 

coastall  region of China. This is not only because the Four Special Economic Zones, 

specificallyy to attract foreign investment, have been established in Fujian and 

Guandongg since the 1980s, but also because of the resurgence of the wide-ranging 

overseass connections of this region. These two factors together have brought out the 

distinctivee features of this area. Economically, South Fujian has been developing from 

havingg been the most backward and poorest region among coastal provinces in China 

-- being for thirty years, under the shadow of the Cold War, the frontline confronting 

Taiwann - into a region with an economic growth rate of 13.6% per annum from 1979 

too 1998. Since the 1990s, its economic growth rate has been ranked as number one in 

thee country. Culturally, particular features, marking some places in South Fujian as 

nodess in transnational networks, have been intensified in the past three decades. The 

colourfull  and stately style of the popular three-or-four storey houses announces the 

comfortablee economic circumstances of the residents as well as an influence of 



emigrant'' s taste, which may be described as a mixture of a display of current wealth 

andd of the historical origins of the resident family. Besides, the emigrant hometown 

areass are recognizable because one invariably sees a series of grand buildings such as 

ancestrall  halls, local schools, and temples distributed over the landscape. The entrance 

gatess of villages are often meticulously constructed in a style which bears 

resemblancee to a Chinatown gate in New York or in Manila. The distinctive features 

off  Qiaoxiang culture is betrayed not only in the way the area looks, it is also 

expressedd in people' s ideology and their way of life. When one chats with people in a 

QiaoxiangQiaoxiang area, one finds that the overseas connections of the person or family are a 

readyy topic of conversation. Although many emigrants had already brought their 

directt family members to Southeast Asia before the 1960s, since the opening of 

China,, many affairs or events that happen in the households in the Qiaoxiang village 

involvee overseas family members or relatives. One can think of such activities as 

house-buildingg and marriage and the issue of the graves of the older generation. If 

onee continues the conversation one is likely to find out that the person one is talking 

too is not engaged in agricultural work as one might have supposed. Instead he may 

earnn his family bread by activities involving money exchange everyday in the nearby 

townn centre. 

Myy curiosity about the societies and culture of Nanyang Ke (Chinese migrants and 

theirr offspring living in Southeast Asia) and the nature of the linkage with their native 

placess in South Fujian stimulated my desire to study and investigate it. I started my 

firstfirst research on it in 1992. After I spent a visiting year in the Centre of Asian Studies 

Amsterdam,, the predecessor of Amsterdam School for Social Science Research, I 

chosee Chinese communities in Manila, the Philippines, as my first study objective. 

Whenn I was taking Chinese associations as the focal point of my fieldwork, I gained 
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ann increasing understanding of Chinese migrant communities and their culture. After 

completingg a book entitled "A Study On The Philippine Chinese Associations" in 

1995,11 shifted my attention to the nature of the connection between Southeast Asian 

Chinesee and China. 

Myy early hypothesis was that the main driving force spurring overseas Chinese 

too re-build their relations with the native region in China was a rational choice for 

profit-seeking,, as the emergent new China has been supposed to provide a promising 

perspectivee for entrepreneurial activity. My second investigation in 1995 was aimed at 

understandingg and comparing different models of schools (entrepreneurship versus 

non-entrepreneurship)) operated by different generations of Overseas Chinese in South 

Fujian.. In the process of carrying out this project, I witnessed, by and large, a 

collectivee phenomenon with two basic features. 

Firstly,, many Southeast Asian Chinese engage in visiting and revisiting the 

hometown.. They pursue activities like rebuilding ancestral halls, graves and local 

temples;; they make contributions to the local communities for various local public 

utilitiess and provide financial support for education, and for infrastructural projects to 

boostt the local economy. However, their activities seem purely altruistic divorced 

fromm profit-seeking motivation. 

Secondly,, recognizable differences exist among different groups of overseas 

Chinese.. For instance, the new migrants residing in Hong Kong are more likely to 

relatee their donation behaviour directly to entrepreneurial activities. In contrast, this 

cannott be taken for granted to apply to the groups from Southeast Asia. Age, 

generation,, personal experience of migrants, and geographical distance, as well as the 

degreee of the economic development of the native place, are all decisive elements for 

judgingg and understanding the nature of migrant's transnational activities and the 
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motivationn behind the actions. Therefore, using the explanation of rational economic 

choicee only is unsatisfactory. 

Thenn how should we read and explain the logic behind this social phenomenon? 

Furthermore,, how has the logic been forged historically, socially and culturally, how 

didd it develop and how does it function at the present time? Those were the questions 

II  began to explore. 

1.22 Choosing mv case 

II  chose to make a case study to examine my questions because few studies of this kind 

havee been made combining a historical perspective and an in depth contemporary 

description.. After a general investigation in the Quanzhou area, I selected a lineage 

familyy from Yongchun County that was deemed one of the most generous 

contributorss from among those published in local newsletters. The surname of this 

lineagee family is Zheng (according to standard Romanized Chinese pronunciation). In 

thee dialect of South Fujian (Mingnan Hua), it is pronounced Tee or Teh. In order to 

differentiatee themselves from other lineages of which the surname is also Zheng, this 

familyy entitles itself Peng Siong Zheng 

Thee majority of residents in four villages (Dayu, Putou, Wulong, Daping) belong 

too the Zheng lineage and there are some others scattered over other villages. The 

Zhengg members migrated to Southeast Asia as early as the first half of twentieth 

centuryy and most of them have settled in Malaysia for half a century already, large 

numberss of them, however, have been quite active in social and public affairs in their 

erstwhilee native place. Their activities seemed to present a good case to use to 

uncoverr the nature of the interconnections between two parties crossing territories: 
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immigrantss and local people; overseas communities and local communities. I decided 

too work on this case. 

Byy coincidence the first time I visited Yongchun County was in the season of Pure 

Brightnesss (the fifth solar term). Many overseas Chinese and their offspring had 

comee back to their ancient native places to pay their respect at their parents' or 

ancestors'' graveside with ritual prayers and ceremonies. Respecting one's dead 

parentss or ancestors has always been one of the most important practices in traditional 

Chinesee culture. In Chinese communities overseas, this season and the mid-autumn 

Festivall  (15 day of the 8 lunar month) are often the two special occasions to which 

Chinesee migrants attach great importance. When I visited members of the Zheng 

Clann in Yongchun, I met several Zheng members from Malaysia. Among them, the 

personn who attracted my attention most was a man in his eighties, a second-generation 

immigrant,, born in Malaysia and English-educated on top of that! Despite being born 

outsidee his native village, he has shown great interest in Yongchun, the hometown of 

hiss father in the past two decades. He has personally contributed funds and mobilized 

moree from his relatives in Malaysia and other South East Asian countries. I started 

askingg myself the following questions: Can his case be said to be representative of 

otherss of his kind? Can his lineage be regarded as an example of other Hokkien 

migrantt groups? 

Thee reasons for choosing this Clan as a case for this research are the following: 

1.. This lineage has kept a fairly integrated written family record that traces 

theirr history back to 1360. It also records the migration of family members 

beforee the early 1940s. Therefore this lineage could be presented in a 

historicc context. 
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2.. The migration of this lineage reached quite a large scale. In Malaysia, the 

numberr of Zheng descendants is more than ten thousand. On the basis of 

thiss respectable number, they established a clan association in Malaysia in 

1937.. The scale and history of migration would provide my analysis a solid 

base. . 

Ass far as the transnational practices are concerned, two characteristics are 

noticeablee in this case. One is that the trans-territorial space was built as early as the 

beginningg of the twentieth century when immigrant pioneers in Malaya began to 

constructt a coherent foundation on which to build their enterprises and to accumulate 

capital.. The second one is that the Zheng contemporary border crossing activities are 

richh and diversified. They therefore present a colourful and concrete picture allowing 

uss to understand Chinese transnationism from below. 

1.33 Methodology 

Sincee I have been trained as a historian and there is extensive documentary evidence 

aboutt the Zheng lineage one part of my study is historical. This is also the basis for 

myy claim that there is a considerable historical depth to the long distance networks of 

thiss area. The other part of the study is anthropological, so I follow the trend of some 

majorr scholars in the field by combining history and anthropology. Let me start with 

thee historical evidence. 

Basicallyy the documents I have used for this study can divided into two 

categories;; lineage documents and local documents. 

A.. lineage documents. 
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Thiss part consists of the Zheng genealogy, minutes of meetings, membership 

registrationn forms, property lists, annual income reports of the Zheng clan association 

off  Malaysia. Furthermore, there are documents about the lineage school, the house 

propertyy deed and the lawsuit documents about Jujing Hall. Finally there is 

correspondencee between lineage members, between members and the clan 

association,, between lineage and the government and so forth.. These original records 

yieldd valuable data. 

Thee genealogy is a record of the common descent group or lineage (zu) which is 

definedd as a group descended from a common ancestor. Among the Chinese, descent 

iss patrilineal and kin relationships are often called agnatic relationships (Lim 1998; 

Huu 1964: 18). The compilation of the Zheng lineage started from 1503. What I have 

consultedd is the latest version compiled in 1937, entitled "Peng Siong Zheng 

Genealogy""  which consists of twenty-five volumes. It is preserved in the Yiding 

Zhengg Foundation in Yongchun. A conspicuous feature is that the compilation of this 

versionn was launched and actively used by the Malaysia members of the lineage. 

Hencee the historical data contained in these volumes is relevant to our understanding 

off  the migration history of the lineage. It not only provides general information about 

thee evolution and transformation of the Zheng lineage over a period of 1600 years: 

migratingg south, settling in Yongchun, and emigrating to Southeast Asia. It also 

revealss the organizational formation, inner structure, social network, and social 

economicc activities as well as information about principal early members. 

Thee genealogy provides an important source for Parti One. In particular, it 

preservess the early firsthand document of the lineage institution, a trans-territorial 

organization,, comprising the table of organization, the staff lists of the Zheng clan, 

paperss of an earlier Zheng sojourn agency, the list of donors for re-compiling the 
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Zhengg genealogy, the examining committee of the re-compiling, the rules of the 

examiningg committee, records of the Malaysia pioneers and others. These sources 

providee material for our understanding of the border-crossing social space as it was 

constructedd in the past. 

Thee Zheng clan association, established in 1939, has gone through the turmoil of 

Worldd War II, and experienced the rapid transformation of social and political 

circumstances.. It has only been since 1973 that it has been able to enter a 

comparativelyy stable period after it had established its association building in Kuala 

Lumpur,, Malaysia. As a consequence, the documents such as the membership 

registrationn form, the minutes of meetings, the correspondence and financial reports, 

havee only been preserved since the 1970s. These firsthand documents help us to 

constructt an outline of the Malaysia Zhengs' collective life and networks over the past 

threee decades. On the basis of this general picture, I have been able to get a better 

graspp and understanding of the details of information which I acquired in 

communicationss with Zheng members. These documents also contribute to our 

examinationn of the association's role in its members' border-crossing activities, as 

shownn in the narratives around the distribution of power in this trans-territories 

organization,, and around the conflict caused by the dispute about property rights to 

thee Jujing Hall. With regard to the latter, namely the disturbance of Jujing Hall, 

privatelyy preserved documents such as the title deed, papers relating to the lawsuit, 

nott only provide details but more importantly, give a chronological sequence in which 

thee events happened. 

However,, what should be pointed out is that the records in the Zheng genealogy 

aree somewhat sketchy and scattered. They can only be used in combination with 

fieldwork. . 
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B.. local archives 

Locall  archives are those archives preserved by the local governments and related 

institutionss at various levels, as well as various local newsletters and published 

documents.. As this study places the process of the transnational social practice in the 

contextt of local development in the era of globalization and discusses how a Chinese 

locall  government has actively participated in the border-crossing practice and the 

interactionn between the government and migrants, the local documents are significant 

too the study. 

Whenn consulting government-kept archives I have been most concerned with 

policyy texts and statistics referring to the local social and economic development. 

However,, as the accuracy of the statistics provided by Chinese local governments has 

beenn questioned, I use them only in a comparative sense, i.e., while describing the 

locall  changes. 

Amongg the many local newsletters and published documents, there are two kinds I 

wouldd like to discuss here: overseas Chinese newsletters and "literature and historical 

material".. The former is a sort of small-size newsletter edited and published by 

overseass Chinese affair offices and unions of returned overseas Chinese at various 

levels,, directed at migrants overseas. Since the 1950s, there have been more than 

twentyy newsletters continuously issued in Fujian province. The contents of these 

newsletterss can be summarized into two categories. One is a report on the local polity, 

economyy and culture, as well as traditional and current stories which are full of the 

locall  conditions and customs. The other category is news about the actions of 

overseass Chinese of local origin in their place of residence, as well as news referring 

too their investment and donations to their native place. Both kinds of report serve the 

samee goal: to mobilize and utilize to the maximum the overseas resources and 
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promotee local development. Consequently, directed by the ideology of "love one's 

motherlandd and hometown", the information reported by these newsletters is often 

highlyy coloured by propaganda. Keeping this in mind, we still can sift useful 

informationn from the news reported by these newsletters. 

Thee local "literature and historical material" is a sort of non-periodic publication 

compiledd by the Chinese People's Political Consultative Conference (C.P.P.C.C.) at 

variouss local levels. The original motivation of starting them in the 1950s was to 

publishh reminiscences with regard to various social activities in local histories. Not 

longg after, however, the scope expanded to encompass all sorts of documents referring 

too the local society. Almost all the counties in south Fujian publish their literature and 

historicall  material under the name of the locality. The "'Yongchun Wenshi Zilao" 

(Yongchunn literature and historical material) started publication in 1980; twenty 

issuess had been published up to 2000.With regard to the part of migrants overseas, 

however,, its ideology needs to be carefully examined. 

Thee other part of my study is anthropological. It is based on fieldwork during the 

periodd from February 1999 to May 2000, whichh was started in China and more 

particularlyy in Yongchun County, the Quanzhou region and Fuzhou. This was 

followedd by work in Malaysia, especially in Malacca, Segamat, Tanjung Malim, 

Kualaa Lumpur, Ipoh and the Perak region. Further work was undertaken in Hong 

Kongg and Macao. In these areas the principal actors under study have been living, 

acting,, moving and conducting their transnational practices6. The macro-triangle 

regionn around the South China Sea forms the geographic space which is the context of 

thiss study, thus a corresponding fieldwork needs to be carried out in a way itself with 

aa border-crossing characteristic. 
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Withh regard to the methodology of fieldwork, I want to refer to reflexive concepts, 

suchh as "insider" and "outsider", "emic" and "etic" (Marcus and Fisher 1986), 

"experience-near",, "experience-far" and "juxtaposition" as discussed by Geertz, the 

promoterpromoter of Interpretive Anthropology (Geertz 1983: 72-73). In fact, these concepts 

referr more to a researcher who is an outsider to the culture in which he/she conducts 

fieldworkk than to my situation. 

Generallyy speaking, I used participant observation and life story as my major 

methodss which link two disciplines of history and anthropology. As I am also of 

Fujiann origin, I could also apply the principle of "the native's point of view" 

suggestedd by Malinowski when practising participant observation. As a matter of fact, 

whereverr I stayed with Zheng members: in Yongchun, Kuala Lumpur, Malacca, Ipoh, 

orr in Hong Kong, I was regarded by them as "Ranrang" (in Hokkien dialect, this 

meanss one of us) and could share trust and friendship with them. This seems similar 

too what Cognitive Anthropology called the position of the insider (Tyler 1969). Two 

elementss have contributed to the degree of acceptance. One is that I approached my 

contacts,, especially those in Malaysia, through their social and personal networks, via 

thee Union of Returned Overseas Chinese, via the Zheng lineage association, and via 

officialss whom principal Zheng figures have trusted. The second is that of my position 

ass a staff member of Xiamen University. 

Onee of the major purposes of this study is to understand the cultural logic behind 

Southeastt Asian transnational practice. My research needs to do more than to 

investigatee the practice as a social process, more importantly it is essential to find out 

thee cultural logic that is framing the practice. In other words, although I want to know 

whatt Southeast Asian Chinese have been doing in this regard, it is more important to 

mee to understand why they desire to do so, why they apply one sort of practice instead 
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off  alternatives, as well as how they view their deeds and how they reflect on the 

commentss on their social behaviour from others clansmen, hometown fellows, friends 

orr government officials. In raising all these questions, my position as a "Ranrang" has 

beenn helpful. As I could stay close to them in daily life, or followed their working 

routine,, basically my fieldwork could stay close to the way people experience life. 

Thee most pertinent problem about my position is that if I belong to the same 

culture,, in which I have immersed myself, and this frames my observation and 

thinking,, there is a very real danger that my study might lose its objectiveness. 

Moreover,, as pointed out by Geertz, confining oneself to experience pure and simple, 

onee runs the risk of being flooded by trifling phenomena and hence overlooking the 

essencee (Geertz 1983: 73). This peril has been constantly my mind when I engaged in 

thee fieldwork. However, there are two factors which helped me overcome, or at least 

decrease,, the possible negative outcome of my position. 

Firstt of all, by acquiring the position of "Ranrang", I was able to communicate 

widelyy with Zheng lineage members. This enabled me to situate my contacts in a 

ratherr complete context, by comparing and analysing various sources of information 

andd hence I could decrease the danger of subjectivity in the process of cognition. My 

approachh to the "disturbance of Jujing Hair (Chapter 4) is an example. 

II  was in the field in Yongchun and Malaysia exactly when the conflict about 

Jujingg Hall broke out, developed and reached a climax. Each side involved in the 

conflictt informed me about their cause. In the process, I obtained a wealth of 

informationn containing various views, understandings, and interests with regard to the 

affair.. This helped me to see the multiple perspectives in context and the logic behind 

thee event. 
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Secondly,, I averted some of the risks I ran by using the method of "re-

conversation""  with the objectives under study when working on the records on tape 

andd in notebooks. Re-examining and analysing the data, I tried to place myself in an 

intermediatee position between different categories and cultural concepts. I re-

examinedd my initial direct experience in order to come to an interpretative 

framework. . 

Undoubtedly,, nobody can understand more than the person concerned himself. In 

thee process in which a researcher tries to unfold the cultural meaning of an actor' s 

behaviour,, there is no better way than interacting with the person under study to 

comprehendd the culture holder' s self-explanation. As pointed out much earlier by 

founderss of hermeneutics like Wilhelm Dilthey, a nineteenth century German 

philosopher,, this kind of understanding can enable one to know and re-frame cultural 

manifestationss of subjective experience, and to find the concepts in the other' s 

subjectivee world and the motive force of his behaviour. (Hodges 1974:149). Hence, 

whenn I tried to discover the cultural logic of Zheng's transnational social practice, I 

wass keen to have as much communication as possible with my contacts in order to 

obtainn a richer and closer understanding of them. 

2.. Review of Research on Southeast Asian Chinese Migrant s 

Comparedd with other examples of transnational migration, such as Mexican or 

Philippinee labour migration, one distinctive feature of Chinese migration is that it has 

aa very long history. Researches show that Chinese migration from south China to 

Southeastt Asia started in the Tang Dynasty (618-907)7. From the sixteenth century at 

least,, Chinese communities emerged in the major ports of Champa, Cambodia, Siam, 
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Sumatraa (Palembang), Java,, the Malay Peninsula and the Sulu Archipelago (Wang, 

1992:: 79-87). A census suggested that about 150,000 to 200,000 immigrants resided 

inn various parts of Southeast Asia in the period prior to the sixteenth century. (Wu, 

1993:: 216). From the sixteenth to the mid-nineteenth century, the population of 

Chinesee communities rose to about one and a half million, in the wake of the rapidly 

growingg Chinese trade with Southeast Asia and the early establishment of Western 

commerciall  powers in this region (Wu 1993: 259).8 The most important period with 

regardd to Chinese migration, however, was that from the mid-nineteenth century to 

thee 1930s when a large number of Chinese, mostly contract labourers, poured into this 

regionn to feed the demand for labour triggered off by the rapid expansion of the 

coloniall  economies. As a result, the Chinese population of the regionn reached 4.07 

millionn by the early 1930s (Purcell, 1965: 3). Since the 1930s, the average annual rate 

off  increase in the Chinese population in most Southeast Asian countries appears to 

havee been higher than it had been over the previous seventy years, despite the fact that 

large-scalee immigration from China had virtually ceased after 1931 and many contract 

labourerss returned to China at the conclusion of their contracts. The total number was 

12.222 million by 1955 (Simoniya 1959:18), 15.83 million by 1974 (Wu and Wu, 

1980:133),, and 20.17 million by 1990s (Suryadinata 1997). 

Numerouss studies on Southeast Asian Chinese immigrants have appeared. Since 

thiss study focuses on the contemporary transnational social practice of Southeast 

Asiann Chinese, the review of the academic history will be narrowed down to work 

donee in the twentieth century in this respect, referring to other researches only when it 

iss necessary. 

Earlyy Western studies on Southeast Asian Chinese immigrants were basically 

producedproduced by two categories of scholars: Sinologists and Southeast Asian specialists. 
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Thee former can be represented by the Dutch Sinologist J.J.M.de Groot's study on the 

Chinesee Gongsi system in Borneo (De Groot 1896). The basic interest of this group 

layy in Chinese social organization, people's life, religion, belief and customs. The 

attentionn paid to Chinese immigrant communities was merely an extension of the 

interest.. Consequently, such scholars showed a tendency to relate various 

phenomenaa in Chinese immigrant communities to Chinese motherland societies, to 

seekk for the social and cultural roots. De Groot for example, used Chinese traditional 

villagee organization, the lineage system, the mutual aid mechanism and ethics to 

explainn the immigrants' gongsi system. 

Thee latter group of Western Southeast Asia specialists referred to Chinese 

immigrantss only when it was relevant to their study of Southeast Asian societies, 

ethnicethnic groups, culture, political and economic life. Monographs focusing on Chinese 

immigrantss began to appear in the late nineteenth century. These works followed with 

interestt the immigrants' economic and political activities, at the same time partly 

referringg to the culture, institutions and life of Chinese immigrant communities. (Day 

1904;; Hoi 913; MacNair 1925; Vleming 1926; Cator 1936; Kwee 1969/1937). 

Twoo interesting features can be drawn from the early study of Western scholars on 

Southeastt Asian Chinese immigrants. First of all, researches were almost entirely 

startedd for the purpose of serving the colonial domination. We can therefore expect a 

coloniall  point of view in their reports. When referring to Chinese immigrant's social 

organizationn and culture issues, the second group of Southeast Asian specialists 

virtuallyy adopted the views of Sinologists without further elaboration (See De Groot 

1896;; Cator 1936). This way of taking the subject lasted for quite a long time among 

Westernerss in the Southeast Asian immigrant research field. Even after the War 

Worldd II and independence, when this field developed into a second phase, the 
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featuress still remained largely unaltered. Pertinently, in these early studies is that no 

seriouss attention is devoted to Chinese migrants, border- crossing activities. This 

contrastss sharply with Chinese works on such matters. 

Inn the Chinese world, the real research has only really begun since the beginning 

off  the twentieth century, although written documents and data with regard to 

Southeastt Asian Chinese migrants emerged much earlier. This was stimulated by the 

factt that Chinese migration reached a high tide at that time and also because Chinese 

overseass gave great financial support to Sun Yat Sen' s revolution. It was as if 

overseass Chinese really appeared on the horizon and began to arouse widespread 

attention.. Sun addressed them as " the mother of the revolution". 

Thee early study on Southeast Asian Chinese on the Chinese side also can be 

basicallyy catalogued into two kinds n. One was based on the description of the 

Chinesee migrants1 political, economic and cultural activities in the place of residence. 

Mostt of them are brief and sketchy. (Li 1927, 1929, 1936; Wen 1929) Another type 

paidd attention to the relationship of migrants with their native places. This kind is the 

mostt influential and it is also the most relevant to this study. A representative of this 

kindd of study is the work of Chen Da. 

Inn 1933, in order to study people's living standards in various countries, the 

Internationall  Research Committee of the Institute of Pacific Relations launched a 

programmee on migrant studies, as migration was a crucial element influencing living 

standards.. At the invitation of the institute, Chen Da, who was trained in sociology in 

thee US, conducted an investigation in emigrants' sending areas in Guandong and 

Fujiann in 1934-1935. Based on his fieldwork, he wrote a Chinese monograph entitle 

"Southeastt Asian Chinese and the societies of Fujian and Guangdong'1". Chen Da 

wass the first to go into a thorough discussion of the linkage between Chinese migrants 
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andd their places of origin and the social transformation of the latter. He made a 

comparisonn between the emigrating communities and non-emigrating ones, as well as 

Chinesee migrant communities in Southeast Asia. On this basis, he described and 

discussedd various kinds of trans-territories activities emigrants had conducted in their 

hometownn region and the impacts on the transformation of the sending place. His 

conclusionn was that Southeast Asian Chinese immigrants were the major force in the 

transformationn of modes of living in the sending place (Chen 1938). 

Otherr noticeable achievements in this period are Wu Jingxi and Zheng Lingkuan's 

researchess on the issue of remittances. Wu discussed the impact of the remittances on 

thee local financial institutes and financial market as well as on the foreign trade of 

Xiamenn which received remittances from Chinese migrants in Southeast Asia (Wu 

19377 A; 1937B; 1938). Zheng on his part took Fujian province as a whole, and 

studiedd the amount and use as well as the impact of remittances on the social 

economyy and living pattern of the hometown area (Zheng 1940). 

Whatt all of them, Chen, Wu and Zheng, followed with interest was the sending 

placee and the impact of migrant's activities, such as remittances, donations and 

investment,, on this hometown region. Their emphases lay on the sending place and 

theyy took the social transformation as influenced by emigrants as their study object. 

Thereforee this angle can justifiably be regarded as a China-centred point of view. No 

attentionn was paid to the migrants themselves who conducted those border-crossing 

sociall  practices in the hometown region. As a result the process of the practice, and 

circumstancess which conditioned the process, the driving force behind the practice as 

welll  as migrant' s identity remained outside the field of vision. 

Afterr War World II, the situation in Southeast Asia and Eastern Asia changed 

fundamentally.. The ending of the European colonial period in Southeast Asia, the 
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establishingg of national states one after the other in the region, the founding of 

Communistt power in mainland China, the deteriorating relations between China and 

Southeastt Asian countries, and American geopolitical domination in the region as 

partt of its world hegemony, all these have not only exerted deep impact on Chinese 

migrantt societies and migrants' border-crossing activities, but also have influenced 

thee vision and assessment of studies. The study on Southeast Asian Chinese migrants 

hencee moved into the second phase. 

Inn this period, although the number of scholars in this field increased and their 

visionn expanded, one can still see the shadow of the early study pattern, especially in 

thee first twenty years. Sinologists like Freedman, Skinner and others, whose real 

interestt lay in Chinese traditional society but who could not go into China because of 

thee Cold War, took Southeast Asian Chinese communities as "remains of China " 

(Freedman),, a laboratory for studying Chinese traditional social organization, 

familism,, Confucian culture and provincialism. Another group who originally started 

fromm Southeast Asian studies saw Chinese communities as a distinctive ethnic 

minorityy and paid attention to the history and current situation of these communities. 

Thiss group expanded quickly and also attracted numbers of locally born Chinese 

scholarss to join in. 13 The transformation of the ethnic position of the Chinese in the 

adoptingg countries and of relations with the mainstream societies became focus of 

studies.. A series of concepts drawn from real life such as conflict, accommodation, 

assimilationn were put on the agenda. Chinese cultural identity in relation to native 

placess as well as the ethics and values enshrined in Chinese culture were discussed 

intensivelyy and interpreted. What lay behind the discourse was the concern about how 

too blend the Chinese minority into the local mainstream societies. They were distinct 

fromm the locals culturally and racially but held an economically dominant or at least 
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ann economically important position, within these societies. The dominant feeling was 

thatt they should be subordinated to the construction of a modern nation. This line of 

thoughtt was embodied in the so-called 'modernization theory' and was actively 

promotedd by American scholars. It's success would be, to cast off the threat of 

Chinesee communism. 

Theree are a few scholars in this period who began to pay attention to Chinese 

migrants'' border- crossing activities, and this blossomed into a novel field of research. 

Thesee studies converged on two aspects. One examined the Chinese government's 

attitudee and corresponding policy toward migrants, both historically and 

contemporary.. For instance, Yen Qinghuang' s study on the late Qing government' s 

strategyy of selling official titles in order to attract overseas capital from Southeast 

Asiann Chinese communities and Fitzgerald' s tracing of the transformation of the 

communistt party's policy toward Chinese overseas (Yen 1970; Fitzgerald 1972). 

Anotherr aspect emphasized the investment and political activities pursued by the 

migrantss in Mainland China, especially in the early twentieth century. The most 

outstandingg are M.R. Godley' s research on the interaction between Chinese border-

crossingg practice and the economic reform pursued by the late Qing government 

(Godleyy 1973, 1975, 1976), and Yen Qinghuang' s discussion on the role of overseas 

Chinesee in the 1911 Sun Yat Sen' s revolution (Yen 1976). 

Chinesee academic interest at that time focused on the activities Southeast Asian 

Chinesee had conducted in Mainland China before the communist party came to 

power.. For instance, in the 1960s, a group of researchers from Xiamen university was 

engagedd in a wide range of investigation in the emigrants' hometown area, the south-

easternn coast of China, and collected sizeable documentary and interview data with 

regardd to Southeast Asian Chinese migrants' border-crossing activities in this coast 
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areaa in the twentieth century (Lin and Zhuang 1985, 1989; Lin 1994). However, fora 

longg time these materials were read in the framework of patriotism, influenced by the 

dominantt ideology of China. 

Sincee the late 1970s, the study on Southeast Asian Chinese has stepped into the 

thirdd phase. Two important changes in the context are relevant. One is that since the 

1970s,, a group of newly developing industrial countries arose in the Southeast Asian 

andd East Asian region. What they have achieved is often called an economic miracle 

becausee they managed to keep up a striking rate of economic growth for a long 

period.. As ethnic Chinese contributed crucially to the growing prosperity and 

integrationn of the region, and partly because they have emerged as a significant and 

distinctivee force in global capitalism, this phenomenon has attracted wide attention. 

Thee second was the revival of interest in China among overseas ethnic Chinese. This 

wass stimulated almost at the same time, by the opening of China and the 

normalizationn of diplomatic relations between Southeast Asian countries and China, 

motivatedd by various interests, like visiting, touring and business development. The 

border-crossingg activities interwoven with a series of socio-economic transformations 

off  China caused by its opening up to foreign capital therefore attracted the attention of 

scholarss from various disciplines. Three interrelated principal targets appear in their 

studies;; to solve the puzzle of the economic success the Southeast Asian ethnic 

Chinesee have achieved; to examine their changing identity; and to investigate their 

border-crossingg activities. 

Scholarss have focused on what are assumed to be distinctive Chinese attributes 

likee kin-based network, personal relations network, cultivated on trust and 

reciprocation,, as well as flexible business means and strategy. All these elements have 

oftenn been connected with the cultural tradition of the ethnic Chinese. (Wu and Wu 
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1980;; Barton 1983; Lim and Gosling 1983; Limlingan 1986; Yao 1987; Hamilton 

1991).. As Mario Rutten summarizes: "it is the family firm and business network as 

culturall  artefacts-based on closeness, collectivism, paternalism, trust and intense 

manageriall  dedication-that have been instrumental in the recent accumulation of 

wealthh by Chinese businessmen in Southeast Asia" (Rutten 2002:29). This led to the 

emergingg of a New Confucianism and of an imagined Confucian culture circle theory 

ass well as the Great China theory (Tu 1984; MacFarquhar 1980; Shambaugh 1993). 

Thesee theories later were taken up by scholars from business and cultural studies 

(Cleggg and Redding 1990; Redding 1990). All suffer from the cultural fallacy that 

everythingg can be explained by the essential characteristics of Chinese culture. 

Directlyy related to my study are researches referring to Chinese migrants' 

transnationall  practices. On this aspect, Mainland Chinese scholars have published a 

greatt number of articles since the 1980s.14 The main contribution they have made is 

thatt they provide early pictures of Chinese border-crossing activities (Lin 1980A 

1980B;; Zhang 1985; Liu, Cheng and Zheng 1989; Dai 1996). However, controlled by 

ideologyy and subordinated to the needs of local governments, for quite a long time, 

manyy Chinese scholars have been satisfied with the method of seeking an explanation 

forr reality from earlier history. Hence the contemporary overseas Chinese 

transnationall  practices are interpreted simplistically as repeating those of the first half 

off  the twentieth century (Wang 1983; Yan 1987; Cong 1990; Liu 1984; Lin 1989). 

Besides,, various kinds of stories mixed with flights of fancy and unverified facts that 

havee flooded into local written documents edited by local hired scribes have 

hamperedd real and thorough research. 

Att the same time, scholars outside China who had begun paying attention to 

Chinesee migrants border-crossing activities carried the studies further. Apart from 
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continuingg to concentrate on issues like Southeast Asian Chinese capital flowing into 

Chinaa and the effects this had in the late Qing period, from the end of nineteenth to 

thee beginning of the twentieth century (Godley 1981; Yen 1982, 1984, 1991), they 

followedd Chinese labour toward Southeast Asia as well as the Chinese government's 

policyy in this regard. Some of these studies gradually began to turn their interest to the 

contemporaryy border crossing activities-mainly to investment (Suryadinata 1995; 

Wangg 1992, 1994). Wang Gunwu, representing this view, states that two kinds of 

modell  existed in the literature of overseas Chinese contributions to the development 

off  China during the first half of the twentieth century. The first is called the Sincere-

Wingg On model: "The investment decisions were modern and rational. There was no 

sentimentalityy behind them" (Wang 1995: 21). Another called the Tan Kan Kee 

modell  is the opposite of the former. Tan Kah Kee contributed large and regular sums 

off  money to "support family homes, local schools and territory institutions and other 

communityy amenities" (Wang 1995: 25) Wang claims that on the one hand, since 

1980s,, the Tan Kah Kee model no longer survives. Southeast Asian Chinese invest in 

Chinaa today purely in pursuit of profit. On the other hand, the crucial difference 

betweenn the modern ethnic Chinese entrepreneurs' investment and the Sincere-Wing 

Onee model is that the latter invested in China as a prelude to or as a preparation for 

theirr eventual return to China, while the former did not have this sort of intention at 

all.. This view also simplifies the complex nature of Southeast Asian Chinese border-

crossingg activities. By presenting the Zheng members' case, this study suggests a 

differentt view and conclusion. 

Sincee the late 1990s, the study in this field has been developing from two 

perspectives.. Under the name of "Qiaoxiang study", one group of scholars has 

focusedd on enterprises in Mainland China invested in and established by overseas 
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Chinesee 16, and tried to link the research with the discussion about Chinese capitalism 

(Dirli kk 1996; Douw, Huang and Godley 1999). Other scholars who study 

transnationall  migrants, now look at the contemporary overseas Chinese transnational 

practice,, which they call Chinese Diaspora, from a global point of view. By 

comparingg it with other transnational migration groups, labour migration from 

Mexico,, female labour migration from the Philippines and others, this group of 

scholarss has begun to engage in a reflexive examination of Chinese culture and 

identity,, using such conceptualization as alternative capitalism, multiple identities, 

transnationalismm and late capitalism cultural logic. They regard Chinese cultural and 

familyy values and Chinese guangxi network as discursive tropes. "These tropes and 

thee discourses underlying them do not merely explain Chinese identity, networks and 

economicc activity, rather, such discourses and their connection to power in large part 

constitutee Chinese identities and transnational practices , and are therefore in need of 

deconstructionn and study" (Aihwa Ong and Donald M. Nonini 1997:9). 

II  have three comments on the state of current scholarship. Firstly, as far as 

Southeastt Asian Chinese's transnational practice is concerned, the trope of guangxi 

shouldd be deconstructed by a historical examination of a long-term period consisting 

off  colonial, post-colonial and late capitalism phases, instead of as many studies 

havingg been doing, limiting the investigation only to the time span of the past two or 

threee decades. Secondly, if we pay close attention to the practice of individual border-

crossing,, and examine the visible or invisible factors influencing the process, instead 

off  being content with a generalized explanation, we will understand the cultural logics 

whichh direct the border-crossing activities better. Thirdly, if we consider the flexible 

policyy and accumulation strategy that the local governments in China's southeast 

coastt region of China have adopted in seeking local development in the wave of 
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globalization,, we can acquire a better understanding of Southeast Chinese 

transnationalism.. These policies and strategies have penetrated the process of 

migrant'' transnational practice, and framed and intensified the collective memory of 

migrants.. Conversely, they are also influenced by the latter*  s action. The result is a 

complexx interaction, which forms the context of this study. 

3.. Theoretical Perspectives 

Thee theoretical perspectives, used in this study, have three levels, namely: the lineage, 

transnationalismm and entrepreneurs. First of all, this is the study of a Chinese lineage 

and,, as such, it connects to a long tradition of Chinese lineage studies. As Maurice 

Freedmann has pointed out, lineages form the basic unit in the structure of southern 

Chinesee society (Freedman 1958:31-32). In the past, scholars focused mainly on the 

staticc dimension of lineages: a lineage was regarded as localized within an immediate 

spheree of influence and territory. Therefore, lineage and land control, lineage and 

classs relationships, inter-lineage segmentation, inter-lineage feuds have become the 

coree issues in this field (Freedman 1958,1966, 1970; Baker 1979; Hsu 1967; Fu 

1982).. This line of thinking still continues as shown in a recent volume entitled 

"Downn to Earth: the Territorial Bond in South China" (Faure and Siu 1995). 

Thee perspective used here, is to see a lineage not as a static, fixed entity, based 

uponn the natural phenomenon of kinship, but as a dynamic, historically embedded 

phenomenon,, based as much on cultural imagination (fictive kinship) as on biological 

naturall  ties. Very important to the imagination of the lineage is regional and local 

identityy that enables the formation of hometown associations. In the positive reception 

off  Benedict Anderson's (1993) idea that the nation is an imagined community, it is 
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oftenn forgotten that lineage and locality are just as much 'imagined communities' as 

thee nation. The method used here to approach lineage, locality, and region is that of 

networkk study. It is recognized that these categories of kinship and locality are basic 

too the networks under study, but they are not assumed to determine the actions of the 

principall  actors. Often in the literature Chinese overseas networks and interpersonal 

relationss are referred to by the Chinese word guanxi, but the disadvantage of this is to 

assumee that a cultural essence is involved which in itself accounts for its specificity. 

Inn my perspective, the specificities of these Chinese networks can be demonstrated by 

analysingg them in terms of general network analysis. Since the lineage here is 

transnationallyy organized, my perspective is connected to a growing literature on 

globall  networks as, for instance, represented by the new journal "Global Networks". 

Secondly,, this is a study of transnationalism. Theories on globalization and 

transnationalismm have a tendency to focus on the novelty of these phenomena 

(Appaduraii  1996, Hirst and Thompson 1996). They are often perceived to be related 

too the decline of the nation-state (Castells 1997). Here I want to be very cautious. The 

historyy of the nation-state is different in the different parts of the world and the 

declinee of the capacity of the European welfare state should not be taken as a 

universall  phenomenon. In my view one can only speak of transnationalism when 

theree are nation states and one can only speak of this in the case of China and 

Malaysiaa after World-War II . However, that is not to say that Chinese migration 

outsidee of China (broadly defined) is a new phenomenon. This study will show that in 

factt it is a deep historical phenomenon. Transnational migration is therefore a 

transformationn of a historical practice under the political and economic conditions of 

thee nation-state. There are no signs that the nation-state is declining in China or 

Malaysia.. On the contrary, nationalism is on the rise, but it is on the rise under 
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conditionss of globalized capital and labour (Ong 1999). It is these conditions that this 

studyy sets out to illustrate through its case-studies. 

Inn the studies of globalization and transnational migration there is a sharp 

distinctionn between economic studies and cultural studies. The perspective taken here 

iss largely cultural, but it takes culture as a historical practice (Bourdieu 1977, Ortner 

1994,, Sahlins 1976), not as a traditional system of norms and values. The attention of 

thiss study also turns to the economic and political forces which condition the cultural 

practice. . 

Finally,, this is a study of entrepreneurs. Again, the perspective adopted here is a 

culturall  one. The case-studies presented here are analysed not as success-stories of the 

homohomo economicus, the rational, maximizing actor of business studies, but as instances 

off  a cultural logic that frames the actions of these entrepreneurs in terms of their own 

interpretationss and their motivations. That is not to say that they are not rational 

actors,, that they do not attempt to maximize their profit, and certainly not that they are 

drivenn by some kind of 'Asian logic'. On the contrary, it is argued here that their 

rationalityy has to be understood as historically produced within quite specific local, 

regional,, and national conditions. 

Thesee three levels are interwoven. Migration is one of the most important 

mechanismss of transnational!sm. It is organized in networks, partly based on (Active) 

kinship,, partly on local identity. Transnationalism itself can be viewed not as a 

'thing',, but as a process in which the global produces the local. My theoretical 

perspectivee on these interconnected levels is consistently a socio-cultural one. 

Anthropologistss have developed a perspective on the cultural dimension of social 

processess that emphasizes the various ways in which actors give meaning to the world 

andd their own practices in it. In Clifford Geertz's (1973) terms, understanding culture 
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referss to a "way of life" and my interest lies in the way of life that is the result of 

transnationall  migration. My perspective therefore focuses on "what the actors think 

theyy are up to" (to use Geertz's expression) and thus on case-studies, without losing 

sightt of the larger context which is "not entirely of their own making" (to refer to 

Marx).. In the study of globalization and transnational ism many authors emphasize the 

instrumentall  (economic and political) dimension, but I want to stay closer to the actor 

whoo gives meaning to his life and actions. Human beings are 'reflexive', they are 

awaree of themselves while they are acting and through this self-monitoring they 

transformm social life in a dynamic way (see Beck, Giddens and Lash 1994). Their 

locall  life-styles reflect more and more a connectivity with other places and with 

globall  processes that are embedded in capitalism. The local and the global thus form a 

kindd of dialectic. Culture is 'travelling', that is to say that in transnational migration 

culturee is obviously mobile, but, just as importantly, it travels to localities and 

transformss those who stay behind. The entrepreneurs, discussed in this study, not only 

changee themselves culturally, they also bring this transformed culture back to their 

home-towns.. The opposition between 'home' and 'abroad' is thus not so stark and is 

transformedd through travelling culture (Clifford 1997). Obviously, the new 

technologiess of travel and of communication in general alter the possibilities for 

transnationall  connectivity and therefore also for the production of 'global' and 'local' 

andd this study traces some of the changes for the people concerned. Again, however, I 

wantt to emphasize that the new conditions of transnationalm do not create entirely 

neww situations, but that they enable the transformation of historically embedded 

attitudes,, sensibilities, and meanings. 

Lett me elaborate this somewhat further by examining the following concepts: 

transnationalism,, locality and cultural logic. 
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3.11 Transnationalism 

Transnationalismm is one of the most frequently used notions in the past decade. 

Followingg an old distinction in anthropology which at some point defined British 

anthropologyy from American anthropology: some scholars use a social approach; 

otherss a cultural one. Cultural anthropology, moreover, has been influenced by 

culturall  studies. Cultural studies scholarship, as Smith and Guarnizo pointed out, "has 

imprintedd the field with a peculiar cultural bent and a distinctive, postmodern 

discursivee flavour". (Smith and Guarnizo 1998:4) The cultural approach of 

transnationalism,, has been developed recently by, for instance, Aihwa Ong who 

explicitlyy claims "I use transnationalism to refer to the cultural specificities of global 

processes,, tracing the multiplicity of the uses and conceptions of culture". (Ong 2000: 

4)) In her earlier book edited with Donald Nonini, she adopted the term "third 

culture",, suggested by Mike Featherstone and argued that "Modern Chinese 

transnationalismm can be considered one such third culture, an emergent global form 

thatt moreover provides alternative visions in late capitalism to Western modernity and 

generatess new and distinctive social arrangements, cultural discourses, practices, and 

subjectivities"(Ongg and Nonini 1997: 11). 

Thee social approach, on the other hand, offers a variety of visions of 

transnationalism.. Obviously, this approach has been influenced more by structural-

functionalistt and economic sociology, paying attention to the transnational practice of 

migrationn that is socially structured and to the structure and function of various kinds 

off  transnational institutions which constitute the process of globalization as well as 
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"thee constitution and reproduction of transnational networks through material and 

symbolicc exchange"(Smith and Guamizo 1998: 4-6; Basch 1994:7). 

Thee different understandings and applications of the notion of transnationalism 

doo not only result from different concerns about and readings of the process of 

globalization,, they are also produced because the process itself is rich and complex. 

Thereforee as a theoretical framework I do connect social and cultural dimensions and 

takee transnationalism to refer to the process of transnational social practice conducted 

byy Southeast Asian Chinese, by which the immigrants forge and sustain a 

transnationall  social space which connects sending region and receiving region. This 

spacee has been constituted by various kinds of social ties and networks, as well as by, 

whatt I call, cultural logic. Accordingly this dissertation intends to discuss two aspects 

thatt have emerged in the study of transnationalism. 

Untill  now, most of the literature studying transnational migration has merely 

focusedd on contemporary border-crossing practices, regarding them as a special 

productt of the process of globalization that is associated with full mobility and with 

flexibilit yy of accumulation. The disjuncture of the social phenomenon is emphasized 

(Appaduraii  1990). This angle neglects considering various features of migrant 

groups.. In particular, for some migrant groups, for instance, the Southeast Asian 

Chinesee groups, the contemporary transnationalism is historically embedded. A few 

scholarss like Ong and Nonini in thee introduction of "Ungrounded Empires" recognize 

thiss and declare that they intend to "...take modern Chinese transnationalism to be a 

recentt global phenomenon with historical roots in premodern trade systems, European 

colonialism,, and more recent American geopolitical domination of the Pacific." They 

"seekk to identify for a range of sites the precursors and contemporary forms of a 

distinctivelyy modern Chinese transnationalism, and the instrumentalities and 
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identificationn that constitute it"(Ong and Nonini 1997: 12,17). But because their book 

iss a collection of papers produced from a conference about overseas Chinese 

capitalism,, which embodies different concerns and reading, the intentions of the 

editorss were not completely realized. 

Ass far as Southeast Asian Chinese migration groups are concerned, if we do not 

understandd the early form and the evolution of transnationalism, we will not 

understandd the recent transnationalism. The historical development can be divided 

brieflyy into three periods. The first  period covers a long period till the late nineteenth 

century.. Chinese trans-region activities then were closely related to the expanding of 

Chinesee overseas trading and commercial migration. However, before China started 

itss modernization in the mid- nineteenth century, the government's attitude and policy 

couldd be summarized in two points: first, it was strictly forbidden for ordinary people 

too go abroad, not to mention actually emigrating abroad. Secondly, the Qing 

governmentt regarded those people who remained abroad as criminal, contemptible, 

wretchedd and abandoned subjects who were disloyal. Given this way of thinking two 

importantt results were produced: A: because no legal migration existed, overseas 

Chinesee living in the Southeast Asia region were not able to travel freely between 

Chinaa and the Southeast Asian regions ruled by European colonial regimes. 

Consequently,, in a strict sense, a trans-region social space which connected the native 

placess and resided region did not exist. Chinese trans-regional behaviour was 

reflectedd more in border-crossing activities between the colonies in the Southeast 

Asiann region. B: as groups abandoned by the Chinese empire, overseas Chinese could 

seekk help only from the non-government social forces like associations based on clan, 

regionn and trade to protect their survival overseas and to maintain connections with 
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theirr hometown. This led to the emergence of various kinds of Chinese associations 

basedd on clan, region and trade ties.17 

Thee second period, from the late nineteenth century to the mid-twentieth century 

witnessedd the construction and development of precursor Chinese transnationalism. 

Afterr the Qing government signed the "Peking Treaty" with the British, French and 

otherr powers in 1860, Chinese emigration was legitimized. This was followed by a 

constantt flow of Chinese labour to the Southeast Asian region, forming a migration 

wavee lasting for seventy years til l the 1930s. For economic and political purposes: to 

buildd up modern industry, and to stabilize politically the unstable situation caused by 

sociall  transformation and confrontation among different interest groups, Chinese 

governmentss in the late Qing started to pay attention to Chinese communities in 

Southeastt Asia, and to put into operation its overseas Chinese policy which was 

designedd to control and utilize. This changed situation signalled a strengthening of the 

overseass Chinese people's relations with China, the rise of nationalism, and 

strengtheningg of Chineseness. Consequently, the trans-territories social space 

connectingg the hometowns and residence region based on clan and region ties was 

forged.. Through this space, the trans-territories activities, with investments and 

donationss as the major forms, became a frequent occurrence as showed in part one of 

thiss manuscript. 

Thee period from the late 1940s to the 1970s witnessed the suspension of the 

connectionn between overseas Chinese and China as a result of political and diplomatic 

conditions.. Since the 1970s, along with the greatly intensified rates of globalization, 

Southeastt Asian Chinese transnational practice has turned to a new phase. In order to 

distinguishh it from the early practice, some scholars address this phase as 

contemporaryy Chinese transnationalism. This transnationalism, on the one hand, is 
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imprintedd with the brand of present-day late capitalism with characteristics of "a 

constellationn of technical, financial, and institutional innovations" and "...associated 

withh the enhanced and increased mobility of people, commodities, ideas, and capital 

onn a global scale" (Ong and Nonini 1997: 9, 10). But despite such modern aspects, it 

continuess to be historically embedded and to possess a cultural logic that has deep 

historicall  roots. 

3.22 Locality 

Thiss study applies the notion of locality at two levels. It examines the dialectic of the 

locall  and the global in a cultural and social sense. That is to say that the local can only 

bee understood through the global and vice versa. I do not use the term 'dialectics' to 

suggestt that the two are each other's logical opposites and that the outcome would be 

synthesis,, but to suggest dynamic interaction, as in Peter van der Veer's book on the 

interactionn between the Indian colony and the British metropole (Van der Veer 2001). 

Furthermore,, this study also looks at the governmental practices, both at the local and 

att the regional level in dealing with this dialectic of global and local. The effects of 

governmentt projects at local, regional and national levels on migrants have been 

recentlyy discussed by Ong (1999), who describes Chinese transnationality as "flexible 

citizenship".. Ong focuses on the cultural logic of human action and on economic and 

sociall  processes in the framework of national and local projects of identity formation. 

Inn her view migrants are not just subjected to these processes of government but are 

themselvess creatively shaping them. As she puts it, "in Asia, transnational flows and 

networkss have been the key dynamics in shaping cultural practices, the formation of 

identity,, and shifts in state strategies" (Ong 1999: 17). 
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Thee classic modernization theory tried to apply the reading of modem social 

transformationn induced by the experience of Western industrialization everywhere as 

aa means to examine and understand development and transformation of all regions, 

andd to make proposals for future development. In this vision, local is a negative word 

withh connotations of backwardness and stalemate or it is romanticized and overly 

positive,, like in Tönnies Gemeinschaft versus Gesellschaft (community versus 

society).. It is seen" as the realm of idiosyncratic culture at odds with scientific 

rationality",, or "as the obstacle to full realization of that political form of modernity, 

thee nation-state" (Smith and Guarnizo 1998; Dirli k 1996:23). In the past decades, this 

vieww has been criticized, especially by post-modernist theory, in which local is re-

definedd "as a dynamic source of multiple modernities and alternative contestation" 

(M.P.. Smith 1992; Robbins 1993; Smith and Guarnizo 1998). Appadurai further 

discussess locality from the cultural angle of globalization. When he discusses the 

productionn of locality, which he calls neighbourhood, he points out that "as local 

subjectss carry on the continuing task of reproducing their neighbourhood, the 

contingenciess of history, environment, and imagination contain the potential for new 

contextss (material, social, and imaginative) to be produced. In this way, through the 

vagariess of social action by local subjects, neighbourhood as context produces the 

contextt of neighbourhood.̂ Appadurai 1996: 185) His point is that nothing is outside 

off  history, that subjects of history are also historical subjects. The local is thus not 

static,, but dynamic. For Appadurai and others (see Tomlinson 1999), it is precisely 

thee imagination of the local and the global that is a productive part of processes of 

globalization.. The desire of migrants who have never been to their home towns to 

'return'' there and spend their last days in them is a perfect example of such an 

imaginaryy homeland, but, as argued before, it is not only the migrants who have 
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imagination.. The so-called 'locals*  imagine the global through the narratives of 

successfull  migrants, one among other ways to nurture the locals' imagination of the 

global.. It is this dialectic that this dissertation tries to analyse. 

Thiss view about the dynamic nature of the local is also relevant to the study of 

governmentt policy, when the dissertation tries to explain the role the Yongchun local 

governmentt has played in the transnational practice conducted by Yongchun 

migrants,, as well as the interaction between two sides, produced from the action of re-

buildingg local projects. For the Yongchun government, the greatly intensified rate of 

thee globalization process provides it with opportunities to adjust their survival 

strategyy to seek local development. As a matter of fact, since China opened its door, 

thiss has become a common purpose among local governments everywhere in China. 

"Seizee opportunity, seek development" has been the most popular slogan among the 

locall  governments of China. As far as the Yongchun government is concerned, 

seekingg for development is determined by how to mobilize and utilize local resources 

fully .. In the eyes of the Yongchun government, the existence of a huge emigrant 

overseass population, which surpasses the local population in number, is the greatest 

locall  resource. This can explain why the local government has been so actively 

interveningg in the migrants*  transnational practice. 

Whenn examining the relationship between migrant transnationalism and the state's 

powerr and control, viewing from adichotomous angle: from above and from below, 

somee scholars overstress the antagonism and exclusiveness between the two by 

arguingg that it is leading to a post-national culture and the economy of globalization, 

inn which the authority and control of the state is weak. Smith and Guamizo argue that 

"inn the present period of mass migration many nation-states that have experienced 

substantiall  out-migration are entering into a process of actively promoting 
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'transnationall  reincorporation'of migrants into their state-centered projects" (Smith 

andd Guamizo 1998:7). This judgement is confirmed by this study. I would like to go 

evenn so far as to argue that the local government, under influence of economic 

globalization,, carries forward a positive interaction with the migrant community in 

Southeastt Asia in the sense of forming a reoriented local culture on which it bases its 

ownn policy. Hence the interaction reproduces the locality itself. 

Theree is a saving in China: "the sky is high and the emperor is far away" 

whichh is a good illustration of the relations between the central state and local states 

inn thee traditional Chinese system of social control. As China has for many centuries 

beenn vast in territory, it has always been simply a matter of fact, that the central state 

hadd not enough power to control the locals completely, despite the centralization of 

authorityy was imposed as early as Qin dynasty. Instead, local governments always 

retainn a certain space for themselves, to adjust the policy or law promulgated by the 

centrall  government in accordance with local interest. Therefore divergences exist with 

regardd to policy between the two levels.18 Since opening its door in the late 1970s, 

Chinaa faced by the pressure and motive force produced by the enhanced and increased 

mobilityy of people, commodities, ideas, and capital on a global scale. At the same 

time,, the central state was prepared to allow the local level more room to manoeuvre, 

thee local government has hence developed a strong desire to participate actively in the 

transnationall  practice of its migrants and makes a great effort to promote 

'transnationall  reincorporation' of migrants into local-centered projects. 
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333 Cultura l Logic 

Sociall  determinism was once a popular perspective among social scientists. For 

instance,, Talcott Parsons stated that a subject's behaviour is moulded by social 

structure-groupss or social units related together in an organized way-which is 

authoritativee and neglects individual enterprise (Popenoe 1988:182). This model was 

alsoo applied to transnational migration. In this framework, the transnational migrants' 

practicess are socially structured, responding to a given structure, and the result 

satisfiess the need of the structure. What is ignored here is agency. Giddens therefore 

raisess his "structuration" theory to re-examine the dialectical relation between social 

structuree and agent. In his view, social activities show a featuree of routinization. 

"Routine"Routine is integral both to the continuity of the personality of the agent, as he or she 

movess along the paths of daily activities, and to the institutions of society, which are 

suchh only through their continued reproduction." (Giddens 1984: 60) It is through 

thiss repeated route of conducting social practice that the social actor expresses 

himself.. At the same time, by continuing these activities, the actor reproduces the 

preconditionn which leads to further activities. More importantly, he suggests that the 

continuitycontinuity of practice takes reflexivity, which is produced by actor's ability of 

recognitionn (Giddens 1984: 62). We may take Giddens theory as a starting point to 

elaboratee what we call the cultural logic behind the transnational practice under study. 

Ongg also stresses the "practice theory" derived from Giddens. In her view, "...the 

culturall  logics inform and structure border crossings as well as state strategies ... 

culturall  logics also make those rational actions, such as family emigration and 

invitingg foreign capital, thinkable, practicable and desirable, which are embedded in 

processess of capital accumulation." (Ong 2000:5). This study would like to carry this 

analysiss a step further. The logic, which is relevant to transnational activities, can be 

dividedd into four elements: government; market; social network and personal 
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experience.. The government controls certain fundamental resources, including 

authoritativee resources and allocative resources. By setting up institutions and policy, 

thee government defines the actor's possible action range. The market provides an area 

forr rational economic operation, its mechanism of comparing and maximizing of 

interestt is the decisive elements for transnational migrant's practice. The social 

networkk includes the networks at two ends, respectively sending and receiving places, 

andd also includes transnational networks built up in the process. They form the 

contextt of the social practices under study. Personal experience provides the 

possibilityy for the actor to form stocks of knowledge, which is the prerequisite for 

formingg what Giddens calls "reflexive self-regulation". 

Onn the basis of these four elements, three hypotheses about the Zheng lineage's 

transnationall  activities can be formulated as follows. 

Firstly,, as rational beings, migrants always direct transnational practice towards 

maximizingg of resource utilization. But in practice, what the actor actually can do, and 

inn fact whether or not he can reach the maximizing goals, depends on the conditions 

constitutedd by interactions of several elements: institutions and policies designed by 

thee relevant governments; social networks; market operating space; as well as the 

reflexivee self-regulation of the actor. 

Secondly,, aiming at maximizing resource utilization, the action revealed in the 

environmentt must follow a certain route. In other words, it is routine. The routine is 

forgedd in the practice or habitus (Bourdieu) of people, and by the repeating of 

practice,, thus what Giddens calls "practical consciousness" to guide people's 

behaviourr is brought about. 

Thirdly,, transnational social practices are always conducted through networks and 

followw certain regulations. Networks, as a resource, together with regulations, can be 
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regardedd as the content of "structure". Middlemen are situated in the structure and on 

itss basis they play their roles. 

Thiss study applies the above three hypotheses to examine the concrete process of 

transnationall  social practices since the late 1970s. The historical and cultural roots of 

thiss process have crossed Asian colonial and post-colonial periods. The focus is to 

unfoldd the cultural logic which conditions the border-crossing activities under study. 

Culturall  logic reveals itself in the interactions of local government, market 

requirements,, social networks and practical consciousness, and frames the 

manifestationss and the content of transnational practices. 

4.. Narrativ e Structure 

Thiss study focuses on the contemporary transnational social practice conducted by 

Zhengg lineage overseas members since the late 1970s in the hometown region in 

China.. As pointed out earlier, if we do not fully understand the historical and cultural 

rootss of the phenomenon, we will not be able to comprehend the recent practice. 

Thereforee my narrative starts from the migration history of the Zheng lineage. The 

earlyy migration period, the pioneering period in the Malay Peninsula and the 

constructionn of connections with the sending place constitute Part One which consists 

off  two chapters. Chapter 1 presents an ecological and socio-environmental picture of 

thee sending place as well as a general sketch of Zheng emigration. This sets the scene 

forr the presentation of four historical cases: San Shan in Segamat (Malaya), 

XingdeshunXingdeshun in Tanjung Malim (Malaya) and Xingde Tang in Yongchun (China), the 

Zhengg Trans-Territories Association and the Peng Siong School in Yongchun 
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(China),, represent the formation and evolution of early Zheng border-crossing 

activities.. This forms the content of Chapter 2. 

Partt Two comprises three principal contemporary cases, which are unfolded 

respectivelyy in Chapter 3, Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. Although similarities could be 

observedd among the transnational practices conducted by the three principal actors, 

thee differences are also noticeable. If Wenyao Zheng' s behaviour narrated in Chapter 

33 reveals recognizable features in terms of following and imitating the precursory 

modell  in border-crossing practice and proves a sort of historical extension; then 

Xingzhongg Zheng' s case discussed in Chapter 4 delivers more information with 

regardd to flexibilit y of negotiation and strategy of accumulation expressed in the 

subject'' s pursuit of maximizing resource utilization. At the same time, it also shows 

howw traditional familism is being subjected to transformation in the intensified 

mobilityy of the late capitalism; Jingxing Zheng' s operation of transnational 

enterprisess described in Chapter 5 reflects explicitly how flows of capital, technology, 

informationn and goods on the global scale project onto the transnational subject's 

action.. The diversity of the three cases exactly indicates the complexity of the cultural 

logicc which frames the practices under study. And the complexity is further 

embodiedd in the interactions of the four fundamental elements: local government; 

markett requirements; social networks; and practical consciousness. For this, a further 

expositionn from the angles of local government and of middlemen is given in Part 

Three,, which comprises Chapters 6 and 7. 

Chapterr 6 delineates and discusses how the local governments-both the Yongchun 

districtt government of the sending place of Zheng migrants, as well as the provincial 

governmentt in which Yongchun is embedded intervene in migrant border-crossing 

practices.. Related to the local government's behaviour is a group of middlemen who 
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havee been actively involved in the transnational social networks. Although disparate 

inn position, status, and profession, these middlemen possess a common point in that 

theyy are key players in the social networks under study. Their existence and function 

inn the transnational space have not yet aroused sufficient interest. This is the reason I 

devotee a separate chapter to discussing them. 

Proposedd by Chen Liushi, a well-known leader in Singapore and Malaysia Chinese 
communities,, in 1953, there were 297 organizations forming a preparatory committee 
forr establishing Nanyang University. After three years preparation, on March 1956, 
thee University was formally opened. In 1980, it was merged with Singapore 
Universityy into the National University of Singapore (NUS). 
**  Qiaoxiang in the Fujian and Guandong context means those counties and places, 
whichh have been native places of emigrants {Qiaoxiang literately means sojourner 
hometown).. In recent discourse with regard to overseas Chinese and China, the term 
"Qiaoxiang"Qiaoxiang tie" is invented referring to the linkage between overseas Chinese and 
theirr ancestral hometowns. See Rethinking Chinese Transnational Enterprises: 
CulturalCultural Affinity and Business Strategies, edited by Leo Douw, Cen Huang and David 
Ip,, Curzon Press, 2001 

II  use the term "lineage" to refer to zu, which is defined as a group descended from a 
commonn ancestor. In a more general sense, the term clan can be used as an alternative 
term. . 

Generallyy speaking, a form of address for a lineage family is usually preceded by the 
namee of place where the ancestor first moved in. Keyuan Gong (Keyuan is his 
assumedd name, Gong is Chinese respectful address for a elder male), the ancestor of 
Zhengg lineage who first migrated into Yongchun, lived at the apron of Jian Lian Ken 
(aa valley in Yongchun). The lineage was labeled with Peng Siong, first because it 
soundss like "on apron" in pronunciation. Second, Peng Siong in Chinese means a 
cock'ss fight. The implied meaning is that they wish lineage descendants could rouse 
themselves,, like cock's fight, earning themselves a bright future. 
Thee genealogy is divided into fourteen parts. The document with regard to the clan 

associationn is placed in the twelfth part: miscellanies; the records about pioneers are 
collectedd in the ninth part: literature and the tenth part covers education. 

Withh regard to details of my fieldwork, see appendix. 
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77 On this issue, scholars usually used Li Chang Fu's view, the dating from the middle of 
thee thirteenth century, when the declining Sung dynasty was about to be replaced by 
Mongoll  rule and China's external contacts by sea were beginning to expand, making 
migrationn relatively easy(See Li, 1927:14). However, more scholars now turn to 
believee that the beginning of Chinese migration to Southeast Asia should be placed as 
earlyy as before the 10th century (See Wu 1993). 
88 However, others suggest a lower figure. See Purcell, 1965, pp 3, 43, 169-175, 232-
234,, 386. 
99 Limited by author's language, the discussion here is basically constrained to works 
writtenn in English, but she thinks that this wouldn't make much difference. 
100 Before studying the Chinese Gongsi system of Borneo, Groot had done research on 
thee folk beliefs and customs of Xiamen region and published his first Sinological 
monograph.. After he left Southeast Asia in 1883, he soon went to China conducting 
fieldworkk there for five years, subsided by Dutch government, and completed his 
pioneeringg study on Chinese religion. Since then he has been well-known in academic 
circles.. (Groot 1996:147-149) 
111 It is worth to point out that most of these early authors themselves had a migration 
background,, like such influential ones as Li Changfu, Wen Xiongfei and Chen Da. 
(Seee Wen 1983: 308-312; Chen and Li 1983:313-329; Li 1936: 1-13). 
122 The English version was published in 1940 in the Unites States. 
133 See Purcell 1951; Weightman 1955; Wickberg 1965, 1964; Willmott 1960; Ryan 
1961;; Yuyitung 1968 Fitzgerald 1965; Huangl956; Jackson 1968; Wang 
1959,1969,1976;; See 1976; Tan 1972; Low 1973; Yong 1973; Heidhues 1974; Wee 
1975;; Yen; 1976). 
144 See Zheng Yiping and Chen Lilian eds, Huaqiao Huaren Wenxian Yanjiu Shuoyin 
(1980-1990)) (Index of the Literature of Chinese Overseas Study (1980-1990), Xiamen, 
Xiamenn University, 1994; Zheng Yiping ed, Huaqiao Huaren Wenxian Yanjiu Shuoyin 
(1991-1995)) (Index of the Literature of Chinese Overseas Study (1991-1995), Xiamen, 
Xiamenn University, 1998. 
155 In Fujian and Guandong where Chinese mi grants' s native places are located, 
variouss kinds of local historical accounts of past events and newsletters have been 
periodicallyy published, assisted and financed by local governments. Articles published 
aree usually in the tone of propagating overseas Chinese deeds of "love motherland 
andd love hometown". 
166 What should be mentioned especially here is "The Qiaoxiang Ties Project" led by 
Dutchh scholar Leo Douw which started in 1995. The study focused on overseas 
Chinese'' s investment activities in Southern China, in particular Fujian and Guandong. 
Seee Douw and Post 1995; Douw, Huang and Godley 1999. 
177 See Wang Gungwu: China and the Chinese Overseas, p.79-101, Singapore: Times 
Academicc Press, 1991; Yen Ching Hwang: A Social History of the Chinese in 
Singaporee and Malaya 1800-1911, Singapore and New York, Oxford University Press, 
1986. . 
188 In the past, the major part of research on the relation between central state and the 
localss in Chinese history focused on financial issues. In recent years, scholars pay 
attentionss to the divergence of pushing functions with regard to economic 
developmentt and point out that the dynamics of reform come from the locals. See 
Constancee Lever-Tracy, David Ip and Noel Tracy: The Chinese Diaspora and 
Mainlandd China, New York: St..Martins, Inc, 1996. 
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Partt  One: 
Transnationall  Social Space: Emerging and Shaping 

Transnationalismm and associated concepts such as transnational migration, 

transnationall  capital, transnational social space and the like have only emerged as 

prevalentt discourses in the late wave of globalization . For this reason, scholars have 

focusedd on the modern forms of transnational phenomena and relate them to 

discussionss about the late capitalism and flexible capitalism. However, as a kind of 

sociall  phenomenon, transnational practice, both in its individual form and in its 

collectivee one, has been a social process for several centuries, and this depth of 

historicityhistoricity has asserted an indubitable influential impact on the contemporary 

transnationalism,transnationalism, whether this be in terms of form or of content. For this reason, when 

facingg migration groups like overseas Chinese who have had a rather long migrant 

history,, our investigation and consideration of the transnational activities would be 

incompletee without tracing the early phase as well as the transformations when crossing 

variouss periods and different space. 

Thee following two chapters will present a picture of a particular place First, 

revealingg how it developed its connection overseas over a long period of time. 

Consequentlyy a major feature of Fujian as a region had been forged before the second 

halff  of the twentieth century, that is that this place not only functioned as a receiving 

pointt for domestic immigrants, but more importantly, it was a place for producing 

emigrantss abroad (Chapter One). 
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Thenn Chapter Two will disclose how immigrants strategically built up their 

transnationall  living pattern (liangtougu, literally: both-ends living pattern). In this 

process,, a sort of transnational social space has been historically constructed. 

Furthermore,, we will see how these trans-territorial practices have evolved from 

exampless of individual and scattered behaviour into an institutional and organized 

framework. . 

Too sum up, what Part One would like to suggest is that transnational practice is not a 

neww phenomenon. To investigate its developing trajectory, which has been historically, 

socially,, and culturally formed will help us to understand better the modern forms of 

transnationall  phenomena. 
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Chapterr  1 

Landscape,, History and Moving: the Peng Siong 

Zhengg Lineage in Yongchun County 

Theree is a common Chinese saying, literally translated, "One mountain, one sea, one 

people;; different mountain, different sea, different people" that vividly reveals the inner 

relationss between human beings and their natural and social environment. When going 

throughh the history of Chinese migration, a noticeable phenomenon is that most 

migrantss came from two southeast coastal provinces, namely Fujian and Guandong. As 

farr as Fujian migrants are concerned, the majority is of south Fujian origin. The 1957 

statisticall  report indicated that 75 % of all migrants from Fujian province emigrated 

fromm south Fujian (Lin and Zhuang, 1985: 26-27). It is necessary, therefore, for us to 

startt our story in context with the living environment and social changes in southern 

Fujiann province. 

Inn this chapter, I will set the scene with an introduction to southern Fujian social 

environmentt and history. Migrants from this area are known as the Hokkien group and 

thee Zheng lineage which is central to this study, hails from there. Moving from the 

generall  to the particular, I turn to Yongchun where the Zheng ancestors and lineages 

havee lived from generation to generation. The various vicissitudes and activities of this 

lineage,, including the evolution of relationships between the overseas members and 

thosee who have remained behind, are unfolded here. With these accounts as backdrop, 

wee become better acquainted with the Zheng lineage, which roots us in a position to 
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tracee and understand how this line of the Zheng family originally migrated from the 

Centrall  Plains to Yongchun, and how their basic beliefs and the distinctive features of 

theirr heritage were shaped by the local social environment. In a manner of speaking, 

thee Zheng ancestors were migrants too in another period of Chinese history. More 

importantt is how some of the members of this lineage migrated again in yet another era 

off  migration and in a fashion different to that of their ancestors, by crossing the vast 

oceanss to Southeast Asia, particularly to Malaysia. 

1.. A tri p to the Quanzhou area 

Inn the spring of 1997,1 started my primary field work for this research project. At that 

time,, I was still teaching in the History Department of the Xiamen University. It was 

aroundd the end of 1997 that I was informed by the Amsterdam School for Social 

Sciencee Research that my research proposal had been accepted. While I was engaging 

inn the patience-testing process of applying for a Dutch visa, I decided to take a trip to 

Quanzhouu district to acquaint myself with the relevant background and to source out 

possiblee cases for this study. 

Thee Quanzhou area is situated in the southern part of Fujian province along the 

southeasternn coastline of China; (see map 2). 
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Mapp 2: Fujian Province, Quanzhou district and Yongchun County 
(Southernn Fujian includes Quanzhou, Zhangzhou and Xiamen.) 
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Fujiann province is generally referred to as the "mountainous region of the southeast" for 

mountainss and hills cover 80% of the whole province. The two key mountain ranges 

aree the Wuyi and the Daiyun. They run from the north to the south parallel to the 

coastline.. Consequently, the height of the terrain tapers off from northwest to southeast 

inn a ladder-like formation. Generally speaking, there are three regions;; distinguished on 

thee basis of their average height above sea level: l.the high mountainous district of 

northwestt Fujian; 2. the high mountainous district of mid or central Fujian; 3.the region 

withh medium-sized mountains, hills and plains in southeast Fujian. 

Southernn Fujian, the target area of my study extends over the last level of these three 

regions.. Although mere are no high mountain ridges, hills of 500 metres above sea 

levell  cover a major part of this area. Moving from the coast inland, the terrain 

graduallyy rises up to as high as 1000 metres. The only two plains along the coast are not 

extensive.. One is the Quanzhou plain of 345 square kilometers and another one is the 

Zhangzhouu plain occupying 567 square kilometres. With Quanzhou city as its centre 

onn the Quanzhou plain, Quanzhou district comprises of seven counties, four along the 

coastt and three in the mountainous area. Yongchun County, the springboard of the 

Zhengg lineage in this study, is one among its three mountainous counties. 

Quanzhouu city (about 100 km. north of Xiamen) was the first destination of my trip 

ass it is the central administrative and executive center for all government bodies. This 

cityy was claimed by Marco Polo to have been the greatest port in the world in the 

thirteenthh century. It is one of the most famous ancient cities on the southeast coast area 

off  China. As it had been a free port city as early as the period of the Song and the Yuan 
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dynasties,, from the beginning of the eleventh to the fourteenth century, it formed a 

fruitfull  cradle for a distinctive regional culture. The tendency towards sea trading and 

immigrationn was cultivated early among its people. 

Att the time of my visit in 1997, the coastal high way connecting Xiamen and 

Fuzhou,, the capital of Fujian province, had not been completed yet. So the journey 

tookk me three and a quarter hours on a narrow two-lane road. 

Actually,, I am quite familiar with this area. Several years ago, when I was engaged 

inn two research programmes: viz. 'The contemporary functions of Philippine Chinese 

associations'' and The local schools funded and supported by Southeast Asian Chinese', 

thiss area came to my notice as it is a well-known hometown of many Southeast Asian 

Chinese.. In the course of my research, I had visited this area several times to search for 

andd collect relevant data. As a matter of fact, this experience of mine has been one of 

thee key reasons why I chose the current research topic. But that was several years ago. 

Whenn I arrived in Quanzhou, I was in for a surprise. The city is crowded with 

variouss types of motorized vehicle: motorcycles, tricycles, mini-buses, buses and taxis. 

Thee youthful conductors of the mini-buses vie with each other for passengers by crying 

outt the names of their destination and are very warm and helpful in their efforts to 

solicitt more customers. As soon as they get the passengers into the bus, their attention 

shiftss without any hesitation onto the next potential customer. The bus can keep you 

waitingg as there is no fixed departure time - it will not start the journey until the touts 

havee recruited enough passengers in spite of the renewed promises by the conductor 

andd the driver that they will set out in five more minutes. This and the surrounding 
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atmospheree is one of perpetual action and movement where everybody is seen to be 

busyy earning money and the principle of gaining higher and ever higher income seems 

too be the top priority. This impression was strengthened as I travelled all the way along 

thee coastal area of this district. Hyper-trading activities, vigorous entrepreneurship, 

bolsteredd by the noisy and exciting atmosphere gave the impression that the economy at 

thee grassroots level is a mixture of dynamism and confusion. 

2.. Migratio n Southwards 

Thee people of southern Fujian origin, who are called 'Hokkien' in most literature", are 

alwayss regarded as a distinctive group among overseas Chinese. Most of their early 

ancestorss were themselves migrants hailing from the Central Plains (comprising the 

middlee and lower reaches of the Huang-ho River); in particular from two provinces -

Shanxii  and Henan. The main period of migration took place between the fifth and the 

eleventhh century, triggered off by the turmoil and chaos of the civil wars that erupted 

periodicallyy in the northern region as emperors fought to establish or maintain their 

dynasties.. The major part of these migration waves from the Central Plains were 

absorbedd into the Quanzhou area. The first wave started in the period often referred to 

ass the "South and North Dynasty" and saw the arrival of eight distinguished clans in 

Fujiann escaping from the perils of war. As the main form of transport was the river, 

manyy settled down in the Quanzhou area along the only river that flows through this 

regionn from the western mountains to the eastern sea. Therefore, both the river and the 
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regionn in its lower reaches were called Jingjiang, with Jing being derived from the Jing 

dynastyy of that period and 'jiang' meaning river (He, 1994: 182). 

Later,, at the beginning of Tang dynasty, A.D. 713-741, written statistics were 

reportedd for the first time in the historical records and these showed that there were 

aboutt 37,054 households with an approximate population of 240,950 people living in 

thiss area (Huai, 1870). However, during this period, Quanzhou was just at the stage of 

openingg up and the population was sparse. 

Thee second big immigrant wave lasted almost one hundred years from the 

mid-ninthh century to the mid-tenth century, the period from the end of the Tang dynasty 

too the period referred to as 'Five Generations and Ten Countries'. 

Onee century later, in the year of Yuanfeng during the Song Dynasty, A.D. 1078-1085, 

itt was estimated that the number of households stood at around 201,469 and the 

populationn was 1,067,845. According to the historical record of that time, there were 

eightt prefectures in Fujian, where the total number of households was more than 

200,000;; Quanzhou was among the key prefectures. 

However,, from the late fourteenth century, an meaningful change appeared. The 

movementt of the population started changing direction from domestic to overseas 

migration.. This alteration is related to another feature of the Hokkien group, which I 

wil ll  dwell on in more detail. 

Hokkienss have long enjoyed the reputation of being skilled merchants. This 

categorizationn can be traced back to the very early political history of China and their 

primaryy choice of profession is strongly related to the local eco-environment and living 
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conditionss of the place in which the migrants finally settled. As mentioned before 

mountainss and hills cover a major part of Fujian, and farmland occupies only 20% of 

thee area. Moreover, the soil is poor because sand prevails over clay. Hence a striking 

issuee in both the Song and Yuan dynasties was the sharp contrast between population 

increasee and the shortage of arable land. But there was a compensation, the long 

coastlinee and deep waters have throughout the ages provided the local people with the 

prerequisitee conditions for engaging in maritime trading activities. 

Thee central part of the Chinese empire, the seat of the central government, was 

experiencingg a time of turmoil which lasted a period stretching from the middle of the 

Tangg Dynasty to the early Song Dynasty (around the eighth century A.D.). Clark 

consideredd this to be the time the local authorities in Southern China took advantage of 

thee lapse in power between the central and provincial levels to seize control. One of 

thesee areas taken over was Quanzhou. In order to find space and a means for survival 

duringg these years of upheaval, the leaders of Southern China adopted a flexible 

socio-economicc policy. Encouraged by the more liberal stance taken by the local 

authorities,, non-governmental commerce in Quanzhou began to flourish and set the 

stagee for great development (Clark, 1989). In the eighth and the ninth century, an 

outwardd projection of the economy gradually evolved - centering on Quanzhou's 

deepwaterr harbour where a close trading connection with other countries in Asia, 

particularlyy with Southeast Asia, gradually took root. Sea trading reached its height 

duringg the fourteenth century and gave an impetus to the sugar, tea, textile, ceramics, 

ironwaree and ship-building industries to flourish and prosper. It was this conjunction of 
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circumstancess that led to frequent maritime trading activities which launched the 

Hokkienn people on their overseas migration flow to Southeast Asia. 

Inn the middle of the fourteenth century, central government began to implement the 

policyy of banning maritime trade in order to guard against disturbances by Japanese 

piratess who were operating in Chinese coastal waters and also to prevent the political 

oppositionn from making deals with the former. This policy resulted in the decline of 

maritimee trading, but at the same time, it stimulated another move of popular 

emigrationn because many people lost their means of livelihood. 

Inn conclusion, two distinctive local characteristics can be identified that are far 

removedd from the generally accepted traditions and practices common to the majority 

off  Chinese that are well expressed in two sayings: "being attached to one's native land 

andd unwilling to leave it" and "agriculture superior to mercantilism". In contradiction 

too these, two tendencies held sway among Hokkien people: one was the long-held 

inclinationn towards migration and the other was the commercialization of local 

economicc activity. 

3.. A Sketch of Yongchun County 

Havingg finished the first step of collecting general information in the Quanzhou area, I 

proceededd to the second step. That was to look for a specific place and more precisely; 

too focus on a lineage family for my case study. I consulted with the senior staff 

memberss of Union of Returned Overseas Chinese (UROC) of Quanzhou 3 about my 
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intentionss since they are very familiar with the seven counties under their 

administration.. Inspired by their suggestions, I started paying attention to Yongchun 

County. . 

Thiss county is listed as one of the key hometowns of many Hokkien migrants. 

Accordingg to the official statistics of 1997, the number of Chinese people of Yongchun 

descentt living overseas has reached 977,119 while the population in Yongchun stands 

currentlyy at around 520,000. Many migrants of Yongchun origin have maintained 

connectionss with their native county. In the 1980s, the annual average remittance from 

abroadd coming into Yongchun reached almost 5 million yuan RMB (YCD 1990). 

Moreover,, in the decade 1978-1987, the migrants from this county and their offspring 

livingg overseas had donated to the costs of buildings and assembly halls for eleven 

middlee schools as well as more than twenty primary schools and kindergartens in 

Yongchunn County. All these structures make up the main body of buildings in local 

schoolss (YCD 1990). Nor was the help purely material. Various trust funds and 

scholarshipss have been set up to encourage excellent students to pursue further studies. 

Lookingg at such fields as local culture, public health, as well as at public infrastructure 

suchh as roads, bridges and buildings, it is no secret that major funding came from the 

donationss of its emigrant communities. The statistics show that the total amount of 

donationss from overseas to this county between 1987 to 1997 has amounted to 230 

millionn yuan RMB \ 

Whatt is also specific about Yongchun County is that a majority of the early migrants 

andd their descendents are now residing in Malaysia. Statistics also issued by Yongchun 
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Overseass Chinese Affairs Office in 1997 showed that there are 580,993 Malaysian 

Chinesee of Yongchun origin. This figure represents 59 % of the total Chinese overseas 

populationn of Yongchun origin. It is generally assumed by the Chinese people that, 

amongg Southeast Asian countries. Malaysian Chinese as a whole have kept the 

strongestt Chinese identity by continuing to observe many Chinese traditions and 

maintainingg Chinese culture. It would be meaningful, therefore, to choose Malaysian 

Chinesee of Yongchun County origin as a case through which to study the linkage 

betweenn Southeast Asian Chinese and their native place. 

Beforee making this final decision, I decided to go to Yongchun to have a look. 

"Whatt you see is true", a Chinese idiom says. The UROC sent a young man to 

accompanyy me to the county. The UROC of this area is very forward looking - by 

sendingg along their junior staff members to assist me, these juniors would be given the 

experienceexperience which would make them eligible to play key roles in future research. 

Yongchunn is more than 100 kilometers from Quanzhou city. The journey took almost 

twoo hours on an inadequate road. As it is a hilly country, Yongchun is indeed 

surroundedd by mountains and hills. From the bus going along the undulating road, 

passengerss can see green mountain slopes planted with tea, orange and tangerine trees, 

embellishedd with houses made of granite decked with gray tile roofs with upturned 

eaves,, the typical scenery of southern Fujian. The area looks like a piece of a horizontal 

belt:: the overall length from east to west is 84 km., and the width from the north to the 

southh is 29 km. The terrain slopes from northwest to southeast. The northwestern sector 

iss a high mountain ridge with an elevation of 500-1000 meters and the southeastern part 
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iss a chain of undulating hills about 100-400 meters above sea level. 

Ass we drew close to the county, the bus went over a wide bridge to take us through 

aa mountain valley. The end of the bridge brought us into an open space marked by the 

gatewayy of Yongchun County. A five-storeyed building belonging to the local UROC, 

accommodatingg returned overseas Chinese, is located on the road very near the bridge 

exitt - like a station house of old, welcoming returning spouses, siblings or relatives 

fromm the outside world. From the design, I immediately got the feeling that the local 

governmentt has strategically placed this building to emphasize the priority they accord 

too ties with migrants who have gone overseas. 

Needlesss to say, the bus terminal is also located near the bridge exit. We got out of 

thee bus and I declined offers from eager straddling motorcycles who were waiting at the 

gatee of the bus terminal to solicit passengers to take a ride into the county proper. A 

broadd cement-paved street leading to two roads greeted us outside the bus terminal. We 

weree told that these are the main streets of Yongchun County. It dawned on me that this 

iss a county that has kept a distinctive, orderly, open-spaced, mountain-style ambience 

comparedd to the counties on the coast. Before coming, I had made a two-week trip 

alongg the coastal area in order to get a feel of the region and to collect general 

information.. On this two-week trip, I had traveled southwards through the city of 

Quanzhouu and the five towns of Qingtian, Shishi, Longhu, Jinjiang andYingling that 

makee up Quanzhou District. All along the way, what struck me most were the crowded 

population,, the dusty dry streets, the disorderly and unsystematic location of buildings, 

andd the unceasing attempts to seek a profit. This is a picture that reflects a booming 
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economyy developing unplanned as new enterprises start up to meet growing demands. 

Thiss coastal area had been geared up to engage in free market capitalism earlier than the 

restt of Fujian, starting from the late 1970s, since the local authorities and ordinary 

peoplee were more eager to restore and to make use of the connection with their 

immigrantt resource. As a result, in the late 1990s, the landscape of the coastal area was 

fulll  of distinct colors, bustling with noise and excitement of rushing along the road of 

freee market. And this has been greatly assisted by the emigrant communities overseas. 

Inn contrast, like the other hilly agriculture-based areas of South Fujian, Yongchun 

onlyy started pursuing the free market economy about ten years later. Therefore it still 

displayss a simpler character. This is a county with a population of 520,000 within 1,447 

squaree kilometers. There are about 359 people to one square kilometer. Even though 

thee population is quite dense when compared with the average density in Fujian 

provincee (289 persons per square kilometer), as the majority of the people of Yongchun 

aree engaged in agriculture, the hard-driving, intensive commercial activities that are 

prevalentt in the coastal areas are not present here. Consequently, no crowds can be seen 

onn the streets. This comparatively placid atmosphere is intensified by the broad 

well-laid-outt streets which give the town a leisurely air. Most buildings lining both 

sidess of the streets are three-storeys high, constructed of cement plastered bricks walls; 

withh the ground floor serving as shops. Owners of these buildings often let out the 

groundd floors to shopkeepers and they themselves live in the two upper storeys. An 

impressivee scene on the streets is one where people buzz about on their motorcycles -

thee most popular form of transport. The landscape certainly indicates that the local 
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economyy has improved and people do possess a certain amount of purchasing power. 

Thee economy, however, has shown no evidence of mobilizing its population into full 

scalee commercialization. The general comments often made by Yongchun people 

revealedd that in terms of economic development, Yongchun has lagged ten years behind 

thee coastal area. That may explain why the local government and society are now so 

eagerr and determined to mobilize their overseas resources. 

Ass a matter of fact, later, when I got to understand the social and economic 

transformationn of Yongchun in more detail, I was surprised to find that the economic 

progresss I had witnessed in this hilly agricultural area has started only since 1978. Let 

uss take a look at the table below: 

Tablee 1 Annual growth rate of gross output value of industry and agriculture 

Period d 

Annuall  growth rate 

1967-76 6 

2.93% % 

1978-89 9 

6.76% % 

1990-95 5 

22.27% % 

Resource:: ZKDW, 1998 

Thiss shows that as an agriculture-based area, Yongchun started to make its economy 

takee off only in the 1990s when the growth rate was more than three times higher than 

inn the period of the 1980s. 

Upp to 1997, the GDP of the County reached 3222 million yuan RMB and the 

averagee GDP per person was 6,100 yuan. The annual net income of the town residents 
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wentt up from 590 yuan (1978) to 1194 yuan (1987) to 5,133 yuan (1997) and in the 

farmingg sector, the income of peasants from 130 yuan (1978) to 365 yuan (1987) to 

2,9377 yuan (1997). (FJN 1987:638; 1988:518) Yongchun claimed that in 1997, it could 

noo longer be labeled a poor county, instead it is now categorized as one of the better-off 

countiess in Fujian province (Lin, 1998). 

Wee visited the local UROC office as planned. Before leaving Quanzhou, the 

vice-presidentt of UROC of Quanzhou District had volunteered to contact the relevant 

peoplee of his branch in Yongchun. I hoped that this connection could help me to gain 

widerr and deeper access to contacts and information for my field trip. In the UROC 

officee building, somebody was already waiting for us when we arrived. This was the 

Secretaryy General of the local UROC. When we sat down to have a chat, I noticed that 

alll  the offices on the same floor were quite empty. People were coming in and out. 

"Whatt are they busy doing?" I could not contain my curiosity. I was told that the UROC 

wass in the process of building a great hotel to accommodate visiting overseas Chinese. 

Thee expenditure on this project is expected to be more than 6 million yuan RMB. 

However,, the UROC had only been granted 3 million yuan as financial support from the 

government.. It had to make up for the big difference in the costing. The UROC has 

calledd on their reliable source of funding - they could mobilize migrant communities 

scatteredd throughout Southeast Asia, especially Malaysia. The offices were practically 

emptyy because the heads of the UROC had gone abroad in full force to raise the 

necessaryy funds. This is not a new and novel kind of behaviour since the tendency to go 

outt to seek financial assistance from Southeast Asian Chinese communities was fully 
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demonstratedd in the initial stage of the China national project of modernization led by 

Sunn Yat-Sen. 

II  make a specific mention here of what I heard and saw within the first hour of my 

arrivall  because I think it has symbolic significance. Evidence produced through more 

thoroughh investigations and study showed that the building up and strengthening of the 

tiee between migrants living overseas and their homeland is greatly enhanced by the 

locall  government's key role as a facilitator, so much so that I will spend more effort on 

elaboratingg it in Chapter 6. 

Gazingg after the departing figures, I started to speak to the Secretary General of the 

UROCC of the aim of my research project, and asked for some basic information 

referringg to this issue. A certain degree of satisfaction and pride gleamed on his face as 

hee showed me several copies of a newsletter he edited. He claimed that it was not 

necessaryy for me to do further investigation myself because there was enough 

informationn in the newsletters to cover this issue. I knew then that I had met a 

self-consciouss person. I explained to him that what I was going to study would be on a 

differentt tack from writing propaganda articles and that I would like to remain for a 

while.. That night I carefully studied those newsletters and local publications referring 

too the issue of migration overseas and tried to put the facts in order and sort out some 

leads.. I was indeed thankful for the training I had received as a historian. This enabled 

mee to place the subject studied within the context of local historical and social 

background. . 
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4.. Social History 

Likee other parts of Fujian province, almost all the inhabitants of Yongchun today are the 

descendantss of Han emigrants from the Central Plains. In the long process, group after 

groupp of migrants moved into the Yongchun area. The original inhabitants became 

knownn as the ethnic group called "Min and Yue people" who were mainly engaged in 

huntingg and gathering at that time. (YXZ 1990: 138-139) (Zhu 1985: 15-20. 60-64) 

Inn Chinese history, the establishment of prefectures and counties was always closely 

relatedd to the increase in local population and the development of the local economy. In 

ADD 589, the Tang Dynasty imposed its jurisdiction on the Yongchun area for the first 

timee and a new township named 'Peach Forest Centre' was designated for this area. 

Thiss township was subordinate to Nanan County, a coastal county of Quanzhou District. 

Thee jurisdiction marked the onset of a new historical period. In the following three 

hundredd years, the number of immigrants grew very quickly. In AD 933, in order to 

tightenn control and collect more taxes, the central government removed this town from 

thee jurisdiction of Nanan County and upgraded it to the level of a county named 

Taoyuan.. Its name was inspired by a piece of land with blossoming peach trees and it 

wass said that there were beautiful ridges and peaks, dense forest and lakes and 

encirclingg pools. In AD 938, the name was changed again, this time to Yongchun -

meaningg "eternal springtime" inspired by the warm temperature throughout the four 

seasonss as well as the presence of evergreen foliage of the forests and grass which never 

becamee sere and died off. In 1734, the county was promoted to the level of a prefecture 
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thatt administered two other counties, Dehua and Datian to the north of Yongchun. In 

thee first year (1912) of the Republic of China,, this prefecture system was abolished and 

thee two counties mentioned above were assigned to others. Yongchun returned to the 

levell  of a county and has remained so until today. (YXZ: 65) 

Ann old Chinese saying vividly depicts one of the traits of the people and their economic 

activitiess in Yongchun: "those living on a mountain live off the mountain". Local 

historyy has recorded that running and maintaining mountain plantations are activities 

thatt have always been the root source of income for the people of Yongchun. (YZZ 

1994)) Along lofty mountains and brook-laden valleys, the Han migrants and their 

descendantss unceasingly reclaimed uncultivated land and built terraced fields upon 

fields.fields. They planted grain crops like rice and wheat, as well as a root crop like sweet 

potatoess and later industrial crops like tea, ramie, peanut, sugarcane and tobacco. This 

pioneeringg effort to get multi-usage out of mountainous land has not only turned the 

peoplee of Yongchun into a hard working lot blessed with endurance, the ingenuity 

neededd to achieve what they have has laid the groundwork essential for them to become 

successfull  future migrants to distant lands. 

Thee rich resources of the forests also prompted the development of handicraft and 

spawnedd a cottage industry that widely supported households with an additional side 

income.. As early as in thee Song Dynasty - from the tenth century onwards, the skills of 

thee locals in tea-processing, weaving, pottery-making, papermaking and sugar-refining 

weree known far and wide. A very famous product was a special type of white cloth 
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madee from ramie. It was so highly prized that it was among one of the articles sent as 

tributee to the emperor from Fujian province (YXZ 1990, 217). 

Fromm the fourteenth century, various sorts of family handicrafts developed 

includingg handloom weaving, pottery, paper, lacquer basketry, paper-woven painting 

andd embroideries. These were not only traded within the coastal areas, but were also 

soldd as far away as the southeastern region and Japan (Zheng, 1684). These cottage 

industriess grew to provide a foundation for the expansion of commerce for Yongchun. 

Becausee of its location, Yongchun acted as a link connecting the coastal to the 

mountainn areas and vice versa in southern Fujian. It became a transfer station for goods 

exchangee from the Song Dynasty (middle tenth century) until 1920 when the 

Quanzhou-Yongchun-Defaa land traffic link was established. The water traffic 

connectingg the county seat and the outside world was the east section of the J'mg River 

thatt flowed from the county through Nanan to Quanzhou carrying wooden sailing boats 

forr communication and trade. According to Skinner, as one of the key sub-regions in 

thee southeast micro region of China, Quanzhou district came into its golden age 

betweenn the tenth and the end of the fourteen century. This was a period of great 

developmentt of international commercial and cultural exchanges (Skinner 1985, 44). 

Ass an integrated part of this region, both from the perspective of economy and that of 

culture,, Yongchun played a fundamental role. Local products from the central Fujian 

mountainn areas like Youxi, Yongan, Datian and Defa were trans-shipped from 

Yongchunn by river to Quanzhou, one of the biggest port cities during Song and Yuan 

Dynasties.Dynasties. Precious sea produce, mainly salt, was carried on the return journey upriver 
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too Yongchun first, then redistributed inland to various parts of the mountainous sector. 

Inn the time from the sixteenth to the seventeenth century, keeping pace with the 

growingg trade demands, several streets devoted to trading sprang up in the Yongchun 

countyy seat. For example, Dong Qian Street which became a collection and distribution 

centree for goods between the inland mountain areas and the county; Dian Kou Street, 

whichh had more than twenty stores and He Jei Street which was the distributing centre 

forr coastal goods (Zheng, 1927). 

Inn the late nineteenth century, along with the opening of coastal treaty ports, the 

commerciall  activities spurred on further speedy growth in Yongchun. The original 

sectionss of trading streets expanded and together formed a business centre. Among 

them,, one of the most famous ones was Wuli (Chinese character for five 'li' , a unit for 

measuringg distance where one 'li ' is equal to 2.5 kilometres) which expanded to occupy 

thee space that leads to the western gate of the county. According to records in the local 

archivee and a Japanese survey, at the end of the Qing Dynasty and the early years of the 

People'ss Republic of China, 1906-1916, business activities here were flourishing and 

Yongchunn was densely populated to be found here were more than 200 shops and stores. 

Amongg them, some stores earned a yearly turnover of 200-300 thousand taels of silver 

(silverr dollars) from conducting wholesale business - a huge fortune back then (TDK, 

1918). . 

Ass a collecting and distributing centre for the coastal and inland mountainous areas, 

thee development of commerce in Yongchun that ranged from agricultural and forestry 

productss to daily necessities enabled the people of Yongchun to gain two main 
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advantages.. First, the development of close economic ties between the coastal and 

mountainouss sectors allowed the people of Yongchun to participate in the maritime 

tradingg activities. Secondly, it also inspired Yongchun merchants to cultivate trading. 

5.. Migration Overseas 

Forr a rather long time, "being attached to one's native land and unwilling to leave it" 

hass been cited in Chinese academic circles as describing a basic feature of the typical 

peasantt in the agricultural society in China. This point of view prevailed until recent 

yearss (Ge, 1997). 

Thiss rule, however, could not be applied to every part of China. Let us refer to the 

casecase study chosen as a point of reference. As pointed out earlier, Yongchun functioned 

bothh as a point receiving immigrants from the northern part of China from the fifth 

centuryy AD for several centuries, and later as a place sending emigrants overseas. 

Thoughh the migration to various places in Southeast Asia following the flowering of 

maritimee trade at Quanzhou port started as early as the tenth century (Yan 1982), the 

emigrationn overseas from the county only emerged on a bigger scale in the late 

fourteenth.. This was the result of the stern policy of abandoning maritime trading 

imposedd by the central government of the early Ming Dynasty from 1371 to 1390 as 

appliedd to Quanzhou area. This policy then extended to the whole southeastern region 

off  China in the fifteenth century and finally extinguished the development period of 

Quanzhouu area (Skinner 1978, Wang 1999). The impact on Yongchun, one of the 
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regionall  core players in undertaking entrepot trading and an active supplier of cash 

cropss and cottage industrial products, was immense. Having lost their main means of 

livelihood,, local people moved overseas. 

Besidess the banning of maritime trade, the Ming government also imposed a strict 

taxx system. This action acted as a further impetus impelling the people of Yongchun to 

fleee from their homes, as many had grown prosperous from their involvement in the 

lucrativee maritime and entry river trade, cash cropping and cottage industries. With the 

passagee of time, official detailed information on exact figures was lost. However, 

throughh the statistics gleaned from genealogy records kept by local families as they 

faithfullyy updated their family trees, what is hearsay can be transformed into fact. The 

genealogyy records were provided by families Nanshan Chen (the first word refers to 

village,, and second one to lineage), Dongshan Yan, Liuan Liu, Nanhu Zheng, as well as 

thatt used in our case study. In the Peng Siong Zheng's family tree, the records of who in 

theirr family emigrated to Southeast Asia during this period can still be found. 

Wangg Gungwu suggests that the millennium of migration can be divided into two 

typess of migration pattern: i.e. Chinese trader pattern and Chinese labour pattern. 

(Wangg 1992: 4). The former, which has a long history, refers to merchants and artisans 

(includingg miners and other skilled workers) and the members of their extended families 

orr related clan. They went to Southeast Asia in the context of the family migration chain 

andd usually set up bases in ports or trading cities. 

Thee other migrant pattern is that of the vast majority of Chinese who went as 

labourerss in the years between the 1860s to the 1930s, normally men of peasant origin, 
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landlesss labourers and urban poor (Chen Ta 1940:50). In Southeast Asia the main 

countriess and localities which received most of the labour immigrants were Malaysia, 

Singaporee and the Outer Islands of Indonesia. The arrival of massive numbers of Chinese 

labourerss was in response to the great demand for labour caused by the rising of British 

andd Dutch colonial plantation and mining industries in the Southeast Asian region. This 

iss generally recognized as the major pull factor of Chinese migration. Chinese labour 

immigratedd to this region in the well-known pattern of coolie trade (Chen 1984: 146; Lin 

1998:: 14-20). According to Victor Purcell, there were about one million Chinese 

labourerss entering Malaysia in the period 1911-1941, who were mainly engaged in 

plantingg and mining and, thereafter, formed labour immigrant communities which 

differedd from those of the traders. (Purcell, 1966) The most successful immigrants among 

themm were absorbed in established Sino-Southeast Asian or Creole populations from time 

too time (Freedman 1960). 

Whenn the wave of labour migration to foreign lands from the southeastern coastal 

areaa took place in the second half of nineteenth century, migration from Yongchun also 

rosee to peak levels, particularly around the time of the Taiping Revolution, the largest 

peasantt uprising in the history of China. As the sense of injustice and unrest spread, the 

peoplee of Yongchun joined in. In 1853, under the leadership of a member of the landed 

gentryy named Lin Jun, several thousands of peasants rebelled against the cruel, 

ferociouss corrupt officials. When this revolt failed, the Qing government was 

unforgivingg and vindictive. To escape the subsequent retribution and vendettas, 

migratingg overseas became a means of escape for the rebels and this exodus saw group 
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afterr group of villagers migrating to Southeast Asia (YXZ, 1990). 

Accordingg to the records of six genealogies6 of Yongchun county, from the 

seventeenthh century to the 1820s, sixty-four family members died in Southeast Asia. 

Fromm the 1830s to the beginning of the twentieth century, however, the numbers 

rapidlyy increased to 499. This indicates the expansion in the migrant population. 

Anotherr piece of evidence was that in the 120 years between 1829-1949, the Yongchun 

populationn decreased by about 100,000 - a large part of this number had left for 

Southeastt Asia. 

Anotherr high tide in Yongchun emigration - by far the biggest exodus- emerged in 

1920-1940.. During this period, like all the rest of southern Fujian, Yongchun was 

facingg extreme turbulence caused by civil war and social disorder. After the Qing 

Dynastyy ended, in the 1910s, Fujian fell into the hands of warlords. Not only was there 

constantt fighting among different factions, the warlords in power often tried to enlarge 

theirr territories and attempted to suppress separatism. So many young men were 

forciblyy conscripted. In order to fund these wars, heavy taxes were levied and no 

judiciall  system existed to redress wrongs. Reminiscences written by a migrant who 

wass known as an ex-native of Gushan7 in Yongchun County said: (YXZ 1990, 664) 

Sincee 1918, bandit troops had risen in swarms, pillaging and extorting and 
committingg all kinds of atrocities. Exorbitant taxes and levies came in a 
continuouss stream. Local rascals also used the absence of law and order to extort 
protectionn money. Villages became ruins. People had no means of livelihood, and 
merchantss stopped travelling for business. The trade in Wuli Street suffered a 
disastrouss decline. When I went back to my hometown (Yongchun) in the winter of 
1921,11 witnessed one of my fellow villagers, Zheng Shuanhuo, being captured by 
bandits.. He was cruelly tortured and received very brutal treatment. In the three 
monthss that I lived in my home village, I never had a day's peace. I lived each day 
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inn fear. Twice the bandits came to harass my family. So whenever I hear footsteps 
andd the barking of dogs after sunset, my mouth goes dry and I cannot swallow or 
draww an easy breath. 

Hence,, I left home in a hurry again. Later, I got news from my family members 
sayingg that the social turbulence was growing more serious day by day. Young 
peoplee scattered away and the elderly were oppressed savagely with no mercy 
shown.. As the bandit troops were everywhere, most of us emigrants regarded our 
hometownss as horrible places. And more and more chose to bring their families 
outt of this nightmare. In every corner of Southeast Asia, we, the people of 
Yongchun,, thus left our footprints. 

Withh regard to the total number of emigrants from southern Fujian during this period, 

Daii  Yifeng estimates that according to statistics kept by the Customs Office, from the 

1920ss to 1940s, about 120,000 emigrants left these shores for Southeast Asia yearly 

(Dai,, 1996). Among them, the number of people of Yongchun, as published by local 

newspaperss was more than 6,000 in the second half of 1925, 5,000-6,000 in the first 

halff  of 1937, several thousands more in March of 1938. These numbers enable us to 

obtainn a more complete picture of migration. It is no wonder that during that time, local 

newspaperss often bewailed the fact that almost nine houses in ten were empty because 

moree and more people of Yongchun were running away to Southeast Asia (YCA, 

1940). . 

Sincee the establishment of the People's Republic of China in 1949, the local 

authorityy of Yongchun has run census surveys five times and carried out research in 

orderr to clarify how many of the native sons and daughters had left. The table below has 

beenn compiled on the basis of these censuses. 
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Tablee 2 Number of Chinese Overseas of Yongchun Origin (1954-1997) 

Year r 

1954 4 

1959 9 

1981 1 

1987 7 

1997 7 

Total l 

Numberr (A) 

108152 2 

201150 0 

401020 0 

604500 0 

977119 9 

Southeast t 

Asia(B) ) 

107852 2 

201000 0 

393000 0 

593000 0 

969336 6 

B/A A 

99.7% % 

99.9% % 

96.5% % 

97.1% % 

99.2% % 

Malaysia a 

(C) ) 

63148* * 

148000* * 

325000 0 

470000 0 

580993 3 

C/A A 

58.4% % 

73.6% % 

81.0% % 

77.8% % 

59.5% % 

**  Malaya 

(YCA,, Chinese Overseas volume, 1954-1997) 

Thesee figures seem unreliable because no immigrants to Malaysia are supposed to have 

undertakenn the voyage since 1954, and this is belied by the fact that the annual growth 

ratess far surpass the birth surplus for Chinese in Malaysia. In my view, however, the 

scalee of the perception of the local government of Yongchun migrant communities in 

Malaysiaa is interesting. It probably overestimates the number of Yongchun migrants 

andd their offspring, who mainly emigrated during the period of the labour migration 

wavee from the second half of nineteenth century to the first half of twentieth century, 

andd who now for almost 99% reside in the Southeast Asian region, two-thirds of them 

inn Malaysia. 

Inn short, the Hokkiens of Yongchun have a long history of migration. The migration 

overseass can be seen as an extension of the movement of migration southwards in 

Mainlandd China. Although two migration types existed, namely trade and labour, the 

majorityy of Yongchun migrants belonged to the latter category. These migrants have 
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scatteredd over the world, many of them making Southeast Asia with Malaysia their 

mainn place of residence. 

6.. The settlement of Zheng Lineage in Southern Fujian 

"Ourr ancestors immigrated from the Central Plains more than one thousand years ago." 

Almostt every Zheng lineage member whom I have met started introducing the lineage 

historyy to me in a recital-like manner. The whole story accounting for the cause and 

coursee of migration southwards is recorded in "Peng Siong Zheng " genealogy, which 

cann be regarded almost as a history textbook of the clan.8 As a matter of fact, in Chinese 

society,, especially in rural regions, it is through the genealogy that the history of a 

familyy is handed down from generation to generation. In this way a collectively 

cherishedd cultural heritage is formed and it has certainly brought about a reality of 

commonn identity into the lives of lineage's members. 

Thee genealogical record shows that this lineage appeared at the Yingyang area of 

Henann Province where there was a Zheng manor house in the 'Spring and Autumn 

Period'Period' (770-476 BC). The family - here the family includes the immediate family 

memberss and extended family members- migrated to Gushi County in Guang 

Prefecture,, Henan Province. At the end of the Tang Dynasty, after the eighth century, as 

thee central government's power was declining, local ministers built up their own armies 

andd expanded their sphere of influence. In the regions they governed, they gradually 

gainedd complete control. This laid the foundations for a disruptive period of feudal 
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separatistt rule. This describes a situation in which separatist regimes held sway over 

outlyingg prefectures. The result was continual warfare either because of the fighting 

betweenn themselves or joint actions against the central government. 

Inn AD 880, the governor of Cai Prefecture, Qing, turned against the central 

government.. He imposed taxes only the imperial government had the right to ask for on 

thee Guang Prefecture that was under his jurisdiction. Qing claimed that he would send 

hiss troops to attack Guang Prefecture if his demands were not met. Afraid of such an 

attack,, Wang Xu, the governor of Guang Prefecture and Wang Cao, the magistrate of 

Gushii  County, joined by his two brothers brought their army and coerced more than ten 

thousandd inhabitants to cross the Changjiang (Yangtze River) with them to head south. 

Keyuann Gong, the ancestor of Zheng lineage, just in his thirties, a military official of the 

Sixthh Rank, happened to be accompanying his father's remains to Guang Prefecture 

withh his subordinates at that time. He too joined in the march and brought almost a 

thousandd of his private soldiers, subordinates and clansmen with him. According to the 

genealogy,, on their march south, they carried with them the sacred sacrificial utensil of 

thee Zheng family, a copper incense burner on which is carved "sacrificial utensil 

handedd down from Gushi of Guang". 

Leavingg Guang Prefecture, Wang Xu's army passed through two provinces first: 

Jianxii  and Guangdong. In 885, they reached western Fujian where they attacked and 

occupiedd Quanzhou. Along the way, some of the clansmen following Keyuang Gong 

regularlyy broke away from the column. The second year after the capture of Quanzhou, 

Keyuann Gong with his wife led some of his private soldiers settled down in Yongchun. 
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Theree the lineage began the initial acts of development. Keyuan Gong is therefore 

consideredd to be and revered as "the first ancestor who came to Fujian". 

ChangesChanges in the lineage 

Forr the 1,100 years, from AD 886 when Keyuan Gong and his family settled down in 

Yongchunn up to the present, the lineage history can basically be divided into two 

periodss by taking 1360 as a demarcation line. 

Inn the early period of settlement, Keyuan Gong lived at a place called Wutian (today 

thiss belongs to Xidong village, Huyang town with about 100 inhabitants), which is 

locatedd at the northeast corner of Yongchun. Surrounded by high mountains and 

coveredd by thick damp forest, it was regarded as a miasma area. Keyuan Gong only 

livedd here for ten years or so. Later he moved to nearby lower ground at Jianlian Ken. A 

templee of the Zheng lineage crowned with the characters of Yingyang9 has been built 

onn this site. 

Aroundd AD 1000, the number of members of the Zheng clan had increased to two 

hundred.. When Mao Gong, the fourth generation from Keyuan, retired from his official 

militaryy position under the Song dynasty, he felt that the mountainous region offered 

tooo few possibilities for expansion for the lineage. Spending forty-foor tael of silver, he 

purchasedd a ratification from local authorities to expand the clan holding by 20 mu (one 

mu=0.06677 hectares) of uncultivated land just outside the eastern gate of the town. He 

movedd his whole family to this new ground and later the "Peng Siong " Hall, the Zheng 

ancestrall  hall, was built here. Ever since, the area around the eastern gate of Yongchun 
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hass been the main place for members of the Zheng lineage to reside. 

Fromm 886 to 1360, the lineage had multiplied by twenty generations. Eight members 

att different times succeeded in obtaining the highest accolade in the imperial 

examinations.. With several members of the lineage holding high official positions in 

thee government at times, the Zheng Clan enjoyed a prestigious standing among the 

locall  communities 

Butt after AD 1340, Yongchun came under several attacks by a troop of bandits 

headedd by Cheng Zan and Hu Zhi. Besides targeting Yongchun, they looted at will 

throughoutt the region and the government officials were powerless to suppress them. 

Inn 1360, the bandit pretended to surrender to the local authorities and asked to make 

peacee with the Zheng clan which was putting heavy pressure on them. They succeeded 

inn luring the Zheng lineage members into their trap and almost the whole lineage of 

moree than 300 members were massacred within a day. The family effects were stripped. 

Thiss marked the moment the lineage began to decline in prosperity and marked the 

commencementt of its second period. 

Whenn the bandit attacked the Zheng clan, only the wife of Zheng Kezhi, the fourth 

sonn of Xueshi Gong who was a twentieth descendent escaped. She happened to be 

visitingg her mother with her two young children. Hearing the news of the family's 

death,, they escaped to nearby Anxi County to take refuge. Eight years after, in AD 1368 

thee two sons, the elder now eighteen and the other seventeen, returned to their 

hometown.. They laid claim to their ancestors' property and won their case. With 400 

mumu of mountainous farming land as capital, they started to rebuild the family fortune. 
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Thiss is why the lineage family regards the father of these two brothers, Xueshi Gong, as 

"thee first ancestor for construction." Literally, this signifies that the lineage 

reconstructedd itself. 

Inn the next 620 years, till the 1990s, the lineage has added twenty-four more 

generations.. As the population increased, more and more branches and sub-branches 

havee divided off. 

Thee result of these sub-divisions meant that the family members gradually had to 

scatterr over the county. From the compact community taking the eastern gate of the 

townn seat as a centre they spread out to neighbouring villages: Dayu, Putou, Wulong, 

Dapingg where they formed the majority of the residents. Some others dispersed over 

yett other villages. (See map 3) 
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Mapp 3: The distribution of residing of Zheng lineage in the early 20th century 
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Mapp 4: The present distributio n of Zheng lineage in Yongchun County 

Mapp 4 shows the current distribution of Zheng within Yongchun. Up to the 1990s, the 

populationn of the lineage still in Yongchun was more than ten thousand 

EmigrationEmigration overseas 

Zhengg lineage emigration movements overseas can be traced back to the end of the 

sixteenthh century. In the 1590s, Zheng Si, a clansman of the twenty-ninth generation, 

wass engaged in trading with the Philippines. He remained in the Philippines until he 

diedd in 1612. According to the Zheng genealogy record, he was the first to migrate 

abroad.. Thereafter, the record showed more evidence of lineage members leaving for 

variouss places in Southeast Asia. Many among them went to the Philippines and others 

too Indonesia. After the 1780s however, the migration direction of the lineage gradually 

turnedd to the Malay Peninsula, in particular in the 1850s and thereafter (See Table 3). 
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TABLEE 3: Number of Zheng lineage migrants overseas (1590s-1950s) 

Years s 

1590s s 

1600s s 

1730s s 

1740s s 

1750s s 

1760s s 

1770s s 

1780s s 

1790s s 

1800s s 

1810s s 

1820s s 

1830s s 

1840s s 

1850s s 

1860s s 

1870s s 

1880s s 

1890s s 

1900s s 

1910s s 

I I 

2 2 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

6 6 

2 2 

7 7 

14 4 

33 3 

60 0 

72 2 

83 3 

75 5 

52 2 

39 9 

II I 

1 1 

1 1 

3 3 

2 2 

1 1 

2 2 

1 1 

1 1 

III I 

1 1 

1 1 

4 4 

2 2 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

9 9 

4 4 

1 1 

2 2 

3 3 

IV V 

1 1 

1 1 

2 2 

2 2 

3 3 

4 4 

1 1 

16 6 

18 8 

35 5 

65 5 

73 3 

57 7 

59 9 

V V 

1 1 

1 1 

VI I 

2 2 

2 2 

7 7 

8 8 

3 3 

2 2 

3 3 

VII I 

1 1 

2 2 

4 4 

7 7 

4 4 

Total l 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

6 6 

7 7 

4 4 

5 5 

4 4 

3 3 

5 5 

8 8 

6 6 

12 2 

22 2 

49 9 

81 1 

120 0 

167 7 

156 6 

113 3 

104 4 
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1920s s 

1930s s 

Unknow w 

n n 

Total l 

28 8 

7 7 

48 8 

531 1 12 2 

1 1 

1 1 

4 4 

37 7 

35 5 

21 1 

20 0 

413 3 2 2 

2 2 

1 1 

15 5 

45 5 

3 3 

5 5 

26 6 

69 9 

30 0 

92 2 

1066 6 

Note:: I=Southeast Asia; II=Philippines; III=Indonesia; IV=Malay Peninsula; 

V=Thailand;; VI=Viet Nam; VII=yet to be verified 

Thiss table covers a period of 350 years, from the end of the sixteenth century to the 

1930s.. More than a thousand people have migrated to the various places in Southeast 

Asia.. Out of the 509 people with their migrating destination clearly recorded, 413 (or 

81.1%)) went to the Malay Peninsula. This proves that the majority of Zheng migrants 

havee been living in Malaysia. 

Thee above statistics also clearly show that greatest exodus overseas in this lineage 

tookk place in the second half of the nineteenth century. In the ninety years from the 

18600 to the 1930, the total number reached 840; making up 78.7 % of the total number 

off  documented migrants. 

Thee records in the genealogy, however, are not entirely correct about the 1920s to 

thee 1930s when the number is said to have been far less than during the fifty  years 

before,, which is contradicted by the customs record. This might be attributed to a large 

quantityy of documents being lost, as this was the period when the Zheng members were 

embroiledd in endless civil wars brought about by various warlords. The customs record 

showss that from the 1920s to the 1930s emigrants to Southeast Asia from southern 
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Fujiann reached their highest peak. As attested to by local newspapers, "nine houses out 

off  ten were empty " because of people were migrating to the Malay Peninsula to seek 

refugee (Zheng, Part 9, 17). It is probable that migration overseas during this period was 

nott less than it had been in the preceding fifty  years. According to UROC, the lineage 

memberss overseas may have reached more than 30,000. About 20,000 of these live in 

Malaysia-- as reckoned by the Malaysian Peng Siong Zheng Association. 

7.. Conclusion 

Thee current literature on globalization tends to focus on the newness of the 

transnationalizationn process, but from the author's point of view, the phenomena 

subsumedd under this term should be understood in historical terms. Firstly, Southern 

Chinesee (Fujian and Guangdong provinces) migration overseas can be seen as a 

continuingg process of Chinese migration southwards within the mainland. This 

inferencee may be strengthened by the following further explanation. 

AA key feature in a traditional Chinese rural community is a lineage family settling to 

formm a compact community, often making up the largest percentage of the population. 

Thiss has been the reason why many scholars regarded the Chinese lineage as a basic 

institutionn that forms the social fabric of a given community. It also explains why 

Chinesee are always said to be attached to their native land. (Freedman 1958,1966,1970, 

Baker,, 1979, Fu, 1982, Faure and Siu, 1995) This point of view, however, has 

neglectedd to take note of the mobility and adaptability of a family, lineage or clan. As 
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thee population of a lineage increases, more space is needed to house them and produce 

resourcess to feed them. When the multiplication of a lineage exceeds the capacity of 

thee region, the lineage has to make a great effort to expand its territory. Hence 

emigrationn is often unavoidable for the lineage members. In the 1,100 years since the 

Zhengg family immigrated to Yongchun, migration has constantly been a possibility to 

bee followed. Hence the collective action of crossing the ocean and migrating to 

Southeastt Asia has a historical logic to it. 

Followingg up the issue of migration, another important question emerges. As a 

sendingg place of migrants, as a crucial point in the trans-territorial space for a quite long 

periodd how has Yongchun developed its particular regional characteristics and has it 

beenn influenced by its overseas connections? And how has this feature influenced the 

currentt situation in this region? 

Inn the past two decades, a reform introduced by the ruling Communist Party is 

revivingg a period of economic boom and development in China. The phenomenal 

steadyy growth record is being described by the Chinese government as a 'soaring 

economy'' and this is most notable in the coastal regions of southern China, the area of 

thiss research. At one time in the 1990s, the local GRP growth rate exceeded that of 

China'ss neighbours known as the 'Four Small Dragons' of Asia. This phenomenon has 

drawnn the attention of Chinese scholars towards the southern region in their attempt to 

understandd and, perhaps find, a pattern that can be emulated for the development of 

otherr parts of China. They turned to the historical, social and cultural background of 

thiss area in search of a connection between the dynamic character of local culture and 
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thiss mysterious economic phenomenon (Jiou 1995, Wei 1997). "Business-orientation 

andd entrepreneurship" stimulated and supported by its strong connections with 

immigrantt communities overseas, especially those in Southeast Asia, are two qualities 

oftenn cited to account for this phenomenally fast economic development and 

expansion. . 

Thee connection carries two implications. Firstly, it implies that, historically 

speaking,, the locality has interacted intensively with its emigrants and come under a 

long-termm influence of its counterparts overseas in particular of their economic 

activities,, namely engagement in trading. The direction of local economic development 

thereforee has been stamped with a distinguished brand of a local nature designating it 

thee region of the key hometowns of Hokkien migrants. Secondly, it also indicates that at 

thee current time, the revived linkage between its migrants overseas and the local has 

colouredd the local process of modernization. This has expressed itself fully in the 

phenomenonn of massive engagement in commercial undertakings. 

Ass far as the two provinces of Fujian and Guandong are concerned, the significance 

off  connective ties with migrant communities overseas should not be underestimated 

withh regard to the modernity issue. Sun Yat Sen, the founder of the Republic of China, 

oncee addressed overseas Chinese as "the mother of Chinese Revolution (of 

overthrowingg the rule of feudal dynasty)". Maybe we can assert that without the 

contributionn from migrants overseas, the distinctive modernity this region has assumed 

wouldd not have appeared. 

11 See Click 1992, 1995, Guamizo 1996, Smith and Guarnizo 1998, Brettell 2000, Faist 
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2000,, Glick-Schiller 1992, Pries 1999, Ong and Nonini, 1997. 
""  It should be pointed out that in most literature, the term " Hokkien" often only refers 
too South Fujianese. Other Fujianese are Hokchiu (Fuzhou), Henghua (Xinghua) and 
Hokchiaa (Fuqing), all in eastern Fujian. However, some scholars apply "Hokkien"to all 
Fujianese.. See Purcell, 1965, pp224, 570-571. 

Quanzhouu Union of Returned Overseas Chinese is a non-government organization 
establishedd in 1949. Its main function is to be the intermediary for making a connection 
betweenn government and Chinese overseas. 
Thee survey was conducted by the Survey Office of the Overseas Chinese Affairs 

Officee of Yongchun Government in 1997 
Thee statistics come from "the General Survey Regarding Overseas Chinese Affairs of 

Yongchunn Origin" conducted by Overseas Chinese Affairs Office of Yongchun 
governmentt in October 1997. 
Theyy are the Penglai Huang family tree, the Lilian Liu family tree, the Guanlin Li 

familyy tree, the Shiyuan Jingdou Lin family tree, the Taoyuan Fengshan Kang family 
tree,, the Taoyuan Kuidou Xie family tree. 
77 Gushan is one of townships which was formerly under Yongchun County as a rural 
administrativee unit. 
88 The "Yongchun Peng Siong Zheng genealogy" was compiled several times during the 
Mingg and Qing dynasties. In 1941, it was re-compiled by Zheng Qiaoshong, the last 
successfull  candidate of Yongchun County in the imperial examinations at the 
provinciall  level in the Qing dynasty. The genealogy is a woodcut edition of twenty-five 
volumes.. It is divided into fifteen parts and records blood relationships, pedigree as 
welll  as various affairs of the lineage. The relevant narration about the lineage history in 
thiss text has drawn its material mainly from the genealogy. 

Yingyangg was the place of the origin of Zheng surname where the manor of Zheng 
County,, one of the several small counties in Spring and Autumn Period (770-476BC) 
wass to be found. 
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Chapterr  2 

Individua ll  and Institutiona l Ties: the Zheng Lineage 

inn the Malay Peninsula 

Generallyy speaking, trans-territorial migration means that migrants leave their native 

placee - in thee familiar living environment, moving to a foreign land - a foreign place. 

Whenn facing unfamiliar natural and social environments, immigrants are likely to 

seekk two ways to mobilize or to utilize their already existing social capital, in order to 

satisfyy material needs essential to survival and psychological needs welling up from 

nostalgia.. Given the possibility the first is, to set up connections with the hometown in 

aa number of ways, such as communication by letter, marriage, return visiting, 

remittancess and the like; the latter is to find acquaintances in the place of residence, 

firstt and foremost, clansmen and hometown mates to obtain help. The former 

encompassess seeking assistance from the basis of existing social capital from the 

placee of emigration; we might call this backward seeking. The latter means that the 

immigrantss make use of their original social relation to make new social capital. We 

mightt name this forward seeking. 

Whenn trans-territorial migration develops from individual and scattered behaviour 

incrementallyy into a massive and successive process, when the pioneers constantly 

returnn to their hometown to bring other locals to follow in their footsteps, what 

scholarss call " migration chains" have been forged. In this case the immigrants will 

graduallyy form new immigrant communities in the receiving places. Consequently, 
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thee relationship tie between immigrants and their native place will accumulate 

incrementally.. As soon as the accumulation reaches a certain degree, i.e., with a 

certainn scale and regulation, an embryonic form of trans-territorial social space will be 

formed. . 

Forr Chinese overseas immigrants, there have been two traits auguring the 

possibilitiess of generating the linkages between emigrants and their hometown. One is 

thatt in traditional Chinese culture "being attached to one's native land and unwilling 

too leave it" is a prevailing creed. The moral concept "as long as the parents are alive, 

onee should not stay far away" lends added weight to this belief. Although this kind of 

traditionall  concept is not strong enough to resist the overwhelming need to survive in 

reality,, undoubtedly it has been one of the fundamental motives for Chinese 

transnationall  migrants to keep links with their hometown. 

Anotherr reason is that Chinese migration overseas for a long period was almost 

exclusivelyy a male affair. Were the migrant already married when he emigrated, he 

wouldd leave his wife and children behind in his extended family, to live with his 

parents.. If he could hold his ground in his new domicile later, he would bring his sons 

too the receiving country. If he was still a bachelor, he would remain overseas til l he 

accumulatedd a certain amount of money and then go back to get married and remain at 

homee for a certain time until he had begotten children, after which he would return to 

thee receiving country. When his sons grew up, they would follow along the ready-

madee track. This characteristic of male migration certainly strengthened the necessity 

forr them to maintain connections with their hometown. 
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Onn the basis of the knowledge just cited, this chapter will narrate how the Zhengs 

sett up and elaborated the relational tie with the hometown after they moved to the 

Malayy Peninsula. We will discuss how, against the background of the collective, 

culturall  schema already in place, the relationship, first enacted by scattered individual 

behaviour,, developed into a massive, collective and regular one. The former type 

backwardd seeking will be illustrated by two cases. One is the case of San Shan in the 

agriculturall  sector, while another is the case of Xingdeshun and Xingde Tang in 

commerce.. The latter type (forward seeking) is reflected in the emergence of the 

Zhengg clan association as well as its trans-territorial operations on issues like the re-

compilingg the lineage genealogy; the running the lineage school and preparing to set 

upp the planned Peng Siong new village. I am convinced that this transformation from 

individuall  to collective embodies exactly the construction of trans-territorial kinship 

tiess and regional ties which constitutes the concrete form of the social space in the 

processs of the Zheng lineage overseas migration. 

Thiss chapter will also include a discussion of how the trans-territorial social space 

constructedd by Zheng lineage experienced various kinds of change in different 

historicall  period and spaces, especially during the mid -1950s when a series of 

transformationss in the political and economic environment transpired. 
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1.. Individua l Ties 

1.11 San Shan in Segamat 

Duringg the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, when the greatest number of 

Zhengg lineage members emigrated to Malaysia, the places where they settled 

collectivelyy were: Segamat, a county in north Johore; Kuala Selangor, a port on the 

westt coast; and Tanjong Malim. a small town on the boundary between Selangor and 

Perakk states. They basically concentrated their energies in two kinds of economic 

activities,, commercial crop planting: tapioca first, and rubber later, which they also 

traded.. The other field in which they were involved was the grocery business. At this 

pointt Segamat will be presented as an illustrative example of the backward seeking 

typee to throw light on the early picture. 

Segamatt is one of eight districts in Johore as well as one of the key towns in north 

Johore.. It has an area of about 1082 square miles. Early data about the population is 

unavailablee but it was about 1,700,000 in the 1980s, consisting of 800,000 Chinese, 

700,0000 Malays and 100,000 Indians.1 Like other inland areas, Segamat was a typical 

plantationn district, which has been largely formed in response to the 

commercializationn of agriculture since the mid-nineteenth century. Taking Johore as a 

whole,, Jackson (Jackson, 1968) gives us a picture of how Segamat was explored by 

Chinesee pioneers. 

Afterr the island of Singapore was cultivated by Chinese pioneers by planting 

gambierr and pepper in the early nineteenth century, Chinese planters started to expand 

theirr plantations into nearby Johore. This was encouraged by the Malay ruler of 

Johoree - the Temenggong. In order to develop Johore, Temenggong Ibrahim invited 
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Chinesee planters to his kingdom and open up forests under the Kangchu System, also 

referredd to as the Tuan Sungei system. 

Thee Kangchu system "was well suited to conditions in nineteenth-century Johore. 

Becausee the state was sparsely populated and almost entirely covered by virgin jungle, 

likee a Penghulu or head of a Malay village, each Chinese kangchu was endowed with 

fulll  powers by the Malay authorities to administer the settlement and its lands. The 

kangchuu paid rents or taxes for the whole area and in fact assumed the responsibility 

off  the territory of his kang off the shoulders of the government. He was obliged to 

constructt and maintain the paths leading to the various plantations within the kangkar, 

andd to provide for the upkeep of the river communications. To compensate him to be 

responsiblee for all administrative services, the Malay authorities empowered him to 

holdd all lucrative sources of income in pioneer Chinese settlements, whether mining 

orr agricultural, such as the opium and gambling 'farms', together with exclusive rights 

off  pawnbroking, selling liquor, slaughtering pigs and selling pork. The organization of 

thee kangchu system fitted in well with the clan structure of Chinese society because 

thee kangchu usually enrolled planters by means of the kinship migrant chain. 

Thereforee dialect and kinship became the basis by which a kangchu controlled his 

village. . 

Thee development of Segamat followed this general pattern. However, it deviated 

inn its choice of commercialised crop. The major crop Segamat developed in the late 

nineteenthh and at the beginning of the twentieth century was tapioca instead of 



gambierr and pepper. This followed a trend prevalent in Malacca, and the nearby parts 

off  Negeri Sembilan. 

Becausee planting tapioca demands only a small investment and produces a quick k 

return,, the cultivation of tapioca, as one of the export crops, became a profitable 

alternativee for the Chinese of Malacca when the position of Malacca as a trading 

centree was usurped by Penang and Singapore in the middle of the nineteenth century. 

Soonn tapioca was grown on a large-scale commercial level in Malacca and the 

neighbouringg area. "It was the cornerstone of Chinese commercial agriculture, and 

indeedd of almost all forms of Chinese enterprise, in these states for over fifty  years" 

(Jacksonn 1968:171). 

Thee tapioca planting activity was pursued in Johore until well into the second 

decadee of twentieth century and it was concentrated particularly in the Muar and 

Segamatt districts close to the Malacca boundary. If we were to say that Johore as a 

wholee had a close connection with Singapore, then it is apparent that Segamat and 

Muarr were exceptions as they were more under the influence of Malacca. It is 

interestingg to point out that the Chinese majorities in these two places are both of 

Yongchunn origin. According to recollection of Zheng lineage members in Segamat, 

thee route their pioneers took was by sea from Malacca to Muar, then along the river 

intoo the inland area, from Muar to Buloh Kasap, and then later to Segamat. The 

pioneerss were chiefly involved in planting tapioca, but also cultivated some gambier 

andd other crops. 



Inn the process of exploiting Segamat, several Zhengs in particular emerged as 

successfull  tapioca planters. Before 1930, there were three relatively big and well-

knownn plantations in Segamat. The local Chinese called them the San Shan (literally 

meanss three hills) and they consisted of: Quanmao Shan owned by Yisheng Zheng; 

YuanyiYuanyi Shan owned by Yijing Zheng; and Quanyi Shan owned by Yunlou Zheng. The 

namess of the three plantations can literally be translated as rich spring hill, 

overflowingg with vitality hill and overflowing spring hill . Each of them possessed a 

concessionn between around 3,000 to 5,000 acres. The owners of the three hills were 

brothers,, from Dayu village of Yongchun. Of them, the business history of Yisheng's 

familyy may serve as a good illustration of the trajectory of Zheng Lineage pioneer's 

activities. . 

Yishengg Zheng's father, Meizhang Zheng, was the first one in his family to move 

too Malacca. He was born in 1849 and was brought up by his widowed mother. He 

camee to Malacca in search of a living in the early 1870s and left his family, his wife 

andd sons, behind in this hometown. According to the memories of Zheng members in 

Segamat,, Meizhang Zheng laid the foundations of his fortune by running a grocery 

shopp and a cloth store. He expanded his business gradually. When his four sons grew 

up,, they eventually came to Malacca to help him. The family accumulated its primary 

capitall  by means of planting tapioca when the second generation, i.e. Yisheng' 

generation,, took over the family business. Yisheng Zheng was born as the youngest 

sonn in the family in 1880, so it can be inferred that he came over to follow his father 

inn the late 1890s or the beginning of the 1900s. 

Generallyy speaking, the pattern the Chinese followed to get access to land for 

plantationn can be divided into two sorts of strategies. One was the kangchu system 
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thatt first evolved in Singapore and later in Johore. The other was the contract system 

thatt prevailed in places where Western capital was also involved. (Chen, 1989) 

Chinesee plantation activities in Malacca developed within an administrative 

frameworkk run by British officials and on terms set down by these officials. 

Zhengg lineage members recall that Yisheng Zheng became a contractor by 

cultivatingg a personal relationship with a British official who lived next door to him. 

Att that time, the big Western planting corporations like Lunglob were the big 

landownerss in Malacca. Those corporations chose fertile land near roads for 

cultivating,, leaving the second-rate land to the Chinese contractors. Yisheng Zheng 

acquiredd access to this sort of land that belonged to the Lunglob. He went back to 

Chinaa to his village to recruit peasants, many of them his fellow lineage members. He 

promisedd that he would pay the cost of the ticket and offered free board and lodging 

onn his plantation. The recruitment by him and two other plantation owners led to the 

firstfirst wave of Zheng lineage immigration to Segamat, then still an uncultivated inland 

area. . 

Yishengg Zheng's Quanmao Shan plantation covered 3,000 acres at the place 

wheree the Lamang College, the only institution for higher education in the Southern 

partt of Malaysia, is now located. Even though tapioca requires a smaller labour force 

forr planting and maintaining compared with the plantation of gambier and pepper, the 

processs of reclaiming virgin forest requires a considerable amount of very hard work. 

Zhengg members recall that on a plantation like '''Quanmao Shan" around a few 

hundredd workers were needed in the opening up period. 

Thee organizational framework of Quanmao Shan resembles that of the kongsi 

systemm which was popular among all pioneer Chinese enterprises in Southeast Asia. 

Thee plantation was enclosed and all the workers were offered board and lodging 

withinn the plantation. As a kangchu, within his plantation, Yisheng held all the 

lucrativee sources of income such as opium and gambling 'farms', brothels, pork-

sellingg and the like. The highest wages earned by workers did not exceed 5 M$ dollars 
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perr month. What the workers earned was likely to be spent on the plantation. At that 

time,, one piece of opium cost 2 cents, the most expensive quality was about 5 to 10 

cents.. Smoking opium was the major recreation for those people and also an efficient 

instrumentt to bind them to the plantation. Even though the majority of the labourers 

weree the owner's clansmen, violence was wielded as a weapon of plantation 

management.. For instance, the workers were forced to keep working even when they 

weree sick. 

Thee story of the Zheng lineage in Segamat displays the complex relationship between 

richh and poor members. A plantation was owned by the rich members and functioned 

ass a receiver for the poor lineage members who were in search of a living in Malaya. 

Inn the Hokkien vocabulary this situation is described by the term Longbang, literally 

meaningg that the new immigrant comes and seeks refuge with his relatives and friends. 

Forr those Zheng lineage members who immigrated to Segamat, the owners of the 

"Threee Hills" were their helpers for providing them temporary lodgings, even though 

somee of them were not able to leave the plantation until they could no longer work. 

Converselyy it is also clear, however, that a cruel exploiters and exploited relationship 

existedd between the rich and the poor even though they were each other's lineage 

members. . 

Thee rich lineage members kept a close linkage with the hometown and conjured 

upp a pleasant image of themselves in the imaginations of the hometown, even though 

theyy may not have been kind to the fellows working in their farms. 

Yishengg Zheng's mother, the wife of Meizhang Zheng, remained in the home 

villagee in China throughout her whole life. Meizhang Zheng and his sons went back 

too her from time to time. When Meizhang Zheng grew old, he eventually settled down 
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inn his home village and died there. The couple purchased farms and built two 

magnificentt houses named Bo Peng and Chong Peng, literally translated as fighting 

cockk and adoring cock. The cock had been chosen by Zheng lineage as their lineage 

symbol.. Meizhang Zheng and his sons also contributed a large amount to the lineage 

forr help to poor members in the home village. As recorded in the genealogy, Yisheng 

Zhengg started to make a spectacular donation to the lineage in 1915. In the late 1930s 

hee donated 1000 silver dollars for establishing the Peng Siong School. In the same 

year,, he contributed also 1000 silver dollar for compiling the lineage genealogy. They 

alsoo helped to build the ancestral hall and established roads and bridges in the home 

villagee (ZLG, literature 19; 41). 

Onee story, which unfolded in the lineage, illustrates the relationship between this 

familyy and other lineage members in the hometown. It is said that in the late 

nineteenthh century, the people of Yongchun were the victims of an extortion racket. 

Wheneverr people built their houses, local scoundrels always found a pretext for 

extortingg money by claiming that the arteries and veins of a dragon would be harmed 

byy the construction. However, when Yisheng Zheng's family built their two 

magnificentt houses, nobody appeared to create difficulties. The reason, according to 

thee story, was that this rich family was willing to give large sums in charity, and many 

off  the clansmen and neighbours cherished the favour this family. Therefore the local 

confidencee tricksters did not dare to try their scurvy plays. 

Whatt could be concluded from the case presented by Segamat is that the kinship is 

nott always invariably a source exuding tenderness and affinity, especially in the hard 

timee of an early pioneering settlement. Though massive numbers of Zheng 

immigratedd to the Malay Peninsula through the family chain and though they lived 

theree in their own community, the relationship between the rich and the poor turns out 

too have been more cruelly coloured than what has depicted in the conventional picture. 

Moree interesting is that, when we turn to examine the trans-places relationship 
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betweenn the rich members and the hometown, the former were likely to be presented 

inn a rosy glow because they made contribution benefiting their fellows members and 

thee community in the hometown. Was this a kind of strategy to serve their trans-

territoriess family living pattern or was it motivated by the cultural trait which exacts 

thatt descendants should bring honour to the ancestors? Did Therefore, in the hope of 

fulfillin gg this duty, the rich emigrants desire to build up fame in the hometown 

community?? It is hard to make a simple judgment here. 

1.22 Xingdeshun and Xingde Tang 

Afterr looking at the picture of Zheng pioneers in the agricultural sector, the following 

sectionn will examine the way Zheng immigrants built up their grocery businesses. 

Pertinently,, if the description of the achievement of Yisheng Zheng informs us about 

thee kind of preliminary trans-territories ties immigrants had with their hometown, then 

thee following case will reveal in concrete terms how a trans-territorial family business 

andd family life were built up and operated in an institutional framework. 

Inn the first half of the twentieth century, most Chinese businessmen or shop 

ownerss in Malaya were faced with the dearth of a labour force who knew their style of 

working,, way of living and code of loyalty, and with whom they could communicate 

inn their mother tongue. Under these circumstances, first generation migrants preferred 

too recruit labour from their homeland. If the newly arrived relative, fellow villager or 

personn from the same region was considered acceptable, his passage would be paid 
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forr by the future employer and he would be accepted to work as an apprentice in the 

shopp or enterprise. 

Thee founder of Xingdeshun and Xingde Tang was Yiyu Zheng. Yiyu Zheng was 

bornn in 1875 into a family of poor peasant who had engaged in agriculture for 

centuriess at Wolong Village in Yongchun County. He was the eldest of the three sons 

off  his widowed mother. Like other peasants in the village, he had tried every means 

too earn a living to support his mother and brothers. One day, while he was selling 

somee local sweets at the entrance of the village, a broker (called shuijiao in Chinese), 

aa kind of middlemen who came to China twice or thrice yearly and were entrusted by 

Chinesee already in the Malay Peninsula with the assignment of bringing over their 

relatives,, lineage members and/or fellow villagers, mistook Yiyu Zheng to be 

someone'ss relative. Yiyu Zheng was told that his uncle had asked the broker to bring 

himm out to Malaya. If Yiyu Zheng consented to the proposal, he must be prepared to 

leavee the next day. They would rendezvous at the same spot at which they had met. 

Yiyuu Zheng knew the broker had made a mistake, but he saw it as a chance to make 

hiss fortune, so he agreed. He was twenty-one at the time. 

Onn arrival in 1895, Yiyu Zheng went to his distant uncle who ran an opium den 

andd he was put to work there. However, Yiyu Zheng could not stand the listless, 

addictedd patrons and ran away on the same day. Then he was introduced to work on a 

pigg farm where his main work was to go into the flooded weed fields to gather and 

thenn cut up weed as feed for the pigs. Again he quit as soon as he discovered that the 

weedss were infested with blood sucking leeches. He panicked when he saw leeches 

clingingg fiercely and sucking hungrily on his exposed arms and legs as soon as he 

steppedd into the wet field. Eventually he went to Kuala Lumpur to work for a vendor, 

surnamedd Chen who was also of Yongchun origin. Chen imported odd bits of cloth 

fromm Singapore and organized a team of street vendors who spread out to rural areas 

too sell his goods carried on a bamboo pole across their shoulders. So, Yiyu Zheng 

tookk to the road as a street vendor everyday. In Kuala Lumpur, Chen rented a place to 

servee as a boarding house and he sub-let space to his own or other vendors. He lived 
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withh them and observed from the inside who was industrious and most trustworthy. 

Amongg his team, Yiyu Zheng earned the trust of Chen for two reasons. Yiyu Zheng 

couldd sell his goods faster than others, although the cloth imported from Singapore 

wass only surplus leftovers from bolts of cloth. Yiyu Zheng worked so hard that he 

spatt blood. The second was because Yiyu Zheng always kept his promise. Each 

vendorr took consignments of cloth from Chen on credit. The vendor was expected to 

makee a payment every two weeks. Yiyu Zheng kept his payments on schedule and 

neverr lapsed. 

Tenn years later with the support of Chen, Yiyu Zheng decided to open a shop on 

hiss own. He heard that someone at Tanjung Malim, a town on the northern border of 

Selangorr located at the mid-point of the main communications line from Kuala 

Lumpurr to the Northern provinces, would like to sell the ownership of a shop. He 

tookk a train north. Tanjung Malim consisted of one and half streets and the train 

stationn was right next to the only mosque in town. Yiyu Zheng happened to arrive on 

aa Friday. When Yiyu Zheng stepped out of the station, he saw crowds on the streets -

thesee people had just finished their Friday prayers and were pouring out from the 

mosque.. Yiyu Zheng did not know that the crowd was so big only on Friday and 

therefore,, reasonably concluded that it must be profitable to do business in Tanjung 

Malim.. He decided to purchase the shop with a capital of M$5000, half of which was 

borrowedd from Chen, while the other half was treated as an investment by Chen. 

Yiyuu Zheng opened his shop which he called Xingdeshun in 1902. In the first 

twentyy years, the main business handled by the shop was retailing groceries and cloth. 

Groceriess like salted fish, dried vegetable, seaweed, mushrooms as well as cloth were 

importedd from Singapore. These goods were given on a half monthly credit 

arrangement.. Unless the bill was paid, no new consignments could be drawn. And 

eachh time goods were taken, they went out on credit again. 

Apartt from groceries, his shop also functioned as one of the local rubber trading 

houses.. Yiyu Zheng collected dried latex from several plantations and each plantation 

wouldd deliver 3-4 carloads a day to his shop. Then Yiyu Zheng sold them to Di 
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Zheng,, his lineage member who was one of biggest Chinese rubber traders in Kuala 

Lumpur. . 

XingdeshunXingdeshun also functioned as a sort of bank, as there was no bank in the town at 

thatt time. When local Malay people were paid after completing a contract, they 

depositedd it at Xingdeshun. The deal being that the store could use part of saved 

capitall  as circulating capital. 

Inn the 1930s, Xingdeshun started to conduct a groceries wholesale business which 

includedd goods for Western consumers, in order to cater to the growing population of 

expatriatess who had come to the Malay Peninsula to work on the British - owned 

plantationss and enterprises. It eventually won the contract to be the local agent of the 

Nestle'' Company. 

Yiyuu Zheng went back to Yongchun to get married when he was twenty-seven 

yearss old and his wife remained at the village throughout her life. They had twelve 

children,, seven of whom were sons. To mention the gender of one's offspring is 

significantt because only the males in this family could be agents, supposed to move 

backk and forth between Yongchun and Tanjung Malim. 

Ann institutional framework of crossing-space for running the family business and 

arrangingg family life was established at the outset by Yiyu Zheng. After he had 

openedd his own shop, he brought one of his brothers over to run the shop with him. In 

hiss generation, Yiyu Zheng and his youngest brother ran the business in Tanjung 

Malimm while the second sibling remained in their hometown. All the properties 

purchasedd by the family-owned enterprise were divided into three equal proportions, 

andd all properties were under co-ownership or became what is known as 'common 

property'. . 

Whenn the second generation grew up, a more complete system was formed. All 

thee under-age males in the big family lived in Yongchun and went to school there 

untill  they were in their late teens. Then the young men were sent to Nanyang, i.e. 

Southeastt Asia, in turn to work in the family business of Xingdeshun. All the female 

memberss of the family remained in Wolong Village. Yiyu Zheng wanted to uphold 

Chinesee traditional values in his family and insisted that wives should not move to 
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Malaya,, otherwise the whole family would degenerate into"fanggui" (literally 

translated,, it means foreign ghost - anyone non-Chinese is thus referred to). 

Underr these circumstances, almost all adult males of the family, their lineage 

memberss and fellow villagers were brought over to Malaya to work together in 

XingDeshun.XingDeshun. And all of them lived on the floor above the store. This pattern is an 

efficient,, cost-saving arrangement in management terms. A boarding house did not 

needd to be large to accommodate thirty or more single men sleeping dormitory style, 

whilee common meals saved time and money. 

Accordingg to the recollections of a member of the family belonging to the third 

generation,, this arrangement extended into the 1960s. At that time, the store had a 

stafff  of more than thirty. This is the account given by Junmu Zheng: 

II  can still remember this noisy picture of bustling activities such as 
stockingg and loading and the voices. There were several big pots 
cookingg warm food for us. 

Shizheng,, the fifth son of Yiyu Zheng, also remembers; 

Inn order to stop the young people from going out in the evenings, my 
fatherr always called us together upstairs to tell stories at night. The 
funnyy thing was - he could often keep us in suspense by leaving the 
endd of the stories or their climax till the next morning. In this way, he 
successfullyy kept us inside the house to avoid us being exposed to bad 
influencess from the outside world. 

Itt took Yiyu Zheng ten years to complete his transformation from a penniless 

apprenticee to the owner of a store. Then another ten years were needed to accumulate 

sufficientt funds to build a grand house which he named Xingde Tang in his hometown, 

Wonglongg village, which is situated at the foot of Wonglong hill. Even today, Xingde 

TangTang is still the biggest house built following the Chinese traditional style. Xingde 

TangTang consists of more than sixty bedrooms, courtyards that link one row or sector to 

another,, hand-carved beams, and painted rafters. When designing Xingde Tang, Yiyu 

Zhengg saw in his mind at least three generations of his descendents and those of his 
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twoo brothers living under the same roof. Even so, the house still needed to be 

enlargedd and widened several times later. 

Inn Xingde Tang, the huge family in the village, the wives of Yiyu Zheng, of his 

brothers,, and their children, the second generation, shared the same household till the 

thirdd generation was grown up. Then smaller sub-units were divided off in the large 

house.. Though his youngest brother had no descendants since he died at a rather early 

age,, Yiyu Zheng arranged the adoption of children whom he raised as this brother's 

branchh in the house. 

AA financial rule was also set up to reinforce the institutional framework. Everyone 

workingg in Xingdeshun received a salary of M$20 per month while those belonging to 

thee first generation, like Yiyu Zheng and his brother earned M$30. Everyone was 

permittedd to return to Yongchun once every two years and remain in village for a 

couplee of years and he would be given a sum of M$200 to take home besides what he 

couldd save from his regular salary. Yiyu Zheng bought 700 mu (a mu= 0.1647 acre) of 

landd in Yongchun and rented it out. The grain taken as the land rent was used to 

supportt the entire family. His idea was to buy more land til l the rent received was 

enoughh to cover the family's consumption of grain.4 Apart from growing vegetables 

onn the farm around the big house, a sum also was allocated to each household and 

theree was a separate sum for the monthly expenditure for family meals. Xingdeshun 

remittedd sums of about 2000-3000 M$ home per transaction, in the early days through 

aa private remittance agent and later through a bank. This sum of money was duly 

dividedd and delivered by Yiyu Zheng's brothers in Yongchun to each household in 

XingdeXingde Tang as well as to the families of their fellow villagers and lineage members 

whoo worked in Xingdeshun. Any excess funds were usually deposited at the store of 

Yiyuu Zheng 's friend in Yongchun. 

Yiyuu Zheng and his brother divided their time between living in both countries. 

Eachh took his turn to stay in Yongchun for a couple of years to oversee the affairs of 

theirr extended family in Wonglong village. Then he would return to relieve the other 

whoo headed the business in Tanjung Malim. Yiyu Zheng was satisfied with this 

frameworkk for conducting their lives he had set up for himself and his dependents, 
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evenn though the family also experienced hardship like others at that time. We said in 

thee first chapter that Yongchun suffered from frequent attacks of bandits or the forces 

onn self-styled local warlord the first half the twentieth century. Shizheng Zheng 

recalledd that; 

Ourr house was looted four times. The bandits climbed up to the roof 
andd broke through it to gain access into our house by sliding down a 
bambooo pole. They kicked doors of rooms open or broke windows 
withh axes. Each time, they sacked all the goods and chattels in the 
house.. Other than this, we had to contend with local ruffians. They 
forcedd my uncle to buy guns for them. They were still not satisfied 
evenn though my uncle had already given payment for four guns, so 
theyy kidnapped my aunty. 

Iff  this kind of things happened to other families just once, it would be 
enoughh to frighten them into leaving their hometown. But my father 
didd not want to run away. He often wrote back saying that as long as 
hee could earn money in Nanyang, for each M$10, he did not mind 
sharingg M$ 5 with other people. His idea was to earn money in 
Malaysiaa and to enjoy life in our hometown. 

Accordingg to the recollections of the descendants of Xingdeshun, each year there were 

sevenn or eight trips back and forth made by members of the family. Therefore they did 

nott have any savings in Malaya. 

Thiss trans-space living pattern influenced the management style of Xingdeshun. 

Thee task of supporting the extended family in China was accorded the highest priority. 

Thiss led the Xingdeshun to adopt a cautious attitude towards the issue of business 

expansion.. Maintaining what they had achieved was the most important task 

accordingg to Yiyu Zheng's instructions to male members of the family. The following 

anecdotee may serve to illustrate his defensive attitude clearly. 

Yiyuu Zheng would have had no difficulty at all affording a private car as did other 

storeownerss at that time, but he refused to buy one. He said that one could own a car 
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forr the first year, or continue keeping it for the second year, but it would be 

embarrassingg if in the third year he could not afford to run it. 

Thee practice of 'common property' ownership in the family also contributed to the 

defensivee strategy of the enterprise. In this family business, the key entrepreneur was 

Yiyuu Zheng, the eldest brother of the three, but everybody received an equal 

proportionn of the enterprise, even the middle brother who was never involved in the 

familyy business. 

Onee descendant of Yiyu Zheng complained that when some members insisted on 

holdingg what they could get from the shared common property, how could the family 

enterprisee squeeze out capital for further development? The following example 

illustratess very well how the common property ownership in the family hindered the 

expansionn of the Xingdeshun. To avoid potential conflicts among the next generation, 

beforebefore Yiyu Zheng and his brother retired, they decided to stop dealing in rubber 

trading,, not because it was no longer profitable, but rather because everybody who 

hadd a share of the business would want to have a say in it. So the licence for rubber 

tradingg was returned to the relevant authority. 

Thee orientation of Yiyu Zheng towards his hometown was reflected not only in his 

familyy institutional framework, but also shone out in his concern for his fellow 

villagerss and lineage members. Moreover, later his interest extended to the local 

affairss of the hometown. 

Thee Xingdeshun constantly brought his clansmen and villagers over to Tanjung 

Malimm as apprentices. There was a trans-territorial migrant transportation framework 

establishedd by merchants of Yongchun origin as early the beginning of the twentieth 

centuryy between Xiamen and Singapore. This transporting agency functioned as a 
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half-wayy house and travel service. It set up centres in the two ports, one called Yong 

JiananJianan in Xiamen, the other Hongfu in Singapore. In the case of the Xingdeshun, 

Yiyuu Zheng only needed to write a letter to the agency and tell it how many people 

weree needed and a 'contract' was accordingly drawn up. The agency then took the 

responsibilityy for the whole process of transporting, arranging accommodation before 

migrantss departed from Xiamen, and settling them on a ship, which could convey 

30000 steerage passengers. It received the newcomers at their arrival in Singapore. 

Thenn the new immigrants would be sent to the destination, Xingdeshun. When the 

businesss was rounded off, the agency would present an invoice to collect due payment. 

Thee efforts Yiyu Zheng made to bring his fellow villagers over to Malaya were not 

onlyy to expedite his business. It was also his way of helping others. This should be 

understoodd in the context of Confucian culture. When a person becomes rich, he is 

supposedd to make efforts to benefit his home village and town. By hiring his fellow 

villagers,, he had provided them with an opportunity to earn a regular living, therefore 

theirr families in the home village could expect their lives to improve. In the records of 

hiss village, Yiyu Zheng is remembered more as a patriarchal figure in his relationship 

withh his workers than viewed in the light of an employer with his employees. The 

salaryy for an apprentice was not high, M$5 per month. But were a boy to marry, his 

salaryy would be increased to M$20 a month, the same as what his own sons were paid 

inn thee shop. What was special was that when Yiyu Zheng went through the accounts 

off  the store, he checked to see who had saved some money. Back then it was a 

commonn practice not to draw one's full salary every month, but rather, the apprentice 

wouldd be given some pocket-money. The undrawn salary was noted and when that 
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personn left, the full sum was paid out. This was one way to save money. When Yiyu 

Zhengg saw a substantia] sum logged up, he often advised the apprentice to remit the 

moneyy back to his family in Yongchun. Young men who were sent to Xingdeshun 

remainedd filial and earned to save more than to use. Since Yiyu Zheng lived in 

Yongchunn for a few years at a stretch, respect earned by the families in turn 

stimulatedd him to undertake yet other patriarchal deeds. 

Inn the imagination of the villagers, Yiyu Zheng was an ideal and normative 

"publicc figure" in the context of the trans-places virtual community. This image 

accordedd with the expectations of the clansmen and county men of a successful 

emigrantt merchant. He was a gentle and kind-hearted person. He never deviated in 

thoughtt or deed. In particular, he never hesitated to help the poor when they came to 

him.. Yiyu Zheng was not only active in taking part in Zheng lineage public affairs 

likee being a member of Zheng clan committee, taking charge of the financial affairs of 

thee Pong Xiang school, making the first donation on various kinds of occasions and 

beingg the chairman of the board, he also threw himself into the local affairs of the 

countyy with enthusiasm. 

Forr instance,, a severe drought struck Yongchun in the early 1940s and the grain 

hadd become scarce and extremely expensive when Yiyu Zheng happened to return 

home.. Together with other local activists, he immediately set up an agency to buy 

grainn from other places and sell it at a lower price to the local people. Yiyu Zheng was 

contentt with performing this sort of deed for local society and he confided to others 

thatt he drew happiness from conducting this kind of philanthropic project. 

Att the age of seventy-three in 1948, Yiyu Zheng retired from his business and 

settledd down permanently in his hometown. His image as a philanthropist took on a 
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neww lease of life. The older generation remembers that Yiyu Zheng delivered two 

silverr dollars on the doorstep of each household in the village during each Spring 

Festival,, the Chinese New Year. When he discovered that there was a lack of quinine 

inn the locality, he spent several hundred dollars every year to build up stocks of 

quininee at his home. Anybody who needed it just approached him and Yiyu Zheng 

wouldd wrap the medicine in a red paper packet6and give it away for free. 

Yiyuu Zheng's attachment to his hometown may be seen as an example of the first 

generationn of migration. Although he received extremely unfair treatment in the era 

whenn die ideology of the ultra-"Left" was spreading in China, he never wavered in his 

desiree to spend his remaining years in his hometown. 

Thee great irony of the matter is that his philanthropy was what caused him the 

mostt sufferings at the turn of 1950s. At that time the Communist Party set out to 

inculcatee its ideals into the everyday lives of the people, to restore order and build up 

integratedd political institutions at all levels throughout the nation. New policies to 

supportt this campaign were launched and regulations for the Suppression of Counter 

Revolutionariess (Feb. 20, 1951) were promulgated, authorizing police action against 

dissidentt individuals and suspected groups, bandits and political opponents 

harbouringg anti-Communist sentiments, thoughts or behaviour. As the campaign 

progressedd unmonitored, uncensored, hampered by vague directives and the absolute 

powerr given to the police, abuse of this power became inevitable in particular at the 

grassrootss level. 

Onee person who lived and served in a temple did not receive a gift from Yiyu 

Zhengg and made an accusation to the local government saying that Yiyu Zheng was a 

landlordd and had tried to buy popular support from others by giving gifts for which he 

mustt have ulterior motives. Since communism stands for the struggle of the common 

peoplee against class suppression, any report in this category would attract the 

attentionn of the authorities. This accusation caused Yiyu Zheng to be arrested by the 
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locall  authorities. At that peak of this massive movement to root out counter-

revolutionaries,, the government executed some of the accused and some despotic 

landlordss along with them. Yiyu Zheng was among a group of convicted counter-

revolutionariess who were escorted to the open ground under the town bridge for 

execution.. After the gun shots had rung out, Yiyu Zheng understood he was not 

goingg to die; his being taken to the execution ground was a form of intimidation. 

Afterr more investigations, the local government realized that Yiyu Zheng was merely 

ann industrious merchant who had made good from being a vendor and he was released. 

Onn his dossier, the class status of Yiyu Zheng was reclassified as that of an overseas 

Chinesee merchant. 

Althoughh he had experienced such a horrible time, the desire of Yiyu Zheng to 

passs the rest of his remaining years in his hometown still did not waver. He continued 

too make donations as before and in 1953, he and other returned overseas Chinese 

initiatedd steps to set up a middle school called the Overseas Chinese School. Yiyu 

Zhengg was selected as the executive chairman of the board of the school. Later, in 

acknowledgementt of his selfless concern for local affairs, Yiyu Zheng was invited to 

bee a county committee member of the Chinese People's Political Consultative 

Conference.. Yiyu Zheng died around 1960 and was buried on Wonglong Hill . 

Itt is important to note how Yiyu Zheng' s descendants continued living in a trans-

territoriess living pattern set up by Yiyu Zheng, the pioneer migrant. 

Aboutt a hundred of the offspring of Yiyu Zheng and his brothers are still living in 

Malaysia.. Another hundred are in Yongchun and around the same number in Hong 

Kong.. Some members of the third generation still run Xingdeshun, the grocery 

wholesalee business at Tanjung Malim as an agent of Nestle IN, but the majority has 

spreadd out either to operate their own businesses or they are engaged in professional 

jobss all over Malaysia. 

Shizhengg Zheng, who is now in his eighties, may be considered a representative of 

thee second generation of Xingdeshun in terms of the relationship with the hometown 

Memberss of this generation spent only half their adult life moving between southern 
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Fujiann and Malaysia. This back and forth movement was slowed down by the late 

1950ss famine and ceased after the "Great Leap Forward" at the beginning of 1960s. 

Byy then, those who made a decision to stay on in Malaysia eventually moved their 

wholee families, wives and children, out of Yongchun, although some children who 

weree fifteen and over had to stay on because they were not eligible for migration 

accordingg to Chinese laws. 

Althoughh Shizheng Zheng settled his whole family in Malaysia and for three 

decadess could not make a return visit, he was motivated to go back after China 

openedd her door. Since then he has kept up a pattern of constant visiting to his native 

place.. When asked why it was attractive for him to return to the place from time to 

time,, he explained that his first action on his first return visit in 1986 was to resettle 

hiss mother's grave and to set up a fund in memory his mother: he donated 20,000 

RMBB to his village school establishing a small foundation which bears his mother's 

name.. Apart from fulfillin g his filial piety, he enjoys being in the hometown, seeing 

andd chatting to his old school fellows and by re-experiencing the local life. "Even the 

waterr there is sweet" he says. He plans to bring his son, a professional working in 

Canada,, who was bom in Yongchun and moved to Malaysia when he was two years 

old,, to visit his hometown. 

Thee case of Xingdeshun and Xingde Tang unfolds an example of migrant living 

patternss in the first half of the twentieth century, a pattern of trans-territorial living at 

twoo ends. Our story reveals how a poor young southern Chinese farmer immigrated to 

thee Malay Peninsula and started his business right from the ground. More importantly, 

itt shows unequivocally how he constructed an elaborate trans-places family-enterprise 

framework. . 

Thee case also reveals how on the basis of this back and forth living pattern, Yiyu 

Zhengg as a representative of the early first generation migrants built up his "public 
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figure"figure" image in the trans-places virtual community. This indubitably provides 

evidencee of his cultural and social values and it also shows that this sort of ideal and 

normativee image of a "public figure" has deeply influenced the later migrants in the 

region,, as I should go on to discuss in chapter 3. Therefore it is significant to point out 

heree that "public figure" images in this particular social space have provided a rich 

sourcee of imagination to both immigrant and hometown communities. They set the 

termss of how a successful person should behave if he wished to meet the community's 

expectations. . 

2.. Transnational Institution : the Zheng Lineage Association 

Inn the process of constructing trans-territorial social space by means of lineage ties, 

thee Zheng clan association that emerged in the Malay Peninsula plays a significant 

role.. First, the setting up of an organization marked the point of transition at which the 

Zhengg lineage turned from individual and scattered behavior, as seen in the cases of 

Yishengg Zheng and of Yiyu Zheng, to gather its forces and act together collectively in 

aa formal organization. This indicates that in the 1930s, after experiencing a certain 

preliminaryy period of cultivation the Zheng trans-places practice began to be 

institutionalized. . 

Second,, what Bourdieu tells us about social capital is relevant here. He suggests 

thatt social capital is an aggregate of actual or potential resources, which are embodied 

inn a certain kind of lasting network. This network is familiar to everybody involved. 

Itt is also one that is generally acknowledged and embodied in a systematized 
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relationship.. The network provides support to each of its member in the form of 

collectivelyy owned capital and offers an identity to him or her. Armed with this sense 

off  belonging, in turn members often strive to safeguard the reputation of the network 

andd live up to its expectations (Bourdieu 1988). The establishing of the Zheng clan 

associationn provided its members with more accessible social capital. Pertinently, it 

wass a sort of new form of social capital, i.e., trans-territorial social capital. 

Thee purpose of this association enshrines the six chief functions that Malaysian 

andd Singaporean Chinese clan associations exemplify, i.e. (1) ancestor worship and 

thee worshipping of deities; (2) celebration of traditional festivals; (3) helping the less 

fortunatee lineage members; (4) arbitrating in disputes; (5) validating marriages, births 

andd deaths; (6) promotion of education. (Yen 1991:77). 

Alll  the above-mentioned functions are indeed aimed at forging a collective 

identity,, an identity to the group gathered together under the symbol of blood 

relationship.. In the course of building up the group identity, social capital was 

centralized.. At first, Chinese pioneers lived in rural areas or in underpopulated small 

townss like Zheng lineage members mentioned above. They lacked an external 

network,, the so-called third form of social capital (Valenzuela & Dornbush 1994; 

Hagann 1995). This was a period in which even though Chinese communities in many 

placess began to take shape, one well-known fact about them was that they were not 

cohesivee entities as they belonged to various groups - divided by dialect, region, trade 

groupss and factions. Access to resources and support when it was needed was 



availablee only to people who shared common points embodied in extended blood 

relationss as pointed out by Yen Ching-hwang. 

2.11 Trans-territoria l Operation of Associations 

ForgingForging of a Collective Identity 

Thee case of the Zheng lineage provides a pertinent illustration of how a collective 

identityy was built up and then concurrently mobilized the social capital essential to 

survivingg and developing. When the population of Zheng lineage members increased, 

theyy fanned out over the Malay Peninsula and their sense of dispersal raised the issue 

off  recompiling of the lineage genealogy, pushing it right to the forefront of their 

activities. . 

Compilingg a genealogy is a serious responsibility for a lineage in Chinese 

traditionall  society. Special persons in each generation in a village or place of 

residencee are entrusted with this task and these appointees become the indisputable 

expertss for future reference. There are a number of reasons behind such an activity. 

Onee is to clarify the lineage pedigree and descent, therefore to denote unequivocally 

everyy member's position in the co-ordinates of the lineage. Another, to record the 

achievementss attained by the lineage members, in particular by those who achieved 

officiall  positions and gained scholastic honours or accumulated substantial wealth, in 

orderr to bring honour to the ancestors. 

Althoughh both these reasons aimed at establishing a basis for the group's identity, 

itt inevitably also forged a link of unity between the lineage members and at the same 
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timee presented a show of the power of the family. Therefore, an elaborately compiled 

genealogyy could promote the social standing of the lineage in both local communities 

inn which it was involved. 

Generallyy speaking, among lineages in Fujian Province it is understood that it is 

ann obligation to recompile the genealogy every thirty years, considered the duration of 

aa period for producing a generation. Failing to follow this rule will be regarded as a 

failuree of descendants to demonstrate their filial piety towards the older generations 

(Chenn 1996, 37-38). However, it has been difficult to realize the ideal, in most cases 

becausee of the chaos caused by wars and the fluctuations in economic conditions. 

Thee following data show that the basic rhythm of Zheng lineage's compiling of its 

genealogyy is about once every sixty years. The first version of the genealogy of the 

Zhengg lineage was compiled in 1503, after which it was recompiled five times as 

follows:: 1566, 1633, 1681, 1700, and 1903. 

Inn 1937, a number of the upper echelon of Zheng lineage members in Malaya 

suggestedd that an invitation should be sent to all Zheng lineage members in Malaya 

andd Singapore. They were to gather at the building of the Yongchun Hometown 

Association,, which was established in Kuala Lumpur in 1922 to discuss the issue. 

Thiss proposal met with an ardent response from the Zheng lineage members. The 

resultt of the meeting was the formation of the Agency of Peng Siong Zheng 

Sojourningg Abroad in 1937. The board of the Agency consisted of ten respected 

Zhengg lineage members from Kuala Lumpur, Segamat, Buloh Kasap, Malacca, Kuala 

Selangor,, Tanjung Malim and Ipoh. They were charged with the obligation to 

mobilizee funds for the massive project of taking a census and updating the genealogy. 

Inn May 1937, the Agency proposed to lineage members in Yongchun that a 

meetingg would be held there and that participants should be representatives of various 

branchess of the lineage family from both the hometown, Yongchun, as well as from 

Malaya.. To accede to the requirements, the Committee for Recompiling the 
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Genealogyy was set up in Yongchun with seventeen lineage members drawn from the 

variouss branches. To ensure that the results in both countries would be congruent with 

eachh other, a set of twelve guidelines was laid down. The Committee was put in 

chargee of re-compiling genealogy in Yongchun, but the final compilation was to be 

supervisedd by the Agency, the funding party. In the guidelines, it was stated 

explicitlyy that "Our committee holds a close relationship with the Agency of Peng 

Siongg Zheng Sojourning Abroad. All recommendations, findings and feedback should 

bee mailed to the Agency and any line of action outside the guidelines must first be 

approvedd by the Agency before implementation. And we should also accept the 

resolutionss decided on by the Agency and carry out any of the entrusted tasks 

assignedd to us" (ZLG, 1941 Miscellaneous, 73). The actual funds came from members 

off  the lineage in Malaya and Singapore. For the record, forty-seven people in 

Malaysiaa made substantial donations to this project. The total amount was around 

36,5000 dollars in silver; while the highest donation by an individual was 4000 dollars 

(ZLG,, 1941 Miscellaneous, 66-67). 

Inn order to supervise the work of compilation more efficiently, in the second year 

off  the establishment of the Agency, the membership of the committee of Agency was 

enlargedd from ten to thirty-three. This was the basis on which the Peng Siong Zheng 

Lineagee Association was formally established in 1939. 

StrengtheningStrengthening of Ties: Power and Projects 

Whatt deserves our attention is that the structure of this lineage association reflects the 

patternn of trans-locality. This lineage association consisted of two branches, one was 

inn Malaya, called "living overseas" (Zhuyang), and another was in Yongchun, called 

"remainingg in hometown" (Zaixiang). Therefore, two groups of leaders were 

appointed. . 
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Tablee 4: The construction of the trans-territorial Zheng lineage association: 

OVERSEAS S 

POSITION N 

Counselor r 

Chairmann and 

Directorr of the 

Educationn Office 

Vice-chairmann and 

Directorr of Charity 

Treasurerr and 

Directorr of 

Industry y 

Vice-Treasurer r 

Generall  Affairs 

Vice-General l 

Affair s s 

Amanuensis s 

Auditor r 

Auditor r 

Copyy Clerk 

Copyy Clerk 

NAM E E 

Zhengg Er'ai 

Zhengg Yiding 

Zhengg Tiansong 

Zhengg Yiyu 

Zhengg Meishou 

Zhengg Erchang 

Zhengg Meijin 

Zhengg Weizhong 

Zhengg Yuzhao 

Zhengg Qingtang 

Zhengg Yuxian 

Zhengg Qingzhong 

HOMETOWN N 

POSITION N 

Vice-Chairman n 

Vice-Treasurer r 

Vice-General l 

Affair s s 

Vice-Directorr of 

thee Education 

Office e 

Vice-Directorr of 

Industry y 

Vice-Directorr of 

Charity y 

Amanuensis s 

Auditor r 

Publicc Relations 

Copyy Clerk 

Copyy Clerk 

NAM E E 

Zhengg Shiyun 

Zhengg Yude 

Zhengg Tianqu 

Zhengg Kaipo 

Zhengg Shishu 

Zhengg Hairu 

Zhengg Guanghua 

Zhengg Bingu 

Zhengg Mingqin 

Zhengg Yuxiang 

Zhengg Wenliang 

(ZLG,, 1941, Miscellaneous, 69) 

Thee table above shows that the principal positions of the Association, such as that of 

chairman,, treasurer, general affairs were held by overseas members. And the members 

inn the hometown occupied only the second tier leadership position like vice-chairmen, 

vice-treasurer,, and vice-general affairs. This serves as a cogent illustration of how the 

sett up differs from the traditional power structure that often existed in a lineage or a 
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clann in China. According to the traditional principle, it is only the reputable elders in 

thee locality who are eligible to hold the top positions. Now dynamic members of 

acknowledgedd capacity could speak with authority because it was they who were able 

too launch and finance the undertakings and promote the education of members of the 

lineagee with their wealth, even though they were far from their hometown. 

Thee implication is that the heart of power of the Zheng lineage had already shifted 

fromm the hometown to the Malay Peninsula, which provided more space and more 

conveniencee for the Zhengs to forge and strengthen the lineage ties. 

Thiss point is emphasized by looking at three projects in which the lineage 

associationn was engaged from 1937, the establishment of the Agency of Peng Siong 

Zhengg Sojourning Abroad to the end of 1941, before the outbreak of the Pacific War. 

Thee first project was launched in 1937 with the purposed of helping their 

hometownn clansmen. An analysis of the census data makes it evident that quite a 

numberr of the Zhengs in Yongchun had fallen on hard times, mainly because of the 

lackk of farmland with which they could support their basic needs. Er'ai Zheng, once 

thee chairman of the Agency of Peng Siong Zheng Sojourning Abroad and later a 

counsellorr of the Zheng Lineage Association, proposed that the Association would 

applyy directly to the local Chinese authorities for permission to purchase a piece of 

landd in order to establish a Peng Siong New Village. Lineage members who were 

livingg below poverty line could then be relocated for settlement. This vast piece of 

landd lies in the western part of Fujian Province and is sparsely populated. This 

proposall  met with the general approval of the lineage members. The lineage on the 

Malayann side decided to organize a corporation to raise capital. Rules, terms and 

conditionss were worked out in great detail meeting after a meeting. However, before 

theyy could reach the stage of implementation, a full-scale war broke out between 
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Chinaa and Japan. The Malay Peninsula was itself later on invaded by the Japanese, so 

thiss ambitious plan was cancelled. (Lin, 1988:121) 

Inn 1939, the association, right after its foundation, elected the board of trustees of 

thee Peng Siong School consisting of twenty persons, in order to strengthen the 

financiall  support for and management of the lineage school in thee hometown. The 

boardd of trustees of the school was similarly divided into two branches: abroad and 

hometown.. The chairman of the Zheng Association, Yiding Zheng, was also the 

chairmann of the board. Under his leadership, the association mobilized donations for 

runningg the school from the members all over the Malay Peninsula. 

Thee third thing the Zheng Lineage Association undertook was to strengthen its 

supervisionn on the project of recompiling the genealogy. In March 1940, a committee, 

calledd the Examination Committee for Recompiling of the Genealogy, was set up. 

Thee Examination Committee was again divided into two sets. One team based in the 

Malayy Peninsula and the other in the hometown. A rule was instituted by the 

Examinationn Committee in thee Malay Peninsula that they carry the decisive power for 

nominatingg the candidates who would join the committee in their hometown. The rule 

againn shows the leading position of its overseas members. (ZLG, 1941 Miscellaneous, 

74). . 

WeakeningWeakening of Ties: Constraining of Context 

Thee late 1940s marks a turning point, at which the lineage tie in the transnational 

sociall  space weakened. The strength of the lineage tie was closely affected by various 

majorr factors in the broader context, i.e. the changing political, economic and social 

situationn in the two localities at each end of the afore-mentioned transnational space. 

Att home in China, the establishing of the People Republic of China in 1949 ended up 

thee trend of emigration that began in the mid-nineteenth century. It was also a period 

inn which the government under the influence of the Left ideology did not encourage 
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itss citizens to keep their overseas connection alive. The 1950s was also the period 

whenn the Chinese in the Malay Peninsula changed their national identity. As 

explainedd in the Introduction, the Chinese in the Malay Peninsula can basically be 

dividedd into two categories distinguished by crucial factors such as the language 

spokenn and type of education received, i.e. the Straits Chinese and the immigrant 

groupp and their descendants. The latter had formed the majority of the Chinese 

populationn since the beginning of the twentieth century as the consequence of the 

pouringg of immigrants into the Malay Peninsula. This group was basically Chinese 

educated.. Even though many of them were illiterates, they were deeply influenced by 

Confuciann values and identified themselves not only culturally, but also politically 

andd nationally with Mainland China before WW II. The 1950s in Malaya was a period 

off  change for the Chinese. In the process of the Malay Peninsula becoming an 

independentt national country, the Chinese struggled collectively to gain their political, 

sociall  and educational rights. The major issue that mobilized almost all Chinese 

associationss was to obtain full citizenship (Cui, 1998). In the meantime, political 

movess carried out in Mainland China in the 1950s one after another seriously 

underminedd the feelings Malaya Chinese had held for their hometown and country. 

Consequently,, a process of the localization of the Malaya Chinese was speeded up. 

Thiss transformation brought about the weakening of the lineage tie. However, the 

processs of transformation was gradual and the transnational linkage did not come to a 

standstilll  immediately. In the period from the 1950s to the late 1970s the links 

changedd from a process of weakening to complete suspension. 
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Forr a long time, the prevailing view in academic circles was that communist China 

hadd not formed any diplomatic relationship with countries in Southeast Asia since it 

camee into power in 1949 because of suspicion on all fronts. Politically, there was a 

Coldd War, so juridically, the connection between the Chinese overseas and their 

lineagee members in hometowns should have ground to a halt. But it was too easily 

assumedd that this meant a complete cutting of links. This did not take place as the 

bloodd relationship prevailed over that of boundaries and conflicting political 

ideologies. . 

Takee the case of the Zheng lineage in the 1950s. In the first half of the 1950s, the 

linkk between the Malaysian Zheng lineage members and their hometown was still 

carriedd on through a focal point — the school. Lineage members overseas continued 

makingg donations to the school to help resolve financial difficulties. The Association 

inn Malaysia at that time had already moved from Kuala Lumpur to the town of the 

residencee of its chairman who kept the communication lines open by means of mail. 

However,, by the late 1950s, communication between the Association and its lineage 

memberss in Yongchun had finally ceased altogether. 

Inn China, the nation-wide, Anti-Rightist Struggle took place (the counterattack in 

19577 against the bourgeois Rightists). The ultra-"left" trend of thought claimed that 

thee issue of the class struggle must be taken as the key topic in national political life. 

Inn Fujian and Guangdong Provinces much of this negative sentiment was directed 

againstt overseas Chinese who had voluntarily repatriated back to China or against the 

familiess and relatives of overseas Chinese. Anyone accused or found to have overseas 
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connectionss was discriminated against in the issue of job assignments, welfare and 

sociall  benefits. This policy hurt the feelings of overseas Chinese deeply. 

Too secure its hold on power, the Chinese government needed to imbue its citizenery 

withh ideology. It assumed a highly critical stance towards family associations that it 

equatedd with nepotism, corruption and the perpetuation of inequality. The anti-

rightistrightist struggle swept through every level of Chinese society. 

Att the Malayan end, to obtain a peaceful and smooth transition of power in 

preparationn for the gaining of independence in 1957 from British colonial rule, one of 

thee requisite clauses was: the government of independent Malaya should be a 

democracy.. Internally, this caused an upheaval, as the Malay government would have 

too dump one of its coalition partners - the Labour Party which was strongly supported 

byy the working sector and by resistance fighters who had opposed the Japanese 

invasionn during World War II. The latter group was also pro-China and was 

consideredd undemocratic. So when the government dropped the Labour Party when it 

formedd the coalition front that would rule independent Malaya, the ex-resistance 

fighterss rebelled. This began the arduous fight between the Malayan government and 

whatt they called the communist terrorist insurgents in the jungles of Malaya. This 

"insurgency""  was to last for more than twenty years. On the civilian side, the Malaya 

governmentt adopted a strict policy of bringing the Chinese associations and privately 

fundedd Chinese schools under its heel because the nature of their activities and 

becausee their stated aim was to promote Chinese culture,, and both these institutions 
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weree viewed as pro-Communist China. At this time, nationalistic sentiments were at a 

peakk fanned by consistent political campaigns. 

Inn this tense situation, the head of the Zheng Lineage Association in Malaya 

repliedd to a letter from his hometown lineage counterpart in an ironic formal tone, 

sayingg that as we are now Malaya citizens, please do not bother us with school 

business.. Our relationship is the relationship between your country and our country. 

Thiss trans-territorial social space was thus directly influenced by political forces. 

Meanwhile,, the second and the third generation overseas-bom Chinese gained 

Malaysiann citizenship. They tended to identify themselves with the country of their 

birthh rather than that of their ancestors, as they have no memory of their ancestral 

homee or lineage members. 

Again,, the case of the Zheng lineage association serves to illustrate this. What 

happenedd to it bespoke the common fate suffered by all Chinese associations. 

Followingg the new restrictive regulations of the government, the Zheng Lineage 

Associationn changed its name to the Malaysia Peng Siong Teh Clan Association and 

stipulatedd in its referendum that its now ex-members would have to reregister. In the 

prevailingg political and social context, the clan association started to shift its entire 

functionall  direction from hometown to the host country, focusing on the issue of 

Malaysiaa Zheng members' welfare. 

Thiss turning away from the hometown to Malaysia was finally accomplished in 

thee end of 1972 when further spurts of population growth forced the Association to 

lookk for larger premises. It was decided that the Association would buy into real 

estatee and settle its headquarters permanently in Kuala Lumpur. This was in the wake 

off  the worst racial riots in its history in 1969. This plan caught the imagination of its 

members,, even the younger ones, as they took it as a sign of moving on with life. 

M$$ 150,000 was finally collected from the lineage members throughout Malaysia. The 

Associationn also sold its two rubber plantations for M$l 10,000. The income from 
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thesee two properties was that which used to be set aside to support the school in 

Yongchun.. All the money they raised was used for purchasing a new building. A total 

off  MS300.000 was eventually spent to build a five-storey building on Jalan Masjid 

India.India. The third floor is kept as the lineage hall and administrative office; the fourth 

floorr is used as a guesthouse for visiting lineage members. And the other floors are 

rentedrented out to take care of the Association's monthly expenses. (Lin 1988, C122) 

Inn conclusion, the establishing of the Zheng Clan Association marks the 

institutionalizationn of Zheng trans-territorial practices. In its initial stages, its 

operationn reveals a process of the forming of a collective identity. The recompiling of 

thee lineage genealogy was a foundation stone for this. Furthermore, this collective 

identityy contains an acknowledgement on the shifting of the core of power formed in 

thiss social space, as the newly emerged authority in the group could provide the 

memberss with actual or potentiall  resources. 

However,, the trans-national practice from below appeared to be constrained by the 

macroo context in which the actors and their actions are located. The weakening of the 

collectivee practice in this regard in the late 1940s and its eventually coming to a 

standstilll  in the early 1960s are cogent examples of what was happening. 

2.22 Core activity in the Transnational Practice: the Peng Siong School 

Accordingg to Smith and Guarnizo (Smith and Guarnizo 1998), transnational actions 

aree to be understood in two ways. First, by understanding that "reality on the ground" 

iss socially constructed within the transnational networks, formed and moved by 

people.. And secondly, by understanding that people are subjected to territorial-based 
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policiess and practices of both the sending country and receiving host nation, states and 

communities.. This also marks the distinction between domestic and transnational 

migration,, even where the transnational is seen as a geographical extension of earlier 

domesticc migration. 

Historically,, one of the recognizable features of a Chinese lineage is its possession 

off  trust holdings, also referred to as 'lineage property'. This is as varied as it is far 

ranging.. Lineage property might encompass ownership of farmland, hills, houses, 

bridges,, ferries, irrigation works, lineage schools and so on. Lineage property is the 

materiall  mainstay that enables lineage institutions to function independently. It is not 

onlyy a source of funds that sustains various public activities, but it binds its members 

spiritually.. Returns from the lineage property are also used to pay for: 

thee building of temples for congregational worship 

offeringss and sacrifices to the gods made on behalf of its members 

buriall  grounds and their continued maintenance 

constructionn and maintenance of ancestral halls 

compilingg and upkeeping of the lineage genealogy 

buildingg roads, and bridges for needy communities where their members form the 

bulkk of the population 

helpingg its poor members 

maintainingg a reserve fund to relieve victims of natural and man-made calamities 

culturall  education 



Lineagee property, combined with ancestral hall and lineage genealogy, constitutes 

aa fundamental ground for lineage organization to bind the lineage members together 

efficiently.. Therefore, the running of lineage property becomes the chief activity for 

thee lineage. 

Thee Zheng lineage genealogy shows that Zheng lineage property can be 

categorizedd under four headings: 

1)) a whole area of farmlands of 300 mu 

2)) more than 30 pieces of landed estate 

3)) more than 36 locations of hill estate 

4)4) a school called the Peng Siong School 

Farmlandd represents the ensuring of the fundamental subsistence needs of its members, 

butt the most striking is the lineage school. The lineage school has played a key role in 

thee maintaining the connection between lineage members in Malaysia and those who 

havee remained at Yongchun (ZLG Record of Estate, 54-72). 

Thee fact that the school has been listed as a major undertaking by this lineage is not 

unique.. As Siu and Faure state: the existence of interlineage and intervillage 

networkingg via schools was very much a discovery, which emerged from a study by 

Wakemann in the 1960s on the three-day battle staged by 25,000 people against British 

troopss who landed near Guangzhou in the Opium War. "Wakeman discovered that it 

wass the inter village organization that summoned their members through the 

communall  school - the focal point of gentry organization". Siu and Faure were right 

inn pointing out that the local school could play a crucial role for the local community 

becausee the school was the communal organization most acceptable to the State 

(whichh still holds true today). They claim, however, that as the arena where the 



culturall  nexus of power was enacted, the one activity in which it did not seem to be 

engagedd was to furnish academic education. In opposing this view, I would like to 

arguee that in the southern Fujian area, both in modern times and in the past three 

decades,, schools also have been academic institutions. For exactly this reason, 

schoolss have been seen as a proper stage on which the local prominent figures, the 

elitess of society in the form of local entrepreneurs, businessmen, current and former 

officialss who are actively involved in politics and social economic affairs, should 

performm as education always is the central social issue in the region. 

Onn one hand, schools are the appropriate medium for local leaders to utilize to 

achievee their ends. On the other hand, education is a symbolic tool for them to play 

withh to display their status and power in local communities. That is why the Peng 

Siongg School has always been the fulcrum in the transnational practices of Zheng 

lineage. . 

Fromm interviews with Zheng lineage members, Yiliang Zheng was reckoned to be 

onee of a handful who received the full commendation and respect of his peers and 

felloww lineage members. He is also among the few whose biography is published in 

thee lineage genealogy. The main reason for this accolade was his active participation 

inn the affairs of the Peng Siong School. Yiliang Zheng was its founder and it was he 

whoo donated a major part of the property on which the School stands. 

Thee school was registered in the spring of 1918 and thus has a history of more 

thann eighty years. The trail back to its beginnings itself bespeaks the degree of 

involvementt and the role played by the overseas Zhengs in terms of the running of 

lineagee property in Yongchun, their hometown. Yiliang Zheng was born in 1873 into 

aa poor peasant family. When he was just a child, he started going with his parents to 

workk on their farmland because his family could not afford to send him to school. 
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Havingg to do heavy work from a young age, Yiliang Zheng was a strapping lad by the 

timee he was about fourteen years old. He joined the exodus to Malaysia and ended up 

inn Segamat where he worked as a coolie. He had to struggle for a long time before he 

couldd save enough to buy 10 acres of uncultivated land from the British colonial 

authorityy for planting rubber and tapioca with his co-investors - his lineage members. 

Att this time, the rubber industry was in its embryonic stage in the Malay Peninsula. 

Beingg an enterprising and prudent man, Yiliang Zheng accumulated his savings to 

branchh out on his own. He rose from being a shareholder to being the sole proprietor 

off  a small rubber holding eventually to become the owner of a rubber plantation of 

10,0000 acres in Labis, a township that grew up next to Segamat. Later, he also took 

partt in a pioneering scheme to open up land for rubber plantation in Mersing, a 7000 

acree venture. By then, Yiliang Zheng had become one of the richest members of the 

Zhengg lineage in Malaysia. In 1929, he died in Mersing leaving behind an unfinished 

developmentt plan for his heirs to complete. (ZLG, Literature, 27). 

Educationn is often the most important means available for enhancing one's social 

status.. A man who is well educated can find himself elevated to the ranks of the social 

upperr class. In traditional Chinese society, a lineage member who passed the imperial 

examinationss and accordingly obtained a corresponding official post would be highly 

respectedd not just for his personal success alone, but his glory reflected on the esteem 

withh which his lineage was regarded by society. It goes without saying that the more 

memberss of a particular lineage scored scholastic achievements, the more officials 

amongg its rank, the more the lineage collectively enjoyed prestige and was able to 

exertt stronger influence on the local community. As a consequence, in Chinese 

society,, education became a sort of yardstick for measuring the social status of an 

individuall  as well as of a lineage. Therefore, any Chinese lineage considers the 
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foundationn of schools to be one of the most crucial tasks to be fulfilled for the 

commonn good. 

Thee establishment of the school on paper enshrined its prime function, that of 

bringingg into fruition the space of 'trans-locality'. To bring the idea of the school to 

life,, the acting principal of Peng Siong School, Yichuan Zheng, was sent to the Malay 

Peninsulaa in 1919 to raise the desperately needed funds for building the school. There 

Yichuann Zheng met Yiliang Zheng and found a staunch ally in him. Yiliang Zheng 

becamee a dedicated driving force in the fund-raising campaign that was to last til l the 

endd of his life. As a result, the first board of trustees of Peng Siong School was set up, 

basedd not in the place of its conception, but in Malaysia, with Yiliang Zheng as the 

chairmann of the board. In this manner, Yiliang Zheng became the founder of the 

school. . 

Inn the early days, the school was simply called "Peng Siong High and Primary 

School".. Two kinds of classes were taught. The high school classes consisted of three 

yearss of schooling, while the primary equivalent encompasses four years. For a start, 

1500 students were recruited. The school was set up inside of the Zheng lineage 

ancestryy hall in Yongchun. 

Inn 1925, experiencing a serious shortage of money, the then current principal of 

thee school, Hairu Zheng, once again trod the well travelled path set by his predecessor. 

Hee went to the Malay Peninsula to call upon financial aid. To facilitate a wider 

participationn of lineage members in this meritorious deed, Yiliang Zheng proposed to 

reformm the Board. Accordingly, the first Board was divided into two with the addition 

off  new members. The old Board remained in Segamat while a new one was based in 

Kualaa Selangor, a township located in the centre of the Malay Peninsula. By the 

1920ss the population within the Zheng lineage had multiplied and quite a number of 

itss members who had done well in plantations, fisheries and trade had spread out from 

Segamatt to look for greener pastures. The Board decided to purchase 300 acres land 

suitablee for planting rubber. This cost M$20,000 and the money was collected from 

amongg the lineage members. The income generated by the plantation was placed into 
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aa Trust Fund to provide for the continued operation of the Peng Siong School. 

Thereafter,, the School found itself on a relatively stable financial footing and was 

evenn able to expand with the availability of sufficient funds. 

Sincee then, members of the Zheng lineage in Malaysia have constantly made up 

forr shortfalls, even during the low years when the rubber plantation did not earn well. 

Theyy have also sporadically made separate contributions for various installations 

neededd by the school. For example, Meishou Zheng donated 10,000 dollars in silver 

forr purchasing a piece of land covering 150 'mu' for a playground and for the 

buildingg of a future structure that would house the middle school. In 1933 Yijing 

Zhengg (whom we met in the preceding section) went back to China and spent 10,000 

dollarss in silver to buy a shop house in Xiamen. The income from the rental of this 

propertyy was donated to the school as a complementary fund and Yijing Zheng also 

contributedd educational instruments and equipment. (ZLG, Education. 47-49; PXS) 

Thee Peng Siong School was the only lineage property the Zheng Lineage managed 

too hold on to after 1949. The biggest fund it received in the 1950s was a sum of about 

80,, 000 RMB donated by Zhengs in Malaya as a congratulation gesture on the 

completionn of the genealogy. However, towards the end of the 1950s, the linkage 

betweenn the Zhengs in Malaysia and those in Yongchun weakened and the financial 

supportt for the school from the Malay Peninsula was discontinued. The Peng Siong 

Schooll  sought and received a subsidy from the local government. In return, the 

schooll  was required to transform itself to adhere to the set pattern of operations 

demandedd by the funding body: that is the Chinese authorities. This type of school is 

calledd "Minban Gongzhu" (literally translated, run by local people and subsidized by 

thee State). In 1966, the infamous Great Cultural Revolution swept over China and the 

ultra-leftistt trend of thought governed Chinese social life. The theory of proletarian 

dictatorshipp did not allow for any form of private enterprise. The notion of permitting 

educationall  institutions which were regarded as fundamentally ideological based to be 

leftt outside the Communist Party's control was unthinkable. Furthermore, the case of 

thee Peng Siong School was aggravated by the fact that it was a school run by a lineage, 

ann institution that was the embodiment of "feudalism" in the terms of the Cultural 
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Revolution.. The school was thus totally taken over by the local government and 

turnedd into a public school. Without the school, the Board of Peng Siong School in 

Malaysiaa headed by the lineage association disbanded. In the second year, the School 

wass re-named "Lixi n Primary School" (literally translated newly erected), in line with 

thee drift of the current of the time (HPS, 1997). 

Inn a nutshell, the running of lineage school was the focus of Zheng collective practice. 

Thiss is because education has always been deemed to be a central social issue in the 

regionn since the fruitful results of education will enhance the lineage prestige greatly. 

Whatt interests us is that, from its founding to its running, it was the clansmen in 

Malaysiaa who collectively took responsibility for assisting in maintaining the school 

locatedd in the far away hometown. For this lineage undertaking, the emigrantss set up a 

Boardd for mobilizing its group resources and even purchased a collective property-a 

plantation-too raise trust funds to guarantee the running of the school. The fate of the 

lineage'' s transnational undertaking in the Great Cultural Revolution, however, proves 

thatt the analytical distinction suggested by Guarnizo and Smith between the reality 

"onn the ground" and that of the state levels is correct. 

3.. Conclusion 

Whatt can be drawn from this chapter is that first, building up a linkage with the 

hometownn as soon as the action of migration had taken place, iss a sort of behaviour 

forr migrants to mobilize the already existing social resource for the sake of surviving 
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andd developing their potential in the new place of residence. Along with a gradually 

establishedd immigrant community consisting of clansmen, hometown or region 

fellows,, the pioneer migrants also formed new social capital to rely on. 

Thee establishing of the ties of the lineage with the hometown has its own 

developingg logic. There is already a collective, cultural scheme in place, though 

initiallyy this is enacted by spontaneous individual behaviour, and then extended and 

transformedd into collective action channelled by organization, for instance a lineage 

associationn in this case. When the number of immigrants increased to a certain scale 

andd a large group took shape, consequently this so-called migrant trans-territorial 

sociall  space would be formed as we have seen in this chapter. 

Thee ties immigrants set up with their hometown are not necessarily a relationship 

whichh can always be characterized as harmonious. Instead, the nature of this linkage 

iss complex. On the one hand, the mutual relationship of exploiting and exploited can 

overwhelmm the supposed close feelings among clansmen; on the other hand, the rich 

clansmenn desired to play a role as philanthropist in the imagination of clansmen of the 

distantt hometown, as we saw in the case of San Shan in Segamat. 

Anotherr case of individual trans-territorial connection shows an elaborated 

frameworkk of crossing region. The pattern and features of living at two ends produce 

aa real picture of early transnationalism. More importantly, the case reveals how this 

earlyy transnationalism was socially and culturally constructed. 

Ass far as the collective border crossing activities are concerned, the case of Peng 

SiongSiong Zheng gives us much food for thought. Historically, a large number of 
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migrantss from southern Fujian have made a notable influence on local lineages. One 

off  the most interesting phenomena is the transformation of authority/power within the 

lineage:: the authority/power have shifted from their homes of origin to new residential 

placess of the migrants. And this results in a series of corresponding changes in the 

perspectivess of organizational structure and operation, as the Zheng case has 

illustrated. . 

Furthermore,, this case proves that the core of Chinese social capital is derived 

fromm the extension and expansion of family and blood relationship as stated by some 

Chinesee sociologists (Yang 1999). In other words, ties of blood and of region 

embodiedd in the family and hometown are the fundamental social capital a Chinese 

individuall  could access. While the importance of kinship, fictive and otherwise, does 

nott make Chinese forms of social capital very special, the historical depth of these 

networkss does. 

However,, the trans-territorial social space based on individual and institution is 

nott as fully free one as some scholars have thought in recent years (Smith & Guarnizo, 

1998:: 3). The transnational running of the Zheng lineage school was affected by the 

locall  policies of the Chinese government. And the operation of the Lineage 

Associationn was also restricted by the Chinese and Malaysian authorities. 

Thee statistic comes from the special commemoration issue of the 25th anniversary of 
thee Yongchun association of Johore, Segamat, 1978. 
'' Jackson gives an implicit explanation of Kangchu system. As there were no roads in 
mid-nineteenthh century Johore the rivers served as highways of immigration and later 
ass arteries of commerce. Based on these all-important river valleys, a system of 
settlement,, cultivation and landholding emerged in connection with gambier and 
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pepperr planting. " In these valleys small villages or river depots were established, 
eachh of which was known as a kangkar literally 'foot of the river' in Tiechiu dialect, 
ass the planters mainly shifted from Singapore", and from which cultivation extended 
"onlyy from the river bank to the nearest watershed." In most cases, the kangkars were 
establishedd in areas containing a very small population. Each kangkar and its section 
off  the valley was governed by a semi-feudal Chinese headman known as a kangchu 
('lordd of the river'), who held the land under a title known as a surat sungei ('river 
document')) granted to him by the Malay ruler. In the mid-nineteenth century specific 
powerss were delegated to the kangchu in the form of a tauliah ('letter of authority'). 
Thiss gave him a legal position both as head of his community and as representative of 
thee Sultan's authority. 

Somee prices of daily expenditure may be helpful in giving a basic idea of the 
currencyy value at that time. From the beginning of the twentieth century to 1940s, a 
worker'' s salary on a plantation, at the highest, was 10 silver dollar. Opium cost 2 
centss for each piece. One cup of coffee was 2 cents and one rather satisfying meal for 
ann ordinary man cost 10 cents. 

AA  mu of land could produce 30-40 kilo of rice per half year. 
Whenn the population increased in that immediate family, households were divided 

andd subdivided into smaller units. 
66 To the Chinese, the red paper means good luck. 
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Partt  two: 
Transnationall  Social Practice: Logic, Complexity and 

Dynamics s 

Inn Part 1, we have discussed the historical logic of trans-territorial migration as well 

ass the emergence and shaping of a region-crossing social space. In Part 2, the major 

portionn of our attention will be focused on how actors in the contemporary context of 

globalizationn and late capitalism, are engaged in their transnational activities. 

Thee three cases comprising Part 2 present different types of activities, which 

togetherr shape a comparatively complete picture of Chinese trans nationalism from 

below.. There are two strands of logic supporting the clarification of these three types. 

Onee is that by taking different opportunities simultaneously offered by the present era, 

inn particular that expressed in the process of modernization of the locality in China, 

thesee three cases reveal various models by which transnational activities can be 

conducted.. The second strand of logic is that these three cases embody three different 

levelss of connections with China. The first one emphasizes the regional tie, whereas 

thee second one just narrows the correlation down to a kinship tie. The third tie 

constructss a transnational network beyond the limitation of the ancestral hometown 

regionn or family. The vignettes I present below are those of Wenyao Zhen, who 

followedd a historical model or exemplar in his pursuits of helping the modernization 

off  his hometown, of Xingzhong Zheng who has grabbed the opportunity offered by 

currentt economic developments to rebuild a social field on the basis of an old 

donationn pattern which produces a new source of social capital and, finally, of 

Jingxingg Zheng, whose business behaviour sheds further light on the strategies of 

transnationall  entrepreneurs who invest in China. 
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Firstly,, Wengyao Zheng' s case represents a connection with the historical model 

off  the early twentieth century. While an authoritative viewpoint claims that the model 

off  Chen Jiageng (Tan Kah Kee), who contributed his wealth to his hometown region 

too build up modern schools and a university, no longer exists (Wang 1995: 21), 

Wenyaoo Zheng' s case reveals the contrary. This is precisely why the local community 

inn Wenyao' s hometown, refers to him as the "Tan Kah Kee of Yongchun". And 

Wenyaoo himself took Tan as his life-long example. Like Tan Kah Kee, he endowed 

largee and regular sums of money to support local schools and finally established an 

institutionn of higher learning in his hometown. And he did think of returning to China 

too live and prepared for this eventuality. The significance of this case reveals a 

powerfull  historical influence on the phenomena of the present day and the lasting 

functionn of collective memory in this social space, although as time changes, the main 

themee in this regard may change. For instance, the motivation of the kind shown by 

Wenyaoo Zheng may not be suitable for placement in the explanatory framework of 

Chinesee nationalism, patriotism and national salvation issues, but other rational and 

sentimentall  factors should be taken into account instead. 

Whilee examining how cultural logic and its four relevant elements, namely: the 

market,, the government, network and personal experience (see introduction) function 

inn what Wenyao Zheng did, we can see that personal experience and government are 

fundamentall  forces behind Wenyao' s decision making. His long-term struggle 

betweenn having to live in poverty and yet being driven by his ambition to stand out 

abovee his fellows forged his impulse to devote part of his wealth to establishing a 

modemm college in the hometown country. The great attention paid by and the 

encouragingg gestures made by the Yongchun government accelerated the realization 

off  those projects. 
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Thee case of Xingzhong Zheng case in Chapter 4 expresses in more detail the 

complicatedd nature of current transnational activities. Following his father's example, 

hee began by contributing his family house built by his father to the Zheng lineage. 

Later,, however, grasping the opportunity offered by the regional market economic 

developmentt of China, he turned the old and static donated house property into a new 

dynamicc profit- generating object and ran it as a sort of enterprise. Therefore he 

createdd a financial and power resource for his trans-national undertaking. 

Itt is exactly this novel way of operating a donated project that causes conflicts 

amongg Zheng lineage members in this transnational space. Hence this case provides 

uss with an arena where activities have been conducted combining traditional themes 

withh new interests. One can see then that donation behaviour should not only be 

regardedd as having taken a conventional form. Accompanying the noble project of 

undertakingg a public welfare enterprise for the lineage, there will always be a train of 

thee different concerns of various factions and individuals. Secondly, this case 

disclosess a scene where conflicts and contradictions within its membership have 

becomee more obvious than anytime in the past, even though a restored transnational 

lineagee tie offers as sound basis for the identity and solidarity of the group. 

Inn the processs of Xingzhong Zheng' s decision making, the factor of the market 

hass played an important role. For a small- or medium-size entrepreneur like 

Xingzhongg Zheng, the opportunity provided by the economic construction of the 

hometownn in China has enabled him to build up a sizeable foundation for charity 

purposess on a self-generating-interest basis. Xingzhong Zheng' s personal experience, 

accumulatedd in the process of trans-territorial living, has furthermore strengthened his 

intentionn to carry on his undertaking in his father's native place and to live the life of 

aa commuter in the border-crossing space. 
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Chapterr 5 presents a case that is closely related to the ongoing discourse about 

mobilityy and flexibility  in the era of late capitalism. Scholars have paid increasing 

attentionn to the theme of Chinese transnational strategies of capital accumulation 

(Limlingann 1986, Clegg. S.& Redding 1990, Ong 1997, 1999). The delineation of 

Jingxingg Zheng' s case will show firstly, what triggers a Southeast Asian Chinese 

entrepreneurr to take the decision to invest in China. Secondly, what transnational 

strategiess adopted by overseas Chinese capitalists in terms of investing in the newly 

openedd market economy of China does it reveal and what kind of network ties have 

beenn woven? Thirdly, what kind of experience has resulted from the articulations and 

struggless between capitalist forces and local communities? 

Inn terms of the cultural logic behind actor's action, the case presented in Chapter 

55 tries to give a full picture demonstrating that how the four elements: the market, the 

government,, networks and personal experience interweave together and influence the 

operationn of transnational entrepreneurship. 
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Chapterr  3 
Wenyaoo Zheng and His Romanticism 

Inn overseas Chinese transnational social practices, making donations to one's 

hometownn has been a noticeable phenomenon. 

Theree are two current schools of thought to explain the general behaviour of 

donors.. From the rationalist1 viewpoint, the decision of a donor is made logically and 

iss inextricably linked to economic profit making. In other words, the purpose of the 

donorr in making a donation is to gain bigger economic returns. The other extreme" 

considerss the donor a pure philanthropist. Those making this argument say that 

Chinesee overseas make a contribution back to China because they foster strong 

sentimentss towards their hometown. For Chinese the concept of hometown may range 

fromm one's birthplace to the land of one's ancestors, it may even refer to the whole of 

China.. Neither of these views takes the historical-social context into account. And 

theyy try to simplify intricate phenomena and motivations. 

Inn my view, the logical force of the context in which the actor is located deserves 

moree attention than isolated concepts like desire or rationality. For a simple but a 

principall  reason, any actor should be understood in his context as Fredric Jameson 

stressess that the world possesses its own developing logic and rhythm (Jameson 

1997:30-36).. In this case, the context implies a social space corresponding with a 

geographicall  border-crossing region; namely, a region which covers South China, 

Hongg Kong and Southeast Asian countries. From the historical, social and cultural 

perspective,, the logical force of the context may explain most appositely why the 

actorr is enthusiastic about being involved in making a contribution to his native place, 
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andd in what and how he does. The case of Wenyao Zheng below is presented in such a 

contextt with a focus on the developing logic of this space. 

Ass mentioned earlier, Wenyao Zheng won himself the title of the 'Tan Kah Kee of 

Yongchun".. This can be seen as the highest accolade for an overseas contributor in 

thee local context. The reference to the Tan Kah Kee model means that the actor has 

devotedd the bulk of his property to supporting his philanthropic projects. According to 

thee standard of wealth set by the Malaysian Chinese of Yongchun origin, however, 

thee position of Wenyao Zheng is that of a mid-range scale businessman. Given the 

limitationn of his financial power, his enthusiasm and donation behaviour were both 

spectacular.. In the opinion of the Yongchun community and that of the local 

government,, Wenyao Zheng is held in high regard for being a noble-minded person 

whoo devoted his entire liquid assets and his personal passion to establishing an 

institutionn of highest learning, which had never existed before, for the future 

generationss of Yongchun County. Wenyao's unparalleled donation cannot be 

regardedd as having been prompted by profit making because of the manner it was 

carriedd out and terms placed on the recipient, not just for his final gesture but also for 

alll  his donations. 

Thereforee it is necessary for us to see firstly what is the historical logic of 

Wenyao'ss deeds embedded in both real localities: Yongchun on one side, Segamat 

andd Malacca on the other side, and in the virtual transnational social space which 

connectss the two sides. This angle will help us to draw up a continuous narrative and 

furthermore,, to understand how this figure's romantic dream had been forged and 

constitutedd historically and socially. Secondly, how other factors of the suggested 

culturall  logic such as the government, the market, and networks play roles in this 



case,, which together gave impetus to as well as pushed him to put his romantic dream 

intoo practice. 

1.. The Story of Building up Fortune 

Wenyaoo Zheng' s story is full of elements of mystery and wonder. He spent all his 

youthh in both trans-territorial places: Yongchun and the inland of the Malay 

Peninsula,, trying to find a means of livelihood. He struggled for a long timee on the 

bottomm rung of society, being successively a butcher's assistant, a rubber tapper, a 

peddlerr and a small rubber trader, toiling all the year round with never enough to eat 

orr wear. Undeterred, he never ceased looking around for opportunity. By what was 

seeminglyy sheer chance, he literally dug up his first crock of gold. From then onward, 

hee built up his family firm. When I conducted my fieldwork in Malaysia, his close 

friends,, his business associates, his clansmen told stories of how he made his fortune 

withh great relish. The following narrative will help us to understand Wenyao Zheng. 

Wenyaoo Zheng was born in 1917 and migrated for the first time to the Malay 

Peninsula,, where his uncle was, to seek shelter at the age of twelve. The uncle was a 

butcherr and Wenyao Zheng worked as an assistant pig slaughterer. He helped to grasp 

thee tail of the pig tightly while his uncle delivered the deathblow. According to the 

recollections,44 he led a hard and tough life at that time. His so-called home was 

nothingg more than a thatched cottage and the only table in it was a soapbox. He 

scrimpedd and saved until he had a small sum of money to buy five acres of rubber 

landd in Segamat. While waiting for his trees to reach maturity he tended them and he 

earnedd his living as a rubber taper. In those days, rubber tapers were paid by the day 

soo when it rained Wenyao Zheng faced a tough choice. He could take the day off, but 

noo work meant no pay and his was a hand-to-mouth existence; no pay, no food. His 

usuall  working day was very long. It started from dawn because latex flows best in the 

cooll  dawn air. Once the sun nears its zenith, the sap flowing from the rubber tree 

driess up and the flow stops. Then Wenyao Zheng had to re-visit every tree he had 
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tappedd to pick up the latex that had collected in a small cup tied to each tree. A 

medium-sizee plantation is around 150 acres and collection points are spread out over 

thatt area. The rubber tapers had to take their loads to these collection points on foot as 

noo motor vehicles could manoeuvre between the trees which are planted very close 

together.. So, by the time Wenyao Zheng finished delivering the latex he had 

collected,, it would be close to evening. In the evenings, he looked after another 

clansman'ss coffee shop where his job was to serve drinks, fetching and carrying 

drinkss for the customers who came in to play mahjong after work. When the coffee 

shopp closed near midnight, he slept on a bench in the shop. 

Inn 1935, when Wenyao Zheng was eighteen, he went back to his village in 

Yongchun,, China to marry a girl adopted by his family as his future wife when she 

wass child. 

Livingg in straitened circumstances, Wenyao Zheng developed a strong desire to 

findd a way out to escape from his life of grinding toil. Before the spring festival of 

1948,, he borrowed 1 Hang (50 grams) of gold at 0.02 Hang interest and went on foot 

too Xianyou, the neighbouring county to Yongchun to collect wild kumquat (a kind of 

limee with a golden coloured peel) and carried them back to Yongchun. He cooked the 

kumquatkumquat in a syrup and then dried them, turning them into semi-dried, candied 

kumquat,kumquat, which is a sort of sweet the people of Yongchun like to take with tea. He 

madee a few dan (a dan = 50 kilograms) of the candied kumquat with the intention of 

sellingg it in Singapore and Malaya. Full of hope, he conveyed his load of semi-dried 

candiedd kumquat to Xiamen, the port city that services southern Fuji an, and from 

theree he took a ship to Singapore. After a ten-day voyage, when he arrived at his 

destination,, the entire semi-dried candied kumquat had gone mouldy and he could not 

selll  any of them. Thus, he had lost his stake and he had no money to return to China. 

Hee deeply regretted his failure because it meant that he could not keep his promise to 

hiss mother. Before his departure, Wenyao Zheng told his mother that he would 

definitelyy return home before the ninth day of the Lunar New Year (Chinese New 

Year)) to enjoy with her the special white sugared New Year cake she prepared for 

himm every year. He had no intention at all of staying in the Malay Peninsula. His 

dreamm was to earn a sum of money, then return to his village to continue running his 

ricerice retail shop and be an agent selling ceramic utensils. In his leisure time, he could 

enjoyy playing the suona horn (a long pipe like a wind instrument made of wood used 
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inn folk music). Now he could not return because of the failure of his first venture into 

smalll  business. 

Hiss brother-in-law was raising pigs in Segamat and had some ready money which 

hee had just received from selling a number of mature pigs. He wanted to deposit his 

moneyy in the local Chinese coffee shop; a normal practice back then when there was 

noo banking service available. When he heard of the sad plight of Wenyao Zheng, he 

lentt the latter his spare cash. That was how Wenyao Zheng ended up once again in 

Segamat.. Another of his relatives, an uncle, offered Wenyao a job at his local rubber 

tradingg house where he did the work of collecting and selling the unprocessed latex to 

biggerr trading houses. 

Thee nature of his job entailed Wenyao Zheng going into big plantations to collect 

filifor mm dried latex . When Wengyao visited a rubber plantation he liked to stroll 

around.. One day, while he was on one of the British estates called the Lunglob Estate 

inn Bahau, Negri Sembilan Darul Khusus, he happened to jump over a ditch. At the 

spott where he landed, the ground felt different. In fact, it felt a littl e elastic. Out of 

curiosity,, he asked one of the foremen and was told the following story. 

InIn World War Two, the Japanese invaded the Malay Peninsula and for quite a 

whilee they were winning. Many British employees decided to leave and, before 

evacuatingg the Lunglob Estate, the British manager ordered his workers to break a 

containerr full of fresh, pure latex that was due for shipment to London for making 

aeroplanee tyres and rubber gloves. The latex was drained into a ditch. By now, a 

thickk layer of eroded soil had covered the ditch and long, wild grass has grown on top 

off  it. The British firm had already forgotten about it. However, lately, because of the 

foliagee on top of the ditch it was 'growing' higher than the surrounding ground and 

whenn there was a heavy rain, water accumulating on the ground could not be drained 

awayy freely. The manager had asked to have the ditch cleared up, but this was a 

difficult ,, back-breaking job because the rubber beneath the soil was elastic. 

Fromm his experience as a rubber trader, Wenyao Zheng knew that it takes maybe a 

hundredd years for rubber to deteriorate, so certainly the latex that lay in the ditch must 

stilll  be in good condition as it had just been there only a few years. Wenyao Zheng 

askedd to be introduced to British manager to make him an offer. Wenyao Zheng 

wouldd provide the required labour to dig out the ditch and cart away the soil for free 

inn return for being allowed to buy the old latex buried in the ditch at five cents per 

pound.. The British manager who was in charge of this matter was new to the job and 
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aa contract accepting the offer was drawn up and signed. In order to complete the 

contract,, Wenyao Zheng borrowed some money and then bought a ring costing 

M$6000 and gifted it to the wife of the British manager. The workers he hired dug out 

thee earth and sawed the solidified latex underneath into blocks. The purity of the 

latexx was not affected and it could be used for making high-quality rubber clothing. 

Fromm this transaction, Wenyao earned about M$70,000! 

Usingg this golden nest-egg as venture capital, Wenyao Zheng opened a rubber 

tradingg house at Pantai, Seremban. With his enterprising spirit, it did not take him 

longg to exceed the performance of other more senior businessmen with support from a 

cruciall  source - the Lunglob Estate, with which Wenyao Zheng had already built up a 

personall  relationship. He was signed on as a middle agent for the company, which 

wass one of the largest and most influential international British estates at that time6. 

Hiss contract as a middle agent gave him permission to sell the liquid latex he 

collectedd to Lunglob and buy inferior latex from the latter to sell it to other Chinese 

rubber-tradingg houses. This business liaison with Lunglob lasted for fourteen years. 

Thee people of Yongchun have a common saying: that a hole the size of a foot (in a 

paddyy field) was not large enough to raise big grass carp. This applied to Wenyao 

Zhengg the scope of whose business had outgrown Pantai, Seremban. Although he 

wass still young and had just started his rubber trading business, his contract with 

Lunglobb 7 provided him with the opportunity to trade in liquid latex, while other local 

Chinesee could only deal in the inferior filifor m of dried latex. Since Wenyao Zheng 

wass fired with the ambition to develop his business further, the next logical step was 

too move on as opportunities at Seremban were limited. His close friend suggested that 

hee should either shift to Kuala Lumpur, the capital city in the north, or to Malacca, the 

portt city in the south. 

Inn Kuala Lumpur, Di Zheng (a figure presented in Chapter 5), a fellow-clansman, 

hadd already built up a solid basis in rubber trading. So Wenyao Zheng decided to 

movee to Malacca, partly because the head office of Lunglob was there. 

Hee shifted to Malacca and set up a medium-scale rubber processing factory called 

HaiyuanHaiyuan in 1959. The factory could process up to 180 tons of latex monthly. In 1981 

thee factory was sold to another company which continued to operate it until 1988. 

Nott long after the arrival of Wenyao Zheng in Malacca, he was approached by a 

Hainanesee whose surname was Zhan, the owner of a transport company called 

Xinglian.Xinglian. Zhan asked Wenyao Zheng if they could co-operate in operating a rubber 
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plantationn as he was illiterate and he admired the innate business acumen and 

industriouss characteristic of the Hokkiens (in the Malay Peninsula, Chinese who come 

fromm Fujian province are generally called Hokkiens). Wenyao Zheng agreed to 

contributee his accumulated experience in the rubber industry. After much searching 

theyy settled on Segamat, an area with which he was familiar from the days he used to 

bee a rubber taper and later a rubber trader. They purchased a 3,500-acre rubber 

plantation,, owned by a British citizen who wanted to leave Malaya, for M$2.4 

million.. The soil was rich and Wenyao Zheng proposed that 3,000 acres be used to 

plantt rubber, while the other 500 acres be used to grow durians (locally referred to as 

thee King of Fruits) as a cash crop. Wenyao Zheng and Zhan called their new company 

XinghaiXinghai (using a combination of the first Chinese character of their respective 

companies)) in 1966. Diverging from the practices of most of Chinese Yongchun 

origin,, Wenyao Zheng was inclined to depend on bank loans. They borrowed M$2 

millionn from the Malacca Overseas Chinese Bank and the company of Zhan, Xinglian, 

nott only stood guarantor for the new joint venture company, it also put in part of the 

capital.. In this joint venture, Zhan held a 40% share while Wenyao Zheng kept 30%. 

Byy the mid-1990s, Wenyao Zheng's share in Xinghai had reached 60%.8 

Whenn the joint venture company, Xinghai, made profit, Wenyao Zheng used it to 

buyy a share in Zhan' s company, Xinglian, a bus transportation company. Wenyao 

Zhengg personally held 38 % of Xinglian, the Xianghai company having 12%, and 

WumeiWumei company, a company set up later for his personal ownership and a few of his 

closee friends also held some of the shares. Consequently, the business partnership 

betweenn Wenyao Zheng and Zhan became complicated and inextricably linked. A 

conflictt between them later developed and eventually grew fierce. 

Accordingg to the Zheng community in Segamat, the reason that led to the conflict 

betweenn Wenyao and Zhan was that, when Xinghai, the joint company, had made a 

profit,, Wenyao refused to divide it into bonus to be shared out among shareholders. 

Zhann was so furious that he reported Wenyao Zheng to the Inland Revenue 

Departmentt which consequently instigated an investigation into his affairs. From then 

on,, there was bad blood between the two. Zhan was shot by a professional gunman, 

butt he survived the attack. Wenyao Zheng, however, died in 1995. He was shot by an 

assassinn in front of his house as he alighted from his bulletproof car. Speculations 

weree rife in the local newspapers and among his clansmen that the murder of Wenyao 

mightt have been spawned by the unresolved conflict between Wenyao Zheng and 
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Zhan.. But not enough evidence could be brought to prove the suspicions and neither 

sidee even brought the case to court. 

Att the time Wengyao was murdered, his fortune consisted of a 38% share in the 

XinglianXinglian bus Company; a 60% share in the Xinghai plantation and trade company; 

12%% of VJumei Holdings (a company Wenyao Zheng set up with his close friends for 

investmentss only); and 8 acres left over from the closing of the rubber processing 

plantt in Malacca. Its estimated current worth is around MS 10 million and the family 

intendss to develop it into real estate. 

Wenyaoo Zheng's personal history seems to have been a typical one, because like the 

majorityy of Chinese migrants, he had struggled at the bottom of society for a long 

timee before he gained his success in business. His achievement was due especially to 

hiss strong, unwavering desire to find a way to bring changes in his poverty-stricken 

lif ee and to stand out among his fellows. 

Ann understanding of the difficulties of his early life and his unflagging effort to 

changee his fate is critical for comprehending what it meant to him to make a 

spectacularr contribution to his hometown. One cannot take for granted that Chinese 

immigrantss would make huge sums of donations to their hometown just because it 

holdss an affectionate place in their heart. They would not easily part with their hard-

wonn wealth. 

2.. Multi-aspects of the Social Image 

Wenyaoo lived in Segamat for a long time, especially in his later years. Despite the 

lengthh of his residence in the place, there was no love lost between most of his 

clansmenn in Segamat and Wenyao Zheng. In some of his clansmen's eyes, Wenyao 

wass heartless and mean towards his lineage fellows as he never took part in any of the 
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moree personal social occasions like weddings and funerals, let alone have much 

personall  contact with the local folk. 

Theree is a story current about how illogically Wenyao Zheng treated two of his 

benefactors. . 

R.X.. Zheng was the lineage uncle of Wenyao who allowed Wenyao to work in his 

rubberr trading house after the venture of selling semi-dried candied kumquai failed 

uponn his arrival in the Malay Peninsula. 

Thee second benefactor, W.S. Zheng, was a peddler selling snacks in thee market. 

Whenn Wenyao Zheng was arrested by the Japanese during the Japanese occupation of 

Malaya,, it was the former who went to see him and sent him food. After Wenyao 

Zhengg was released from prison, W.S. Zheng once again came to his assistance as 

Wenyaoo Zheng thought of being a pork-selling peddler. He lent Wenyao Zheng a 

summ of money for capital, but the friendship turned sour because Wenyao Zheng blew 

itt on smoking opium. 

Muchh later, when Wenyao Zheng had gained fame and fortune, he did not repay 

thee kindness of these two clansmen who once stood beside him in his hour of need. 

Whatt gave these clansmen in Segamat the most cause for complaint was the time 

theyy went to Malacca to ask Wenyao Zheng to make a donation to the Zheng Clan 

school,, the Peng Siong School, and they met with a flat refusal. Around the same 

time,, when the Yongchun Association of Segamat wanted to hire a military band to 

celebratee a festive occasion, Wenyao Zheng immediately made a contribution. 

Anotherr incident cited to support the antagonism of the clansmen in Segamat was 

overr the fight for the position of chairman of the Taoyuan Club (a social association 

off  people Yongchun origin). Wenyao Zheng lavishly spent thousands to secure the 

positionn for himself. 

Itt was therefore easy for these clansmen in Segamat to draw the conclusion that 

Wenyaoo Zheng did not care about the affairs of the lineage, and was instead 

determinedd to grab the limelight for himself and was only in search of self-

gratification.. These stories end with these Zhengs speculating that the murder of 

Wenyaoo Zheng had something to do with his mean personality. 
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Fromm the portrait sketched above, we can see that the role of philanthropist did not 

sitt easily on the shoulders of Wenyao Zheng. He was not interested in the undertaking 

andd welfare of his lineage, either in the local Malaysian Zheng community (Segamat) 

orr in the hometown Zheng community. Therefore a careful examination is required to 

understandd his desire to endow Yongchun County with his wealth. 

Inn contradistinction to the narratives above, the account given by Jishi Zheng of 

Wenyaoo presented a completely different image. Besides having been a life long 

friendd of Wenyao, Jishi Zheng was intimately involved in all the donation projects 

undertakenn by Wenyao Zheng. In fact, if it were not for the intervention of Jishi 

Zheng,, the last and grandest donation of Wenyao Zheng would not have taken place. 

So,, given the depth of this relationship, it is valuable to quote Jishi Zheng's with 

regardd to Wenyao Zheng. This is Jishi Zheng's side of the same story: 

Thee reason Wenyao behaved so coldly towards his clansmen in Segamat stemmed 

fromm the bitter experience Wenyao suffered at the hands of the Japanese. Wenyao 

wass engaged in fruit trading between Segamat and Johor when he was arrested by the 

Japanese.. Life in the Japanese prisoner of war camp was horrible and everyone was 

fightingg to remain sane and alive in the face of daily executions, near starvation and 

forcedd labour. Food in the Japanese prison was unsalted so gradually the prisoners' 

legss felt like jelly. To survive, Wenyao voluntarily joined the burial fatigue gang 

whosee main job was to carry out dead bodies for mass burial or cremation. Since the 

gangg could get out of the prison when they were engaging in this work, Wenyao could 

makee use of the chance to beg money from a passer-by to buy salt and cigarettes. 

Att every opportunity that came his way, Wenyao begged anyone among his 

clansmenn in Segamat to pay the 350 yun (Japanese currency) needed to bail him out 

off  the prison. He would reward his benefactor with everything he had, namely 5 acres 

off  rubber plantation. Nobody stepped forward. 

Evenn after his release, his clansmen regarded him as a leper and nobody would 

havee any contact with him because he had been arrested by the Japanese. Jishi Zheng 

endedd this story with his personal conclusion: this world is very pragmatic, when you 
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aree better off, you are flattered by others, but when you meet with misfortune, nobody 

wantss to get involved. 

Thee description given by Jishi appears to give Wenyao a more human touch and Jishi 

Zhengg insisted that Wenyao knew how and when to reward people who had once 

bestowedd favour on him. Jishi Zheng illustrates his claim with these examples: 

Whenn Wenyao was a rubber tapper on a daily wage, one day he had only three 

centss left in his pocket and was hesitating in front of the market. He felt hungry, but 

hee dared not spend his last three cents immediately because he was not sure if it 

wouldd rain tomorrow. If it did rain, he would receive no income and the three cents 

wouldd have to get him through to the day after that. A peddler of Yongchun origin 

whoo was selling taro rice (a Yongchunese favourite food) in the market intuitively 

sensedd Wenyao's problem. He called out to the latter: "You can eat first. Pay me 

whenn you've got money later". Wenyao thus could eat his fill  and he never forgot 

this.. When he got rich, he aided the peddler to get married and repaired his house. 

Wenyaoo even let him contract one piece of his rubber plantation. Jishi Zheng added 

thatt Wenyao never forgot a single person who had once done him even smallest 

favourr and he could even remember who had once given him a few eggs when he was 

inn difficulties in his hometown. 

Anotherr case Jishi cited shows Wenyao knew how to give a plum in return for a 

peach,, which is a Chinese expression meaning to give back double what had been 

received.. Wenyao kept up very good personal relationship with the people at 

Lunglob;; from the manager to workers. When the manager retired and was going to 

goo back to England, Wenyao spent M$6000 to buy him a brand new car as a goodbye 

giftt and they continued to keep in touch. Every Lunar New Year Day (first day of the 

Chinesee New Year), Wenyao did not stay at home enjoying this biggest of Chinese 

festivals,, instead, he always asked Jishi to accompany him to the plantations of 

Lunglobb to distribute hongbao (money contained in red packet to wish the recipient 

goodd luck) to the workers. 

AA glance at the personal network of Wenyao shows that the blood relationship was 

stilll  one of his primary personal connections. Take Jishi Zheng for example. Jishi 
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andd Wenyao became friends in late the 1970s. There have been several factors behind 

thiss friendship. First of all, Jishi is his lineage nephew; he lives in Malacca; he is a 

bankerr by profession working at the only overseas Chinese bank in the locality where 

Wenyaoo handled his financial affairs; he is an educated man. Wenyao himself did not 

attendd school after joining his uncle in the Malay Peninsula at the age of twelve. Jishi 

supportedd him in the competition for the leadership of the Malacca Yongchun 

Associationn and Jishi could act as the spokesman and representative, carrying out all 

hiss donation programmes, both in Malacca and Yongchun (the details about Jishi 

Zheng'' s role in realizing Wengyao's donation projects are presented in chapter 8). 

Wenyaoo grew to trust the counsel and friendship of Jishi. Pertinently, the friendship 

andd respect Jishi bore for Wenyao has extended to the latter's sons and daughters after 

thee death of his good friend. 

Wenyaoo also had a good relationship with Di Zheng, the most successful 

businessmann among Zheng members in Malaysia and the chairman of Zheng Lineage 

Associationn of Malaysia for three decades. They had a business relationship in the 

fieldd of the rubber trade and when Wenyao needed capital, he could borrow from Di 

Zheng.. In the lineage association, Di was the chairman and Wenyao the vice-

chairman;; they supported each other and co-operated quite well. 

Thiss narrative reveals the duality of Wenyao Zheng' s social image in his 

community.. On the one hand, he is depicted as one who was sensitive towards social 

relationshipss and was grateful to others who once bestowed a favour on him and 

soughtt ways to return this kindness. On another hand, he is shrugged off as a mean 

andd heartless man, showing no sympathy toward his fellow clansmen and who had no 

interestt in the collective interest of his lineage which could have been expected of 

him.. The ambivalent image of Wenyao Zheng indubitably has some connection with 
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thee hardship of his early life. But more importantly, it indicates some clues to 

understandingg the complex motives behind his later donation behaviour 

3.. Spectacular  Scale of the Donations 

Althoughh Wenyao Zheng is regarded as a medium-size entrepreneur and his public 

imagee in the Malaysian Zheng community is debatable, he has been considered the 

mostt generous philanthropist in his hometown, Yongchun, for as long as two decades. 

Howw did his enthusiasm start? What kind of contribution did he make and how have 

hiss major projects been carried on? To answer this, the following details should be 

takenn into consideration. 

Afterr almost three decades of disconnection between the overseas communities 

andd the county, in 1980, the Taoyuan Club of Malacca (a club of people of Yongchun 

origin)) received a newsletter-cum-invitation from the county. This was the first 

newsletterr issued by Yongchun Number One High School to Yongchun Chinese 

communitiess overseas. The school invited its alumni home to celebrate its 80th 

anniversary.. Wenyao Zheng saw a copy of this newsletter. In the newsletter, the 

schooll  also appealed to itss alumni to make contributions as it was in need of a new 

assemblyy hall. The estimated sum required was 200 to 250 thousands yuan RMB. As 

aa mark of appreciation, any donor contributing an amount exceeding 5,000 yuan 

wouldd have his or her name carved on the wall of the assembly hall. Some alumuni 

countyfellowss commented: "Why not? The cost of leaving one's name to posterity is 

onlyy five thousand". Unbeknown to others, Wenyao Zheng brought home the 

newsletterr and consulted Jishi Zheng who responded that to his knowledge, the 

Numberr One High School was the best school offering the highest level of education 

inn Yongchun. Indeed Jishi Zheng himself is an alumnus of the school. Wenyao Zheng' 

ss enthusiasm was aroused by this opportunity to leave an indelible legacy. 

Inn fact, Wenyao Zheng became quite obsessed and sometimes he would sit down 

forr hours discussing this matter with Jishi Zheng. He decided mat he would pay the 

fulll  cost of the construction of the assembly to ensure that only one name, his father's, 

wouldd hang above the doorway. Naming an edifice after the donor's parents is not 
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neww behaviour among the Chinese in Malaysia. However, given the circumstance that 

Chinaa had just been released from the trammels of the Great Cultural Revolution and 

thee "Ultra-Left" movement, it was not possible to have any name publicly displayed 

otherr than that of the acknowledged leader, that is Dr. Sun Yat Sen or Sun Zhongshan, 

thee Father of Modern China as he is known throughout the land 9. Wenyao Zheng 

wouldd have to find an acceptable reason for the Chinese to agree to his condition of 

havingg the hall named after his father who had just been an ordinary peasant. 

Coincidentally,, Kaike Zheng, who had served in the education field first in 

Yongchunn county then later on in a Malaysian Chinese school, was about to visit 

Yongchun.. He was one among the first group of Malaysian Chinese to return to their 

hometownn after three decades of being cut-off. Kaike Zheng was entrusted with 

passingg on the message of Wenyao Zheng's intention to donate the entire cost of the 

schooll  assembly hall to Yougchun County. When Kaike Zheng delivered this message 

too the authorities in Yongchun, he reminded them that he was merely a go-between, 

thee plenipotentiary would follow later were the local government to have accepted the 

offer.. Needless to say, as the bearer of good news, Kaike Zheng was warmly received 

byy local government.10 

Twoo years later, at the end of 1982, Jishi Zheng paid his first ever visit to 

Yongchunn and his father. Wenyao Zheng assigned Jishi Zheng the major task of 

realizingg his plan. Jishi Zheng's first stopover was Hong Kong and he was given a 

warmm reception by the Hong Kong Yongchun Association since they had been fully 

informedd of his philanthropic task. 

Soo by the time Jishi Zheng arrived in Yongchun, the local authorities had been 

dulyy primed. Jishi Zheng felt that he had become a very important personage 

overnightt as he was accompanied everywhere by the local government leaders. 

Presentt at the reception purposely called to welcome him were the top local leaders, 

thee secretary of the county Party committee, the head of the county, the chairman of 

UROC,, and other officials and dignitaries. The head of the cultural bureau saw to the 

takingg of pictures so that Wenyao Zheng could share the moment too. Jishi Zheng 

recalledd that he was deeply touched by the scene. 

Thatt was the first time I had been back to Yongchun since China came under 
communistt rule in 1949. I felt very nervous indeed. I could not even recognize my 
sisterr even when she stretched out her arms to pull me from the crowd around me. 
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Thee atmosphere was stimulating and after the reception, Jishi Zheng was taken right 

awayy to see the design of the assembly hall. The red carpet treatment did not end 

there.. For the ninety days until his return to Malaysia, Jishi Zheng was the VIP guest 

off  Yongchun county, lodged at the Guest House of UROC, chauffeur-driven 

everywheree and treated with great respect as the final decision on any aspect relating 

too the school assembly hall rested with him, despite the presence of a group of 

professionalss and representatives from local administrative departments; including the 

leaderss from Hong Kong Yongchun immigrant community. 

Wenyaoo Zheng and Jishi Zheng highlighted two issues with regard to the 

construction:: one is that they wanted to have a grand hall. Another request was that 

thee name plaque should be over the finished hall. Building according to the original 

plann would cost 200 too 250 thousand yuan and the width of the hall was designed to 

bee 30 metres. Jishi Zheng put forward a revised plan, aimed at making it wider and 

longer.. The new hall would measure 2,400 square metres with a seating capacity for 

2,2000 students. To make it even more desirable, Wenyao Zheng offered to equip the 

neww hall fully, increasing the donation to 400 thousand yuan. Now the issue of 

namingg had to be put on the table. One of the most reputable members of the Zheng 

clann went to see the Head of the County and delivered Wenyao Zheng' s request that 

thee hall be named in memory of his father. Notwithstanding the attractive package 

donatedd by Wenyao Zheng, the head baulked at the idea of going against the 

conventionall  rules. Fortunately for him, a higher official from Quanzhou District 

(Yongchunn is under the jurisdiction of Quanzhou) was present and when the case of 

Wenyaoo Zheng was presented in such favourable terms, the Quanzhou official 

commented:: "Why not?" Taking that as assent from his superior, the local head 

bravelyy agreed to the requirement. Then Jishi Zheng set the size of the five characters 

off  2 square metres each which together read: Zheng Xing Shun Memorial Hall and 

thiss eye-catching plaque now hangs above the entrance of the Number One High 

Schooll  assembly hall. 

Theree was one last thing that still irked Wenyao Zheng, the position of the school 

gate;; it opened at the end of the wall instead of in the middle section and the grand 

entrancee of the assembly hall could not be seen by passers-by. He wanted a perfect 

result,, so he donated HK$300,000 to demolish the original gate and build a 

magnificentt archway over the new school gate with an impressive driveway that 
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openss in the centre of the wall facing the road. Anyone stepping through the gate of 

Numberr One High School could not help but see Zheng Xing Shun Memorial Hall. 

Jishii  Zheng stayed in Yongchun for three months to settle the final design. When 

hee returned to Malacca. Wenyao Zheng never tired of poring over every detail of the 

constructionn progress reports that were regularly submitted by another clansman who 

hadd been working in the Yongchun education sector for a long time. Jishi Zheng 

recalledd that until the assembly hall donation project was completed, he went to 

Wenyaoo Zheng's home every morning to discuss matters pertaining to the progress of 

thee construction over a typical simple southern Fujianese breakfast of rice porridge, 

greenn vegetables and dried shredded meat. Wenyao Zheng was full of zest and every 

step,, requirements and details, was examined carefully. To make sure that the 

Yongchunn side also took this matter seriously, a committee for the construction was 

formed.. Wenyao Zheng demanded that Number One official of the county should be 

thee chairman of the committee and he appointed the head to the position. He made 

thiss gaffe because he was not well acquainted with the Chinese political system. At 

anyy level of government bureau, the secretary of the party is higher up in the 

hierarchyy of authority than the Head of the County. Anyway the operation of the 

committeee proved that they could be trusted and the project was carried out without a 

hitch. . 

Inn acknowledgement of the contributions made, the Fujian provincial government 

awardedd Wenyao Zheng a silver medal mounted horizontally on a plaque. Mr. Liu, 

thee Deputy Head of the County, recorded the ceremony and when he next visited 

Singapore,, this award was presented to Wenyao Zheng. The meeting with Wenyao 

Zhengg took place in the former residence of the Indonesian Ambassador in Singapore, 

whichh Wenyao Zheng had bought. Liu reported to Wenyao Zheng on how well the 

ceremonyy had passed off. The latter was very satisfied with the well-done project and 

saidd that: 

"I tt is worth spending 480 thousand yuan for this. Were I to have as much money as 
Dii  Zheng, I would have given more." 

Wenyao'ss enthusiasm for making contributions took on a new impetus. He decided to 

establishh a pioneer project in the county in the form of a scholarship foundation in the 

Numberr One High School in memory of his mother. The Mrs. Xingshun Zheng 
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Foundationn is geared to the needs of all students of Yongchun origin ranging from 

middlee school to graduate level. The preparation undertaken indicates how seriously 

hee regarded the undertaking to be. To properly launch this project, Wenyao made his 

firstt trip to Hong Kong with his son and Jishi Zheng to discuss it with DengYu Zheng, 

thee founder of Hong Kong Yongchun Association and the former chairman of 

Yongchunn UROC and Piyun Lian, a well-known educationalist of Yongchun origin. 

Wenyaoo Zheng started by donating HK$5 millions to the Foundation. Guided by 

Piyunn Lian, a set of rules and policies for the Foundation was formulated. This is 

becausee Wenyao Zheng had witnessed many cases in the first half of the twentieth 

centuryy where a donation never reached its intended recipients. So he was deeply 

concernedd about the durability, stability and efficiency of the organization of the 

Foundation.. He insisted on having two forms of checks and balances written into the 

policiess of the Foundation. 

Thee Chair of the Foundation should be the Head of County together with heads of 

thee local Educational Bureau, of the local UROC, and of the Number One High 

Schooll  in the vice-chair positions simultaneously. There would be eleven seats 

altogetherr on the Board of the Foundation and the rest of the members should be 

headss of departments or bureaus. Thus the local People's Congress, the People's 

Politicall  Consultative Conference, propaganda, cultural departments and all the rest 

wouldd be involved. The last seat would hold by Wenyao Zheng himself as a 

representativee of his family. 

Eachh seat carries one vote, so when the leaders in different department change, the 

personn exercising the vote will be the current head. In this way, there will be stability 

andd there is no lifelong membership or in-house politics. 

Inn Wenyao' s view, an individual could change but the duty of the government 

(thuss its executives) is supposed to be invariable. By having this system checks and 

balances,, Wenyao Zheng hoped that the members would vote fairly in their 

assessments,, awards, payments and running of the Foundation and ensure its 

continuity. . 

Too guarantee the foundation a stable financial resource, Wenyao Zheng deposited 

thee five million in a bank of Singapore and every November he would personally 

makee a special trip too Singapore to send the interest to Yongchun. He rejected the 

suggestionn that he invest the sum in some business in Yongchun, though it was 

supposedd to give a 50% profit return, as the Chinese government could offer 
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favourablee conditions. He also kept to his own counsel about keeping the fund in 

Singaporee dollars instead of changing it into Chinese money and depositing it in 

Yongchunn to gain a higher interest rate for fear of devaluation of the Chinese currency. 

Thee Mrs. Xingshun Zheng Scholarship Foundation has turned out to be a model of 

itss kind in Yongchun. From the time it was launched, 1984, to 1999 it helped 12,343 

studentss who received 2.2 million yuan in scholarships (though the amount per 

studentt is not high, it could at least cover the tuition fees). Following the example of 

itss mode of operation, the structure of the organization and the principal regulations, 

moree than a hundred foundations have been set up by other donors within the county 

since. . 

Anotherr feature of his donation behaviour is remarkable. He did not simply remit a 

summ of money, but always showed a strong desire to direct and control the setting up 

andd running of the projects he launched. For this purpose, he adopted a modern 

managementt method, formulating a complete set of rules and regulations and laying 

outt the organizational structure to guarantee of enduring running of the foundation. 

Thiss sort of full and firm involvement by an overseas migrant donor in projects 

implementedd far away in his distant hometown is a new phenomenon. It stresses the 

powerr of migrants in this social space. 

Wengyao'' s lofty aspirations and great ideals may well be best embodied in his 

thirdd project. In 1984, with the successful completion of the Memorial Hall, Wenyao 

Zhengg expressed his desire to establish an institute for the highest learning in 

Yongchun.. This information was duly conveyed to the provincial government by 

leaderss of the county. Ye, the Head of Higher Learning Department of Fujian 

Province,, accompanied by a leader of Fujian Provincial Office of UROC who is of 

Yongchunn origin, were sent to meet Wenyao Zheng in Hong Kong on 25th July 1983. 

Thee host was once again the Yongchun Association of Hong Kong. The duo came 

withh a proposal to establish an economics college because there was a shortage of 

teacherss in the economic field in the province. The presentation Ye made to Wenyao 

Zhengg and Jishi Zheng was an impressive one, complete with promises of co-
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operationn and support from the provincial level, rows of figures and a huge model of 

thee building. This is the description of Jishi Zheng: 

Thee model showing the entire economics college project was as big as a ping-
pongg table. We needed several people to carry it up to the home of our 
Yongchunn clansman. The estimated budget was for as much as HK$12 
million.. The provincial government promised to make up for any deficit and 
thee project would be counted as a provincial project. 

Thee sum of 12 million was the exact amount Wenyao Zheng had in his savings 
accountt in the Singaporean bank. I told Wenyao that this amount was 
certainlyy not enough for the project. If you remit the entire savings over 
withoutt anything in reserve, what will you do when you are informed that 
moree capital is needed? His personal property was a 400-acre oil palm 
plantation.. Others belonged to the family company. Even if he could find 
something,, the money could not have been remitted out from Malaysia to 
Chinaa because diplomatic exchange between Malaysia and China did not 
comee about until 1990. On top of that, Foreign Exchange Currency (FEC) 
wass traded only at a controlled price in the Bank of China in Hong Kong. 

Thee money deposited in Singapore had been painstakingly accumulated over the 

years.. Whenever Wenyao Zheng went to Singapore, he always brought with him 

somee bank drafts and cash to deposit in his savings account. Unlike most Malaysian 

Chinesee who put their money into Singapore banks because Singapore is the financial 

centree of Asia where money can flow freely in and out to facilitate foreign 

investmentss and for security, Wenyao Zheng maintained his account solely for the 

purposee of paying for donation projects in his hometown. 

Jishii  Zheng continued his comments about Wenyao Zheng by stating that the latter 

tendedd to be an impetuous person and had no patience with pomp and ceremony. 

Whenn it came to decision making, he could cut through the heart of the matter in 

secondss while others might take months. Therefore Jishi feared that once he knew 

aboutt the predicted short fall in thee fund for the donated project, he would be worried 

too death. 

Betweenn Wenyao Zheng and Jishi Zheng this economic college project was 

simplyy referred to as the '25 July Project'. Jishi Zheng again went on alone to 

Yongchunn to investigate its feasibility. His report to Wenyao Zheng showed that 

theree were twenty-two secondary schools in the county with only fifteen among them 

fullyy fledged secondary schools (including high school -six years of study after 
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finishingg primary school in preparation to enter college). He cautioned that since the 

255 July Project would be under the jurisdiction of the provincial government, 

Yongchunn County would have neither any say about its running nor the financial 

capacityy to take responsibility for it. 

Afterr seeing this report, Wenyao Zheng worried about the possibility of the 

economicss college turning into just another high school. His ambition was to build an 

institutionn of learning at the supra-high school level. He said to Jishi: "If the future 

economicss college is assumed to be a common middle school, all my hopes die with 

it.""  The 25th July Project was therefore shelved. 

Meanwhile,, the donation project to repair the ancestral houses, temple and the 

familyy house of Wenyao Zheng in Yongchun continued. So Jishi Zheng made the 

customaryy stopover at Wolong Village. For his visit, the village heads arranged a tea 

partyy at the village primary school where he was shown the rundown exterior. Jishi 

Zhengg dutifully took pictures and showed them to Wenyao Zheng when he returned to 

Malacca.Malacca. Jishi Zheng half jokingly mentioned to Wenyao Zheng that were the wall to 

collapse,, people there would think of Wenyao! Although the school was not Wenyao 

Zheng'ss Alma Mater, he felt a sense of responsibility towards it and granted an 

endowmentt of HK$1.5 million, not just for the walls, but for an entirely new building 

andd grounds with an additional half a million to set up a school foundation fund. 

Havingg left his hometown more than half a century ago, at the age of seventy-six, 

Wenyaoo Zheng finally made his first and last trip home to Yongchun alive in March 

1993.. In preparation for this trip, Wenyao Zheng asked his nephew to buy and put a 

safee in the room where he was going to stay in his hometown. He closed his 

Singaporeann savings account and brought all HK$15 million with him. HK$5 million 

wass re-deposited in a Chinese bank in Yongchun to earn the higher interest required 

too cover the scholarship grants given by the Mrs. Xingshun Zheng Foundation. 

Althoughh Wenyao Zheng had no specific intention about what to do with the 10 

millionn in hand, the very act of bringing back all his savings bespeaks louder than any 

message,, written or verbal, his wish to fulfil l his destiny in life - to spent his 

remainingg years and be buried in the soil of his homeland, Wolong Village. 

Wenyaoo Zheng was not a person to embrace ostentation and extravagance. None 

off  his family members nor the local government knew the exact date of his return to 

Yongchun.. Just before their departure, Jishi Zheng placed a call to Jingshu Zheng, his 

friendd and clansman, who was the Deputy Chairman of UROC in Quanzhou District 
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too arrange for a Benz to pick Wenyao Zheng up from Xiamen city . Jingshu 

suggestedd bringing a few leaders of the county to the airport and when Jishi Zheng 

turnedd around to check with Wenyao, the latter took the phone and said: "In that case, 

youu don't need to come either!" Thus, Jingshu Zheng went to the Xiamen airport 

alonee in a Benz borrowed from a high-ranking officer and there were no flying 

bannerss or reception lines greeting Wenyao Zheng. 

Onn the Yongchun side, after receiving word of the trip planned by Wenyao Zheng 

too buy land for a vill a and grave at Wolong Village, the local government held a series 

off  meetings. Their aim was to create a donation project in which Wenyao Zheng 

couldd invest his millions. Having learnt a valuable lesson from the failed 25th July 

Project,, the donation project that they had to come up with had the following basic 

requirements:: first, it must be a school of some sort as Wenyao Zheng had stressed his 

keennesss to invest in educational projects. Secondly, this school had to cater to a level 

beyondd high school. Instead of the usual three years, the study period had to be 

extendedd to five years so that it could be elevated to a college later. 

Thiss time, the local government was determined to play the whole 'chess game' 

expertlyy by making conditions as close as possible to meeting to Wenyao Zheng's 

requirements.. It went to the extent of re-arranging local educational distribution. The 

finall  proposal after many discussions was to build a teacher training school with the 

potentiall  of being upgraded to college level and for it to be located in Wolong Village, 

rightt at the foot of the hill where Wenyao Zheng had indicated he would like to buy 

landd for his vill a and a grave site at the top. 

Onn the arrival of Wenyao Zheng, Shenqia Liu undertook the mission, and visited 

himm on behalf of the government. Liu was one of the Deputy Heads of the County 

withh the official responsibility for making connections with Yongchun people 

overseas.. He had also been in charge of the affairs of education and propaganda for 

almostt two decades. This experience made him a well-known figure to Wenyao 

Zhengg and other migrants of Yongchun origin in Singapore and Malaysia as hee visited 

themm often. Moreover, Shenqia Liu was an offspring of a Malaysian Chinese couple 

off  Yongchun origin. Thus, he was familiar with the thinking of many overseas 

Chinese.. This fulfilled one more criterion to capture the imagination of Wenyao 

Zheng. . 

Duringg his stay in Yongchun, Wenyao Zheng was taken to inspect the site of his 

futuree villa and grave plot which the local government had enclosed on top of Wolong 
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Hill .. At the same time, he was also taken to the proposed teacher training school at 

thee foot of the hill with the assurance that it would be built following the blue print 

madee for the economics college (25th July Project). The school would train teachers 

forr the three inland counties of Yongchun, Dehua and Anxi. Therefore, all three 

countiess were vying to have this school built in their county. It was also pointed out 

thatt in the event that Yongchun County were to build this college by its own effort, 

anotherr more remote site would be chosen as getting consent from every member of 

thee family of the occupants of the graves at the foot of Wolong Hill would be 

extremelyy troublesome and tiresome. 

Wenyaoo Zheng was not easily convinced. When he asked for the budget, Liu 

informedd him that it would need 10 millionn yuan, to which Wenyao Zheng pointed 

outt that it would probably cost twice as much because it often happens that budgets 

madee in China are rough and incomplete. The budget shown did not include 

projectionss for probable expenses like a geological survey, possible land filling  and 

thee building of an access road. As a result, the donor was put in an awkward 

situation.. He spoke frankly: "Now you are saying that ten million would be enough, 

andd I am afraid that I have to give twenty million in the end." Liu admitted as much. 

Otherr than seeing to his endowments at the Number One High School and the 

Mrs.. Xingshun Foundation, Wenyao Zheng also went round to take a look at other 

donationn projects undertaken by other Malaysia Chinese donors; like the County 

Culturee Centre contributed by Di Zheng. 

Hiss feeling toward the hometown was many-sided. On the one hand, he visited his 

familyy house in his village and walked along the littl e path that he used to follow up 

Wolongg Hill when he went to cut grass. On the other hand, he hired guards to keep 

awayy unwanted visits from village fellows. Most of his visitors were local leaders but 

hee refused all kinds of invitations to dinnerparties from the local authorities. During 

hiss stay, Wenyao Zheng himself hosted one official lunch to meet 'everybody' to 

expresss his appreciation for the support given to the donation projects he had 

sponsoredd in his hometown. 

Wenyaoo Zheng left Yongchun two weeks later. He said he would come back in 

autumnn for staying a longer period after settling his business. For the return trip to 

Malaysia,, Liu was sent to see Wenyao Zheng and Jishi Zheng off and during the 

overnightt stay in Xiamen, he made a last pitch to Jishi Zheng to get him into their 

campp for the college donation project, talking to the latter until way past midnight as 
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noo firm answer had been given by Wenyao Zheng. It was the assurance of having a 

five-yearfive-year period of study that sold the idea to Jishi Zheng. 

Afterr their return to Malaysia, Wenyao Zheng was finally convinced by Jishi 

Zhengg who pointed out that the five-year study period planned for was evidence that 

thee county is going to establish a university or college. Once Wenyao Zheng was 

convinced,, Chen, the current Head of the County, was informed by phone that he 

wouldd support the donation project. Along with the decision, came several 

prerequisites:: first, the site must be in Wolong Village. This specification was fired by 

thee imagination of seeing dynamic young students going in and out of the college 

fromm his hilltop villa. A more practical aspect stemmed from the life experience of 

Wenyaoo Zheng. By locating the college in Wolong Village, his fellow villagers 

wouldd have an extra source of income rather than having to depend solely on the 

producee from their fields, which is dependent on the weather for a good harvest. 

Second,, the villagers should be exempted from grain tax amounting to about 45,000 

kgg that has to be paid in kind annually. In the emigrant's memory, the grain tax for 

villagerss was a heavy burden, especially during the time when he and many of his 

contemporariess had emigrated. 

Chenn promptly consented to these conditions because Wenyao Zheng was 

followingg in the footsteps of Tan Kah Kee who had established Jimei Village School 

inn his hometown. As in the case of Jimei, the county would absorb the grain tax. 

Otherr duties to the state were still applicable. An extra requirement was advanced by 

Jishii  Zheng, namely a bronze statue of Wenyao Zheng should be cast and put up in 

thee college square. 

Jishii  Zheng will never be able to forget his long negotiations over the phone on 

111 June, 1993, not because of their length, but because of what happened afterwards. 

Thiss is his recollection of the drama: 

"II  presented all the above conditions to the county as my own opinion. In the 
negotiations,, I never made a commitment right away. Instead I always asked 
Chenn to hold on while I consulted Wenyao Zheng. To do so is to avoid giving 
thee impression that we have already discussed everything in advance". 

Thiss was about 11 p.m. After reaching a verbal agreement, Wenyao Zheng returned 

home.. When getting out of his car, he was shot dead in front of his home. 
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4.. Personal Experience and Romantic Imagination 

Itt is clear that it is difficult to discern any motive of seeking economic benefit in 

Wenyaoo Zheng's transnational practice. However, this does not mean that his actions 

weree pure philanthropy. "Provincialism" or a sense of belonging and nostalgia for 

homee has been a concept popular among Chinese scholars to explain the motives of 

overseass Chinese for making donations to their native places. (Lin 1993: 280-342; Wu 

1996:: 173-270; Chen 1989:21-29) As this explanation has been always linked with 

patriotismm it conveys a heavy flavour of political propaganda. In my view, this term 

reflectss an attempt to try to find one single cause in order to interpret all overseas 

Chinesee donation behaviour. This seems a grandiose but impractical assumption. 

Pertinently,, Wenyao Zheng' s case rather unfolds the complex nature of motives 

behindd overseas Chinese transnational behaviour. Indubitably, he was determined to 

doo his best to benefit Yonghcun education but in his negotiatations with the local 

communityy and government he was tough and uncompromising. One of the best ways 

too explore the complexity in my view is to place it in a concrete context, in the 

environmentt of the localities concerned. We can see how historical, social and 

culturall  logics have played fundamental roles determine a person's identity and 

decisionn making. The following three sections will further explore how Wenyao' s 

motivess were forged by these forces. 

HometownHometown Experience in Youth 

Wenyaoo Zheng's life in his youth was full of hardship and bitterness. He came from a 

poorr family of peasants where three generations lived under one roof. When he was 

justt about ten, a tragedy struck his family. His grandfather fell ill and his father had no 

moneyy to ask the village shaman to make the house calls to perform the sorcerer's 
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dancee in a trance. According to conventional practice, the shaman was the only 

doctorr available in most rural areas in the early twentieth century. So the father of 

Wenyaoo Zheng decided to induce himself into a trance-like state to perform the 

healingg dance for his father. After a few days of constantly dancing in a stupor, his 

fatherr was totally exhausted and passed away followed shortly by his grandfather. 

Forr this poverty-stricken family to lose the breadwinner and the head of the family 

withinn a few days was like a virtual deathblow. As the eldest of three brothers, 

Wenyaoo Zheng had to go to take refuge with a lineage uncle in the Malay Peninsula at 

thee age of twelve. 

Migratingg to Southeast Asia, however, did not improve his life. Hence, when he 

wentt back to the hometown to marry at the age of eighteen, he decided to remain 

there.. The following thirteen years did nothing to change his lot either. In fact the 

reversee was true. His hardships increased, as hee now had to support his wife, his 

widowedd mother and two younger brothers. Every time he had a spare moment, he 

wouldd stroll around his village to find some more means to add to his meager 

livelihood.. His major means of subsistence was to go up Wolong Hill to cut grass to 

sell.. Later, he spotted an empty lot in his village from which he could retail rice, 

whilee his wife shouldered ceramic utensils to more remote areas to sell. In this way, 

hee struggled on to 1948 when he carried his first small amount of self-made local 

productt to Singapore try to make some money. Because of the failure of this attempt 

att business, he had to remain in Malay Peninsula eventuality for which he was not 

mentallyy prepared. Even so, this time the stay lasted half a century. 

Inn the memories of his friends and fellow clansmen, Wenyao Zheng is unique because 

hee never was content with things as they were and always tried to find his own way 

out.. His poor, tough youth strongly stimulated his unquenchable thirst to stand out 

amongg his fellows. After he obtained success in his business, he still kept a frugal life-

stylee in his family but he developed a great ambition to make projects which would 

alloww him to rise head and shoulders above others. This desire to make himself known 

wass deeply rooted in his youth experience in his hometown. He often recalled his 
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hometownn life when he chatted with his best friend - Jishi Zheng. Two stories 

explicitlyy reveal his longing to enjoy a reputation in his hometown. 

Onee is about his village temple. In contrast to other temples in the region, where 

thee gates usually face outwards, the special feature of this temple was that the gate is 

sett inwards, facing the mountain which is behind the temple. Wenyao told Jishi that 

hee had been told by a local geomancer that the feature of the gate facing toward the 

mountainn was called: carp comes close to shore. And that indicated that an 

outstandingg figure would appear in this village. This saying left a deep impression on 

Wenyao.. He believed that someday he would be the one to become a well-known 

figuree and exert an influential impact on this place. When Jishi Zheng returned to 

Yongchunn for the first time, Wengyao Zheng asked him specially to visit this 

ancestrall  temple. 

Anotherr event he often mentioned was that when he was ten years old, he was 

oncee chosen by his village to play the Number One Scholar in a Buddhist ceremony. 

Thee ritual was a parade from his village through the major streets of the town to the 

temple.. To play the Number One Scholar, he was dressed up in a grand robe and he 

satt on a palanquin which was carried by eight bearers. That symbolized the highest 

honourr one could reach because the Number One Scholar was ranked at the highest 

levell  in the feudal bureaucrat system. In his village there are four major surnames and 

Zhengg is only one of them. To be chosen and to receive public approval, the chosen 

childd is supposed to be intelligent and show promise. He believed that from the 

beginningg he had been distinguished by his own people as being above the run-of-the-

mill . . 

ImaginationImagination at a Distance 

Forr an emigrant, the experience of a long separation from his native place may 

romanticizee his imagination about the place. This imagination is constructed on the 

basiss of the memory of his earlier experience embedded in his new locality. In 

Wenyao'ss imagination, the ideal pattern of living was always inseparably linked with 

hiss home village. Before he became successful, for a long time, his dream of leading a 

agreeablee life was to go home to run a small rice retail shop in his village. As for his 
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sparee time, his favourite amusement would be sitting in the narrow lane that divided 

thee two houses, the Yougong Hall (literally translated, the hall of great meaningful 

success),, his ancestral hall on one side and the Lianxin Hall (literally translated, the 

halll  of connecting hearts), his family house, on the other. He would sit with his back 

againstt on one wall and his feet against the other wall and play music from the 

Nanying,Nanying, a local opera in southern Fujian. 

Soo when Jishi Zheng, his close friend and confidant was about to visit Yongchun 

afterr China opened its doors again the first thing Wenyao Zheng asked him to do was 

too look over those three important buildings that were engraved on his memory: the 

templee in his village, his ancestral house and his family house. He eagerly wanted to 

givee money for their upkeep. His anxiety seems to have been raised by things that 

formedd the fundamental component of the picture of his hometown as reflected in his 

memory.. In this frame of mind, Wenyao Zheng sent money to Yongchun to rebuild 

andd repair these buildings with specifications that nothing be changed. This required 

thatt whoever was entrusted with the task would have to restore and maintain the 

appearancee of these buildings unchanged. For instance, two households now lived in 

thee family house of Wenyao Zheng- that of his first wife and that of his brother. For 

thee sake of convenience, his brother had opened up a side door. When Wenyao 

Zhengg saw the pictures brought back by Jishi Zheng, he noticed the existence of this 

neww door. He immediately sent word to his brother to reseal the wall so it would be 

ass his grandmother had built it. 

Inn his later years, he intended to realize his lasting dream in a seemingly more 

ideall  way. He bought land on top of Wolong Hill to build both his vill a and grave. He 

wantedd to spend his remaining years in Wolong Village, close to his ancestral house 

andd die there instead of in Malacca where he had lived most of his life. The Yongchun 

Teacher'ss Training College donated by him is located right at the foot of Wolong Hill . 

Soo imagine what a pleasant feeling of satisfaction he would enjoy every day when he 

heardd the laughter and the sound of reading by the students and could see the dynamic 

picturee presented by the campus. 

Anotherr impressive picture enshrined in Wenyao' s memory of his home village 

wass more socially related to the locality. Often at the Lunar New Year, Wenyao had 

seenn Yiyu Zheng, the master of Xingdeshun, carrying a beautiful lacquer basket 
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containingg a pile of silver dollars. Yiyu Zheng would visit every household in the 

villagee and present two dollars to each. This treat greatly endeared Yiyu Zheng to the 

villagerss and for years, they often told the younger generation this story. 

Yiyuu Zheng's generosity to his fellow villagers was also recalled in another 

anecdote.. He planted an abundance of vegetables in front of his house. One night, the 

dogss kept barking and Yiyu Zheng opened his door and saw somebody pulling up his 

vegetables,, but he said nothing and just turned around and closed his door. Wenyao 

appreciatedd his attitude toward poor neighbours. 

Ass mentioned in Chapter 2, Yiyu Zheng represents a sort of adorable "public figure" 

inn the imagination of the Zheng lingeage. The image is often given more colour in 

orall  circulations therefore it becomes a symbol of "qiaoxiang" culture. It exerts a 

powerfull  influence on this social space. When Wenyao Zheng became well off in the 

1970s,, he instantly wanted to follow Yiyu Zheng' s example. 

Hiss first donation was M$6000 which he sent to his brother with written 

instructionss to distribute it evenly to all the households in his village on Chinese New 

Yearr day as a New Year's gift wrapped in a red packet with the words: "Happy New 

Year""  on it. Wenyao Zheng also insisted that pictures be taken when the villagers 

receivedd his gift. Disappointingly, his brother replied that he had deposited the sum in 

thee bank instead because at that period in time, China was just at the end of the 

Culturall  Revolution and the Ultra-"Left" trend of thought still exerted some influence. 

Soo any distribution of money to the villagers would have been misconstrued as 

curryingg favour. Wenyao Zheng would not accept this explanation and from then on 

mistrustedd his brother. For many years after that, Wenyao Zheng paid no heed to his 

brother'ss letters and tore them whenever he received any, unread. 

EducationalEducational Complex 

Malaysiann Yongchunese consider the scope of business handled by Wenyao Zheng 

andd his family to belong to the mid-scale category. Wenyao Zheng & Son's Xinghai 

Companyy Limited is the major shareholder in three companies of which a detailed 

discussionn has been provided above. So even though he was a millionaire several 
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timess over, Wenyao Zheng was comparatively less wealthy by the standards his 

clansmenn have set. However, in terms of donations made in proportion to financial 

capacityy and in a spirit of sacrifice to Yongchun, the position occupied by Wenyao 

Zhengg ranks far above others. 

Amongg the numerous overseas Chinese donors from Southeast Asia determined to 

improvee living conditions and promote development in Yongchun, Wenyao Zheng 

wass number one til l the late 1990s when another overseas Chinese from Hong Kong 

donatedd a sum to the value of 30 million RMB from gains made in the stock 

exchange.. Although the 20 million RMB given by Wenyao Zheng is the lesser of the 

two,, from the biography of Wenyao, it can be seen that he earned every cent of his 

moneyy as opposed to the windfall gains through speculation. It is no wonder, that off 

thee record, people of Yongchun still rank him number one. 

Itt is therefore worth looking into what kind of factors led Wenyao Zheng to devote 

himselff  to the educational undertaking. His intentions too set him apart from others. 

Whatt he was eager to leave behind as a legacy, as the very presence of the ancestral 

buildingss of halls and temples in Yongchun county testify to future generations of 

Zheng,, was the building of the highest institution for learning for his home county and 

thee neighbouring areas. 

Actually,, from a long-term view, Wenyao's enthusiasm for education had a social 

logic.. Education has historically been a major concern of the locality. From the Tang 

Dynastyy (the seventh century A.D.) onward, through the Song, Yuan, Ming and Qing 

dynasties,, til l modern times, education has flourished in Fujian province. Both in 

termss of numbers and quality took first place in the country as a whole. A great 

numberr of northern literati and members of officialdom settled down in this province 

inn thee wake of the chaos caused by wars over the centuries. Numerous family 
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genealogiess bear witness to the fact that education was a top priority. Instead of 

materiall  property, education was regarded as the only undertaking which would really 

benefitt later generations since gold would be spent and landed property would be 

reducedd after a number of generations. Through education, a successful person could 

obtainn scholarly honours or official rank and therefore could also win his family 

wealthh and rank. A successful candidate in the highest imperial examination could 

alsoo bring honour to the local community because his achievement proved the high 

qualityy of local education. This was why from lineage organization to local 

government,, all social resources were mobilized to support educational enterprise. 

Forr Hokkien communities overseas, donating a sum to set up a school in a 

hometownn can be traced to as early as 1827. In that year a returned Hokkien from 

Huiann county and his son contributed 2000 silver dollars to establish a local academy 

off  classical learning. This action received the emperor's commendation and a title was 

conferredd on the donor. This set a precedent. Up to 1911, more than twenty primary 

andd secondary schools had been established by overseas Hokkiens in Yongchun and 

neighbouringg counties such as Jingjian, Nanan, Tongan. This trend was catalyzed by 

thee sharply rising upsurge in Chinese nationalism caused by Japanese invasion. A 

theoryy prevailed among the overseas community which claimed that promoting 

educationn could save China. Donations for setting up schools in the hometown area 

thereforee became an even more popular practice among Hokkien migrants. Several 

outstandingg public figures emerged in this period. Among them, Tan Kah Kee was the 

mostt famous. He sold almost his entire property to build up a Village of Schools in 

Jimei,, his hometown. Simultaneously he established the institution of highest 

learning,, Xiamen University, to serve the southeastern area of China. He therefore 

wass addressed by Mao Zhedong as "the banner of the overseas Chinese, the glory of 
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thee nation". Influenced by such public figures, the donated schools sprang up like 

mushroomss in the hometowns of emigrants. Incomplete statistics show that from 1915 

too 1949, there were 967 primary schools, and 48 middle schools in Fujian province 

runn by overseas migrants, most of them located in the South Fujian area. After 1949, 

underr the impact of the Communist Party policy, donations sharply decreased and 

ceasedd after beginning of the Great Cultural Revolution. However, the undertakings 

revivedd as soon as China started pursuing its reform policy. From 1979 to 1990, the 

donationss from migrants overseas for education enterprises reached 500 million RMB 

inn Fujian province and about 2000 thousand square metres of school area were 

constructed.. There were 1,732 schools newly established. Most of them again in the 

Southh Fujian area.1" 

Thiss collective undertaking has been promoted by local societies through every 

means:: local newsletters, newspapers, ceremonial gatherings and spreading the word 

orally.. It was rewarded by governments at various levels. Consequently, a collective 

memoryy has been forged. In other words, a collective ethos has emerged historically 

andd socially. Inspired by such an ethos, it is not surprising that Wenyao Zheng took 

Tann Kah Kee as his model and regarded making a contribution to education a 

significantt enterprise. 

Fromm the angle of the individual, pouring one's enthusiasm into an educational 

undertakingg may embody one's own dream, even though he might not realize it in his 

ownn lifetime. In Wenyao Zheng' s case, he had benefited from only a littl e education, 

butt being influenced by the cultural logic of the locality, he believed in the idea that 

educationn is the best means to improve society. Wenyao's life shows that besides his 

smartt sense of entrepreneurship, he was also imbued with a strong sense of 

romanticism.. This showed in the artistic sphere as well. He organized a Nanying 
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musicc (local opera of Fujian) club and enjoyed himself deeply by playing the music 

theree in his spare time. Like other Chinese operas, Nanying music has been a vehicle 

forr conveying the message of Confucian culture such as returning in glory and 

bringingg benefit to the hometown. If we claim that his entrepreneurial activities were 

rational,, then this non-profit seeking undertaking may be regarded as poetic behaviour 

too a certain extent mixed, however, with other rational ends like seeking approval, 

statuss and fame. 

Inn his first and only trip back to the hometown in the 1990s, Wenyao's flight 

landedd in Xiamen, but he was not eager to continue his journey to Yongchun 

immediately.. Having been dubbed the Tan Kah Kee of Yongchun', he wanted to 

stayy overnight in Xiamen in order to pay a visit to the tomb of his namesake, which is 

inn Jimei, a suburban district of Xiamen. That evening, Wenyao was taken around 

Xiamenn city and he sighed at the tremendous changes that had taken place from the 

timee he last left this same port for Singapore on his maiden attempt to set up a 

business.. The next morning found Wenyao standing at the tomb of Tan Kah Kee for 

aa long time, lost in thought. No one could guess if he was interested in the 

architecture.. Jingshu Zheng who had come specially to receive Wenyao hazards a 

guesss that maybe Wenyao was contemplating choosing the same style for his own 

tombb or he was sincerely worshipping Tan Kah Kee, the "Banner of the Overseas 

Chinese",, or both. One thing was obvious. Tan was among the few influential figures 

inn the life of Wenyao. 

Ass a matter of fact, the government and the community of Yongchun also see 

Wenyaoo Zheng as Tan Kah Kee' s disciple. When Wenyao' s first donation project: 

buildingg an assembly hall for the No 1 School was completed in 1983, the local 

governmentt made a pair of golden scissors and the Governor of Fujian province 

deemedd the occasion of sufficient importance to grace the opening ceremony as its 

guestt of honour to cut the ribbon. It was during this ceremony that Piyun Lian, the 

well-knoww educationalist of Yongchun origin, referred to Wenyao Zheng as the "Tan 

Kehh Kee of Yongchun". Dubbing Wenyao the Tan of Yongchun was undoubtedly the 

highestt honour Yongchun could bestow on one of her faithful sons. 
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Thosee Yongchun people who witnessed how Wenyao lived feel that Wenyao 

possessedd the same virtues of devotion and sacrifice as Tan Keh Kee. In comparison 

too the houses in his neighborhood in Malacca, the home of Wenyao was simple and 

humble.. Wenyao still slept in the same bed he had when he had first arrived in the 

Malayy Peninsula half a century ago; his desk wobbled because one leg was shorter 

thann the other three and two pieces of bricks had been stuck under it to hold it up. 

II  also noticed a small detail, which Jishi Zheng felt rather embarrassed about. The 

firstt time Wenyao Zheng and he went to Hong Kong to discuss the intended donation 

projectt with the leading figures of the Yongchun community in Hong Kong, the host 

broughtt tickets to visit the famous Undersea World for these guests from Malaysia. 

Wenyaoo refused to go in because he considered the price of the ticket outrageous. 

Thee host took the rest of the group in but felt duty bound to leave a companion to stay 

withh Wenyao. When the group finished their tour, Jishi Zheng saw Wenyao still 

talkingg earnestly to his companion about what needed to be constructed in the 

Yongchunn county seat. So, even though Wenyao was frugal and at times seemed 

stingy,, he was the first to endow a big sum to support educational enterprises at his 

hometown. . 

5.. Epilogue of Wenyao' s story 

Afterr Wenyao was murdered at 11 p.m. on 11th June, 1993, an hour later, at 12 a.m., 

thee county government received the news informing them of this tragedy. According 

too the terms of his will , Wenyao Zheng was to be buried in Yongchun, so his family 

askedd for the help of the local government to airfreight the body of Wenyao. The local 

governmentt immediately held an emergency meeting. A grand funeral ceremony 

befittingg the return of a son of the Zheng was promised. On the Malaysian side, the 

Chinesee Embassy in Malaysia offered their condolences to the family and assisted in 

airliftingg Wenyao's coffin back to China. Shengqia Liu, deputy head of the county, 

recalledd the grand events that marked the return of Wenyao Zheng mortal remains 

AA task force consisting of government leaders and prominent people from all walks 
off  life in Yongchun was formed. The Secretary of the Party was the chairman with 
sixx other top leaders of the county such as the head and vice-heads to plan the lying 
inn state in Yongchun. 
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Thee higher authority, the administration of Quanzhou District, sent two police 

vehicless to Xiamen airport to receive the bier - such an arrangement is only reserved 

forr recognized leaders above the rank of deputy-governor of a province. 

Shenqiaa Liu. who had just seen Wenyao Zheng off three months ago at Xiamen, 

noww led a huge group of leaders from various units of the county and the foundation 

committeee of the Number One School to the airport to receive the coffin. 

Althoughh it was already dark when the remains of Wenyao Zheng arrived in the 

county,, thousands lined the road to witness his return. A few days later, the county 

governmentt held a solemn ceremony for Wenyao Zheng in the assembly hall of 

Wolongg School. Among the many wreaths were those sent by the governor of Fujian 

province,, of the municipal authorities of Quanzhou district and by the authorities of 

thee county. The eulogy was given in the form of a memorial speech by the Head of 

Yongchunn County to the tens of thousand people who showed up to attend the 

funeral.. Piyun Lian, the well-known, locally bom 87- year-old educationalist, who is 

thee Chairman of Macao Union of Returned Chinese, wrote an elegiac couplet as a 

portrayall  of Wenyao' s identity: 

Sweatt streaming in (the) Straits, 

Bloodd shedding in (the) Straits 

Lovee hometown when living. 

Lovee hometown when dying. 

Thee story of Wenyao Zheng has far from ended with his death. After the abrupt 

demisee of Wenyao Zheng his family members took up the task of the completion the 

donationn project to which Wenyao Zheng committed himself. 

Too understand why this became a far from a simple process, a brief introduction is 

necessary. . 

Wenyaoo Zheng had once had four wives. His first wife was a child bride and she 

remainedd in Wolong Village with their only daughter til l her death in 1980s. Wenyao 

Zhengg married his second wife, Wu, a Hainanese and former waitress of a Chinese 

cafee when he worked at a local rubber trade house in Johor and the Seremban area in 
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thee 1950s and they had one child, a daughter. In a traditional family, usually the first 

wifee or the concubine who bears a son can occupy the position of mistress of the 

house.. Wu maintained this position in the absence of the first wife. To make up for 

thee lack of an heir to strengthen her claim, she adopted the second son of Wenyao 

Zheng'ss brother living in China. The third wife also gave birth to a daughter and it 

wass the fourth wife who bore Wenyao two sons in the early 1970s. 

Wenyaoo Zheng had two brothers. One died in his youth while the other remained 

inn Yongchun throughout out his life and he had two sons too. As said, the second 

son,, the nephew of Wenyao, had also become his adopted son in Malaysia. 

Noww a two-faction struggle broke out, not to decide whether to complete the 

Wenyao'ss commitment or not, but to see who controls the donation project for with it 

comess power to grant and advance favours for monetary and social gains. The group 

ledd by Wu, who is pro-nephew-adopted son and the brother of Wenyao, wants to see 

thesee rewards which were denied them because, while Wenyao Zheng was alive he 

retainedd absolute right of decision making with Jishi Zheng acting as his counsel and 

executor.. Wenyao detested any member of his family in China using his own 

respectedd name to feather their own nest. The other faction was led by the eldest son 

off  Wenyao by the fourth wife who was then in his middle twenties. He inherited the 

businesss and with his wife and third sister wanted to continue taking counsel from 

Jishii  Zheng. They were in favour of completing the college donation project 

followingg the low key no fanfare approach set by Wenyao. 

Chartt 1, Wengyao Zheng's family relationship 
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Everr since his first donation encounter with his brother, Wenyao Zheng had not 

trustedd him. Wenyao Zheng never let his brother participate in any of his donation 

plans,, no matter how peripheral that role may have been. For example, he refused to 

havee his brother sit in as a member of the Construction Committee for the building of 

Zhengg Xing Shun Memorial Hall for their father, nor did he allow his brother to show 

hiss face at the opening ceremony. Wenyao Zheng feared that his brother would use 

thesee donation projects to further his own self-interest. 

Thee nephews and eldest daughter of Wenyao Zheng were also kept out of his 

donationn projects because they seemed to take after their father and uncle. Once, his 

nephewss tried several times to keep the funds (bank interests from a large sum 

depositedd in a local Chinese bank) meant for several projects, like the setting up of a 

co-operativee medical station and building a bridge in Wolong Village. 

Inn Yongchun, the county government was worried that the project would melt 

awayy into thin air after the passing away of Wenyao. But it did not seem entirely 

beyondd the bounds of possibility as he had already taken the money back to 

Yongchunn where it was still in the safe. It was not an appropriate time to meet the 

bereavedd family to talk 'business' so the local county government used the ensuing 

periodd to build an imposing gravesite for Wenyao Zheng. This generous gesture was 

madee not just in recognition of all that he had done for Yongchun, but with the 

intentionn that it wil l be a memorial that may encourage other donors as they can see 

howw the grateful county honours her sons. At the same time, the government did not 

givee up the hope of the college project. A Preparatory Committee was set up to start 

drawingg up the design for the construction of the college and the provincial designing 

institutee was asked to make a fitting architectural plan. Throughout this period, the 

countyy officials kept in close touch with Jishi Zheng who is in their eyes the 

acknowledgedd representative of Wenyao. 

Onn the first anniversary of the passing of Wenyao Zheng and right before the date 

off  anniversary of the Foundation, the whole family and Jishi Zheng went to 

Yongchun.. As soon as they arrived, Jishi Zheng called upon Jingshu Zheng to come 

oncee more to Xiamen airport to meet him privately before the family members of 

Wenyaoo would meet with the leaders of the county the next day. 

Jingshuu Zheng recalls this meeting vividly : 

II  went to see Jishi Zheng quite early the next day and he explained the state of affairs. 
Priorr to his departure forYongchun, the eldest son told Jishi Zheng that he and his brother 
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andd third sister supported retaining Jishi Zheng as the representative of Wenyao to arrange 
forr the release of the HK$IO million to commence the college donation project that his 
fatherr had publicly committed himself to. The other faction headed by Wu and the brother 
andd nephews of Wenyao dared not oppose the plan openly. But they advised that the 
principall  sum should not be given over and instead should be released littl e by littl e 
accordingg to the progress of the project. The reason to do so, they argued, was the 
corruptionn in the government. As heir the eldest son may have the authority,but he has to 
listenn to his stepmother, Wu, as she is supposed to be the representative of the parental 
authorityy in this family. I got a pretty good idea of the situation. Then, before we went to 
meeting,, the son of Wenyao hinted that I show him to the washroom. He confirmedd what 
Jishii  Zheng had told me. I suggested that he take a clear-cut stand in the meeting. 

Inn the meeting, as the matriarchal head of the family, Wu spoke first. She expressed 

herr stand on how to handle the fund stating that she has the support of her adopted 

son,, the brother and other nephew of Wenyao. Then the eldest son of Wenyao spoke 

off  the desire of his brother, sisters, his wife and himself - they wish to endow the full 

summ in one payment backed up by practical reasons for doing so. Needless to say, the 

countyy would have preferred to have the endowment in a lump sum and therefore it 

threww its support in with the eldest son. Out-voted and with no room to manoeuvre, 

thee stepmother gave in. But she made a condition, demanding the land title to the 

landd for Wenyao's gravesite. The county government did not hesitate to promise to 

handd over the title to the land to her and did so a few days after. 

Anotherr requirement imposed by the nephews of Wenyao was to have three shops 

inn the two rows of shop houses the government has planned to line the access road 

intoo the college reserved for them. Wu also used the letterhead and seal of the 

Foundationn to apply to the Governor of Fujian Province for permission for the 

nephewss for them to migrate to Hong Kong. In all these dealings, Jishi Zheng 

resolutelyy opposed their demand claiming that there were only three demands made 

byy Wenyao. Since then the faction led by Wu drew a battle plan to exclude Jishi 

Zhengg from being appointed as one of the consultants to the Foundation and in turn 

accusedd him of supporting the ambition of his own nephew through involvement in 

thee donation projects of Wenyao. 

Thee handing over of the 10 million was witnessed by officials representing the 

fivee government units of Yongchun County, the bank and members of the public in a 

grandd ceremony at the Party Committee Building where the governor declared that the 

bronzee statue of Wenyao Zheng would grace the college square. 

Thee dream of Wenyao Zheng has come true as his grave on the top of Wolong Hil l 

lookss down upon the functioning teacher-training college and his bronze statue stands 
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inn the square of the college that is the institute of highest learning locally. Although 

hee will never get to know the students who graduated from the college as teachers 

personally,, his legacy lives through the deeds of these students who will move on to 

educatee others. If Wenyao Zheng had lived long enough he might have repeated his 

earlierr words: "It is worth spending tens of millions for this." 

6.. Conclusion 

Wenyaoo Zheng' s case is significant in the sense it represents a type of linkage tie 

Chinesee migrants maintain with China. According to some scholars this kind of tie 

shouldd no longer exist since the present-day tendency focuses on the opportunities 

offeredd by Chinese market economy. That is to say Chinese overseas come to China 

drivenn by the rational interest of profit-seeking. This case shows that assumption is 

nott correct, although Wenyao may be a spectacular and exceptional example. His case 

showss the continuing importance of historical models for guiding people's behaviour. 

Tann Kah Kee, one of the "public figures" in this social space, was of crucial 

importancee to Wenyao as well as to those who interpreted his behaviour in the local 

community.. The centrality of education in his philanthropy again follows a cultural 

logicc well-entrenched in local community. 

However,, this is not to conclude that, since Wenyao follows an earlier model, his 

practicee should also be regarded as an embodiment of his love of his motherland and 

hometownn like that generated in Tan Kah Kee' s case. Here cultural logic can be used 

ass an angle to explain the phenomena. 

Wenyao'' s pursuit seems to have been for sentimental reasons and has nothing to 

doo with a profit-seeking purpose. But if we do not narrow rational choice merely to 

economicc sense, we can see that his choice is still based on the principle of market, in 

thee sense of maximizing of resource utilization. 
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Forr instance, his donations came partly from the purpose of commemorating his 

parents.. In Malaysia, it was hard to bring about this aim. He once contributed an 

overheadd bridge in Malacca to commemorate his mother. The agreement was reached 

betweenn him and the municipal authority, but later a local congressman protested 

againstt the idea and no more than a scarcely discernible small, darkish plate hanging 

wayy up in the corner materialized in the end. But when he invested in the hometown 

forr the same purpose, the responses from the local government and from society 

greatlyy satisfied his need for recognition. The way in which his hometown repaid him 

forr his donation behaviour shows apparently much more appreciation than the place in 

whichh he resided. 

Thiss principle of maximizing of resource utilization can also explain to a certain 

extentt the ambivalence in Wenyao Zheng's transnational practice. He did make a 

greatt contribution to benefit the local society with advanced educational facilities. But 

hee did not simply hand over the endowment to the county government. Indeed, he 

wentt about this in true entrepreneurial fashion, as indeed was his attitude to other 

supervisionn of his donation projects as well. He kept his money in a Singapore bank 

insteadd of depositing in a Yongchun bank as suggested by Yongchun officials. He 

firstt consulted with the Yongchun immigrant community in Hong Kong about the 

directionn and operation of his donation projects instead of discussing them directly 

withh the people in Yongchun itself. He bargained hard with the local government 

aboutt every condition and every term in his projects via his middleman. He insisted 

onn holding the power of decision firmly in his hands and on making sure that the 

mechanismm in the hometown region could guarantee that his contributions would 

endure.. All these reflect the actor's rational economic considerations and the 

entrepreneuriall  feature of maximizing resource utilization. 
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Inn the realizing of Wenyao' s projects, the role of the local government has been 

decisive.. First, the government responded promptly and flexibly in its eagerness to 

satisfyy Wenyao' s requirements. For instance, to remit the annual grain tax duty which 

iss incumbent on his native village to pay. Secondly, the government mobilized its 

authoritativee and allocative resources to co-operate with Wenyao Zheng' s 

investmentss in order to benefit best both the local community and the donor. To 

providee an ideal space and circumstances for the Teacher's Training College 

establishedd by Wenyao, the government made a strategic re-arrangement of the 

distributionn of the schools over the county. Thirdly, the government has 

institutionalizedd its policies and regulations to standardize the conditions for the 

lastingg operation of the donation projects. This has been illustrated in the setting up of 

variouss committees for running donation projects. Al l these reflect the strong 

intentionn of the local government to re-incorporate its overseas migrants' resource 

intoo the process of the modernization of the locality. 

Thee features of Wenyao Zheng's network also reflect the cultural logic behind his 

practice.. His network concentrated on the regional tie with the hometown county, 

mainlyy carried out through his close confidant. This embodies one orientation of 

overseass Chinese identity, namely, provincialism. It has, as illustrated in this chapter, 

beenn cultivated by personal and collective history. 

Thee Rationalist is one of the most influential schools in economics, sociology and in political science. 
Inn anthropology, the representatives are Barnes, Bailey, Boissevain and others. 
22 For almost a century, Chinese scholars understood and explained the behaviour of overseas Chinese 
makingg contribution to their hometown an expression of loving one's hometown and motherland. 

Theree are numbers of Malaysian Chinese Yongchun origin who are billionaires, like Yanlian Li, 
Shengjingg Li , Jingxing Zheng, Fuchen Zheng and others. 

Thee data on WY Zheng 's personal history and business history come from interviewing his close 
long-termm friend, his relative, his son and daughter-in-law and his clansmen, especially from his close 
friendd who spent intensive time with WY for more than two decades. 
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Whenn a rubber tree is cut and latex is collected, a thin layer of dried latex formed over the wound on 
thee tree, or when liquid latex is poured out from a bowl, a layer of dried latex is left. This sort of dried 
latexx can be used to make latex clothing. 
66 When the major railway was built through Pahang, the Lunglob could request a feeder railway to his 
plantations,, showing the power of this estate. 

Generallyy speaking, there are two forms of raw latex. One is pure liquid collected by those 
internationall  estates. The liquid latex is processed to be smoked pieces and then packed for exporting. 
Anotherr form is filiform  dried latex which could be processed as rubber clothing. At that time, Chinese 
usuallyy could only engage in the latter business as they were not able to set up smoking houses for 
processingg liquid rubber. 
88 A few years ago, a company wanted to purchase Xinghai for M$10 million and paid 10% earnest 
moneyy as deposit. Although this deal did not go through because of the Southeastern Asian economic 
crisis,, it does give an indicator of its value. 
00 In retrospect, one can see why there is a "Zhongshan Road" or "Zhongshan Memorial Hall"  or 
"Zhongsan"Zhongsan Hospital" in practically every city in China. 
100 Many individuals feel that they win high respect when they are involved in donation projects. This 
motivatess them to be a kind of middlemen in the construction of trans-locality connection. This issue 
wil ll  be discussed in the fifth chapter. 
""  Xiamen is a major city, and a port in the south Fujian region. There is an international airport at the 
city.. Usually when overseas Chinese of South Fujian origin pay their visit to their hometown, they 
arrivee at Xiamen airport and then change to various kind of road transport vehicles to go on to their 
counties,, either on coast or in the mountainous areas. Yongchun is about 130 kilometres from Xiamen. 
122 See "Collection of Fujian Education History", compiled and edited by the office of Fujian education 
historyy and the institute of Fujian educational science research, 1992. 
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Chapterr  4 
Xingzhongg Zheng and Jujing Hall 

Sincee the 1980s, historians, anthropologists and sociologists who have studied Chinese 

sociall  history noticed the spectacular revival in rural areas of clan associations, which 

hadd been on the wane since the late 1950s. Their explanations of the phenomenon can 

bee summed up in two main viewpoints (Siu, 1989:121-137; Potter, Salamith and Jack 

1990:169-251;; Cohen, Myron 1993: 151-170; Huang 1992). 

Modernn state power aimed to reform society by bringing in development. Although 

thee reform programme was designed to bring about the transformation of traditional 

andd social primary organizations, in order to maintain stability, the state simultaneously 

hadd to make use of old and well-tried patterns of primary social organization. In this 

contradictoryy way, this allowed space for the persistence of clan organization and even 

forr its further development. 

Second,, clan organization itself has great vitality which stems from the positive 

functionss it performs: such as promotion of mutual help, emphasizing service for the 

publicc good and co-ordinating and channeling the energy of the human resources within 

thee community to achieve a common goal. These functions are what have enabled clan 

associationss to survive in rural areas. More often than not, rural communities will 

flourishh once the circumstances provides favourable conditions for their development. 

However,, both these explanations have tended to focus on the mainland factors and 

whatt is neglected is the influence from Chinese overseas. In fact, Chinese overseas 
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havee devoted highly visible efforts to restoring lineage organizations in their 

hometownss since China opened its doors. Consequently, the transnational ties 

facilitatedd by these kinds of institutions are forged. It is remarkable that in the process 

off  constituting these transnational connections, the clan identity plays an important role 

ass the Zheng lineage case has shown. 

Inn April 1997 in an unbroken spell of wet weather, I went to Yongchun to do further 

research.. When talking to the Zhengs, the first thing the local people mentioned to me 

wass the Yiding Zheng Foundation Building, whose original name was Jujing Hall. I 

wass aware that it could be the headquarters of the lineage. At the same time, I was 

fortunatee enough to get to know Xingzhong Zheng, the son of Yiding Zheng after 

whomm the foundation building was named. It so happened that Xingzhong Zheng was 

visitingg Yongchun. In the company of the secretary general of UROC (Union of 

Returnedd Overseas Chinese) of Yongchun County, I went to visit him. 

Jujingg Hall was built in 1930 by Yiding Zheng. In 1990s Xingzhong Zheng rebuilt 

thee hall and named it the Yiding Zheng Foundation Building. From the interior 

arrangementt of the building, one can see a distinctive style introduced by Southeast 

Asiann Chinese. The completed five-storey Foundation Building covers about 1,462 

squaree meters. It contains twenty-nine rooms and is located on one of the central streets 

inn the town seat. Outside the building, two big eye-catching plaques hang from the top 

beamm to the floor. On one is written, "Yiding Zheng Foundation" while on the other is 

thee name of a hotel. The building has been adapted to manifold uses. The first floor 

havee been rented out to some shops and a restaurant while the second and the third 

floorss serve as a hotel. Then the fourth floor is used by the administrative centre of the 

Foundation.. In it, there is a meeting hall and several rooms made into guestrooms for 

visitingg clansmen from Malaysia or other places. The top floor is arranged as the Yiding 

Zhengg Memorial Hall where the family and visitors can worship. The reason why I 

wantt to describe the functions of various parts of the Foundation Building is to show a 

commonn strategy of Chinese overseas associations - how they raise funds for public 
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causes.. The Yiding Zheng Foundation grosses an annual income of RMB140,000 from 

rentt and the net profit is expended on scholarships for worthy offsprings of the Zheng 

lineage.. The Yiding Zheng Foundation and its civic conscious deeds are still very much 

inn evidence at the time of writing this thesis. 

II  was invited up to the Foundation Office on the fourth floor where Xingzhong 

Zhengg and the Board of Trustees of the Foundation were waiting for us in the meeting 

halll  which is decorated and arranged in a formal style like any meeting hall of a 

medium-sizee company. A large painting hanging on the central wall caught my eyes, it 

wass the portrait of a heavy-browed man smiling, watching and seemingly sharing his 

contentmentt with every visitor. When I was presented to the Board, I realized that the 

personn in the portrait was standing in front of me in the flesh; Xingzhong Zheng, a man 

alreadyy in his eighties. He is a good talker and very knowledgeable. From him, I 

receivedd rich bits of information about Yiding Zheng Foundation and his family. 

Thee establishing of the Yiding Foundation in 1990s for the express purpose of 

re-investingg in and re-building the Jujing Hall built in 1930s indicates the restoring of 

transnationall  clan ties, of the fundamental ties in constructing Chinese border-crossing 

sociall  space. 

1.. The Founder  of the Family Business 

Likee many other Chinese overseas businesses, XingZhong' s business is a family 

business.. Therefore the recounting of this case should start with his father, the founder 

off  the family business. Yiding Zheng was bom in 1895 in Yongchun town. He had 

receivedd a few years of primary education from the old-style school before he left China. 

Hee migrated to the Malay Peninsula, following a by now well-trodden path taken earlier 

byy his clansmen. His patron on arrival in the Malay Peninsula was Yiyu Zheng, one of 
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hiss clan uncles (refer to Chapter 2). Yiyu Zheng recommended Yiding to one of his 

relativess in Ipoh. As a result, Yiding was given work as an apprentice in Ban Seng Teik, 

ann import company set up in 1878 that ran its own store in textile wholesaling. Young 

ass he was, Yiding gradually won the trust of the owner of Ban Seng Teik through his 

patentt diligence and honesty. Within a few years, he was appointed financial manager 

off  the store. However, he was not satisfied with the static state of his career as his 

incomee was limited and fixed. 

Inn search of a new opportunity, Yiding Zheng resigned and went to work in Xing 

DeshunDeshun in Tanjong Malim, the successful grocery store owned by Yiyu Zheng. While 

workingg there, Yiding found a chance to develop a business. There were natural 

resourcess in the neighbourhood jungle, namely, a kind of raw material used in the 

manufacturingg of chewing gum. He decided to go into the jungle to look for a supply 

source.. It turned out that his littl e sideline business flourished. When his savings had 

reachedd a substantial sum a few years later, Yiding and his cousin pooled their savings 

too buy over Kwong Seng Leong grocery store in Sungei Siput, Perak. This was how 

Yidingg started his own enterprise. 

Fromm its beginning, the case of Yiding Zheng' s family business shows how this 

ordinaryy Chinese family business was influenced by the business relationship with the 

Britishh colonial economy. Sungei Siput is a town half way between Penang, where the 

mainn port for the northern region is located, and Taiping, the old capital of Perak state in 

whatt was formerly referred to as the Kinta Valley region. When rich tin ore was found 

inn the Kinta Valley, many British companies had flocked in to open up tin mines. Nor 

wass this the only economic opportunity beckoning. The jungle near Sungei Siput when 

clearedd and developed had the potential to become prime rubber plantations. When tin 

wass also discovered in nearby areas, Sungei Siput was in a favourable position to 
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blossomm into a key supplier of human and natural resources to the British exploiters. At 

thee time, tin- mining and rubber plantations occupied 60% of all land opened for 

development. . 

AA combination of all these elements formed the basis for Yiding Zheng to branch 

outt on his own. When their grocery business grew, Yiding Zheng dissolved his 

partnershipp with his cousin and started to run his own shop. His principal customers 

weree British. From this time on, Yiding cultivated an excellent relationship with the 

Britishh and this greatly speeded up the expansion of his family business. 

However,, as highlighted by his son, Xingzhong, the family could not get rich from 

runningg a grocery store alone, even though it was one of the more successful ones in the 

town.. Income from his stores allowed Yiding to ride the wave of opportunity and 

diversifyy his business activities in two other fields. One was tin mining. He set up a 

tin-miningg company named Tai Lee Limited jointly with two other local Chinese 

businessmen.. Within twenty years, returns from his tin-mine had rewarded him with a 

securee financial footing and social stature; Yiding had come to be ranked among the 

sociall  elite of the Chinese community of Perak. Apart from the tin-ore business, he also 

startedd a joint venture with a Chinese-Baba from Penang to cultivate 600 acres of sugar 

canee in Lintang, located along the trunk road 8 miles out of Sungei Siput. A few years 

later,, Yiding further borrowed capital from another Chinese-Baba merchant in Penang 

too convert a piece of sugar cane land into a tapioca plantation and processing plant that 

neededd 180 workers to run. 

Yidingg Zheng' s experience of and teaching about developing an enterprise has deeply 

influencedd Xingzhong Zheng. The rise in fortune of Yiding Zheng is typical of many 

fromm rags to riches stories related by people when they talk about Chinese immigrants 

inn Southeast Asia. The virtue of hard work and thriftiness are recognized as the most 

importantt qualities for success in a period of incipient accumulation. Although it is true 
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inn many cases, one outstanding common feature these prosperous businessmen also 

seemm to possess should not be neglected, viz. their dynamic thirst to battle for survival 

andd to pursue development motivating them to persevere in seeking any new 

opportunitiess and their capacity to grasp them solidly when they come along. 

Xingzhongg Zheng emphasized that his father never believed in God and blind 

worship.. Instead, Yiding often told his son that if one did not stretch out to look for 

opportunityy and then to make the required effort, money would not come. He stressed to 

hiss son that if one wanted to start a new business, it did not matter if one did not have 

enoughh capital in the beginning. One could start his enterprise by joining and 

co-operatingg with others. His point was that one should devote oneself fully to a new 

venture,, then he will have a fighting chance of being successful. Yiding did not receive 

muchh formal education as he started working at the age of thirteen, but he kept reading 

newspaperss because he felt one should be well informed of current affairs and be 

knowledgeablee so as to spot where opportunities might lie. 

Duringg most of his life time in the Malay Peninsula, Yiding made hardly any visits to 

hiss hometown mainly due to circumstances beyond his control, namely the political 

developmentt in both countries. However, on the first trip home after he had 

accumulatedd a small sum of money, he got married to a girl from the same hometown. 

Thee style of Yiding' s combination of clan identity with his business interest is 

similarr with that of Yiyu Zheng, a public figure presented in part one. Yiding Zheng 

alsoo helped and supported his peers by bringing them over to Malaysia to work at his 

store.. By doing so, his enterprise also benefited from the relationship. If the apprentice 

concernedd was found to have two virtues; namely being diligent in his work and 

responsiblee towards his family in China, he would later be given the chance to procure 
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financiall  support by being able to borrow capital from Yiding (for instance one or two 

thousandd dollars) to start out on his own. From such common practices, it can be 

deducedd that people like Yiding Zheng were seen to be more than an employer. The 

establishedd migrant became the combination of a father figure, patron and mentor. The 

newlyy established business of an apprentice/ex-worker often turns out to be a branch of 

thee wholesale store owned by his former boss. Through this connection, he could 

procuree goods on credit from the wholesale store and only have to settle accounts once 

aa month. Besides the 'moral and social' issues, this type of economic development 

provedd to be cost-effective, efficient and self-serving. It helped Yiding Zheng expand 

hiss grocery business without running a risk and yet secure a 'captive' outlet for his 

goods. . 

Itt seems a common practice in Southeast Asian Chinese communities that once 

someonee has achieved success in business, he then desires to be involved in the affairs 

andd activities of local Chinese communities. This trend, on one hand, embodies the 

seekingg of successful Chinese migrants for acknowledged social status; on the other 

hand,, it also reflects the need of a migrant to rely on one's original identity resource. 

Afterr Yiding Zheng had set up his enterprise, from the 1930s, he channeled a lot of 

hiss energy into the affairs of his lineage and of local Chinese communities in the state of 

Perak.. He was one of the founding members of the Zheng Clan Association and became 

thee first office-bearer to be placed in charge of the general affairs of the agency of Peng 

Siongg Zheng Sojourning Aboard. Over the years, Yiding took on, concurrently or 

separatelyy the posts of Chairman of the Peng Siong Zheng Lineage Association, 

chairmann of the Board of Trustees of the lineage school, President of the Yongchun 

Associationn of Perak, Vice-Chairman of the Perak Chinese Assembly Hall and 
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Vice-Presidentt of the Associated Chinese Chambers of Commerce and Industry of 

Perak. . 

Itt was during this period that Yiding conceived his plan to build Jujing Hall in his 

hometown. . 

Yidingg Zheng intended to bring his entire family of eleven adult children back to his 

ancestrall  hometown to settle down after he retired although all his children had been 

bornn in Malaysia and he himself had left China more than thirty years ago. Like some 

contemporaryy successful Chinese, he still regarded the ancient doctrine of "falling 

leavess settle on their roots" as his guiding principle in life. 

Yidingg also figures as a respectable figure in the lineage. In the lineage genealogy, 

hee is described as a sincere, benevolent, enthusiastic and warm-hearted man. He was 

educated,, compared with the majority of Chinese migrants who were illiterate because 

theyy came from a peasant background. His manner of talking and acting was highly 

respectedd in the community within and outside China. When Yiding Zheng died in 

Novemberr 1940 from cerebral haemorrhage at the young age of forty-five, the elders of 

thee Zheng lineage in Yongchun called for a memorial service to be held to lament the 

losss of one of its prominent sons. 

2.. Xingzhong Zheng' s personal and business history 

Xingzhong'' s personal and business history reveals another type of Chinese overseas 

businessmen.. He is Southeast Asia born, a second generation immigrant, English 

educatedd and deeply influenced by English ideology, both in his business culture and in 

otherr fields of life. This notwithstanding, as the eldest son he grew up in a traditional 

Chinesee family. Therefore he has still cultivated a strong identification with the local 
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Chinesee communities and his father's native place. His history may help our 

understandingg how a multi-cultural identity has been forged and cultivated in the lif e of 

onee person and how this factor influences his operation of transnational activities. 

Xingzhongg Zheng was born in Perak. When Yiding unexpectedly passed away, he 

leftt a big family behind: his wife, three sons and several daughters. Xingzhong, the heir, 

naturallyy stepped into his father's shoes to carry on the family business. From young 

agee he had been groomed by his father for this very purpose. His basic education began 

inn a locally run Chinese primary school. It is interesting to note that among most 

Chinesee overseas who left China in the early twentieth century, their mother tongue is 

consideredd the key that would preserve their culture and traditions. So whenever 

possible,, the children, especially the sons, were destined to receive their basic 

educationn with Chinese as the medium of instruction. Later, Xingzhong was transferred 

too an English secondary school because the most important customers of their family 

businesss were British, the largest rubber plantation owners, managers, landlords and 

masterss over many of the successful companies in the neighbourhood. Xingzhong 

Zhengg recalled how he was trained in childhood for the purpose of taking over his 

father'ss role in their family business. 

II  studied at school in the morning and in the afternoon I worked as an apprentice in the 

store.. During school vacation, I was fully involved in helping my father in our family 

business.. In the early mornings before I left for school, I usually went to the 

warehousee to deliver kerosene, after I had divided it into appropriate lots, to each of 

thee branch grocery shops. In the late evenings, before our store closed its doors, I had 

too go to the sub-grocery shops to take down their orders, as there were no phone lines 

then.. After closing, we still needed to work on packing the orders received, invoicing, 

checkingg over the goods which had been delivered to replenish our own stock and 

balancingg our daily accounts. 

Whenn Yiding died, Xingzhong who was born in 1921 had just turned nineteen. He had 

too take the lead, not because he was naturally ambitious but out of sense of 

responsibilityy that has been ingrained into him ever since he could remember. 
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Indeedd I wanted very much to go to university to complete my education, but what 

couldd I do? I had to shoulder my family's burden. My mother was afraid that I would 

leavee home to go to university. She impelled me to get married immediately so that 

shee could bind me to home. My father's dying words to me were to make sure that his 

siblingss get an education, no matter where they want to go: England or Japan it is my 

dutyy to fulfi l his will and carry on to develop the family's business. 

Xingzhongg ran the family grocery wholesale store in Sungei Siput until the Japanese 

occupationn of the Malay Peninsula in 1941. In 1943, he was arrested by the Japanese 

Militar yy Police Corps and imprisoned for forty days after he had been accused of being 

aa member of the communist party. After he was freed, he moved the whole family to 

Ipohh as his store in Sungei Siput had been looted and he lost all his stock. 

Withh savings wisely hoarded in pounds sterling from past trading relationships with 

Britishh customers, Xingzhong and his cousin re-opened the branch of Kwong Seng 

Leongg grocery store in Ipoh in 1945 directly after the Japanese surrendered. 

Thee good relationship the family store had cultivated with British customers from 

thee time they were in Sungei Siput carried over to Ipoh where it boosted the 

developmentt of the business. 

Wee kept those British expatriates as our long-term customers. They were our major one by 

onee buyers of tinned and frozen food. Every year, in the Christmas season, I visited them 

withh gifts. One time, a manager of one plantation asked me if I wanted to be an agent for 

Nestlee products. He was willing to help me to get the right as he had a friend who was the 

branchh manager supervising the Ipoh and Perak market for Nestle Company. I was very 

excitedd because this was a rare chance to develop our business. Compared to selling other 

ordinaryy items of grocery, being the agent of Nestle or some brands of beer, could make 

promisingg profit. In 1948,1 was granted permission to be an agent for Nestle Company and 

upp to the present we are one of their only two agents in Ipoh. 

Xingzhongg Zheng emphasized that there is a strong British management style in the 

successs of his grocery wholesale business. In order to market Nestle's product better, 

thee Chinese grocery wholesale stores were requested and encouraged by Nestle to 

upgradee and modernize their management system. For this purpose the Chinese 

wholesalee stores in Ipoh were reduced from eleven to two after stiff competition that 

weededd out the weaker ones. Nestle invested in a marketing, distribution and sales 
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maintenancee training programme for their two remaining agents of proven capabilities. 

Thus,, when computerization made its appearance, the Zheng business was among the 

firstt in Ipoh to computerize their management system. 

Westernerss are smart in terms of plotting business strategies. They are very shrewd. 

Whenn Nestle wants to capture a market, it allocates a share to you. Therefore you 

becomee one of the stakeholders. You become accountable and motivated to work hard 

too further your own and the company's interest. 

Xingzhongg Zheng made the above comments with an evidently admiring note, when he 

showedd me around and explained the internal structure of his store to me. There are 

aboutt thirty people working for the wholesale department. Twelve as clerks, half of 

themm functioning as accountants working in front of computers at the administrative 

centerr while the other fifteen work at the storehouse as loaders. The store owns four 

truckss for making deliveries and the collection of stock. The store sells Nestle products 

andd other grocery items wholesale through its network of branch shops, which are 

Hokkien-ownedd shops or shops run by the former workers of Xingzhong Zheng. By 

sellingg Nestle products, the store can make a turnover of about M$ two millions. 

Livin gg in a multi racial society, the Malaysian bom Chinese have been exposed to in a 

multi-culturall  atmosphere. Having been educated in the British educational system, 

Xingzhongg Zheng' s inclination towards appreciating Western ideology is not limited to 

thee business arena, it extends further in a broad social sense. His recounting of the 

followingg story to me shows this. 

'Doo you have a kind of school called 'Outward Bound' in China? Xingzhong Zheng 

askedd me and I said, 'No, we don't'. He then gave a detailed account. In Malaysia, the 

schooll  was set up by Gerald Templer, a British general, in the 1950s. The Outward 

Boundd School originally aimed at training promising young people to be the backbone 

off  the armed forces to suppress the communist force in Malaysia. The general asked 
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foreignn firms in the Malay Peninsula to support his project and got a hearty response 

becausee the communists had retreated into the jungle and tin mines and rubber 

plantationss were often the targets of attack as they were usually located in rural areas. 

Afterr the communists surrendered, the Outward Bound School remained in operation, 

butt its new aim was to nurture the qualities independence, courage and leadership. 

Whenn Xingzhong' s sons were in their teens, without exception, he sent every one of 

themm to the School for a 25-day course. After learning the basic techniques, they were 

expectedd to travel alone for thirty miles through the jungle in a mountainous area and to 

navigatee a dugout canoe on the sea for three days. By this way they learned how to be 

independentt and take initiatives in their lives. Only on completion of such practical 

exercisess would participants be issued with a certificate. 

Xingzhongg Zheng is proud that his sons hold two "dog plates", one the for a diploma 

off  this course and another one for their collegiate education. His sons are much sought 

afterr by western firms. Xingzhong Zheng does not expect his sons to inherit his family 

businesss like he did. If they wish to choose another line of career, they are free to do so. 

Inn this, he does not wish history to repeat itself! 

Doubtlessly,, Xingzhong Zheng has been strongly influenced by modern British 

businesss culture and education ideology, but this does not mean that he does not firmly 

believee in the doctrine of Chinese culture. He never forgets to practice what his father 

taught,, which he sees as embodiment of Chinese entrepreneurship: being acutely 

consciouss of opening up and exploiting any new business possibilities. 

Inn the 1960s, Xingzhong handed the daily running of the business over to his cousin, 

whoo was appointed to be the manager of the store. He then focused his attention on his 

tin-miningg enterprise. 

Thiss is the business from which you can earn big money. By running the grocery store 
II  would be unable to afford to send my children to receive higher education abroad. 
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Ass mentioned earlier, as early as 1880's the Kinta area had started to develop into the 

mostt productive alluvial tin-mining region in the world. After the Second World War, 

thee British Ministry of Supply together with mining companies in Britain was eager to 

rebuildd the industry. Europeans were provided with loans from the Ministry of Supply 

inn the United Kingdom and the Industrial Rehabilitation Finance Board in Malaya. 

Chinese,, however, could only obtain loans from the Chinese Tin Mines Rehabilitation 

Board,, where the amount available was extremely limited. Despite this setback, 

Chinese-ownedd mines held their own and made up 37.6% of the grand total tin 

productionn in Perak in the 1950s (Loh Kok Wah, 1988, 66). It was against such a 

background,, that Xingzhong Zheng entered the tin-mining industry. Whenever he 

recollectedd his experiences in mining, he did not complain about the difficulties in 

raisingg capital. He was proud that he had been able to combine modern scientific 

knowledgee and the methods of Chinese small-scale entrepreneurs in doing business and 

makingg a success in this field. 

II  dreamt of setting up a tin-mine as far back as the time I was following my father around 

thee grocery wholesale business. To be involved in tin-mining business, the first step is to 

findfind a right place. In the past, Chinese tin miners depended a lot on luck. As opposed to 

them,, we relied on scientific knowledge. So as soon as one my sons came of age, I sent 

himm to study mineralogy and through his connections, we got a qualified engineer to be our 

miningg consultant. When I found a place which I thought contained a tin deposit, I would 

askk our consultant to prospect it and run tests. Then he would make a report to me on the 

testt results on the composition of the soil and a feasibility study with estimates of cost 

againstt market price of each ton of tin ore (50 kilograms). Then we would decide whether 

orr not it was worth investing in opening up a mine. The cost also included a 12%-18% 

profitt levied by the landlord, usually a member of the Malay royal family or the 

government. . 

II  started my investment by co-operating with relatives. Being prudent, most Chinese 

alwayss start this business on a small scale; that meant investing M$ 100,000 to 200,000 

insteadd of putting in several millions like the Western firms. We expanded the scale 
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graduallyy as the tin ore brought in returns. There is an idiom that says something to the 
effectt that a man uses his own soil to plaster his wall. 

Hee stressed again that undertaking the tin-mining business depends 20% on luck while 

80%% should be reliance on diligence and well-researched work. For twenty years 

Xingzhongg roamed the hills and forests looking for new mining resources, sometimes 

sleepingg under trees in heavy thunderstorms. He explained why he worked so hard. The 

Malayss are considered to be the natives of Malaysia and have privileged access to state-

ownedd mines and funding (as mentioned above, quite a number of the landlords belong 

too the Perak royal family). Those Chinese businessmen with political clout and 

economicc power, they could also apply to the authority through special channels. But 

ordinaryy people like Xingzhong Zheng, the small- or middle-class entrepreneurs, they 

havee to look out for themselves. 

Thee operation of a Chinese business to a great extent depends on mobilizing the ethnic 

community'ss resources. Luckily, earlier pioneers had already developed set patterns of 

operation.. When a decision had been made to open a tin-mine, the second step was to 

hiree a foreman and ask him to form a working group. The tin-mining workers are 

usuallyy Hakkas from Mei county and Dapu county of Guangdong province. They have 

beenn working in this field for generations. The foremen usually recruit workers through 

Chinese-ownedd coffee shops or 'kopi tiam' (in Hokkien dialect), which have spread 

intoo every nook and cranny of the region. These were the places where Chinese men 

gather,, the equivalent to local pubs in England. The 'kopi tiam' were centers for 

gatheringg and distributing information and sealing of deals and settlement of 

agreements/disagreements. . 

Thee third step, Xingzhong claims is to build up a Palong; a huge timber and steel 
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stairway-likee framework. It transports dug-up mud/tin ore filled into steel buckets into 

ann open mouthed multi-storey tin sheet plated 'factory'. Within the factory, tin ore is 

extractedd from the mud. Remnants of these once gleaming and noisy giant tin sheet 

monsterss can still be seen when you travel along the highway in parts of Perak. This is 

onee of the 'traditional' ways the Chinese adopted for tin-mining in Malaysia for the 

so-calledd Gravel Pump Mines. To keep a Palong going full steam, three shifts of miners 

(totallingg thirty-two workers), foremen, chief and assistant engineers, clerical staff, 

purchasingg agent and cooks were needed. To cover this contingency, a 'Kongsi' (again 

thisthis is the word for company in Hokkien dialect) was formed. Kongsi, however, is not a 

businesss company. Instead, it is a popular name Chinese use to call any commune that 

providess temporary housing for workers on site until the lode runs out and they move 

on. . 

Whenn the demand for tin tapered off, the family business branched out into real 

estatee development in the 1990s. Under normal circumstances, almost all the land is 

ownedd by the Malays as they are seen as the natives. Permission must be obtained in 

orderr to transfer ownership to a non-Malay buyer. The legal paperwork can take around 

threee years to settle. Besides battling the red tape, a registration fee as high as 

M$$ 18,000 is to be paid. Without exception, blood and personal connections again 

servedd to further the Zheng's business endeavors. 

Onee of Xingzhong' s brothers once worked as an architect in the City Planning 

Bureauu of Ipoh. Accordingly, the threads were picked up to gain access into the real 

estatee circle. Through his brother's connections, Xingzhong managed to make a direct 

purchasee using a company registered to a Malay name, but where in actual fact, the 
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Zhengg family holds the power of attorney. 

Suchh a set-up is dubbed an * Ali-Baba* arrangement. In the fairy tale, by just by saying 

thee magic word, Ali-Baba opened the door to a great fortune, so by using a Malay 

companyy as front (the magic word), the Chinese circumvented the Malaysian policy 

thatt tried to retain wealth in the hands of the Malays. However, unlike Ali-Baba, the 

Chinesee do work hard for their fortune. Xingzhong Zheng had this to say on the matter: 

Wee paid four and half million Ringgit to take over the Malay company. If we registered a 

neww one according to procedure, think of how much interest we would have lost if we had 

too wait for three years! Now we can see the profits right away. The land was parcelled out 

intoo 400 lots of propertied land after we made a careful market investigation and targeted 

thosee core families of the rising middle class. Each lot measured was 22 feet wide and 70 

feett deep. We plan to build two-storey terrace houses on it in phases. Since the launch of 

thiss housing project, even before we have started construction, we have sold 50%. . 

Onee of the important features proving that Xingzhong Zheng' s identity is multifold, 

mergingg Western modern ideology with Chinese culture orientation, is that, following 

hiss father's footsteps, Xingzhong has taken an active role in the Chinese communities. 

Inn the 1980s and 1990s, there were times when Xingzhong held prominent positions in 

bothh the commercial and regional sector like: the Association of Sundry Guild of Perak 

andd the Perak Yongchun Hometown Association. Despite the fact that he lives in Ipoh, 

farr away from Kulua Lumpur, where the Malaysia Zheng Lineage Association is 

located,, he has never forgotten the importance of the basic organizations shaped by the 

tiess of blood. As early as the 1960s, he was a full-fledged member of the Zheng 

Associationn and played a highly supportive role. In 1994, when the Chairman died in 

office,, Xingzhong Zheng became the automatic successor. He stayed at the position til l 

aa great strain and conflict among the clansmen in Malaysia in 1999. 

Becausee he strongly appreciated the British style of modem business management, 
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Xingzhongg has been constantly awake of his task to introduce it into the Chinese 

communityy to reform the Chinese organizational culture. This sort of action shows that 

Xingzhongg spontaneously acts as a bridge connecting Western-type, modern ideology 

too Chinese culture. This explicit intention later extended to his transnational conduct 

whenn he stepped into China. Therefore to see how his logic directed him in his trail in 

Malaysiaa local Chinese community, it is helpful to follow up the track of his operations 

inn China. 

Whenn he held the chairmanship in the Perak Sundry Guild he set up a new set of 

regulationss to serve as guidelines for how meetings should be conducted in the 

organization.. He is proud of how much progress he has brought into this organization. 

Hee commented that, when Chinese have meetings in whatever association, everybody 

talkss without a focus, while some even read newspapers. There are simply no 

establishedd rules. Xingzhong learned the systematic method by having attended 

businesss meetings in Nestle Company. The Company always fixes rules for board 

meetingss so that everybody is given a chance to speak their mind. Everybody must 

followw the pre-set agenda so as not disrupt the meeting by bringing in irrelevant matters 

thatt waste time and divert attention elsewhere. Xingzhong therefore launched a reform 

aimingg at regularizing the administration and the management of Perak Sundry Guild. 

Noww you can see, when we hold our annual banquet-cum-assembly meeting for 

members,, a much looked forward to event, we can fill  hundreds of tables in order to 

seatt over the more than one thousand members without too much hassle. On one such 

occasion,, the chairman of the Association of the Chinese Chambers of Commerce and 

Industryy of Perak, which is the top organization in the Chinese community, who was 

onee of our guests of honour, made a public comment. He said that although his 

Associationn is much bigger than our guild, their annual assembly catered to only 

aroundd forty tables, which means that less than four hundred members would attend. 

Youu see, there are many Chinese associations in Perak, but our Guild is the only one to 

havee installed a computer system that keeps track of the whereabouts of our members 

andd can offer the latest up-date to any inquiries. The income from the real estate 

propertyy of our Guild is several hundred thousand Ringgit and it still rising in value. 
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Furthermore,, as the leader of the Chinese grocery business, Xingzhong is imbued with 

aa strong sense of mission to reform this traditional style of trade. He brought the 

memberss of Perak Sundry Guild to visit Singapore and Kuala Lumpur. He said that 

Wee need to improve our mode of operation and the management of our stores. We 

shouldd learn how to display our goods in supermarket style; with clear labelling, good 

lighting,, a comfortable environment and efficient checkouts. Instead of keeping to the 

oldd pattern that is just piling up goods in whatever space is available, relying on 

memoryy to say prices when asked, manual stock taking and so on. We should attract 

customerss to come into our shops. 

Somee of members complained that they could not afford to invest so much capital and 

labourr in making the improvements. Whereupon Xingzhong countered, "I f you don't 

makee efforts to improve, you have no other way to go but the road to ruin." 

Xingzhongg explained that the Chinese grocery trade is a family business. Parents 

aree fully engaged in the operation alongside their children. When their children grow up 

andd graduate from higher education, they prefer to be employed by Western companies 

insteadd of being involved in the family stores. So groceries wil l gradually die out as the 

youngerr generations also prefer shopping in supermarkets. The number of Guild 

memberss has already declined from 1,356 to the present 1,134. This indicates that the 

expectedd downwards trend has begun. The only way to extricate themselves from such 

aa difficul t position is to transform a grocery store into a mini-supermarket. 

3.. Going back to his Father's Native Place 

Withh regard to the relational tie between Southeast Asian Chinese and the native places 

inn China, the prevalent assumption is that it is common for an immigrant generation to 

remainn tied in terms of emotion and cultural imagery, tied socially in terms of 

correspondencee and tied economically in terms of remittance. This generation, since 

theyy had cultivated firsthand experience in the native place before migration, still 
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treasuree memories of and sentiments for their hometown. But among those Southeast 

Asia-bornn second and third generations of migrants, their identity with their ancestral 

hometownn is supposed to grow fainter since they do not have any direct personal 

experiencess in the preceding generation's native place. As expressed by Chinben See, a 

Philippine-bornn Chinese scholar, in the 1980s, "China of course is still our hometown, 

butt that is what we inherit as a 'land of ancestor" from our preceding generation instead 

off  what we have experienced as our childhood hometown."0 However, Xingzhong 

Zheng'ss case tells us that the issue of identity is not based only on the single dimension 

off  place of birth. Although personal experience is important to one's identity, there are 

multiplee social factors influencing its formation. In Xingzhong' s case, for instance, 

certainn elements both in the macro-and the micro-contexts play roles in the forging of 

hiss identity. First of all, the opening up China and economic development by and large 

makess the country attractive for ethnic Chinese to visit. The prosperous perspective 

offeredd by China in the past two decades is a new factor, which indeed is engendering 

ann increasing impact on Chinese overseas identity. Secondly, one's identity is also 

shapedd by local conditions. For a long time Xingzhong has actively participated in the 

Malaysiann Chinese community, which indeed is fully Chinese culture oriented. Thirdly, 

one'ss position in a family in the case of a Chinese migrant also influences one's 

self-identity.. As a rule, the eldest son in an immigrant family is deemed to take 

responsibilityy for the family. Consequently, this sense of responsibility is likely to be 

extendedd to local Chinese community where his family located as well as in and to his 

father'ss hometown where the family still maintains connections111. 
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Althoughh Xingzhong Zheng never set foot into China until 1986, when he was 

nearlyy seventy, from the moment of his first visit, a process of commutation began. The 

firstfirst time he joined a touring party visiting China, he recounted: 

Thee tour took us to Guangzhou, Beijing and other places. I was very happy to see 

China.. Those big cities are advanced and attractive looking. I was always unwavering 

inn my conviction that the Chinese are clever, diligent and capable people, before my 

eyess lay the proof. 

Whenn 1 reached Yongchun, I was however, not happy to see the run-down condition of 

Pengg Xiong School. My father was one of the 'Group of Three', so dubbed teasingly 

byy Malaysian clansmen for never ceasing to push its maintenance onto the agenda. It 

hurtss to see my father's blood and sweat rotting away. I wanted to re-establish the 

school. . 

Apparently,, the state of the affairs of the lineage school, into which his father had once 

thrownn an abundance of energy, impressed him most during his first visit to China. 

Actually,, this school was the only remaining property of the Zheng lineage after the 

establishmentt of New China in 1949. However, in the Great Cultural Revolution which 

wass launched in 1966, it was taken over by the government and turned into a public 

school.. After China started to pursue its reform policy at the beginning of the 1980s, 

restoringg ties with Chinese overseas became a prime concern of every local authority in 

thee Qiaoxiang region. The school therefore was officially restored as lineage property. 

Sincee then, the Zhengs of Malaysia have contributed unceasingly towards the upkeep 

andd upgrading of the school. Among all those enthusiastic Zhengs, Xingzhong Zheng 

hass stood out because of his spectacular efforts. 

Inn the late 1980s when Xingzhong Zheng first time visited China, mindful of the 

unsettledd 'communist terrorists' issue, the Malaysian government used diplomatic 

pressuree on China and passed a ruling in the late 1980s stipulating that Malaysian-born 

Chinesee could visit China only once every five years. The age limi t for male visitors 
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mustt be over sixty and females over fifty-five. 

Underr such restrictive orders, Xingzhong' s visits to China were put on hold until 

thiss ruling was lifted in September 1990, when Malaysia and China resumed normal 

diplomaticc ties. After the doors re-opened, Xingzhong went back to Yongchun more 

regularly,, as often as twice to thrice a year in the second half of the 1990s. He stayed in 

Yongchunn for three months each time with the self-imposed mission of keeping up 

donationn projects to the lineage school one after another. 

Duringg the first visit in 1986, Xingzhong Zheng reached an agreement with 

Zhongliann Zheng, who was on the same tour. Zhonglian Zheng would take 

responsibilityy for mobilizing Zheng members in Kuala Lumpur for fund raising, and 

Xingzhongg would underwrite any deficit. In 1996 the personal pledges of these two 

Zhengss eventually led to a new major teaching block costing 800 thousands yuan with 

twenty-onee classrooms to be constructed. 

Thee second project Xingzhong launched was to construct a science building for the 

school.. He recalled how the idea came up. 

Inn 1994, when the Malaysian regulation restricting Malaysia Chinese from visiting 

Chinaa was abolished I went back again. This time the head of the education bureau 

suggestedd I build a science building. He confirmed that the school had been running 

ratherr well. However, he said that the future would be the era of science and the 

computer.. If a school possesses such facilities, we could set up this school as an 

exemplaryy school. I was convinced that this idea was a very good one. 

However,, Xingzhong Zheng may be an exception to the general rule that second 

generationn Chinese who received a non-Chinese education and had never had personal 

experiencee of China, and who are professionals, do not foster any particular feelings 

towardss their ancestral native place. 

Thiss was the reason that Xingzhong's brothers opposed spending so much money in 

China.. Among his three brothers and eight sisters, only the third sister had received a 

Chinesee education. In Xingzhong' s view, she is the best in the family, imbued with 

filia ll  piety and a sense of Chinese culture. She and her husband support Xingzhong' s 
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intentionn of making further donation projects. The brother-in-law works as a general 

managerr in a bank in Thailand and has made his fortune by running a palm-oil factory. 

Hee is deeply grateful to Xingzhong because the latter once helped him to establish his 

enterprise.. Xingzhong recalls that: 

Whenn 1 told him my idea, he supported it readily. He has had plenty of floating capital 

forr financial business in Hong Kong, thus he could directly allocate the money for 

constructingg the science building. He has spent 1,6 million RMB for building it. I 

shouldd say that this was Yongchun's lucky streak because of the timing. If this project 

weree to have been conducted during or after financial storm of Southeast Asia, like 

now,, he would be not able to afford the expense.0 

However,, among his series of projects the most conspicuous is the setting up of the 

Yidingg Zheng Foundation. Not simply because it relates to the Jujing Hall, the symbolic 

objectt of Xingzhong' s identity, but also because Xingzhong has made this his major 

undertakingg in Yongchun. Xingzhong Zheng explained how the idea of establishing a 

foundationn was bom. 

II  didn't set up a foundation in Malaysia as I think it is necessary only for huge 

enterprisee owners to establish foundations or trust funds because they serve as tax 

relieff  that help to reduce income tax, and certainly not for my family. You see, my 

familyy business does not belong to the high-flying type where they made millions 

uponn millions. My business is confined to Malaysia, so the idea of setting up a 

foundationn in Yongchun is not meant to make any financial gains. 

Thee idea was just to use the Foundation to build up a permanent recyclable financial 
resourcee for providing scholarships to Zheng lineage offspring in Yongchun. 

Whilee he sharing his experience, I noted that he repeated several times this general 

statement:: "Who knew me in Yougchun in the past?", and then gave the answer himself: 

"Nobody.. But now it is different. Everybody among the older and younger generation 

off  our lineage knows me through the scholarships given without prejudice by the 

Foundation." " 

Whatt he states seems revealing in that his identity towards his father's hometown is not 
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onlyy rooted in the historical connection his family had with the place, it has pertinently 

alsoo been produced by a dialectic process. The more deeply he has been involved in the 

projectss of constructing the lineage school in the ancestral hometown, the more feelings 

hee builds up of being connected to this place. The more he identifies with the place, the 

moree appeal the place has for him. Thus, one's identity does not remain static, instead, it 

changess along with the new accumulations to one's personal experience. 

Hee said that in a few years from now, he would stop having a hand in running the 

familyy business and he would turn his affairs over to his younger brothers in Malaysia. 

Then,, like his father, he intends to live in Yongchun for the rest of his earthly life. Then 

hee continued: 

Throughoutt my life, I have worked like a beast of burden for my family business, 

forr my brothers and sisters as well as for my children. I have tried to the best of my 

abilityy to adhere to my father's last will and testament - he wished for all his offspring 

too have a decent education. To achieve this, I haven't truly enjoyed or lived my life, as 

II  would have really liked to. Now my duties are done, and in coming back to my 

hometown,, I find contentment and fulfilment that is of my own making. Life here is 

relaxingg and free from pressures. I find that the air is fresh, the food is more natural 

andd you always have people to chat to you. 

Too understand fully what Xingzhong Zheng said, I reproduce here a passage from my 

notebook,, which recorded my own experience and impressions on this visit to 

Yongchun: : 

II  was seated with two respected elders of the lineage in the Yiding Foundation 

Buildingg to wait for the arrival of Xingzhong Zheng and others from Malaysia. It was 

aboutt five o'clock in the evening and I knew Xingzhong Zheng, Zhonglian Zheng and 

theirr entourage had arrived from the peals of laughter and greetings that echoed up 

fromm downstairs. 

Afterr due introduction I started to chat with them. Not long after, we were often 

interruptedd by people who, having heard of Xingzhong and company's presence in 

Yongchun,, just popped in to say hello, to drop some homely gifts and at the same time 
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extendd warm and informal invitations to them to visit their homes. Not all of them 

weree their relatives, because among them were some members of the local elite like 

thee President of Peng Siong School and the village head. What impressed me was the 

atmospheree created by local people whose genuine warmth traversed the boundaries 

off  nationality - their bond is bred from sharing a common blood tie. I was also 

surprisedd by the speed with which the news spread as Xingzhong and entourage had 

justt put down their luggage! It was apparent that these friends, relatives and 

well-wisherss have been looking forward to the arrival of their Malaysian clansmen. 

Whenn Xingzhong Zheng goes back to Yongchun, he receives the full attention of his 

lineagee fellows because he is the one whom they considered has made the greatest 

contributionn to the lineage, not just for the money, but keeping the spirit of the lineage 

alivee is also a big part of it. 

Furthermore,, the environs of Yongchun is another element that made Xingzhong 

preferr his ancestral hometown. The majority of Zheng lineage still live concentrated in 

thee eastern area of the county seat (in the olden days, according to historical records, 

thiss was the neighbourhood of the Eastern Gate). Therefore they address themselves as 

"Easternn Gate Zheng" in order to distinguish themselves from the other Zhengs of the 

county.. The 'Eastern Gate Zhengs' lived mainly in four villages in the area. Among 

them,, Taodong village, the original home of Xingzhong Zheng's family is also the one 

thatt is closest to the town centre. The whole village was renamed geographically a 

townshipp when the local government took over the village farmland. Jujing Hall is 

locatedd right at the entry of the road to the village. As I mentioned earlier, the first and 

thee second floors of the building are being used as a hotel. You can imagine the scene 

whichh presents itself to Xingzhong Zheng and company when they are sitting, facing 

thee street, in the open-style lobby of the hotel. Al l his clan fellows coming into or going 

outt of town pass by Yiding Zheng Foundation Building and can conveniently drop in to 

greett and chat with him. This part of everyday lif e links Xingzhong to the intimate 

atmospheree of a small community. 

AA lifestyle that combines the simple nature of a rural area and having easy access to 

thee facilities of a township also makes Yongchun another attractive point for 

Xingzhongg Zheng. He usually eats in a small restaurant on the first floor of his building. 
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Thee writer can be witness to his simple diet; a freshly steamed carp, a dish of toufu and 

vegetabless are enough to satisfy his appetite. He apparently enjoys the local dishes 

preparedd from local products very much and always claims that even vegetables here 

tastee sweeter because people plant them on the mountain, where they are lavishly 

suppliedd with dewdrops. 

Backk in Malaysia, the Zhengs' homes are spread out over the country, but with main 

concentrationss in a few places like Segamat (in the south), Kuala Lumpur and Kuala 

Selangorr (in the central region). In Xingzhong' s case, it is hard to meet his clan fellows 

inn Ipoh. even though he is able to enjoy the company of his circle of intimate friends -

fivee in all regularly. His friends are about the same age, but come from various dialectic 

backgroundss with middle-class career experiences and have been born and bred in 

Malaysia.. They gather together as often as they can in the early mornings in a Chinese 

restaurantt to have morning tea, a typically Chinese style breakfast. In the Hokken 

dialect,, morning tea is referred to as 'lintei' and in Cantonese it is called 'dimsunrf. This 

kindd of friendship is, different in essence from the ones which grew from sharing a 

commonn heritage based on belonging to a group that has its unique culture and history. 

Thiss may be what Xingzhong in his moments of nostalgia refers to as his 'true identity'. 

4.. The Jujin g Hall Disturbance 

Thee so called "Jujing Hall disturbance" refers to a dispute that agitated Zheng' s lineage 

memberss both in the homeland and abroad from the 1980s to the 1990s. It focused on 

thee property rights to Jujing Hall which was later called the Jujing Building. This 

disputee reveals the complicated course of restoring the transnational lineage tie, and 

howw new interests generated at the present time combine with traditional themes. It also o 

showss how this rebuilt social field produces a new source of social capital for people 

whoo participate in this arena, and at the same time, throws conflicts and contradictions 
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inn the lineage into sharp relief. 

Inn the autumn of 1981, backed by his three brothers, Xingzhong, as a vice chairman 

off  Zheng Clan Association in Malaysia, decided to contribute the hall to the Zheng Clan 

Association.. In June of the next year, the association held a discussion and passed a 

resolution.. This declares that the association will set up an agency of the Zheng clan in 

thee hometown and the agency will be located in the Jujing Hall. This agency should be 

aa permanent institution to be in charge of all the public affairs of the Zheng lineage 

(suchh as culture, education, public property, public welfare and so on). The resolution 

appointedd a fifteen-member council consisting of eight Malaysian members and seven 

townspeople.. It even designated precisely which members of the hometown should be 

thee candidates. However, as the issue of agency could not be settled at that time, the 

Malaysiaa association later authorized the transfer of the said property to the newly 

reestablishedd Peng Siong School Board of Trustees in Yongchun. When that board took 

upp the matter, a conflict emerged. 

Thee cause was the following. When Yiding Zheng had built Jujing Hall in the 1930s, 

hee sent his brother, Yichun Zheng, back to take care of this project. When the house was 

completed,, Yiding did not make it back to Yongchun. The house was entrusted to some 

distantlyy related cousins. At the beginning of the 1950s, when the new Chinese 

governmentt demanded the re-registration of housing property, the relatives registered, 

withoutt authorization, Yichun Zheng and his son as well as Xingzhong Zheng as the 

co-owners.. So when the Board of Trustees of Pengxiong School asked these clansmen 

too move out from the house in 1981, they met with a refusal from these households. 

Furthermore,, Yichun Zheng, the brother of Yiding, stood up and questioned the 

propertyy rights of Xingzhong and his brothers, claiming that he also held one-third of 

thee property rights to the house. A dispute around the property rights therefore flared up 
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betweenn this pair of uncle and nephew: Yichun Zheng and Xingzhong Zheng. Both 

sidess sent letters to the Yongchun government asking this authority to solve this dispute. 

Inn 1984, Yichun Zheng started a legal procedure against Xingzhong. The court, 

however,, ruled in favour of Xingzhong Zheng, but those clansmen who resided in the 

housee refused to abide by the judgment. In 1986, when Xingzhong Zheng visited for 

thee first time, he went to see the premises and had this to say: 

II  felt it would not be inappropriate if I were to convert the premises for commercial use so 

thatt income could be generated to pay for the upkeep. Otherwise, I had to send a constant 

streamm of money to Yongchun to maintain the premises. 

Inn 1986, with the support of the school Board of Trustees. Xingzhong filed a suit at the 

Middlee People's court in Quanzhou of which the authority transcends that of Yongchun. 

Xingzhongg had his father's wil l translated into Chinese. In his will , Yiding divided his 

entiree property into 200 shares. He endowed the Jujing Hall with 100 shares. Another 

1000 one was divided among his wife (10%), his brother (10%) and nephew (10%), his 

sonss (each got 10%) and his daughters (20% sub-divided between eight daughters) and 

thee last 10% was for various charities. In his will , Yiding stipulated that the interest 

earnedd from his real estate property should be allocated to Jujing Hall to be used as 

maintenancee money. 

Deyuu Zheng, the current chairman of the Board of Trustees of the School thought 

thee fact was clear. He made use of his friendship with the head of the court and settled 

thee matter quickly. The court pronounced that the premises belonged to Xingzhong 

Zhengg and his brothers and ruled as follows. 

Thatt Xingzhong Zheng and his brothers and the said uncle out of their own free wil l 

donatee the entire premises known as the Jujing Hall to the Malaysia Peng Siong Teh 

Clann Association. In turn, the later will appoint the Board of Trustees of Peng Siong 

Schooll  to be in charge of the premises. The premises concerned should only be used 

forr public service and educational purposes. No private households will be allowed to 

residee therein under any circumstances. As and when it is necessary for the building to 

bee repaired, the hall and main gate should be kept in the style of or re-built to resemble 

theirr original form and it is forbidden to make design changes. The court also orders 

thee four households to move out within a definite time period. a 
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Thiss incident seemed to have come to an end with the ruling, however, it turned out to 

bee just a prelude to a whole affair. Although the premises were assigned to the Board of 

Trusteess of the School, they could not make use of it as an efficient resource for the 

lineagee welfare. It was not until the early 1990s that an opportunity presented itself for 

Jujingg Hall to fulfil l its destiny. 

Att that time, the Yongchun government launched a municipal project for 

modernizingg the appearance of the county seat. According to the plan, some major 

streetss needed to be expanded. One of them was the street on which the Jujing Hall was 

located.. The sharp business acumen of Xingzhong immediately spotted the possibility 

off  turning Jujing Hall into a modern building for commercial purposes so that it could 

generatee a profit. Xingzhong decided to support the county plan. He invested 780,000 

yuanyuan RMB out of his own pocket to rebuild the Jujing Hall, though the Hall was already 

consideredd a publicly owned property. In 1994, Xingzhong was nominated to be the 

Chairmann of the Zheng Clan Association in Malaysia and therefore, he had a free hand 

inn determining how to put Jujing Hall to use. The refurbished five storey Jujing Hall 

coverss a total of 1,462 square meters and has twenty-nine rooms. By letting out of the 

majorr part of the building for commercial purposes, an annual income of about 

RMBB 140,000 was created. With this financial resource, Xingzhong Zheng set up the 

""  Yiding Zheng Foundation Fund" and registered it with the local government. 

Inn order to analyze the dispute that followed, Bourdieu's concepts of "field" and 

"capital""  (Bourdieu 1992) may be relevant here because the theory uses the angle of 

relationships;; relationships among subjects and locations. A foundation as a sort of 

organizationn that could be considered a field which provides a virtual space for people 

whoo are involved in it to act and interact. 
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Thee basic elements of a Foundation consist of financial resources and an executive 

board,, which together provide a dependable base to generate social capital. The social 

capitall  has been sought by people who are pursuing power, social status and economic 

benefitss according to the boundaries of their ambitions. Now, in order to understand the 

conflictt presented later, I will identify the actors who spearheaded the eventual 

formationn and function of the Foundation. 

Xingzhongg Zheng who, after the twists and turns in events, is now considered by the 

lineagee in Yongchun to be the founder of Yiding Foundation Building instead of Yiding 

Zhengg himself. The motive of Xingzhong is a two-fold one, namely fulfillment and 

utilitarian.. The former stems from his sense of responsibility to consummate the terms 

off  the will of his father and also from his own need for self-fulfillment. 

Att the utilitarian level, first, by setting up the Foundation, Xingzhong Zheng can 

exercisee power and control over the school, the Board of Trustees and the lineage. 

Second,, by being the major donor to the school and running the Foundation, he has 

earnedd himself quite a high social status in Yongchun. Xingzhong has moved out from 

beneathh his father's shadow and carved out an identity of his own. The third motive is 

actuallyy rather subtle. Xingzhong is a successful businessman in his own right and 

whilee heading the family enterprises in Malaysia, they grew tremendously. From this 

angle,, there is really no practical reason for him to get involved in controlling the 

financesfinances of the Foundation. Yet, as we examine the issue more closely, it becomes 

evidentt that 'a leopard can't change its spots'. This entrepreneur has a strong 

professionall  sense. As the controller of Yiding Foundation, Xingzhong reserves the 
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rightright to have the final say on all approvals of monetary claims related to the Foundation. 

Thee fourth motive thus is personal economic interest. Whenever he stays in Yongchun, 

alll  his expenses are paid for by the Foundation. 

Theree are seventeen members on the Board of the Foundation. Two of them are 

respectablee prominent elders in local education circles who are also the former head of 

thee best local high school and the former president of the Zheng Lineage School 

respectively.. Another is the current chairman of the Union of Returned Overseas 

Chinesee (UROC) at the county level. The fourth figure is a retired official from the local 

Constructionn Bureau. The fifth is the current head of Taodong Village where the school 

iss located and where the ancestral home of Xingzhong is located. Others are either 

seniorr officials or cadres at the level of local administration. All of them are Zheng 

clansmen.. For them, to be a member of Board of the Foundation means access to a sort 

off  social capital, because as highlighted earlier, the schools of Fujian province have 

beenn always the social stage on which elites could excel. 

First,, the membership of the school board guarantees respect and honour from the 

locall  community. Second, as a member one can partake in the process of decision 

makingg mainly on matters about the school and the lineage. In this sense the board 

offerss a base for power play and politics. Third, as a member of the Board, what can be 

earnedd in terms of monthly income is limited, a mere token sum for rendering social 

service.. Yet, in a rural area where the average income is much lower in comparison to 

thatt in the metropolitan cities, it is still attractive enough for people to get involved. 

Besides,, as the Board wields a certain financial power, for a member, it offers 
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opportunitiess to enjoy banquets and side benefits in the name of Board on some 

occasionss like receiving overseas visitors, entertaining officials or supervisors from 

variouss levels of local government. 

Inn the administrative structure of the foundation, Xingzhong' s position is supposed 

too be more that of a figurehead. In fact, when he is not in Yongchun (as is often the case), 

thee Board does wield the actual power. Strictly speaking, there are three members on 

thee Board who are empowered to carry out its core functions. One is Yuanliang Zheng, 

thee Chairman of the Board, a man in his seventies. Having held the post of head of local 

Numberr One High School for a very long time, he is highly respected by the local 

communityy and government. His personality is such that he tries not to offend anybody. 

Thee second is Yongren Zheng who is in his sixties and a cadre in his post as the 

Chairmann of the UROC. Being placed in a prominent public position, an experienced 

communistt cadre with a background of having overseas connections (his parents are 

Malaysiann Chinese), one can understand how he tends to act cautiously in anything 

relatedd to the affairs of the Foundation which 'off the record' belongs to a Chinese 

overseas.. Therefore, he does not trumpet his position on any issue. The third person is 

Mingkunn Zheng, a demobilized soldier who joined the Local Construction Bureau and 

hass now retired. He is the Treasurer of the Foundation. He is ambitious and is the only 

onee of the three who dares to stand up to Xingzhong. He actually is on the look out for 

everyy opportunity to wrest control. Compared with the former two, he is regarded to be 

thee actual power to be reckoned with and to be more concerned with making headway 

thann obtaining general social esteem. Consequently, it is not surprising that he is ranged 

onn one side and Xingzhong on the other when the eruption of the "Jujing Hall 

Disturbance""  brought their rivalry to a head. 

Ass a matter of fact, their antagonistic relationship started after the 

self-recommendationn of Mingkun, a lineage nephew of Xingzhong, that he supervised 

thee re-building of Jujing Hall. According to Xingzhong, he trusted Mingkun and gave 

moneyy whenever Minghun asked for payments carried out in the framework of the 

construction.. However, as time passed, Xingzhong became dissatisfied for two reasons. 
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First,, when the building was completed, many cracks appeared in the walls. When 

Mingkunn was queried about them, he simply answered that this was a natural 

phenomenon.. Another disappointing matter from Xingzhong' s point of view was that, 

wheneverr he asked for the title deeds to the property, Mingkun always came up with 

excuses.. Xingzhong Zheng also lost his trust in Mingkun because of other personal 

disappointments. . 

II  also gave Mingkun money as personal gifts because he helped me to construct 
thiss building, also it is a custom upon greeting when one comes back from overseas. 
Butt what he repaid me with was a strip of fake ginseng. From that moment on, I no 
longerr trusted him. 

Thee conflict between the two men had been growing in intensity in early 1999, when 

thiss research was conducted in thee field. Both sides focused on the financial control of 

thee Foundation. Mingkun Zheng claimed that all income from Jujing Hall belongs to 

thee Foundation and as such, it should only be used for the collective purposes of lineage. 

Hee rejected Xingzong Zheng* s claim to some part of the fund. As a result, Xingzong 

Zhengg was thoroughly annoyed with him and declared that he would reform the board 

off  administration in order to dismiss Mingkun and two other aged members. When 

Mingkunn found out about what Xingzong Zheng was planning to do, he flared up, 

strikingg the table in front of Xingzong and pouring out a stream of abusive words. 

Angrily,, Xingzong Zheng claimed that he would disband the Board of Administration 

andd turn the lineage school over to the government. Furthermore he leaked news that he 

wass planning to sell the Hall. Since the Jujing Hall is supposed to have been donated to 

thee Zheng Lineage Association in Malaysia, Mingkun formally protested to Malaysia. 

Thee nature of the transnational lineage tie is complicated in the sense that it displays 

itselff  in many dimensions: various sub-groups and various interests are involved in it. 

Thee reason Mingkun took such an uncompromising stance toward Xingzhong, the main 

contributorr to the Lineage undertaking and his clan uncle, was that he had an alliance 
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withh a group in Malaysia. One of the subgroups in the Zheng lineage resides at Tangkak, 

aa town near Malacca, where most of Zheng members' native place is Dayu Village in 

Yongchun.. They form the main opposition faction to Xingzhong in the lineage. Hence, 

itt is necessary for us to turn our sights to the lineage side in Malaysia.. 

Ass the current chairman, Xingzong and a few members of the Board were in favour 

off  selling the association building in downtown Kuala Lumpur to buy a new lot in a 

nearbyy suburban area. There were two reasons which led them to believe this deal 

wouldd benefit the members and the Association. First, the old building is located on the 

streett called Jalan Masjid India which, being a popular shopping area, is crowded. 

Thereforee visiting members find it difficult to find parking space. This was beginning 

too affect attendance at activities organized by the Association. The proposed new 

buildingg is near a light rail station so it is convenient even for non-car owning members 

too participate in activities of the Association. The second reason was that, although the 

neww building would cost M$1.73 million, a buyer was willing to buy over the old 

buildingg for four million. So the Association would have a new building with easy road 

andd light rail access and make a profit at the same time. To persuade some doubting 

members,, Xingzong promised that the Association need not worry about the payment 

forr the new building. He was willing to pay a 10% down payment and the Association 

couldd pay him back later; interest free and no repayment time limitation. So at that 

meeting,, the proposal was pushed through, albeit with considerable reluctance. After 

thee down payment had been paid by the association, the voice of discontent grew louder 

andd it led to the calling of a special meeting of all members of the Zheng Lineage 

Associationn to make a final decision on this matter. At this special meeting, votes not in 

favourr of the sale of the old building to buy a new one were cast. The malcontents cited 

thee following reason: the property of the association acquired by the preceding 

generationn should not be sold, even if the deal were a profitable one. The real reason 

behindd this claim indeed was a rumour that was spread that those favouring the deal 

weree getting an undeclared commission. Moreover, members of the Dayu group called 
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Xingzongg to account: why had he not paid the down payment for the association as he 

hadd promised to do so. They even insulted him by saying that since he is a man who had 

gonee back on his word, he should be wearing a skirt. 

Thee prestige and respect for Xingzong was being eroded and undermined. 

Xingzongg found it difficult to work sincerely for the Association, so in February 1999, 

hee resigned. Although the Association did not push through with the new building, 

Xingzongg reimbursed the M$ 19,900 down payment and all fees paid for the 

conveyancingg and the lawyer's fee. 

Aboutt the same time, another incident happened which was also related to the conflict 

inn Yongchun. It sharpened the contradiction between Xingzhong Zheng as one side and 

thee subgroup of Dayu village on the other. 

Whenn the new Jujing Building was completed, as the chairman of Zheng association, 

Xingzhongg declared that the guest "house' in the building would be offered free of 

chargee to Malaysian clansmen who visited the hometown. Once, two clansmen of Dayu 

Villagee origin went to Yongchun and when they asked for lodgings at the guest house, 

theyy were refused because there were others already staying there. These others were 

nott Zheng clan members but friends of Zonglian Zheng, a close crony of Xingzong 

Zheng.. Feeling disgruntled that outsiders had been given preference over genuine 

lineagee members, these two clansmen went back to lodge a complaint to the Zheng 

Lineagee Association. So within the Association itself, a faction that threw in its lot 

withh Mingkun to oppose Xingzong began to take shape. 

Thee development of events eventually involved both the board of trustees of the 

schooll  and the Malaysian Zheng Aassociation in the situation. In May of 1999, the 

boardd got news that Xingzhong Zheng had sent someone to the Department of Housing 

Managementt to go through the formalities of selling the Jujing Building. They 

immediatelyy faxed the Malaysian Zheng Association asking the current chairman 

himselff  to come over to Yongchun to take charge of the matter. Jingxing Zheng, the new 

chairman,, made a phone call to the Head of Yongchun County asking the local 
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governmentt to intervene in this lineage affair. At the same time, two clansmen of Dayu 

villagee origin proposed themselves as representatives of the association to go back to 

Yongchunn to handle this affair, and Jingxing Zheng agreed. Letters officially 

appointingg them to act on behalf of the Association, both to the Board of Trustees in 

Yongchunn and the local authority were drawn up. Enclosed in the letter of authorization 

weree documents showing clearly that the Jujing Building is the property of the Zheng 

Lineagee Association of Malaysia. 

Inn the second half of 1999, the disturbance was eventually settled through mediation 

off  a senior uncle of the lineage who was respected by all because of his dual capacities: 

beingg a former official with a rich experience in dealing with the issues of the Chinese 

overseass and also holding a senior position in the lineage. The solution was that the title 

deedd of the Yiding Foundation Building has been transferred formally to the Board 

underr condition that Xingzhong Zheng has the right to use 30% of the income 

generatedd by the building whenever he stays in Yongchun. 

5.. Conclusion 

Overseass Chinese of the Xingzhong type show us the following characteristics. He 

belongss to the first, second or even third generation of the migration, with either a vivid 

directt or indirect personal memory of the ancestral native place; he has been entrusted 

withh responsibility for his extended family (as the eldest son in the family he is 

supposedd to take care of the family business and the interests of the whole family, 

thereforee his sense of belonging to his parents' hometown has also been developed, he 

hass been closely connected with Chinese communities in the country of residence 

wheree he has cultivated the recognition of his Chineseness; he has already obtained 

businesss success hence his financial power enables him to act in the transnational space. 
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Hee takes the opportunities provided by the flexibilit y and mobility of present era to step 

intoo China, partly for sentimental reasons, partly for rational purposes. While the 

formerr show themselves in the activities carried out to fulfil l the wishes of the older 

generationn or to commemorate his parents, the latter are expressed in his seeking for 

neww sources of social capital, with which he can achieve self-satisfaction in this 

yearningg for social status, reputation or power. In the practices of this group, we may 

seee more functions of social and cultural than of economic logic, but they are also an 

embodimentt of the flexibility  and mobility offered by the present time. 

Thee process of restoration of the old trans-territorial lineage tie merits attention in 

thee sense first that the actor seizes the opportunity offered by the time to turn the old 

typee of donation project into a new enterprise-like, profit-generating one. Therefore he 

createss financial capital for enlarging and strengthening the lineage undertakings, 

whichh at the same time, renews the social capital he needs for his self -fulfillment. 

Second,, the actor acts as a bridge, introducing Western ideas of modernity into his 

hometownn which is located in a basically agricultural area. For instance, he tries to 

bringg in British management culture to influence the management of the lineage 

organizationn and the running of the Foundation. For this reason, overseas Chinese have 

beenn regarded as an important force. Their transnational activities are seen to make a 

contributionn to the distinguished modernity in southern coast region of China. 

Thirdly,, this case not only shows that the renewal of transnational lineage ties 

providess a solid base for forging group identity in a new era, but even more interestingly, 

itt discloses how contradictions and conflict can occur in this trans-places social space 
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sincee the different interests of various subgroups and individuals have been involved in 

thiss space much more intensively than ever before. Within clan associations factions are 

natural.. In the transnational situation, however, these factions are also constituted 

transnationally,, both in the location where the hall is built and used and in Malaysia. In 

otherr words factionalism is now transnational. This is new in the transnational aspect of 

lineagee ties. 

DD Chinben See, "Childhood and Hometown" in Crossroads: Collected Words of 
Philippinee Chinese, eds by Hong Yuhua and Cai Lili , p30. 
DD This is a phenomenon I recognised when I conducted my fieldwork. Several my 
interviewees,, who are the second generation of immigrants but who are the eldest sons 
inn families, are orientated towards Chineseness. 
DD Indeed, the original project planned to invest 2 millions RMB, which included two 
parts:: 1.4 million for computer rooms and 450 thousands for interior facilities. However, 
whenn author visited the school in the summer of 1999, the rooms of the building were 
stilll  void of computers and other relevant facilities. 
DD This piece quotes from the mediating paper (1987) of Fujian Province Quanzhou City 
Intermediatee People Court, the 7 of Civil Court of Quanzhou Intermediate People 
Court,, August, 30, 1987. 
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Chapterr  5: 

Jingsingg Zheng and the Wanma Group 

Ass Aihwa Ong and Donald M. Nonini point out: by the 1970s, Diaspora Chinese had 

comee to play nodal and pivotal roles in the emergence of the new, flexible capitalism 

off  the Asia Pacific region (Ong and Nonini 1997:11). Consequently the interest of 

scholarshipp in Southeast Asian Chinese transnational enterprises and entrepreneurship 

hass been greatly on the increase in the last two decades. Many scholars have argued 

thatt both the operation and the development of these enterprises are unique, 

particularlyy in terms of their use of personalized family and political networks in 

forgingg economic successes in a socially hostile environment (Chan and Chang, 1994; 

Limlingan).. The recent liberalization of Mainland China's economic policies to 

encouragee foreign investments and economic partnerships from Chinese overseas in 

Southeastt Asia has further fuelled a debate among researchers about their successes in 

China.. Some, for example, suggest that many of these Chinese family enterprises have 

usedd their qiaoxiang ties strategically to gain easy entry to and comparative 

advantagess in operating their businesses in China, while non-ethnic Chinese 

businessess have met with less success (EAAU 1995; Lever-Tracy, Ip and Tracy 

1996).. Others have disagreed and insisted that such ties are only useful for getting the 

businessess off the ground (Li 2000: 261-284). 

Thee aim of this chapter is not to resolve these debates. Instead, as a case study, I 

proposee to examine not only the growth and expansion of the enterprises of the 

Jingxingg Zheng family in Southeast Asia, but also the trajectories the family members 

havee taken to diversify their investments and business operations in Mainland China. 

Specifically,, I am interested in exploring how their decisions to invest in China were 



made.. Further, what is the cultural interconnectedness behind the transnational 

strategy?? How were specific types of networks, especially social and political, formed 

andd utilized? Finally, how were the management and the outcome of their businesses 

determinedd by these network relationships? 

Thee selection of the Jingxing Zheng family is intentional. It has a long 

businesss history with its first enterprises established before World War II. It was 

foundedd by Di Zheng and his uncle. It was Jingxing Zheng, Di Zheng's son, a second 

generationn Chinese migrant in Malaysia, who was responsible for turning the Zheng 

familyy business into an empire of more than ten companies located in Kuala Lumpur, 

Selangor,, Pahang, and other parts of Malaysia. Moreover, the Zheng family also owns 

largee shares in banks and real estate businesses funded by Malaysian and Chinese 

Malaysiann capital. The Zheng family first decided to invest in its hometown in China, 

Yongchun,, in 1993 before they expanded to Fuzhou, the capital of Fujian province. 

Twoo years later, they set up a consortium of six companies, the Wanma Group Co., 

Ltd,, in Yongchun, Fuzhou and Hong Kong. The richness and complexity of their 

transnationall  operations will provide much insight into understanding and clarifying 

howw transnational Chinese enterprises are operated in times of adversity and 

prosperity. . 

1.. Zheng Family Enterprise Group in Malaysia 

Thee founder of the Zheng family enterprise was Di Zheng. He was bom in Yongchun 

inn the 1910. His father was a teacher in a traditional private school in the county. Not 

surprisinglyy he was sent to Xiamen, the economic and cultural center of southern 

Fujian,, to be educated. However, he did not finish his secondary school education. His 

father,, being the only income-earner in the family, passed away when he was 

seventeenn or eighteen. Not able to afford to pay the fees, Di Zheng had to leave school 
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andd find a job. Since his uncle, like other Yongchun migrants, lived in Malaysia, Di 

Zhengg decided to go and seek refuge with his uncle. 

Inn the first few years after his arrival in Malaysia, he worked as an apprentice in a 

Chinesee grocery. He was hard-working and eager to learn - he was able to memorize 

thee prices of all the items that were sold in the store.1 However, the business did not 

lastt long and went bankrupt. Even with this set-back, he was able to accumulate a 

smalll  amount of savings that enabled him to go into partnership with his uncle and 

startt a local rubber trade house in Semenyih, a town not far away from Kuala Lumpur. 

Ass mentioned earlier, there were numerous Hokkien from Yongchun working on 

smalll  rural rubber plantations, especially in Johor and Selangor. As Yongchun 

immigrantss came from a hill commercial crops planting and trading background, it 

wass easier for them to pick up the familiar pattern of earning a living. No less 

importantt was that many also acted as middlemen, collecting and selling unprocessed 

latexx or dried latex to trading houses." The latex was then processed in Kuala Lumpur 

andd Penang before it was exported to Britain. The Hokkien, particularly those of 

Yongchunn origin, therefore had long-established trading networks with the British, 

otherr European export firms and local rubber plantations. That was why the majority 

off  Yongchun settlers there were engaged in rubber trade and plantations and later 

becamee a powerful economic force in thee area. 

Inn a fate similar to that which overcame many other Chinese merchants, the 

businesss of Di Zheng and his uncle came to a complete halt when the Japanese 

occupiedd Malaya from December of 1941 to August of 1945. They lived on their 

savingss and on selling off their property. After the Second World War, Di Zheng 

begann his business again with his cousins, starting with only 5000 M$, each for a half 

sharee of capital. Later when he started making profits from rubber trading as a 

middleman,, he immediately invested this in purchasing land and bought small blocks 

off  rubber plantations one by one. In this way, he accumulated capital for further 

development. . 
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Inn the 1950s, he turned his local rubber trading firm into a multiple-enterprise, 

whichh consisted of planting, processing and exporting of rubber. He named it 'Bee 

Sengg Co Sdn. Bhd.' Zheng still kept his company as a typically family-based one. His 

familyy members, in particular he and his children, provided the major input. Di Zheng 

wass the manager who made the major decisions. His cousin was responsible for 

publicc relations, while as a teenager Jingxing Zheng was the assistant who loaded and 

unloadedd unprocessed rubber. 

.. The early 1950s were one of the golden periods for rubber trade5 because of the 

Koreann War. The United States was the biggest buyer as it considered it a strategic 

materiall  and they wanted to keep a huge stockpile. During this time, Di Zheng 

expandedd the family company and hired four to five British people, two of whom 

weree managers, to assist in his export business. This is a good illustration of the size 

andd success of his business.6 Some rubber merchants who had been in the business 

sincee the 1940s in Kuala Lumpur recalled that Di Zheng's company was among the 

fivee or six biggest Chinese rubber traders.7 Di Zheng' s important position in this 

businesss also is demonstrated by the fact that he held the chairmanship of The Rubber 

Tradee Association of Selangor and Pahang, which was set up in 1953, and lasted for 

twentyy years (1953-1973). 

Dii  Zheng also was one of the biggest owners of rubber plantations in Selangor and 

Pahang.. At the time, Selangor was the second largest rubber-producing region, 

followingg Johor. Zheng had 4,000 acres of rubber plantations in both Kuala Lumpur 

andd Selangor. In 1950 the price for an acre of land in a rubber plantation was only 

M$5O0.. Many considered owning the land risky as Communist Party guerrillas were 

veryy active in the area. However, later in 1960s and 1970s when Kuala Lumpur 

experiencedd a building boom, land prices skyrocketed to M$ 100,000 an acre. With an 

eyee for major chances, Zheng cashed in on the boom by starting a property 

developmentt company, the Chinese Union Construction Company, with several 

partnerss who were members of the board of directors of Singapore Chinese Union 

Bank.. The company built 3,800 houses on a block of land of over 200 acres. 

Itt is safe to say that the trajectory of Di Zheng's business development is typical of 

Hokkienn from Yongchun, working his way up from being a rubber trader to a 

smallholderr of rubber plantation, then on to establishing an export business owner and 
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becomingg the owner of vast amounts of land. His wealth expanded rapidly working 

awayy like yeast in a dough. Chinese Malaysians described this kind of rapid rise in the 

valuee of land as Fa in Mandarin as opposed to zhuan (normal increase of profits) in 

Chinesee Malaysian words. 

Apartt from rubber trading and land development, he also diversified into the 

bankingg business. He became the second largest shareholder and vice-chairman of the 

boardd of directors of the Chinese Union Bank, one of the major Chinese banks in 

Singapore.. He was also a major shareholder in the Republic Bank of Malaysia, plus 

thee owner of a chain of financial companies affiliated with the two banks. Besides 

thesee enterprises, he was involved in tin mining activities. 

Withh his business success came social responsibility and Di Zheng held leadership 

positionss in the Malaysian Chinese community for almost four decades. He was 

chairmann of Malaysian Rubber Association, vice-chairman of the Hokkien 

Associationn and the Yongchun Association of Malaysia respectively in the second 

halff  of the twentieth century. At the same time, he put down his roots in the ground of 

hiss lineage. He held the chairman position of Malaysia Zheng Clan Association from 

thee 1960s until his death. 

Inn 1987, Di Zheng decided to dissolve the partnership with his cousin (since the 

familyy company had been built in 1940s, the partnership had been maintained in the 

formm of Di Zheng holding 40% and his cousin 60% to begin with and later changing 

too 50% to 50%, although the former was the major manager), as the size of their 

familiess grew bigger. More importantly, it was his elder son, Jingxing Zheng, who 

hadd chiefly assisted him in running his business, who now began to resent strongly 

otherr members in the big family for their lack of attention to and support for the 

familyy business. 

Inn Chinese business culture, a family business is seen to consist of two components: 

thee common (gongjia) and the private (sijia). The former refers to the business 

activitiess involving all members in the entire family, including brothers and sisters, or 

cousinss and their family members. The latter refers to the business activity involving 

onlyy the core family. When Jingxing Zheng was working in the family business with 
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hiss father and his father's cousin at the beginning of the 1960s, he had already started 

too form his own tin-mining business. This, however, is not uncommon in Chinese 

businesss - all entrepreneurs prefer eventually to be independent and be their own boss. 

Jingxingg Zheng, the eldest of Di Zheng's ten children, was born in 1934. He 

receivedd his education in Chinese schools, first in Kuala Lumpur, and later he 

graduatedd from high school in Singapore. His Chinese education to a certain extent 

shapedd his cultural identity8 and had impact on the way he has invested 

transnationally. . 

Ass the eldest son, he was expected to become involved in the family business at an 

earlyy age, when he was only a teenager. Such an early start reflected traditional 

thinkingg among Chinese entrepreneurs who believed that it was necessary to train and 

preparee their eldest child early so that, when he inherited the family business, he 

wouldd be experienced enough to maintain its success.9 

Jingxingg Zheng became the head of the Zheng family business empire after his 

fatherr passed away in 1994. His personal interests in agriculture and aquaculture led 

too the development of his family business in new directions. 

Traditionallyy rubber and tin were Malaysia's major exports. Since 1960, however, 

pricess of rubber had continued to drop sharply on the world market, and tin was also 

onn the decline. When the Malaysian economy was hit by falling commodity prices, 

thee government began to encourage farmers to diversify their production into 

cultivatingg oil palms, ultimately replacing rubber. 

Jingxingg Zheng started an oil-palm plantation in Pahang state in the 1970s, 

investingg M$ 500,000 on land clearing and planting 5,000 oil-palms. When the profits 

startedd to return, he re-invested them in expanding production. This using-profit- as-

investmentt strategy can be regarded as the style of his business permeating his entire 

entrepreneuriall  activity like a red thread. At present, he has over 15,000 acres of oil 
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palms,, and a refinery with the capacity to process the harvest of 20,000 acres of oil 

palmss into oil. 

Likee many other ethnic Chinese entrepreneurs in Southeast Asia, his business 

activitiess are well diversified. The enterprise covers plantations: not only oil palms, 

butt also various fruits trees; aquaculture, cultivating prawn and fish; the 

manufacturingg industry; housing development; banking and insurance, and so forth 

andd so on. Jingxing Zheng has been engaged in a joint venture with one of Japan's 

largestt micro-electricity generator producers for two decades. Two factories were set 

upp in Kuala Lumpur, and one in Fuzhou, the capital of Fujian province of China. 

Zhengg was responsible for providing the land, the plant and equipment. The Japanese 

partner,, on the other hand, was in charge of production. Moreover, Jingxing Zheng is 

involvedd in two aquaculture projects, one in Kuala Lumpur and the other in Fujian, 

wheree he operates jointly with a Chinese Fujian state-owned entity. At present, 

Jingxingg Zheng is the owner and managing director of more than ten family 

businesses. . 

2.. Zheng's Transnational Investments in China 

Thee Zheng family made its first investment in China in 1993. In that year, Jingxing 

Zhengg invested US$1 million in Yongchun, his father's hometown, setting up the 

Fujiann Yongchun Yongfu Building Material Company Limited, a factory 

manufacturingg building materials with equipment imported from the United States 

thatt was worth US$300,000. The gross output of the business per annum was 

estimatedd at 17 million yuan RMB. Later, Zheng continued to expand and invest in 

Fuzhou,, the capital city of Fujian province. In 1995, he set up a consortium, the 

Wanmaa Group Company Ltd., incorporating five subsidiaries including the Fujian 

Teee Teh Electronics Company Limited, Fujian Allied Frozen Foods Company 

Limited,, Fuzhou Wanma Aqua Product Company Limited (including Fujian 

Yongchunn Aqua Farm), Fujian Younchun Yongfu Building Materials Company 

Limitedd and Hong Kong Wanma (Asia) Company Limited. 

Thiss raises various questions. Why did Jingxing Zheng decide to invest in China? 



Whyy did Zheng favour Yongchun, his father's native place in China to be the 

recipientt of his first international investment? In other words, is there any cultual 

logicc behind this economically rational choice? It appears that there are least three 

factorss which account for this transnational action. 

Firstly,, although Jingxing Zheng is a second generation migrant, his educational 

backgroundd has patently influenced his identity. He completed his schooling in 

Chinesee schools. Since the beginning of the twentieth century it has been a 

spectacularr phenomenon that Malaysian Chinese have mobilized the financial and 

sociall  resources of the Chinese community to run Chinese schools. In the time of 

Jingxingg Zheng received his education in 1950s, a whole system of Chinese schools 

hadd been formed under the leaderships of the United Chinese Schools Committees, 

Associationn and the United Chinese Schools Teachers' Association (Tan Liok Ee 

1992).. Seventy-eight Chinese schools were established in Malaysia. Besides, the 

1940ss and 1950s was the period in which Chinese nationalism and patriotism ran high 

bothh in the Malay Peninsula and in Mainland China. The textbooks used and many 

teacherss in the Chinese schools in Southeast Asian region came directly from 

Mainlandd China. This undoubtedly sowed seeds for the young Jingxing' s cultural 

identityy and political orientation. After school, his main language media were 

Mandarinn Chinese (reading the news) and Hokkien dialect (oral communication) as 

welll  as Malay. 

Secondly,, his position in his extended family strengthened his cultural orientation. 

Ass the eldest son among ten children, his father imposed a strict Confucian-style of 

familyy education on him. Jingxing explained that a family rule had been maintained 

forr almost half a century: 
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Everyy night after family dinner, I would go to join my father in the living room. We 
watchedd TV and read newspapers. When we chatted, my father sat and I would stand 
inn front of him to listen. I would not go away before my father went to sleep. This 
lastedd till 1994 when he passed away. 

Inn the conversations we had, he often mentioned his father, in particular when 

referringg to value judgements or to the networks his father had built up. In his 

companyy office, huge pictures of his parents are hung on the main wall of the 

conferencee hall. There is no doubt that the Confucian idea of stressing paternal 

authorityy and family order is still valid in Jingxing Zheng' s point of view. 

Thee examples below may serve to illustrate Jingxing Zheng' s cultural identity. He 

statedd that he never does business with any Singapore Chinese businessman who has 

ann English name. His explanation is that, if a Chinese even abandons his Chinese 

name,, he cannot be trusted. He is proud that he can speak Chinese. Once he made a 

commentt on an international diplomatic affair with regard to the language issue. He 

saidd that the reason why Wu Xiuquan, the representative of the P.R. of China, is able 

too attract wide attention in his presentations in the United Nations is because he 

speakss with perfect assurance in Chinese. In contrast, the representative of the Taiwan 

regimee gives his speech on the same occasion in English. That is shaming, he 

commented.. He sends all his five children to study at the Chinese School founded and 

runn by the Hokkien community in Kuala Lumpur. He himself has followed in his 

father'' s footsteps, holding the position of treasurer on the board of trustees of the 

school.. With this attitude it is only natural that he feels that one should firmly assert 

continuingg support for the running of the school. He does not complain about or shirk 

hiss responsibilities in this regard. 

Thirdly,, since the era of Di Zheng, this family had maintained a connection with 

theirr hometown in Yongchun. Although Di Zheng did not set foot in Yongchun again 

afterr he got married in the early 1940s, he had been supportive of and helpful in 
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emergencyy relief programmes set up to ameliorate problems caused by natural 

calamitiess which afflicted the area in the first three years of the 1960s. He sent 

truckloadss of flour and food to his hometown. When China started to open up in the 

1980s,, he started to donate money to Yongchun for construction projects. In this case 

itt is important to note that the maintenance of the linkage with the hometown is not a 

one-wayy effort on the part of the overseas Chinese. The roles of the Chinese 

governmentt at various levels and its efforts to build up linkages with overseas Chinese 

communitiess have been significant as well. As Di Zheng was one of the most 

successfull  businessmen in the community in Malaysia and had held high position in 

thee Malaysia Yongchun community, his family had always been targeted by the 

countyy and provincial government in China as a priority for building close 

relationships.. In the early 1980s, Di Zheng followed the advice of Lian Piyun, a well-

respectedd figure both in Yongchun and in the overseas Yougchunese community (his 

storyy is presented in Chapter 7) to make contributions to Yongchun county. This 

includedd the donation of one million yuan RMB to build a cultural centre, and 

200,0000 yuan RMB for an assembly hall to be built in Pengxiong School of the Zheng 

Clan.. After he passed away, his son has continued to keep up the tradition. He sent 

onee million yuan RMB as bequeathed by his father plus an addition a 10 million to 

buildd a grand gymnasium for the county. 

Thiss constantly nurtured connection has built mutual trust between the Jingxing 

Zhengg family and the local governments of Yongchun and of Fujian province. At the 

timee when the elder Zheng made a donation to Yongchun in the early 1960s, 

Changpeii  Shu, one of the county leaders, was very grateful for his contribution. When 

Shuu was later was promoted to a higher position in the provincial government, first as 

thee Minister of Agriculture, then as deputy-governor of Fujian province and member 
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off  the Standing Committee of the National People's Congress, the Zheng family had 

builtt not only a trusting relationship with Shu, but also other very important 

connectionss with the top level officials in the Fujian provincial government through 

Shu'ss introduction. 

Onee could be sceptical about the Zheng family's motives for making donations to 

Yongchun.. After all, the elder businessman, Di Zheng, had left the hometown behind 

withoutt returning to it for several decades and Jingxing Zheng had never been to the 

landd till 1991. So why do they feel an obligation to the place? Here we see again the 

explicitt expression of cultural logic with regard to moral considerations. Confucian 

influencee can be matched with the concepts of Western thinkers to explain this social 

andd cultural phenomenon. The cultural logic existing in Southeast Asian Chinese 

communitiess under the influence of Confucian ideology is that success for a man, 

moree precisely for an emigrant, means that one should bring honour to one's ancestors 

(Guangzong-yaozu)(Guangzong-yaozu) and one has obligation to render service to the hometown should 

hee ever acquire riches and honour (Enze-xiangli). This may imply what Weber means 

byy "value interjection". Weber saw economic decisions as socially oriented in the 

sensee that they can be governed wholly or partly by value interjection (Weber 1965 

88-1155 and Portes 1995:4). However, Durkheim' s explanation may be more relevant 

too this case. He suggests that social morality is further reinforced by group 

membershipp (Durkheim 1973). Having held leading positions in organizations such as 

thee Hokkien Association and the Yongchun Association of Malaysia, and as chairman 

off  the Zheng Clan Association of Malaysia for decades, the elder Zheng felt 

responsiblee for setting an example for his clan members and townsmen by making a 

contributionn to his hometown. This sense of responsibility and associated sentiments 

cann be seen as part of a firm moral order which prevails among the Chinese Malaysian 
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community.. This order has been renewed and, has even been strengthened to certain 

extentt since the linkage tie with China has become resurgent since China opened its 

doors.. Jingxing Zheng's action of bringing his children, the local-born third 

generation,, to visit Yongchun, his father's hometown, in the middle of the 1990s, 

speakss louder than any spoken message that the moral order of the ties is still there 

andd intact. But as Durkheim pointed out 'obligation or duty only expresses one aspect 

abstractedd from morality. A certain degree of desirability is another characteristic no 

lesss important than the first' (Durkheim 1973). In the case of Southeast Asian 

Chinese,, the motives for making a contribution to the native place were a reflection of 

theirr need to seek approval, status, and power. The actions of the Chinese 

governments,, especially at the local level, were also reciprocal. For example, the 

contributionss of the Jingxing Zheng family were honoured repeatedly, by having the 

culturall  centre and local school hall named after the family, the statue of the elder 

Zhengg couple being erected in front of the grand gymnasium, then being the recipient 

off  a gold award plaque.1' Jingxing Zheng has been held in great esteem by the local 

governmentt and community in Yongchun. 

Itt was the process of making donations and transferring funds to China that got 

Jingxingg Zheng interested in investing both in Yongchun and in Fuzhou. At first, he 

hadd no intention in investing in China as he had been fully occupied with his Malaysia 

enterprises.. However, as he got to know more about Fujian and having acquired the 

personalizedd networks with the leadership in the Fujian provincial government, he 

begann to realize the great economic opportunities and potential offered by the Chinese 

market.. Moreover, as in the late 1980s the Malaysian government started to tighten up 

regulationss for transferring funds out of the country, this posed difficulties for the 

Zhengg family in transmitting large sums of money to Yongchun for charitable 
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purposes.. The combination of these two factors: the promising perspective of China 

developmentt and practical consideration of transferring contribution funds for 

Yongchun,, spurred Jingxing to respond by setting up business ventures in Yongchun 

andd Fuzhou. He simply transferred some of the profits he made in his enterprises in 

Fuzhou,, at a monthly sum of 20 thousand yuan RMB, to complete his donation 

project,, the construction of the county gymnasium in Yongchun. By doing so, not 

onlyy could he use his connections in Fujian to facilitate his business expansion into 

China,, he was also able to maintain the moral order of philanthropy that had been set 

upp by his father. 

Itt is important to note that had the local governments in Fujian taken a less active 

rolee in attracting investments from Chinese in Southeast Asia, the Zheng family 

wouldd probably not have invested in China. In 1991 Changpei Shu and other top 

leaderss from Fujian province visited Malaysia and met Di Zheng and Jingxing Zheng, 

encouragingg them to invest in the hometown. In the same year, Jingxing Zheng 

respondedd by bringing two agricultural specialists from the United Nations, one an 

agriculturalistt and the other an aquaculturalist to Yongchun and Fuzhou to investigate 

businesss opportunities. This was the first time he visited his father' hometown and 

China.. When he later attended the celebrations commemorating the 120th anniversary 

off  the Yongchun Association of Singapore, he met the deputy chairman of the 

Yongchunn Union of Returned Overseas Chinese, who is also a relative of his clan. He 

foundd out from this relative that not only were local townships being encouraged to 

startt their own enterprises, in fact there was a huge demand for 'hollow bricks' as 

Chinesee central government required all future construction of houses to abandon 

usingg solid bricks in order to save on valuable clay, energy and weight. When this 

coincidedd with the fact that Singapore was going through a building boom, he started 
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thinkingg seriously of setting up a factory in Yongchun producing tiles and bricks and 

exportingg tiles to the Singaporean market while also supplying the local market with 

bricks.. He then asked for a sample of soil from Yongchun to be analysed, and for a 

feasibilityy report to be prepared by his Singaporean company on the business 

prospectss for manufacturing tiles and bricks in China before his final decision was 

made.. For this project, the local government offered him 80 acres at a favourable 

price.. " The preferential land prices offered by the local government - 80 yuan RMB 

perr acre - may have also contributed to his final decision to invest in China. 

3.. Network Ties 

Thee Zheng family has invested in a broad range of enterprises in China. Some of them 

aree owned solely while others are joint ventures with local state-enterprises. There is 

alsoo a joint venture with a Japanese partner. 

Thee Yongchun Yongfu Building Materials Company Limited was the first 

businesss the Zheng family invested in China. It was established in 1993 and was 

solelyy funded by the family's capital. One immediate problem that confronted Zheng 

wass that as a Chinese overseas entrepreneur living in Malaysia, he would need to rely 

uponn a good manager to oversee the operations of his newly set up business in 

Yongchunn in his absence. Considering that he had established a trusting relationship 

withh the local government, particularly with the magistrate who was responsible for 

co-ordinatingg foreign investment activities in the region, Zheng asked this magistrate 

too recommend a suitable candidate to run his business. The aforementioned deputy 

chairmann of the local UROC, who is also the nephew of a principal Zheng clansman, 

wass suggested. In view of the fact that he was related to the Zheng clan, and that 

Jingxingg Zheng gained a favourable impression of him when he visited Singapore as a 

memberr of the Chinese delegation to promote investments in China, Zheng quickly 

agreedd to the appointment. 
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Ass the manager of a privately owned business, by law this man was required to resign 

fromm his government position immediately. However, he managed to keep both his 

jobss that in the government and that in Zheng's enterprise. For him, it was the best 

opportunityy to build up his social capital for future promotion the ranks of the local 

governmentt bureaucracy. Being the managing director of Zheng's business, he could 

claimm he had the expertise in running an international business to warrant a promotion 

too higher official rank. Simultaneously, he was in the right position to siphon off from 

Zheng'ss business resources and commodities for his own personal use. As reported by 

ourr informants, he rarely made an appearance in his office at the factory located about 

100 kilometres away from town. Furthermore, he appointed his own relatives to occupy 

alll  key positions in the factory, ranging from financial controller, to accountant and 

treasurer.. When he built a four-storey house for his family, he simply took the bricks 

andd tiles out of Zheng's factory to exchange them for cement. 

Itt was not surprising to find that under the circumstances Zheng's enterprise 

incurredd massive losses. What was ironic, however, was that the manager was later 

promotedd to the position of vice-chairman of the County People's Congress, and he 

didd not hesitate to ask Zheng to recommend him to the local political leadership for 

anotherr promotion to become the deputy head of the county. It was unclear how he 

couldd get away with what he did to Zheng's business during the first five years of its 

operationss between 1993 to 1997. It was not until 1998 that Zheng appointed an 

experiencedd new manager to replace him when the output of the business reached a 

totall  of two million yuan RMB, that is was showing signs of starting to make a profit. 

Thee Zheng family's joint joint venture with state-owned enterprises in China was 

similarlyy tied to personalized networks. As mentioned earlier, Shu, the deputy 

governorr of Fujian province who was also from Yongchun, had been appreciative of 

thee efforts the Zheng family had made in maintaining qiaoxiang ties, particularly 
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throughh its generous donations. For the sake of the economic development of Fujian, 

whenn Shu led a delegation visiting Malaysia, Shu invited Jingxing Zheng to invest in 

hiss ancestral home promising to extend the most attractive terms. This suggestion 

coincidedd nicely with the thoughts of Jingxing Zheng. On that occasion, Wang, who 

wass also in the visiting group, recommended himself energetically to Jingxing Zheng 

ass the best possible person to take charge of the enterprise Jingxing intended to set up 

inn Fuzhou, the capital city of Fujian province. On the basis of good impression made 

byy the Chinese officials, Jingxing Zheng entrusted Wang with the responsibility for 

runningg his newly settled enterprises in Fujian.13 

Wangg first suggested Zheng take over the Fujian Allied Frozen Food Company 

Limited,, a business jointly owned by the Aquaculture Department of Fujian Province 

(200 %), the Beijing Kuolong Company, which was funded by the central 

government'ss Department of Agriculture (40 %), and the Runxian Company in 

Taiwann (40 %). At the time, its major product was processed eel for the Japanese 

market.. Both the Taiwanese and Beijing owners, however, decided to pull out as the 

Japanesee market experienced a slowdown and competition in this business in Fujian 

increased.. Zheng decided it would be a good idea to gain control of the company and 

boughtt 53 % of its shares. The circulating capital of the business was estimated at 

RMBB 16 million while the fixed capital was worth 22 million. 

Inn 1995 Wang advised Zheng to set up a consortium, the Wanma Group Company 

Limited,, to incorporate Zheng's five companies in Fuzhou, Yongchun and Hong 

Kong.. Wang thought by doing so Zheng would be able to claim tax exemption for a 

numberr of years and this would mean a savings of millions for his business. Wang 

alsoo volunteered himself to run this consortium. Zheng responded with trust and 

consent. . 

However,, littl e did Zheng know that he had fallen into a scam that abused the trust 

hee had invested in his personalized network. For one thing, Wang had good 

knowledgee of legal matters. He made himself chairman of the board of directors of the 

Wanmaa Group when he drew up the company's charter. Zheng, as the major investor, 

wass only one of the members of the board. As chairman, Wang had the power to 

makee decisions to transfer funds between companies within the consortium without 

Zheng'ss approval. But he went further and duplicated Zheng's personal seal14 to forge 

authorizationn documents for contracting loans from banks. For example, he obtained a 

loann of 40 million yuan RMB by mortgaging another one of Zheng's businesses, the 
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Fujiann Tee Teh Electronic Company Limited. Similarly, he used the land reserved for 

Zheng'ss other joint venture with a Japanese Electronics Company as a collateral to 

borroww US$1 million dollars plus another one million yuan RMB from the Jiyou 

Bankk in Hong Kong. These loans were all for his personal use and they still remain a 

heavyy financial burden on the Wanma Group. 

Typically,, too, Wang appointed his relatives, friends and even his mistress, to take 

upp various positions in the consortium of companies. For example, his mistress knew 

nothingg about running a business, yet he made her the chairman of the board of 

directorss of the Fujian Allied Frozen Food Company Limited so that he could transfer 

US$1.600 million to London via Hong Kong to his private company EURO-WAN MA 

(UK)) LTD without being detected. Needless to say, he was the director of the 

companyy and both his sons and mistress were also members of the board of directors. 

Besidess these frauds, he siphoned off 1.42 million yuan RMB to purchase two 

luxuriouss houses and 3.3 mu of land in Fuzhou for his personal use. He also set up the 

Hongg Kong Wanma (Asia) Company Limited, an empty shell for the purposes of 

claimingg wages paid to bogus employees. An investigation shows that the scheme had 

earnedd him a total of HK$176 thousand dollars which went straight into his own 

pocket.. It is worth noting that this was on top of his monthly expenditures of more 

thann RMB 100, 000 per month (salary excluded) and the numerous overseas trips he 

hadd made on company expenses. 

Subsequentlyy many problems began to emerge in Zheng's business. As a 

consequencee of Wang's collaboration with unethical contractors and engineers, the 

factoryy buildings they constructed for Zheng's Japanese joint venture were 

substandardd and have been plagued by structural problems. Attempting to gain 

completee control of Zheng's enterprises, Wang deliberately blocked the flow of 

informationn to overseas investors and company directors. At the same time, he also 

triedd to cut off direct communication between Zheng and other top officials in the 

Fujiann provincial government. In an attempt to prevent people from exposing his 

shadyy dealings, he openly claimed that the secretary of the Provincial Communist 

Partyy Committee was on his side. 

Nott surprisingly, the Wanma Group suffered a major loss of 50 million yuan RMB 

betweenn 1995 and 1998. The Fujian Allied Frozen Food Company Limited incurred 

evenn greater losses - 30 million in yuan RMB in just one year. 
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Wang'ss psychology may be illustrated well by the following saying, which was 

typicall  of the attitudes toward overseas investors, by the chairman of the economic 

andd trade committee of Shanxi province 15 

"Havingg come in, you are like meat lying on the chopping board - ready to be 
quarteredd and divided." 

Soo in Wang's eyes, Jingxing Zheng was just such a naive investor from outside (we 

returnn to this case later in Chapter 7, because it is even more complicated than what 

hass been presented here). 

Inn stark contrast, the Fujian Tee Teh Electronics Company Limited, the joint 

venturee which Zheng established with his Japanese partner, was relatively free of this 

sortt of corruption. 

Thee Japanese consortium was one of the better-known manufacturers of micro-

motorss in Japan. IBM has long been a major buyer of this product, and the consortium 

hass been diversifying its operations in Southeast Asian countries. Zheng first 

collaboratedd with them at the beginning of the 1980s in Kuala Lumpur by setting up 

ann electronic factory. Now Zheng's family holds 15 % of the consortium in Malaysia 

andd has developed a relationship of trust over the past twenty years. 

Nevertheless,, their relationship has not always run smoothly. At one point, Zheng 

wass not satisfied with the way profits and costs were being distributed within the 

innerr system of this global-wide Japanese consortium. The arrangement was that 

productionn costs were to be shared equally by all factories within the company 

regardlesss of their locations in the world. This meant that, if the Japanese factory were 

inn the red, the Malaysian counterpart would have to bear part of the losses in Japan. 

Forr a long time, Zheng made littl e profit because of the comparatively high cost of 

productionn in Japan. When the Japanese partner persuaded Zheng to open a second 

factoryy in Malaysia, Zheng proposed a different cost-and profit-sharing system - he 

wouldd be responsible for providing the land and build the factory building and rent it 

outt at a fixed rate to the company. The other side would be in charge of production 

andd management. Through this new arrangement, Zheng was able to earn half a 

millionn MS dollars monthly from collecting rent. 
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Whenn Zheng visited Fujian Province for a second visit in 1995, two managers 

fromm the Japanese consortium travelled with him. In Fuzhou, at a welcome reception 

hostedd by top officials of the Fujian provincial government, he had met other officials 

fromm the Department of Electronics Industry who had exchanged business cards with 

thee Japanese representatives. They told Zheng that both Beijing and Shanghai had 

beenn trying to entice this consortium to invest there because the company was 

consideredd to be the leading producer in its field. At the time, although this company 

hadd no intention of going into China,l 6 it was actually planning to invest in Indonesia. 

Nevertheless,, swayed by Zheng's persuasion, the company decided to pull out from 

Indonesia.. Instead, it invested 60 million US dollars in building a new plant whose 

sizee was comparable to the one in Malaysia that manufactured reading heads for DVD 

playerss and micro-motors. In 1998 the total value of its exports exceeded three 

hundredd million yuan RMB. At present, they are planning to build another factory 

withh five times the production capacity and export value. Their success had earned 

themm recognition from the provincial government as one of the outstanding models of 

production,, contributions to taxation and exports in Fujian Province. 

Thee pattern of the collaboration between Zheng and his Japanese partner in China 

iss the similar to the operation they have in Malaysia. Zheng is in charge of making 

decisionss on land purchase, building construction and installation, while his Japanese 

partnerr takes full responsibility for production and management. Zheng's shrewdness 

inn tax minimization in this business is exemplary of Chinese entrepreneurs. His 

decisionn to donate 200,000 yuan RMB to Yongchun to fund the construction of a 

sportss centre, for instance, had helped to lower the business property rental tax (taxes 

shouldd be paid when a profit is being made by lending out a factory building) by 

30,0000 to 40,000 yuan RMB per month. In another instance, when the factory needed 

too buy a new, imported generator that cost 1.40 million yuan RMB, his first decision 

wass to purchase it directly from his Japanese counterpart. Since the latter was both the 

manufacturerr and Zheng's partner, when the generator was shipped to China, it could 

bee exempted from import tax. Moreover, instead of paying his partner in full, Zheng 

alsoo decided to pay for the generator in instalments, using the income from rent he 

collectedd from his partner. This also helped him to get around the problem of currency 

controll  imposed by the Malaysian government. 
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Zhengg admitted that as an ethnic Chinese entrepreneur in Malaysia, it is difficult for 

himm to devote a large amount of attention to his enterprises elsewhere17. The 

dependencee on others to supervise and oversee his overseas business operations 

provedd even more difficult, as his experiences had demonstrated. It has been a 

commonn difficulty for many Southeast Asian Chinese transnational businesses 

investingg in China in controlling their family business. Nevertheless, he was able to 

learnn from his early mistakes. Recently, he took back the controlling power of the 

Wanmaa Group (how this was achieved will discussed in chapter 7) and restructured 

thee board of directors of Fujian Frozen Food and is now the chairman of the board. 

Thee other partner in the business, the state-owned aqua-product export company, is 

thee vice-chairman. Out of the seven members on the board, four were handpicked by 

Zhengg - Zheng's son, Zheng's friend from Hong Kong, the deputy manager and the 

financiall  supervisor of Zheng's consortium. Moreover, Zheng has started to 

incorporatee professional managers from the China side to help manage his enterprises, 

whilee keeping a watchful eye on their operations. He now has firm control over his 

businessess abroad and dictates how they should be run by telephone or fax18. He 

requiress his managers to report the progress of his businesses, complete with financial 

andd bank statements directly to him every month. Under his helmsmanship, his 

enterprisess are now beginning to show signs of increasing profits. 

4.. Conclusion 

Itt  is apparent that the expansion of the Zheng's family businesses from China to 

Malaysiaa has been prompted not only by stimulating market forces. In other words, 

thee attractiveness of China's promising economic opportunities cannot be taken for 
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granted.. In fact, initially a decision to invest in China, as indicated from the 

informationn we gathered from our informants, is often less motivated by commercial 

interests.. This case reveals several decisive factors embodied in the cultural 

interconnectednesss which has been the mainspring inspiring the family firm to 

diversifyy the investment into China. 

Firstt of all, for ethnic Chinese in the Malaysian context, educational background, 

bothh in school and in the family is crucial to forging orientation of identity. The fact 

thatt Jingxing Zheng uses Mandarin Chinese and Hokkien dialect as the major means 

forr communication with the world he is located in, and the fact that he has been 

designatedd and trained as the successor of his family's enterprises, has contributed to 

thee formation of his identity. 

Thee second, rational choice is also affected by a person's position in the society in 

whichh he is embedded. The leading positions of Di Zheng and his son in Chinese 

groups,, both at the levels of lineage or of region, committed them to making generous 

financiall  donations to finance infrastructural upgrades and community welfare 

programmess in their hometown. It is therefore inappropriate to suggest that their 

donationss were mere public relations exercises to facilitate their commercial entry into 

China'ss business market. 

Withh regard to the function of personalized networks in the perspective of 

diversifyingg business, the common trend often adheres to one direction, namely 

startingg from the entrepreneur' s angle, to stress how important is the role of the 

networkss of particularistic ties, known as guanxi, play in Chinese diaspora business 

successs (Lever-Tracy, Ip and Tracy 19%; Hamilton 1991). This study discloses that 

rolee Chinese governments have played in knitting personalized networks with 

potentiall  overseas investors. The experience of the principal actor in this case 
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illustratess the double-edged effect of this kind of network. On one hand, the 

connectionss with the local officials provide the Chinese overseas entrepreneurial 

capitalistss easy entry in terms of operating their businesses in China, on the other 

hand,, the trust of Chinese officials without strict supervision may bring negative 

results. . 

Thee Zheng family's early business operations in China suggested that they had a 

tremendouss amount of trust in the networks they formed in China, which included 

governmentt officials, clan members and other business associates. Their faith in 

trustedd and personalized relationships of this network in China unfortunately was met 

byy deception, fraud, corruption, and betrayal. Seen in this context, it is easy to 

concludee that qiaoxiang ties do not always necessarily contribute to business success 

inn China. 

Yett we feel that it is still premature to jump to such a conclusion because despite 

thesee early failures, the family's joint ventures with the Japanese counterpart in China 

alsoo suggest that a trusted relationship combined with good management will also 

bringg business successes. This is of particular interest as Zheng's involvement in this 

instancee has been as more than a business partner. He has also assumed the role of a 

middleman,, or a cultural broker for the Japanese interests. It was through Zheng's 

ownn network and connections that many problems this joint venture faced were 

resolved.14 4 

Furthermore,, what is interesting about this case study is Zheng's final recognition 

andd incorporation of professional managers in the operation of his enterprises in 

China.. Yet the recently appointed professional managers in his enterprises in China 

weree still from his personal network. Similarly, the other members on the restructured 

boardd of directors in his consortium are his allies. Viewed in this context, in to 
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Zheng'ss eyes, the significance of personalized connections in business appears to be 

unchanged. . 

11 In those days the prices of commodities in Chinese groceries were not displayed. A 
goodd worker was expected to know the prices by heart. 

22 The fact that Hokkien from Yongchun had a strong presence in the rubber trade was 
relatedd to the characteristics of economic activities in Yongchun. It is conveniently 
locatedd between the coastal and the mountain areas in southern Fujian, and thus for a 
longg time, it became a centre of trade where commodities normally flowed through. 
Itss merchants traded a wide range of commodities including agricultural and forestry 
products,, and daily consumables. 

33 According to my informants, the reason why most migrants from Yongchun 
concentratedd on rubber plantations and the rubber trade was because of the familiarity 
andd knowledge they had from home farming in mountainous terrain. 

44 Zheng 's son explained that when his father's uncle passed away, his father could 
havee run the business by himself. However, like many among the older Chinese, he 
decidedd to keep his word to go into partnership with his cousin although he realized 
thatt his cousin could not do much to help business operations. He felt indebted to his 
unclee because his uncle took him in when he first arrived in Malaysia. 

55 The first golden period for rubber lasted from 1910 to 1920. The average price of 
rubberr was M$3. 65, three times higher than the price in 1900. And the profit could 
reachh as much as 25 to 50 per cent. See 'The Parliamentary Debates', 13 July 
1935,Vol.. 186, London, p. 838 quoted from Wu Ping Wang, 'Xian jiao wang guo de 
faa zhan and zhuang da' (Development and Growth of the Rubber Empire), in the 
anniversaryy edition of Guang Hua Daily of Penang, 1960, pp. 186-94. 

66 According to our informants, who have long been rubber traders, few Chinese 
companiess at the time were able to employ Westerners as managers. 

77 They were Lee Rubber Co. Sdn. Bhd., Yee Seng Rubber Co. Sdn. Bhd., Ban Lee 
Sdn.. Bhd., Hock Heng Co. Sdn. Bhd. Among them, three companies were owned by 
immigrantss of Yongchun origin. Data came from my interviewing of the rubber trade 
associationn of Kuala Lumpur and the special issue of the 54th anniversary of the 
Federationn of Chinese Association Selangor, 1977, pp. 297-312. 

88 Generally there are the Chinese-educated and the English-educated Chinese 
Malaysians.. Tan Chee-Beng, however, believes that there are ' three major categories 
off  Chinese... the Chinese-educated, the Malay-educated, and the English-speaking.' 
Thee Chinese educated will comprise Type 1 and Type 3. Type 1 Chinese are those 
whoo have received, either only Chinese primary education, or both Chinese primary 
educationn and secondary private Chinese education, and even tertiary education from 
Taiwan.'' The difference between type 2 Chinese-educated and the English-educated 
wil ll  eventually disappear as all English schools have been converted into Malay 
schools.'' However, the 'English-speaking' category will remain for those 'who grow 
upp in English-speaking families'. The Malay-educated will undoubtedly become more 
important:: 'They share many characteristics of the English-educated although they 
havee less exposure to Chinese tradition. The internal diversities of Chinese 
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Malaysianss by education have implications for their cultural identities and political 
orientations.'' See Tan, Chee-Beng (1988a), 'Acculturation, Ethnicity and the People 
off  Chinese Descent', Paper presented in 'Lucky Come Hawaii': the Chinese in 
Hawaii',, organized by the Institute of Culture and Communication, East-West Centre, 
Honolulu,, Hawaii, 18-20 July 1988. 
Severall  informants of Chinese Malaysian background share the same expectations as 
thee older traditional Chinese entrepreneurs. 
Duringg last summer, he was negotiating to purchase another 10,000 acres of oil palm 
plantationn from a Malaysian co-operative. 
Inn recognition of the contributions made by Chinese overseas, the Chinese central 
statee and the Fujian provincial government have established sets of regulations for 
encouragingg and rewarding respectively. For instance, they present a golden award 
plaguee to a donor who has donated an amount of 10 million yuan RMB. A silver 
plaquee is presented for donations to an amount of between half a million and 10 
millionn yuan RMB, and a copper one for donations between 300 to 500 thousand yuan 
RMB. . 
Inn order to promote foreign investments in rural industries, the Yongchun government 
wass willing to absorb the costs involved in land purchasing from farmers which could 
amountt to 10,000 yuan RMB per acre. This included the compensation the 
governmentt had to pay to farmers for their loss in income, crops, and loss of tax 
revenuee to the central government. This means that an acre of land should be priced at 
30,0000 yuan RMB but was only sold to foreign investors at 20,000 yuan RMB. 
Itt is common among Chinese tycoons in Southeast Asia to form personal alliances 
withh government officials, especially those in the higher echelons. This is often seen 
ass an insurance against the frequently unstable and hostile political circumstances in 
Southeastt Asian countries. For similar reasons they are ready to form personal 
alliancess with government officials to minimise their risks when running a business in 
China. . 
Itt has been a common practice in China to use a personal seal instead of a signature to 
authorizee cash transactions. 

itit  was a issue in the conference of the Chinese People's Political Consultative 
Conferencee of Fujian in 2000 

166 Japanese consortiums had no intention of establishing high-tech factories in China. 
Neverthelesss they did indicate a preference for Shanghai, because it is close to Japan, 
andd for Shenzhen, which borders on Hong Kong. 
Mostt Chinese entrepreneurs in Southeast Asian countries felt that the political 
situationn in the region has always been unstable and thus they had to spend much time 
cultivatingg alliances with the ruling governments. When the author conducted her 
fieldworkk in Malaysia in 1999 just before the general elections, Zheng confessed that 
hee dared not leave Malaysia at such crucial moment. 

18 8 

II  was told that the expenses on long-distance calls to his enterprises in China were 
aboutt M$ 10,000 per month. 
Theree were some problems with the construction of the factory but they were resolved 
throughh the Zheng connections with leaders of the provincial government. 
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Partt  Three: 

Interveningg in the Transnational Practice: 

Governmentt  and Middleman 



Inn any examination of the government's role in transnational social space and practice, 

theree are basically two opposite views. One sees transnational!sm as an expression of 

aa subversive popular resistance "from below" and "transnational practices" by migrant 

entrepreneurss are depicted as conscious and successful efforts by ordinary people to 

escapee control and domination "from above" by capital and the state (Smith and 

Guarnizoo 1998: 5). Because of the popularity of this view, the transnational social 

spacee constructed by migrants has been seen as a domain emancipated from 

government'ss regulations. In this realm, the government's controlling power is seen as 

enormouslyy weakened. Recently, another view on the government's role has attracted 

attentionn which questions this liberating character of transnational practices. Some 

scholarss emphasize the fact that "states and nations seeking statehood have often kept 

thee transnational connections of their oversea diasporas alive" and that the sending 

countriess have made various kind of efforts to 'actively promote " transnational 

reincorporation""  of migrants into their state-centered projects' (Smith and Guarnizo 

1998:: 7-8). 

II  would like to take the latter argument further. We should not understand the state 

ass a reified, homogeneous entity. At least we should distinguish between a Central 

Statee and local government. Compared with the efforts of the Central State, local 

governmentt takes much more initiative in China. As a component of government, but 

standingg in peripheral position, a local government expresses herself, on one hand, as 

aa representative of authority from above, but on the other hand, as a financially 

independentt institution. It is a self-managing subject and a site of power. Therefore 

locall  government can be more dynamic in its search for and mobilization of actual 

andd potential resources in order to develop the local economy. Consequently, the 

participationn of the local governments in the aforementioned transnational social 
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spacee reveals more vividly the process of reworking of "multiple modernity". That is 

too say, such a body has a greater capability and aptitude to associate with the hybridity 

andd flexibilit y of late capitalist accumulation. Certainly, one can argue that there is a 

tensionn between " two competing discursive systems: the modernist imaginary of the 

nation-statee (emphasizing essentialism, territoriality, and fixity) " and " the modernist 

imagingg of entrepreneurial capitalism (celebrating hybridity, deterritorialization, and 

fluidity)""  (Aihwa Ong 1997: 172). However, this study as well as that of Ong shows 

thatt local modernity has been produced more from cooperation and negotiation 

betweenn local power and capitalist forces than from struggle and competition. 

Chapterr 6 focuses on the fact that in the migrants' s actions, the local government 

iss not an external factor, but an active participator in the transnational space. From 

sendingg delegations overseas from time to time to organizing worldwide general 

meetingss of fellow townsmen; from making use of non-government organizations for 

thee purpose of conducting propaganda to offering various kinds of conducive and 

rewardingg conditions, the Yongchun government tries in every possible way to 

induce,, guide and push the transnational practices of its migrants overseas, 

transformingg the practice into a dynamic resource for local development. 

Inn this process, regionalism is rising. On the one hand, this is a strategy of the 

locall  government that makes use of sentiment and of cultural and regional identities to 

mobilizee the enthusiasm of overseas migrant communities; on the other hand, in the 

coursee of re-incorporation, in imagining their "community", the overseas 

communitiess have a strong tendency to identify themselves with the region South 

Fujiann rather than with China as a whole and this is growing distinctively and 

steadily. . 
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Connectedd with the dynamic involvement of government are the activities of the 

middlemen.. To a great extent, the presence and the function of middlemen have 

strengthenedd the intervention of government in the transnational migrants' practice. 

Twoo key characteristics of middlemen presented in this study contribute to this 

function.. One is that they are either patriotic or are imbued with a strong regional 

identityy that motivates them to involve themselves enthusiastically in the effort to 

buildd up connections between migrants and the hometown region. Second is that they 

havee established their social networks solidly in the structure of this space, hence they 

aree able to fulfil l their role as intermediary. The process of the operation of these 

middlemenn reveals a picture in which Chinese migrant transnational practices have 

beenn carried forward through delicate and historically cultivated networks. This also 

helpss our understanding of the cultural logic. 
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Chapterr  6 

Locall  Government: Participator  and Pusher 

Iff  we say that the policies of the Central State toward Chinese overseas1 have been 

formulatedd under its foreign policy framework, then the local governments at various 

levelss are liberated from having to worry about this concern. Driven by local interest 

inn terms of the policy toward its emigrants overseas, the local governments tend to 

invitee the interest and support of overseas people of local origin. Furthermore, we can 

sayy that before the late 1970s, the intentions of local authorities were necessarily 

constrainedd by ideology and by the regulations of the Central State. Since the 1970s, 

thee desire to promote "transnational re-incorporation" of migrants into the local state-

centeredd projects has been fully expressed and various plans have been deliberately 

workedd out and no effort has been spared in realizing those plans. 

Whatt is called local government in China applies to three levels, namely the 

province,, the prefecture and the county. Since 1985, the Chinese central state has 

renamedd the administrative divisions, and these three levels have been changed into 

province,, municipality and county. Before 1985, Yongchun for example, belonged to 

Jinjiangg prefecture of Fujian province. Since then it belongs to Quanzhou 

municipality,, as the Jinjiang prefecture became part of Quanzhou municipality. Each 

levell  of government consists of five comparatively independent but related systems. 

Inn Yongchun they are the following: A. the Party system entitled the Chinese 

Communistt Party Yongchun Committee. The head is the Secretary of the County 
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Partyy Committee. The Chinese Communist Party as the party in power is invested 

withh the ultimate power. All-important affairs of the locality must be discussed and 

decidedd by the standing committee of the Party committee. B. The administrative 

system,, which is called the Yongchun People's Government, which consists of 

variouss sorts of functional departments: finance, industry, agriculture, commerce, 

education,, health hygiene and others. Among them, the department which has to deal 

directlyy with overseas migrants is the office for nationals living abroad. The head of 

thee government body is also a member of the standing committee of the Party 

committee.. C. Yongchun People' s Congress, which in theory performs the role of a 

Westernn parliament. But indeed it has always been an ornament in Chinese politics 

andd had not any actual power before the time of reform. Since the 1980s, however, the 

situationn has improved. D. The system of C.P.P.C.C. The complete name of this body 

iss the Yongchun Committee of the Chinese People's Political Consultative 

Conference.. This is a distinctive Chinese institution consisting of leaders of various 

kindss of democratic parties and distinguished personages who are not affiliated with a 

party.. In theory, they should supervise the leadership of Chinese communist party, but 

actuallyy its work is honoured more in the breach than the observance. E. Yongchun 

Commissionn for Discipline Inspecton. This is a special institution established only in 

thee late 1970s. Its major function is to supervise and inspect the way in which the 

Yongchunn Party Committee and the Departments comprising the government body 

carryy out the instructions and regulations issued by the Party Central Committee. 

Beforee the reform and opening up of China, the central government kept a strict 

controll  over local governments. The latter had virtually no opportunity to act on their 

ownn initiative. However, since China has embraced the market economy, the central 

governmentt has been obliged to transfer power to the lower levels, therefore local 
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governmentss have been allowed considerable more space for taking the initiative into 

theirr own hands. 

1.. The Local Resource 

Whyy have the various levels of Fujian local governments actively taken initiatives to 

intervenee in transnational practice, by trying every means at their command to provide 

variouss kinds of favourable conditions? The fact that the local economy has been 

tremendouslyy improved since the 1980s as a consequence of the Fujian region making 

fulll  use of Southeast Asian Chinese capital shows the reason very clearly. 

Chinaa is a country with a vast territory. Being restricted by various natural 

conditionss and human traditions, it is uneven in the terms of economic development 

inn various sub-regions. In the period of the planned economy under Chairman Mao, 

thee divergences between various regions and areas were to a certain extent invisible. 

Whenn the reform started in the late 1970s it provided various regions with more space 

forr taking initiative in their development into their own hands. The upshot has been a 

creationn of sharp regional discrepancies which has caught the attention of state and 

academicc circles. 

Turningg to the southeast coastal region: Guandong and Fujian are two provinces, 

wheree the governments have sought to mobilize every existing and potential social 

resourcee to give economic development an impetus. They have spontaneously turned 

theirr questing eyes towards Chinese overseas communities. In Fujian and Guandong it 

wass commonly recognized that it was necessary to play their cards right with the 

overseass Chinese. This is because among the 30 million overseas Chinese scattered 

overr the world, 95 % is composed of migrants and their descendants from these two 
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provinces.. More importantly, the local histories have already proved that emigrants 

weree a major driving force in promoting development. When Mainland China had just 

emergedd from the shadow of the Cold War and unbarred its door to the outside, 

overseass Chinese were the groups who were welcomed first and were more easily 

acceptedd because they are regarded as sharing the same roots of history and culture. It 

wass apparently with this in mind that Deng Xiaoping' s government set up the four 

experimentall  special economic zones in these two provinces. This experiment has met 

withh considerable success. As far as attracting foreign capital is concerned, Guandong 

andd Fujian have been listed in the first two positions among the thirty-one regions at 

thee provincial level in the past two decades. Even a place like Shanghai, which 

possessess the best environment for foreign investment, has had to follow meekly 

behind. . 

Thee pouring in of foreign capital, mainly by Chinese of Southeast Asia, Hong 

Kong,, Macao and Taiwan has provided the crucial financial resources required for 

boostingg the local economy. To illustrate this most clearly, let us take Fujian as 

example. . 

Fromm 1949 to 1978, Fujian continually limped along behind, the most backward 

andd poorest province in the coastal region, and victim of its strategic location in 

relationn to Taiwan in the Cold War. Statistics show that in the thirty years, the Central 

Statee allocated only very small sums for investing in infrastructure. The amount was 

soo small in fact it occupied only 1.6 % of the total amount in the country as a whole 

whilee the province is home to 2.7 % of the population.' The deficiency in capital 

seriouslyy restricted development of the region. Therefore, after China opened its 

doors,, raising capital for investment became number one top priority. Although the 
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situationn has improved, because the funds allotted by the central state are still limited, 

thee local government has had to seek for other financial resources.3 

Accordingg to the statistics published by Fujian government, in the first year of the 

openingg up in 1979, Fujian drew in US$ 42,340,000 worth of foreign investment. 

Thenn in 1985 the investment broke through the one hundred million barrier, reaching 

1.777 hundred million, followed up by 2.89 hundred million (1988). The amount 

jumpedd to 14.16 hundred million in 1992. In 1993, it reached a high peak of 28.67 

hundredd million. 4 After two decades, in 1998, the foreign capital imported reached 

2755 hundred million US$. Among this, Chinese capital from Southeast Asia, Hong 

Kongg and Macao covered 93.6%. In terms of absolute amount, it is not big. But for 

Fujiann region where capital had been scarce, it has been fundamental to getting off the 

ground.. This was illustrated by Chen Mingyi, the current Secretary of the Party of 

Fujiann Province at a workshop at which he stated that the foreign investment absorbed 

byy Fujian in the past two decades amounted to about 40% of the total investment in 

fixedd assets of the whole province in the corresponding period.5 

Thee input of foreign investment has brought tremendous economic benefits to 

Fujian.. Its annual value amounts to 35%-45% of the total manufacturing output of the 

province;; in some years it reaches more than 50%. For instance, it was 56% in 1997. 

Thee taxes on the foreign investment submitted to the province government has been 

aboutt 15%-25% of the industrial and commercial tax of the province. And the newly 

increasedd manufacturing output even contribute as much as 60-70% of the tax of the 

entiree province and hence this sector has become the most important part of the new 

economicc growth. 6 

Inn the Quanzhou area of south Fujian, one of the principal areas from which 

migrantss left, the importance of overseas Chinese capital is even more conspicuous. 
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Inn 1997, there were 6078 foreign-invested enterprises and foreign capital reached 33.6 

hundredd million US$, which equalled 80% of the total investment in fixed assets of 

thee region and this is far above the average level of Fujian province.7 

Forr south Fujian, besides overseas Chinese commercial investment, the 

donationss made by overseas Chinese community also provide a significant financial 

resource,, especially for those places which are weakly underpinned financially and 

lackk financial resources. Take the Yongchun situation. 

Tablee 5 

Comparisonn Between Endowments (Southeast Asia, Hong Kong and Macao) and 

thee Local Financial Income in ten thousands (RMB) yuan 

Year r 

1981-84 4 

1985 5 

1986 6 

1987 7 

1988 8 

1989 9 

1990 0 

1991 1 

1992 2 

1993 3 

1994 4 

1995 5 

1996 6 

1997 7 

Total l 

Endowmentt (A) 

642 2 

343.79 9 

425.25 5 

683.70 0 

610.80 0 

705.53 3 

750.80 0 

1017.70 0 

1289.48 8 

2588.45 5 

4189.20 0 

3080.45 5 

3168.11 1 

3067.68 8 

22562.94 4 

Financial l 

Income(B) ) 

2658 8 

1327 7 

1173 3 

1492 2 

1063 3 

2386 6 

2774 4 

3172 2 

4175 5 

4866 6 

6562 2 

9413 3 

10375 5 

12197 7 

63633 3 

A:B B 

0.24 4 

0.26 6 

0.36 6 

0.46 6 

0.57 7 

0.30 0 

0.27 7 

0.32 2 

0.31 1 

0.53 3 

0.64 4 

0.33 3 

0.31 1 

0.25 5 

0.35 5 
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Resources: : 

(( 1 ) The Editorial Board of Fujian Economic Yearbook ed: Fujian Jingji Nianjian 
1985-19944 (Fujian Economic Yearbook), Fuzhou: Fujian Economy Yearbook 
Publishingg House, 1985-1994. 
(( 2 ) the Fujian Statistical Bureau ed: Fujian Tongji Nianjian 1995-1998 (Fujian 
Statisticall  Yearbook), Beijing: China Statistical Publishing House, 1995-1998. 
(( 3) the data of donation from the census made by the office of overseas Chinese affair 
off  Yongchun government, 1997, August. 

Thee above table informs us that from 1981 to 1997, the donations from Yongchun 

overseass communities amounted to 225,630, 000 yuan RMB, which is equal to one-

thirdd of the financial income of the county, 636,330,000 yuan RMB, in the 

correspondingg period. In some years, for instance in 1988 and again in 1993, it came 

too half the annual financial income. It even reached two thirds of the financial income 

off  1994. Therefore, to a great extent, donation from overseas Chinese makes up for 

thee deficiency of financial resources of the county. 

Ass a matter of fact, the existing of Southeast Asian Chinese communities presents 

aa multiple meaning for Fujian. Apart from making donations and investment, 

migrantss have also contributed considerably to foreign exchange earnings for the 

provincee through tourism and labour exports. Statistics reveal that in the twenty years 

fromm 1979 to 1998, the annual average number of visiting overseas Chinese from 

Southeastt Asia, Hong Kong and Taiwan to Fujian has been about 500-600 thousand. 

Ass a consequence, the province has acquired an annual income of about 3-4 hundred 

millionn yuan RMB.8 With regard to labor exporting, in the seventeen years til l 1995, 

thee contracts signed added up to 26.15 hundred million US$. Of the 140,000 

labourers,, 60% went to Singapore, Hong Kong and Macao under the aegis of overseas 

Chinese.. 9 Moreover, foreign invested enterprises have also energetically helped to 

promotee foreign trade of this region. From 1979 to 1995, the value of Fujian export 
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tradee increased from 3.8 hundred million yuan to 780 hundred million yuan, 200 

timess more than what it was in 1979. In 1995, the export value created by foreign 

investmentt was 44.8% off  the total amount of provincial export value. 

Too sum up, a dam released by the process of the opening up of China in the past 

twentyy years. Southeast Asian Chinese capital has proved to be a crucial driving force 

forr economic development of Fujian. In 1978 while the country was still closed, its 

GDPP was only 66.37 hundred million yuan RMB and, the GDP per capital was only 

270.66 yuan. It ranked respectively twenty-second and the twenty-third among twenty-

ninee provinces, municipalities and autonomous regions directly under the Central 

Government.. In the space of twenty years, in 1998, its GDP amounted to 3330 

hundredd million yuan and the GDP per capita reached 10,206 yuan, making Fujian the 

eleventhh and the sixth among the thirty-one regions of the country. 10 

Noww let us focus on Yongchun to discover how the local authority mobilized the 

overseass migrant resources by the expedient of inventing an imagined community to 

strengthenn putative regional identity. How has it developed its policy from 

spontaneityy state to an elaborated style? 

2.. To Win Trust Back 

Thee foundation on which the local government has approached the overseas 

communitiess is comprised of an amalgam of sentiment and identity built up on the 

basiss of the individual and collective memory of migrants from the region. The first 

issuee before anything else with which the local government had to deal was how to 

assuagedd the hurt feelings emigrants which had been chafed by the ultra-"Left" policy 

pursuedd by Chinese government for three decades. The focus was placed on house 

propertyy which involved many households of emigrants and their relatives. At the 
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beginningg of the 1950s, a big proportion of families had been defined as "overseas 

Chinesee landlord" or "industrialists and businessmen" in terms of class status. Under 

suchh a definition, the residential housing property of these two groups was confiscated 

byy government for redistributing to poor peasants. Part of it had been returned in mid-

1950s,, even so many original owners had failed to have their real estate returned to 

them.. The resentment of these families could only be expunged by correcting an 

unjustt policy and returning the occupied houses. Were this to be done, the new image 

off  the government would be delineated and a signal would be sent out to emigrants 

overseass that the government of China no longer considers overseas Chinese as an 

enemy. . 

Thee Yongchun government was fully aware that winning the emigrants' trust back 

shouldd claim precedence over all other exertions. It tried to go about solving this 

problemm meticulously. In the early 1980s, the government returned 160,000 square 

meterss of houses to original owners, a gesture involving 500 households. This 

producedd a positive impact. The case of Lian Piyun is a typical one. 

Lian,, a well-known personage in Yongchun emigrant overseas communities, had 

inheritedd a number of residential properties in the county but had lost them in the 

1950s.. When those properties were returned to him, he said that he could see that, the 

Communistt Party was sincere in its intentions toward overseas Chinese. His 

patriotismm and his enthusiasm to help his hometown region be better off both were a 

rousedd and later he played a crucial role in terms of mobilizing overseas migrants to 

makee contributions to the hometown. 

Thosee Yongchun officials who have been involved in handling the overseas Chinese 

issuee are convinced that being sincere towards emigrants and their families is the 

essentiall  prerequisite to regain their trust. The change in policy should be patently 

expressedd in the details of the government' s gesture, i.e., for every relevant issue it 
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shouldd show that they protect the right and interest of emigrants. One event illustrates 

clearlyy the dawning of this recognition by the authorities. 

Whenn the county was carrying out its plan to reform the township in the early 

1990s,, many of the older houses needed to be demolished in order to enlarge the 

streetss in the town centre. This was an area where many houses belonged to 

emigrants.. To deal with this tricky situation, the local government formulated and 

carriedd forward a policy which says that the authority will give compensation when 

thee old house is demolished. Officials even took the trouble to communicate 

repeatedlyy with overseas owners on the housing issue. The efforts proved fruitful as 

manyy of emigrants started making donations in 1990s. 

Anotherr case went like this. Zhou Shouren is a migrant living in Hong Kong. In 

1965,, his mother brought his father's ashes back to the home village and wanted to 

buryy them there. She gave a banquet for the heads of the village but ignored some 

clansmen.. The resentful clansmen destroyed the grave even before Zhou' s mother had 

leftt the village. She felt hurt deeply. Before her departure, she put a stone on the road 

inn front of the village and vowed that her family would never return to the home 

villagee again. The gesture demonstrated her deep disappointment in her hometown. 

Ironically,, her son was later elected the chairman of Hong Kong Yongchun 

Associationn in the wake of a successful business career. Though it knew the task was 

tough,, the local government still desired to soothe the injured feelings. Delegations 

visitedd Zhou several times showing exemplary politeness til l Zhou was finally 

persuadedd of their sincerity. Zhou later often returned to the hometown and set an 

examplee for the Hong Kong community of Yongchun migrants. He is one of the 

principall  contributors to the re-building of thee Overseas Chinese High School in the 

county,, and moreover, he has eradicated all previous ill will and made a contribution 

too his parents' village by establishing a school there. 

3.. Looking For  Targets 

Inn the middle of the 1990s, the government recognized that a thorough investigation 

off  migrant resources would be absolutely necessary before it could talk about 
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mobilizingg them. Hence a general survey targeting migrant communities overseas and 

theirr links with hometown region was conducted. 

Thee emphasis of the investigation was placed on two aspects. One was domestic 

survey.. On the basis of a census of its twenty-three townships and on the 

classificationn of following groups: the returned overseas Chinese, the family 

dependantss of overseas Chinese, of Hong Kong and Macao, of new emigrants, the 

respectivee numbers are clearly listed. This census showed that there are 4154 returned 

overseass Chinese and 99,165 overseas Chinese family dependants in the county, who 

amountt to 18.85 % of the whole population of the county. n 

Anotherr survey refers to the migrant communities. The following is a table listing 

off  where the majority of migrants have been distributed. 

Tablee 6 

Thee overseas distribution of Yongchun migrants 

Sequence e 

1 1 

2 2 

3 3 

4 4 

5 5 

6 6 

7 7 

8 8 

9 9 

10 0 

Country y 

Malaysia a 

Indonesia a 

Thailand d 

Singapore e 

Vietnam m 

Thee Philippines 

Thee United States 

Burma a 

Canada a 

Australia a 

Thee total number of 

Yongchunn origin 

580935 5 

217866 6 

61121 1 

59512 2 

37029 9 

11162 2 

5318 8 

1711 1 

1548 8 

1407 7 
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Thee statistics l2reveal that the county has had 977119 emigrants and their 

descendantss or 192 % of the domestic population of the county. They are distributed 

overr more than forty countries, mainly in Malaysia, Indonesia, Thailand and 

Singapore.. Among there, the 580,993 live in Malaysia, and they amount to one-

seventhh of the total number of Malaysian Chinese. 

Thee real purpose of the investigation was to find out "those who hold economic 

powers,, political positions, social influence and academic status", ' as well as precise 

informationn about migrant associations. The table below shows this information with 

regardd to key figures and organizations. 

Tablee 7 

Thee key figures and organizations of Yongchun migrants 

Country y 

(region) ) 

Malaysia a 

Singapore e 

Philippines s 

Indonesia a 

Vietnam m 

Cambodia a 

Japan n 

Thailand d 

Hongg Kong 

Marco o 

U.S.. A 

Canada a 

France e 

Germany y 

Inn political 

circles s 

72 2 

11 1 

3 3 

4 4 

2 2 

Inn business 

circles s 

60 0 

23 3 

18 8 

12 2 

1 1 

2 2 

30 0 

6 6 

2 2 

1 1 

Inn academic 

circles s 

191 1 

19 9 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

3 3 

55 5 

9 9 

4 4 

1 1 

Associations s 

125 5 

9 9 

9 9 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

19 9 

2 2 

1 1 
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England d 

Australia a 

New w 

Zealand d 

Total l 

3 3 

95 5 

1 1 

156 6 

4 4 

15 5 

1 1 

305 5 

4 4 

172 2 

Thiss information is regarded by the local government as a very useful resource, 

becausee it is: " providing reliable information for the county to introduce capital, 

talentedd persons, and technology in order to speed up economic development of the 

locality."14 4 

4.. Going out 

Sendingg delegations to visit various Chinese migrant communities has been a 

fundamentall  means used by a local government like that of Yongchun to stretch out 

itss antennae to tap the potential for mobilizing capital. This strategy was set out in the 

latee 1980s while the governments of those counties in the migrant hometown region 

soughtt to fuel local development and improve the poor public infrastructure. 

Generallyy speaking, those local authorities had already acquired information on 

successfull  businessmen by way of Chinese hometown associations or clan 

associationss as well as from migrant individuals themselves through correspondence. 

Noww they were eager to break the ice and mend the rupture caused by political and 

diplomaticc problems and establish a face- to- face understanding. This going-out 

(Zouchuqu)(Zouchuqu) strategy proved to be fruitful and it soon became a prevailing practice in 

Fujian,, reaching its peak in the 1990s before the financial crisis struck Southeast Asia. 

Theree are two official excuses for this kind of visits: attending the celebrations 

Chinesee overseas associations hold or giving a briefing meeting for inviting 

entrepreneurss willing to invest in the home region. But behind the scene of bustle and 
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excitement,, more often than not, an elaborate plan is being set in motion step by step 

byy the delegation. The visit carries an explicit goal targeting chosen figures with the 

aimm of persuading them to participate in certain designated projects, either through a 

donationn or through investment. 

Thiss gesture of reaching out is not a one -sided undertaking pursued by the 

Chinesee side. It also meets a heartfelt desire in Chinese overseas communities. One 

noticeablee phenomenon in Malaysian Chinese communities is that various 

associationss based on kinship and regional ties have been flourishing since the ethnic 

Chinesee economy had begun to grow in prosperity after the 1970s. These associations 

competee with each other to establish or promote status in the resident Chinese 

community.. One can often see announcements in Chinese newspapers intimating 

anniversaryy celebrations of Chinese associations. 

Thiss sort of occasion is significant for an association, not only in the sense such 

cann imbue its membership with a sense of unity, but more importantly it is an 

occasionn to display the institution's strength and status to the Chinese community. In 

orderr to make the scene grand and impressive, an association with a certain degree of 

financialfinancial power is likely to invite representatives of Chinese associations from all 

over,, either from within the country of residence or from other Southeast Asian 

countriess as well as from Hong Kong and Taiwan. To invite "parent officials" (a 

traditionall  form of address for one's local top officials) from the hometown area has 

alsoo been regarded as an indispensable part of the celebration "banquet". As an 

authority-orientedd mentality remains one of the ineradicable factors in Chinese 

overseass culture, the presence of top hometown officials is regarded as bringing 

honourr to the association. Indeed the delegation' s speech at the ceremony and the 

presentationn of a conventional horizontal inscribed board (Hengbian) often marks the 
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climaxx of the performance. Hence this has become a popular practice in Chinese 

communitiess in the Southeast Asian region and in Hong Kong in the last two decades. 

Onee thing explains explicitly the willingness of overseas Chinese associations to 

makee the connection: in most cases, they pay all the expenses for the visit of 

delegations,, like tickets, hotels, banquets, plus gifts. 

Takingg Yongchun again as an example, there are around thirty Yongchun 

hometownn associations in Malaysia. An invitation is often issued to the hometown 

whenn a formal celebration on a considerable scale is going to be held, and it is more 

thann likely it wil l get a positive response and subsequently receive a "celebration 

delegation""  from the hometown. 

Thee routine of visiting often goes like this. Apart from attending the ceremony, the 

delegationn will pay an extensive visit to other Yongchun associations all over 

Malaysia.. They visit the local Chinese leaders and circles of distinguished business 

personages.. When the media of Yongchun County reports the news, they refer to the 

activityy as "making friendly contacts with our county fellows". 

Duringg the seemingly relaxed visit, the explicit goal of persuading Chinese of 

Yongchunn origin to make donations or investments in the hometown is revealed in the 

coursee of the whole process. The delegation will contact and send the well-designed 

"guidee for investment in Yongchun" to targeted entrepreneurs. 

II  twice participated in this sort of visit. Hence I would like to present some more 

detailss to illustrate how the government approaches the overseas resource and 

promotess identity toward the home region. In June 1999,1 attended a visit of a 

Yongchunn delegation to Malaysia for three days. The trip started from Kuala Lumpur, 

thenn went all the way south: Seremban, Melaka, Tangkak, Muar, Batu Pahai and 

Johorr Bahru where certain numbers of Yongchun people have resided for several 

generationss and usually a Yongchun association has been established. Half a day was 

allowedd at each place. On arrival at an association, the routine of visiting started with 
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aa forum in which the leaders of the local Yongchun community expressed their 

welcome,, then the main theme was broached: the head of the county introduced the 

situationn of the hometown. On this kind of public occasion, officials do not talk about 

whatt their particular intention is. Instead, they just present a very general but 

promisingg picture of the hometown, Usually, a banquet provided by the local 

communityy would follow. Alongside drinking and eating, a sort of intense hometown 

felloww feeling would be brimming over. The peak of the happy reunion would often 

bee marked with both sides exchanging gifts. 

Fromm my experience, the visit seemed to link the desires of both sides. For those 

ordinaryy Yongchun immigrants who themselves or whose parents came from rural 

background,, meeting with "the parent officials", can still be seen as a kind of honour. 

Theyy feel that they have gained respect when they interact with the hometown 

officials.. The majority of the immigrants in provincial areas, after all, are small-or 

medium-scalee businessmen or small plantation owners. They haven not seen much of 

thee world; therefore seeing a delegation is still an impressive event. Secondly, the 

visitt of the hometown delegation brings back a collective memory about the 

hometown,, and simultaneously presents a very bright and promising picture about the 

futuree of the place, so immigrants' nostalgia could be assuaged to a certain extent. In 

addition,, for practical reasons, to be able to communicate with hometown official is 

regardedd as useful because should their relatives in hometown need to deal with the 

authorities,, the migrants then can enter into a dialogue with relevant officials through 

thee network established during the visit. 

Forr the visiting officials, the general purpose is to cultivate a fellow feeling with 

overseass kinsmen so that a homogeneous imagined community, namely a 

transnationall  Yongchun community, can be created, which doubtlessly is a unlimited 

potentiall  resource from which the government can mobilize its social capital. Another 

task,, however, is maybe more tough for the delegation to tackle. That is, that they 
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bringg certain particular programmes with them, since they have key figures in mind 

whomm they target in their quest for financial support for municipal projects. The trip is 

thuss considered a serious chance to contact and to sound out the targeted person in 

orderr to find out his intention and persuade him to make contribution to the distant 

hometown. . 

Inn Kuala Lumpur, I had a good chance to witness how the delegation approached a 

target.. The same delegation mentioned above was invited by the Yongchun 

Associationn of Kuala Lumpur to attend its seventy-fifth anniversary. The key figure in 

thee mind of the delegation this time was Lee, a local born, second-generation 

Yongchunn immigrant, the current chairman of the association. Lee is a newly made 

tycoon,, the chairman of IOI Group of Malaysia. He, however, had never made a 

spectacularr donation to his hometown, as he indeed had no connection with his 

father'ss native place and never had been there. As the chairman of Yongchun 

Association,, he graciously showed his hospitality by arranging for the delegation to 

visitt his business kingdom in Kuala Lumpur and entertaining them with a banquet. 

Whenn the process was going on, the delegation discussed the approach strategy 

intensivelyy among its members, and also consulted other leaders of the Kuala Lumpur 

Yongchunn Association like Jingxing Zheng, who identifies strongly with China, about 

howw to approach Lee and convince him to make a donation to the hometown. Before 

thee banquet began, while the delegation was waiting the arrival of the host, the 

memberss of the delegation looked quite nervous because they thought this occasion 

wass a rare chance to raise the question. Later, during the dinner, the work was carried 

outt step by step as it had been planned, first, the guests spoke highly of Lee's business 

achievements.. Then, they introduced the matter of the development of the hometown: 

thee promising future and present shortcomings. In the harmonious atmosphere, the 

actuall  concrete request was raised by a young official who comes from the same 

villagee as Lee's family. The way the request was put is rather interesting. The young 

officiall  said: Uncle Lee, do you know that numbers of the people of our town origin 

aree hesitant to make a donation although they are willing to do so, because they dare 

nott to do so before you do. They do not want to offend you whom they regard as the 

numberr one from the town and whom they should follow. 
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Threee months later, Lee participated in a big delegation consisting of chairmen of 

fortyy or so Yongchun associations and Hokkien associations from all over Malaysia as 

welll  as distinguished Hokkien businessmen. He had been invited by Quanzhou district 

too visit Fujian and his hometown. This was the first time he visited China. He started 

makingg his first endowment by building a standard highway from his home village to 

thee county seat. 

5.. Promoting a Regional Identity 

Ass early as the 1970s, in response to the trend of globalization, Southeast Asian 

Chinesee began to establish various kinds of transnational associations (Song 1995). 

Sincee the 1980s, Chinese local governments have been actively involved in this, 

offeringg feasible plans for arranging assemblies at the site of the ancestral hometown. 

AA series of international federations of hometown fellow associations have fruitfully 

flourishedd since the turn of 1990s. Almost every principal emigrants hometown region 

inn Fujian has established a transnational institute, such as the World Federation of 

FuqingFuqing Hometown Associations (1988), the World Federation of Fuzhou Ten Cities 

Fellowss Associations (1990), the World Federation of Anxi Hometown Associations 

(1992),, the World Federation of J'ingjian Hometown Associations (1993), the World 

Federationn of Tongang Hometown Associations (1995). 

Thee World Federation of Yongchun Associations was set in November 1993, 

launchedd and managed by the Yongchun government. The first conference was 

attendedd by forty associations of Yongchun origin all over Asia. On the occasion the 

currentt president of the Malaysian Federation of Yongchun Associations was elected 

thee first president of the transnational organization, with five vice-presidents from 

Singapore,, the Philippines, Malaysia, Hong Kong and Taiwan respectively. The most 

substantivee fruits of the first meeting were that it set up a permanent liaison office in 
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Yongchunn County, to be known as the "Yongchun County Overseas Exchange 

Association""  and a rule that a bi-annual meeting will be held (Fang 1995: 289). 

Sincee the federation was established in 1993, it has attracted more and more 

Yongchunn hometown associations to join. Up to 1997, more than fifty  associations 

affiliatedd themselves with it, including those from Indonesia and Vietnam (TYXX the 

48th). . 

Settingg up a transnational hometown federation provides the local government 

withh a legitimate and efficient excuse to be involved in its migrants' transnational 

practice.. In the context of this created homogeneous community, the powers-that -be 

cann more easily make a broad connection with important personages and successful 

entrepreneurss among the migrants. Some substantive discussion about investments 

andd donations are carried pursued at this kind of conference. 

Heree is a case. In December 1993, during the first meeting of the board of the 

worldd federation of Yongchun Associations held in Malaysia, the delegation sent by 

thee Yongchun government held negotiations with Malaysia Baihu Investment Limited 

aboutt installing a thermal power plant in Yongchun. And another proposal was 

pursuedd with the Malaysia Fujian Association Holding Sdn Bhd., suggesting the latter 

too invest in the county by setting the second waterworks and hydroelectric power 

station.. These projects were based on the mutual intention built up one month earlier 

att the first conference of the World Federation of Yongchun Associations.15 

Whenn the fourth conference of the federation was held in Yongchun in November 

2000,, the local government expressly chose Yongchun Dilan Gymnasium contributed 

byy Jingxing Zheng to commemorate his parents as the meeting site. At the same time, 

Jingxingg Zheng' s donations and investments were publicized in the local media. In 

thee conference, the local state successfully held a series of trade talks. Apart from 

signingg the contract for selling local products amounted to 1.31 hundred million yuan 

RMB,, the government signed up eight investment projects with migrant entrepreneurs 

whichh amounted to 45,320 thousand yuan and at the same time it received a donation 

amountt of 1680 thousand yuan (TYXX the 55th) 
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6.. Inventing Local Culure 

Too foster transnational ties, a new local tradition has been created to help forge the 

culturall  and social identity. The creation of "China Yongchun Mandarin Festival" is a 

novell  but important cultural method in terms of promoting the appeal of the locality. 

Thee Mandarin orange is one of the major agricultural products of the county. In the 

1950s,, You Yanzhu, a returned Indonesian Chinese, successfully introduced fine 

varietiess of it into the county, where it became popular. In the 1980s, the acreage of 

mandarinn oranges covered about 4.40 thousand mu and its annual output amounted to 

8.55 thousand tons which were mainly marketed in the big cities like Beijing, Shanghai 

andd Tianjing. 

Inn the first half of the 1990s the local government held the Mandarin Orange 

Festivall  four times. It launched the Festival with the economic goal of expanding the 

mandarinn orange plantation and related processing industry, and making use of it 

culturally,, projecting a distinctive local colour to attract the attention of migrants. 

Eachh time it was advertised as a grand occasion. The themes it set are as follows: 

meetingg friends through oranges, cultivating friendship through the festival, 

emphasizingg economy and trade, extending influence and promoting development. 

Onn these occasions, Yongchun migrants from Southeast Asian region have been the 

principall  guests invited by the local authorities. Each time there are about 400-500 

representativess attending the festival, organized by the Chinese organizations of each 

countryy of residence. 

Too build up momentum, each time the local powers-that-be have invariably asked 

thee leaders of the Central State to write a few words of encouragement and 

appreciation. . 
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Itt was the current Premier of the State Council, Lipeng, who wrote the words for 

thee first festival to the effect that: "You devote a major effort to developing Yongchun 

economyy and sell the mandarin orange far away all over the world". 

Noo less importantly, the top officials at the provincial level are always invited to be 

presentt at the ceremony. The occasions provide splendid chances for officials, either 

att local level or at provincial level and overseas leaders of migrant associations and 

entrepreneurss to make contact. It has been on these occasions that many proposals for 

donationss and investments have started off. 

AA series of propaganda programmes has been conducted by the local government 

inn the festivals. There was for instance an exhibition for propagating the donations 

andd investments of overseas migrants as well as inauguration ceremonies for the local 

projectss to which migrants had contributed. While this bolsters the reputations of 

donorss and investors as well as of their relatives, there is a certain degree of 

calculationn that it will encourage other migrants' ideas of making a contribution to the 

countyy on the other hand. The following are two examples. 

Inn 1993, when the Mandarin Orange Festival was held the first time, the 

governmentt opened an exhibition entitled "The Deeds of Overseas Chinese" to 

demonstratee how migrants make huge efforts to achieve success, and how they make 

contributionss to the hometown. More than 500 pictures accompanied by written texts 

weree divided into six sections with titles such as: the profound concern of the central 

leaderss and the honour of the hometown for overseas Chinese; building up enterprises 

andd bringing benefit to one's hometown; discussing common interests and vigorously 

developingg the Yongchun economy. The exhibition generated an intense atmosphere 

off  promoting hometown oriented sentiments. (TYXX the 35th) 

Inn the fourth festival held in 1995, the authority held a ceremony for twenty-six 

donationn projects, to the value of 45,000 thousand yuan RMB, including the Teacher 

Trainingg College contributed by Wenyao Zheng (TYXX the 42nd). 
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Thee Mandarin Orange Festival has literally proved to be fruitful, giving impetus to the 

promptingg of donations and investments by migrants. In the Third Festival held in 

1993,, the local government signed contracts with overseas investors for nine projects 

includingg ceramics, decorations, beverages, natural stones, handicrafts made of 

bambooo and wood, tourist installations, clothing, hydraulic electro-generation and so 

forthh to a total amount of 109,590,000 yuan. In addition, six memoranda of intent 

weree signed for a thermal power plant, reforming and developing the highway system 

andd others to the amount of 876,000,000 yuan. It was the first peak of foreign 

investmentt in the county. Apart from this, these migrants have also donated 8,000,000 

yuanyuan to the county. In the Fourth Festival held in 1995, there were twelve contracts 

signedd for investment projects which reached 281,600,000 yuan. At the same time, the 

governmentt received donations of 45,000,000 yuan (TYXX the 35th, the 42nd). 

Thee Festival has also brought about a great advance in the production and 

marketingg of mandarin oranges. According to the statistics, til l 1996 the acreage under 

mandarinn orange had been extended to 150 thousand mu, which is 3.5 times what it 

wass ten years before. The annual output reached 150 thousand tons, twenty times 

whatt it was ten years ago. Among them 60 thousand tons were exported to the 

Southeastt Asia region, which is thirty times the amount a decade ago. Consequently, 

Yongchunn became the biggest producing and exporting base for mandarin oranges in 

Chinaa (YWZ, the 17th and the 18th). 

7.. Rewards and Preferential Treatment 

Too offer rewards to overseas Chinese for their donations is not a novel phenomenon. 

Ass early as the late Qing period, the late nineteenth century, the Qing government 

startedd to recognise the financial power Southeast Asian Chinese possessed. Therefore 
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itt changed the policy towards overseas Chinese. The core of the new policy was to 

inducee overseas Chinese to make donations or investments. Selling official positions 

ass an aristocratic title was the most conspicuous feature of the policy. Looking at its 

history,, this policy stemmed from earlier domestic policies called Juanna and 

Juanshu.Juanshu. Juanna means that the government sells official positions and titles to 

domesticc donors according to the amount of money contributed. As far as Juanshu is 

concerned,, the government awards a nominal title or rank according to the amount of 

thee donation. Juanna and Juanshu were originally an extortionate Qing method to 

acquiree revenue and these systems were practised on a scale after the 1850s, in order 

too mitigate the financial crisis in which China was embroiled. After the 1880s, Qing 

governmentt extended this policy to overseas Chinese. In the places in which Chinese 

migrantss had centralized themselves like Singapore, the Qing government even 

publishedd information on this issue regularly and enumerated various prices in detail 

inn the local newspapers (Wu 1993:97-98). 

InIn traditional Chinese society, to obtain an official position or title was the best 

wayy to bring honour to one's ancestors. It was the goal of which most people dreamed 

orr sought for in lifetime. It had an even stronger appeal to overseas Chinese. Most of 

overseass Chinese came from a humble background, and in their long struggle to make 

aa living, they had suffered various kinds of humiliation and oppression. Donating 

moneyy to purchase an official position, not only brought honour to one's ancestors, 

butt also greatly heightened one's status in both the immigrant community and in the 

hometownn community. Accordingly, although donating money to attain official 

positionn was really committing a fraud, it became a popular practice in overseas 

Chinesee communities. In 1908, the Qing passed a complete set of regulations, which 

decreedd that anyone one who invested a capital of 20,000 or so, would be rewarded 
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thee first rank of viscount; the second rank of viscount for 18,000 or so: on the analogy 

off  this, the lowest rank, the fifth, cost 100 capital investment.16 

Soo we can say that in contemporary times, the policy of rewarding and the giving 

off  preferential treatment to migrant communities pursued by local governments at 

variouss level is anchored in this historical logic. As time changes, however, the 

practicee of selling official positions and titles is replaced by citations and rewarding 

withh a medal or a plaque, though the latter method was also in use as early as in the 

initiall  years of the Republic of China in the 1910s (OHZ 1996: 338-341). 

Inn two ways, the local government holds a more flexible attitude in terms of 

rewardingg policy. One is that when encountering a particular novel question and 

experiencingg difficulty in finding the explicit corresponding regulation of the central 

governmentt to cover the eventuality, the local authority is likely to take the risk and 

tryy to solve the question without authorization. In particular in thee 1980s when 

overseass Chinese had just started making return visits and donations to establish 

variouss kinds of public infrastructure projects, this kind of situation often happened. 

Forr instance, how to handle requirements for naming a donated enterprise after the 

donorr is a typical one. 

Wenyaoo Zheng' s case can be cited here again. In 1984, as the donor for the 

constructionn of the assembly hall for No 1. School in Yongchun, Wenyao Zheng 

askedd that the hall be named after his father. Although this was unprecedented in 

Communistt China, the local head bravely agreed to the requirement. After six years, 

inn 1990, Fujian province government promulgated a decree entitled " Fujian 

Governmentt Stipulations Regarding Overseas Chinese Donation for Public Welfare 

Undertakings""  which declared that the donor is free to name the public undertaking 

forr which he /she has donated the funds (XHZ 199: 442-449). 
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Anotherr way of demonstrating that the local government is very much prepared to 

adoptt a flexible attitude is the following case. 

Thee government of Fujian province issued a schedule covering the various 

rankingss of awards in 1990, which set up three categories. A gold medal for a donor 

whoo makes a contribution to the value of 10,000,000 yuan RMB or more; a silver 

medall  for an amount ranging from 5,000,000 to 10,000,000 (TYXX 1998, the 48th). In 

responsee to the needs of Quanzhou district, a more elaborate regulation was worked 

outt in 1997 and this is now in operation in the major hometown region in south 

Fujian,, including Yongchun County. The standard for citation is as follows: 

1.. For a donation valued from 50,000 to the amount under 100,000 yuan 

RMB,, recognition will be given by the receiving county government. 

2.. For a donation valued from 100,000 to the amount under 300,000 yuan 

RMB,, a bronze medal, a horizontal, inscribed board and a certificate of honour 

wil ll  be conferred by Quanzhou district government. 

3.. For a a donation valued from 300,000 to an amount under 500,000 

yuanyuan RMB, a silver medal, a horizontal, inscribed board and a certificate of 

honourr will be awarded by Quanzhou district government. Also a 

recommendationn will be made to provincial government. 

4.. For a donation valued 500,000 yuan and above, a gold medal, a 

horizontal,, inscribed board and a certificate of honour will be awarded by the 

Quanzhouu district government. And a recommendation will be made to Provincial 

government.. For a donation to the value of more than one million, upon 

agreementt by the donor, the Quanzhou government will fix a vertical board (Li 

Bei)Bei) in the main building donated and hold a ceremony. 

Forr a donation valued above 10 million, apart from the same treatment as item 

5,, a recommendation will be made to the provincial government and a tablet will 

bee erected by the provincial government. 

5.. For a donation reaching 20 million, 30 million and 50 million and 100 

million,, with the consent of the donor, the Quanzhou government will accordingly 

buildd garden buildings pavilions of various size in the newly set up called "Spring 
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Sunshine177 Garden" in the centre of Quanzhou city, using 1% of the donation 

amount,, programmed, designed and constructed by government, as a permanent 

commemoration.. The construction costs should be paid by the county or city 

governmentt in which the receiving unit is located. 

Thee above provisions reflect at least two factors. First, donations made by migrants 

overseass have emerged as a popular social phenomenon and the majority of the many 

donorss offers a relatively small amount cutting their cloth to suit their purse. The 

Quanzhouu government' s citation standard starts from a comparatively small sum. It 

talliess with what I have seen in the region where I conducted my fieldwork. One could 

nott but feel impressed by the long list of names of donors on the main walls in halls 

off  many buildings of various kinds of institutions to which overseas migrants have 

contributed.. Following each name, there is often a small amount of endowment like 

hundredss or thousands yuan RMB. 

Thee second factor is expressed in a more creative idea. The government desires to 

placee the big donors in limelight on the local social stage (a memorial public garden 

inn the centre of city), that means that the contributions and the names of donators will 

bee broadly acknowledged and admired by the local population. This is an authorized 

actionn to set these outstanding contributions as models for the local community. Here 

onee can observe an interesting transformation. Overseas Chinese have indubitably 

beenn the target in the local government's purpose of strengthening regional identity. 

Butt the process is dialectical. In the course of forging regional identity, overseas 

Chinesee now are becoming one integrated element of the identity. 

Ass far as the Zheng lineage is concerned, the three principal actors presented in 

previouss chapters and the lineage association itself had various awards conferred on 

themm by the three levels of the local governments. 
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Att the county level, in 1995 the Yongchun authority issued a document entitled "A 

decisionn regarding conferring of a citation on the overseas Yongchun fellows who 

havee made a prominent contribution to Yongchun public welfare undertakings since 

1978"18.. The document declared that the government cites 224 individuals or 

organizationn for their prominent contribution. The candidates were divided into three 

categories,, thirty-eight in the first grade under the name of "special award for the 

publicc spirited"; fifty-eight in the second grade who were awarded a gold medal while 

1388 were registered in the third grade for a silver medal. The prominent figures 

presentedd in the previous cases: Wenyao Zheng, Xingzhong Zheng, Jingxing Zheng 

andd Piyun Li an are listed in thee first category. 

Att Quanzhou district level, there were 251 candidates listed into four categories 

forr the conferral of a citation in 1997. The first grade covers donations amounting to 

100 million yuan or above. Wenyao Zheng is among four donors who are in thee list. 

Jingxingg Zheng (who donated 9.30 million), the Zheng lineage (1.80 million), Piyun 

Liann (2 million) and Xingzhong Zheng (1.70 million) are placed in the second grade 

amountingg from 500,000 to 10 million. At the provincial level, Wenyao Zheng and 

Jingxingg Zheng have received respectively the gold and silver medals as well as 

speciall  awards for their donations. 

Withh regard to preferential treatment for overseas Chinese investment, what the 

locall  government has done is to arrange more favourable conditions for investors. 

Whatt can be observed is that the lower the level of authority is on the whole, the more 

conducivee in the conditions it is likely to offer for investors. 

Inn Yongchun, the preferential treatment the government gives is primarily 

expressedd in a favourable price for land, electricity and water offered to investors. 

Takingg land as an example, for those enterprises of which the investment amounts 

fromm 0.15 million to 1 million yuan RMB, from 1 million to 5 million and above 5 
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million,, the costs they incur in buying land will be reduced respectively by 10 %. 20% 

andd 30% on the basis of original price fixed by the central state. In addition, 

administrativee costs will be waived exempted for one year, two years and three years 

respectively.. Moreover, the payment for the land is allowed to be divided into three 

annuall  installments. 

Offeringg favourable treatment with regard to tax is another strategy to lure investors. 

AA policy was issued entitled "Measures of Yongchun for Widening The Opening" in 

I9911'.. Eighteen items were enumerated. Among them, the following items showed 

thatt the local authority adopts a more flexible attitude than that of the Central 

Government.. For instance, a stipulation says: A. all production from overseas invested 

enterprisess is exempted from the local income tax; B. those investments which 

combinee with overseas Chinese capital in the inland region of Yongchun county will 

bee exempted from production tax, capital gains tax, land use fee and other taxes. It 

mayy be permitted that the village where enterprise is located is allowed to provide a 

moree favourable price of the land for the use of enterprise. C. Counting from the year 

thee enterprise starts to make profit, the income tax of the first and the second year will 

bee waived. From the third to the fifth year, half the income tax will be exempted. 

Afterr this period, those enterprises with an export value of more than 70% of output 

valuee of the year, can still enjoy exemption from half the income tax. Those who 

achievee the title of advanced enterprise can extend the half-exemption from income 

taxx for three more years. 

Indeed,, when negotiations are carried out with proposed investors, the local 

authorityy is even willing to make some necessary concessions to satisfy the 

requirementss of the investor. For example, it is willing to subsidize farmers for selling 

landd for foreign investment. 
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Furthermore,, in order to draw in the overseas Chinese capital, the local 

governmentt has formulated a series of rewarding measures. Anyone who introduces 

overseass capital in amounts froml million to 5 million will be awarded 10,000 yuan 

RMB.. Anyone who draws in capital reaching more than 5 million will be granted 

20,0000 (TYXX, 2000, the 54th issue, 20001 the 57th issue). 

8.. Conclusion 

Inn the process of seeking for the modernization of the economy, the local 

governmentss in the Guandong and Fujian areas have fully mobilized the social 

resourcess of migrant communities and are actively promoting "transnational re-

incorporation""  of migrants into their state-centred projects. The enthusiastic and 

flexiblee attitude shown by the local governments indicates that in the trans-national 

practicess of migrants, the local government represents a crucial and dynamic force. 

Throughh the lasting efforts the local powers-that-be have made in the past two 

decades,, a distinctive modernization process has been got well and truly underway. 

Amongg the various means the local government has used one finds the re-creation 

orr strengthening of regional identity by correcting out-dated mistaken policy, by 

goingg out and making contact with migrant communities, cultivating and nurturing 

hometownn fellow feelings and promoting the collective memory by inventing new, 

locall  colour culture. All these strategies aim to create a homogeneous imagined 

community,, not only within the national territorial space, but more importantly, in a 

transnationall  space. This strategy of forging an identity of regionalism is meaningful 

ass demonstrated below. 
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Yongchunn government statistics up to 1997 show that migrants overseas have 

contributedd 2.3 hundred million yuan RMB for building up social welfare 

undertakingss like education, public health as well as improving capital constructions 

suchh as water works, electricity and roads in the hometown. At the same time, a 

thousandd million yuan have been invested by migrants to establish 140 enterprises in 

Yongchun.:o o 

Furthermoree if we take the Quanzhou area as a whole, among the other 

hometownss of Hokkien migrants, in terms of economic development, Yongchun 

Countyy just has set its first step on the road. When we turn our eyes to the entire 

Quanzhouu area, then we discover the number in this regard is spectacular. The total 

amountt of donations from overseas for the local public good has reached 

3,136,722,8300 thousand US$. Of it, 99,650,440,000 had been contributed before 

1978,, from 1979 to 1997, there are 3,037,072,390,000 US$ contributed. As far as 

investmentss in industry and commerce are concerned, about 30 hundred million US$ 
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Chapterr  Seven 

Middlemenn and their  Role in Transnational Social 
Space e 

Sincee transnational social practices have spread over broad regions, a group of special 

agentss are needed to act as intermediaries to link migrants to the community of 

hometownn region, migrants to the local governments, migrants to other migrants, and 

soo forth, to carry out the border-crossing projects, to negotiate and to solve disputes. 

Thesee agents are called "middlemen". 

Inn international academic usage with regard to Asia, the terminology "middlemen" 

oftenn refers to groups of people or individuals who worked as compradors (in the case 

off  China) or business brokers (in the broad sense) for Western businessmen or 

enterprisess in their business activities during the colonial period. At the present time, 

thee term 'middlemen' generally implies professional service brokers. It can be 

assumedd that middlemen are a kind of medium that exerts considerable influence on 

users,, suppliers and recipients in various forms depending on the field of service in 

whichh they are involved. However, the middlemen in this study do not fit  into the 

abovee two categories. Generally speaking, they play their role in a social and cultural 

sensee rather than in an economic sense. 

Inn my discussion of the function of middlemen, at this point I would like to bring 

J.A.. Barnes's concept of "mesh" in network study. It is postulated that the network 

meshh is of greater density in modem society, as people in it do not have as many 

friendss and acquaintances in common as in the small-scale and traditional societies. 

"I ff  they were to trace any linkage to each other at all, apart from their direct 
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relationship,, it would perhaps have to be by way of a great many others-which would 

probablyy mean that they would be unaware of the possibility" (Hannerz 1980:164). 

Thee border crossing networks of overseas Chinese communities and the 

communityy of hometown display complex characteristics. Ineluctably, shaped by type 

off  migration and settlement reinforced by their status as a minority, Southeast Asian 

Chinesee communities are based on tradition. Here tradition means that the 

communitiess are basically constructed along four lines, which are: consanguineous 

origin,, regional descent, dialect and occupation. The communities in the setting of the 

hometownn county also still possess the nature of old-style, small- scale community 

sincee they are still almost invariably based on agriculture. Correspondingly, individual 

relationss between these communities are more direct than indirect. There can be no 

denyingg that when the relationships between individuals have to be built in a trans-

territoriall  space, the distance is much greater. Transnational activities demand 

transnationall  networks which can tum an indirect relationship, belonging to a looser 

networkk mesh, into direct one and bring the ties between individuals within reach and 

manageable.. Middlemen thus are needed in this network structure to build up links 

betweenn the actors and it is their operations which cause the network mesh to become 

tighter. . 

Thiss chapter presents four cases respectively representing four categories of 

middlemen,, chosen with reference to their personal background: locals of some 

renowned,, government officials at various levels and elites of the lineage. Some of 

them,, however, may act in dual or plural capacities, according to the precise 

requirementss of the situation. Although they differ from each other in terms of social 

position,, scope of service, and area of influence, they share two points in common -

first,, they are familiar with the societies of both the sending and receiving place so 
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theyy know the regulations which set the field of play. Second, they have already 

establishedd extended networks, of which the most important is the connection with the 

locall  governments. 

Likee other transnational subjects, a middleman has been situated in the social 

structuree of the border-crossing space. To put it another way, the social and cultural 

resourcess these middlemen rely on and mobilize are mainly their ties with blood 

relationss and the regional and common dialect linkage. Since such a social space has 

beenn historically constructed, the middlemen can trace their roots far back and as 

consequentlyy their roots run deep in this space. They themselves indeed come from a 

trans-territoriall  migration background and have acquired sufficient understanding of 

howw things work in this social space. Such a particular historical background has 

providedd them with the essential prerequisites to fulfi l their role as middleman. 

Insteadd of giving a general discussion of Chinese guanxi (the network of 

particularisticc ties) orientation, there are two points on which I should like to 

concentrate.. What kind of network has the actor constructed? Is it based on kinship, 

placee of origin or a relationship of long-term reciprocity? Secondly, how does an 

actorr operate his network and reach his goal? Viewed in combination with these two 

majorr questions, the cases presented below are intended to provide answers to the 

questionss such as: What kind of background has enabled the actors to be middlemen? 

Whatt motivates them to act voluntarily as middlemen and how does their influence 

affectt Chinese trans-space activities under study? 
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1.. Piyun Lian: a Distinguished Personage Livin g in Macao 

Generallyy speaking, the influence a distinguished personage can exert on the 

communityy is the direct outcome of that person's career and activities. Family 

backgroundd could also help to build up his reputation in the local community. 

Piyann Lian is an example of the Leftist patriotic intellectuals of the first half of the 

twentiethh century. They had witnessed enormous turmoil and distress in China and 

hadd actively participated in the anti-imperialist and anti-feudal movement that surged 

backk and forth over China for half a century. Most of them believed in the theory that 

educationn could rescue the country. Piyun Lian has devoted most of his life-time to 

thee undertaking of constructing modern education in Chinese society: both in the 

Southeastt Asian Chinese communities in Kuala Lumpur and in Medan, Indonesia, as 

welll  as in Yongchun and south Fujian in China. His story discloses his rich 

experiencee as a migrant and a representative of overseas Chinese nationalists. His 

lastingg contribution to Chinese education has brought him fame and a well-deserved 

reputationn in the border-crossing social space. In turn, his social capital makes him 

appealingg to the first generation migrant community as they have had common points 

inn history and experience. In order to understand the functions and motives of Piyun 

Lian,, it is necessary to recount his personal history first. 

Piyunn Lian was born in 1907, into a family that boasted a long line of merchants 

inn Wuding village in Yongchun. His father, Shu Lian, was a scholar in the traditional 

schooll  before he started his business as a merchant. Shu Lian passed the imperial 

examinationn at county level in 1899, two years into the movement of Constitutional 

Reformm and the Modernization Policy pursued by the late Qing administration. As 

advocatedd by reformers, a new type of modern school gradually appeared throughout 

China.. Shu Lian was given the opportunity to study at the Fujian College of Law and 

Politicss in Fuzhou and was determined to become a disseminator of Western learning 

(aa late Qing period term for the Western natural and social sciences). He, however, 

couldd only pursue his teaching career for two years in Yongchun because his father's 

storee went bankrupt and his family found itself in dire financial straits. As he was the 
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eldestt son of the family, Shu Lian gave up teaching and switched to running his 

familyy business. Helped by one of his classmates who had settled in the Philippines, 

hee managed to put together the capital he needed to restart the family business 

establishment.. He turned out to be a successful merchant - and not only in Yongchun 

itself.. He also gradually expanded his business network to the main cities in Fujian 

provincee like Quanzhou, Xiamen, Fuzhou and even to Shanghai. The scope of the 

businesss covered the selling of cotton yarn, fertilizer, flour, fruit, silk and articles for 

dailyy use. His wholesale store was one of the biggest in Yongchun. Having enjoyed a 

modernn education, he did not limit himself to engaging in trade of traditional type 

alonee but ventured into investing in the modern industrial field like textiles and 

factoriess for the manufacture of electric light bulbs. Shu Lian' s success in his 

businesss career then secured the reputation and position of the Lian family in the 

locall  community. The more important influence which Shu Lian exerted on his son, 

Piyunn Lian, however, was his inculcation of being concerned about the affairs of 

societyy and about education in particular. 

Unlikee other business-minded entrepreneurs, though Shu Lian possessed a sharp 

businesss sense, he retained some traits of an orthodox Confucian scholar acquired in 

hiss early years. He and his family led a simple and frugal life and felt responsible and 

tookk part actively as participants in and organizers of charities in the local community. 

Forr instance, he bore all the exorbitant taxes and levies imposed on his whole village: 

aboutt 500 lian (a lian is equal to 50 gm of silver) each year. He also paid a sum of 

3,0000 lian of silver in overdue surcharges that his village owed the yamen 

(governmentt office in feudal China). Shu Lian also insisted on his family members 

adoptingg a modest demeanour. He exhorted his sons time and again - when it came to 

co-operatingg with others for business, for every $100 of profit made, one should let 

anotherr gain 51 of it and leave yourself the balance of 49. 

Piyunn Lian remembers an incident from his youth. When he was studying at the 

countyy seat while he was a teenager, he could only return home to his mountain 

villagee once a week because of the distance. The food he brought from his home to 

schooll  was coarse edible grain and some vegetables, but he was also given plenty of 

money.. His father repeatedly told htm he should use the money sparingly on himself, 

butt if his classmates encountered difficulties, he should extend a helping hand. 

Althoughh Shu Lian could not achieve his long-cherished dream of being a 

disseminatorr of modern thinking, he never relinquished the idea of setting up schools 
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too improve the educational standard of his fellows. He built a primary school in his 

villagee and kept contributing a fixed portion from his income to the Number One 

Highh School of Yongchun. Shu Lian was well known locally for he always 

unhesitatinglyy offered assistance to any young men who wanted to pursue a higher 

educationn outside the county but lacked the financial sources to do so. 

Inn his advocating of education, Shu Lian looked upon Tan Kah Kee as his model. 

Hee sent the fourteen-year-old Piyun away from home to the Jimei School set up by 

Tann Kah Kee off the island of Xiamen. He did not want his son to inherit his business, 

insteadd he wished that Piyun would become an educationalist. This was a very clear 

messagee the youthful Piyun got from his father. Piyu recalled what his father told him: 

Youu should study hard, but the purpose of your study is not only for yourself. 
Youu also need to make friends with a good teacher and be helpful to friends in 
orderr to run a school in the future. We cannot do as much as Tan Kah Kee did, 
butt by making an effort, after a few years, we could at least run a middle 
school l 

Althoughh his father died rather early, in his forties, his will and enthusiasm for 

promotingg education had exerted an indelible impact on Piyun. From his youth, Piyun 

plungedd into various kinds of social activities with patriotic fervour. In his third year 

off  studying at Jimei Middle School, Piyun was expelled because of his participation 

inn student political movements. In 1923, he went to Wuchang Teacher's Training 

Collegee to study English and the following year transferred to Shanghai University to 

falll  in with a group of left-wing literati. He was active in anti-British and anti-

Japanesee student movements inspired by the May 30th Movement. After he got his 

Bachelorr of Arts degree in 1926, he went to Japan for further study. 

Inn 1928, he returned to south Fujian. With other progressive personages, Piyun 

establishh the Liming (literally meaning 'dawn') High School in Quanzhou district 

wheree at that time there was only one other high school run by missionaries. Piyun 

wass chosen to be the headmaster of the school. Starting from scratch, Piyun Lian 

contributedd the whole sum of 6000 Shanghai silver yuan, which had been brought 

togetherr by his family for fees so that he would be able to continue his studies in 

Germany.. Supported by like-minded locals who wished to bring about the national 

awakeningg known as the May Fourth Movement for Progress, Piyun introduced 

democratic,, progressive and scientific thinking into the school. The intellectual 

milieuu that developed out of the May Fourth Movement was known as the New 
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Culturee Movement. This Movement advocated social and political theories ranging 

fromm complete Westernization of China to socialism. In many respects, the 

establishmentt of Liming School ushered a new atmosphere into Quanzhou where 

feudall  ideological influence still ran strong. The school served as a vehicle through 

whichh fresh ideas were put into practice. As a result. Liming School exerted an 

unprecedentedd impact on the general mood of the local culture and in educational 

circles. . 

Att the beginning of 1935, Piyun went to Malaysia because of the closing down of 

Limingg School . He was invited there by the former Dean of Study of Liming school, 

whoo had moved to Malaysia and assumed the post of headmaster of Zuncong Middle 

Schooll  in Kuala Lumpur." Piyun took charge of establishing a high school to 

complementt the Zuncong Middle School. At the same time he concurrently held the 

postt of editor-in-chief of one of the local Chinese newspapers. He called on overseas 

Chinesee to unite and remain patriotic and also urged that they promote Chinese 

culture.. In addition, his call to the public and a well-publicized stance against Chiang 

Kai-shekk and Wang Jiwei, who seemed less than desirably close to Japan, brought 

himm to the notice of the Malaysian police. 

Halff  a year later, pressure from the Malaysian authorities forced him to seek 

shelterr in Medan, Indonesia. There, his enthusiasm undiminished, he was appointed 

headmasterr of the Shudong Middle School. The great wave of nationalism in support 

off  China which welled up among the youthful students again incurred the displeasure 

off  the Dutch colonial government. Piyun Lian had to leave Indonesia and he returned 

too the Zuncon School in Kuala Lumpur. 

Inn 1939, together with other Malaysian Chinese leaders, he founded the Chinese 

MiddleMiddle School and was its first headmaster. In the second year, some of his students 

andd teachers, who had tried to propagate their progressive ideas as they distributed 

leafletss against Japan in the name of an underground communist organization, were 

arrestedd by the British political department. The authorities forced Piyun Lian to 

tenderr in his resignation, threatening that otherwise they would close the school. To 

savee the school, Piyun Lian left. The time when Piyun lost his job coincided with a 

delegationn of overseas Chinese of Southern China origin going to China to convey 

'greetingss and appreciation' to the motherland - organized by Tan Kah Kee. The later 

arrangedd for Piyun to go back to China with this group. 
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Afterr two years in China, in 1941, Piyun returned to Malaysia as he was worried 

aboutt his family there and the progress of the Chinese Middle School. Not long after, 

thee Johor Political Department arrested him on suspicion of being a communist. 

Rescuedd by Tan Kah Kee, he was eventually released following the bombing of Pearl 

Harbourr and the subsequent upsurge in anti-Japanese sentiments after America 

decidedd to join other Ally countries in World War II. 

Circaa 1943, at the invitation of friends, Piyun Lian returned to Fujian to be the 

headmasterr of two colleges offering professional training. In 1947, he was appointed 

too be the Head of the Education Department of Fujian Province. During his term of 

office,, he devoted himself to developing the education of people living in the 

mountainouss areas. He established an academic organization called the South 

ChineseChinese Study Association for studying Southeast Asian Chinese issues. As he 

encouragedd anti- Kuomintang activities, the Head of the Secret Service of 

Kuomintangg issued an order to have him killed. Helped by friends and students, he 

escapedd from Xiamen to Hong Kong in August 1949. 

Whenn the KMT regime withdrew from the mainland to Taiwan in 1949, Piyun' s 

cousinn had to shift the family business from Taiwan to Southeast Asia. Piyun 

thereforee went to Singapore, and then transferred to Jakarta, Indonesia, to help operate 

thee family enterprise. While he was appointed general manager of the company, he 

devotedd much of his time to cultural and educational affairs. He voluntarily taught 

Chinesee history and classic literature behind closed doors in his home. At that time, 

privatelyy owned Chinese newspapers were forced to close. To keep their hearth fires 

burning,, Piyun became the editor in chief of the Chinese version of Torch, the 

officiall  newspaper of Indonesia Nationalist Party (PNI). This strategy was copied by 

otherr Chinese newspapers and magazines which wished to avoid closure. As a result, 

Chinesee newspapers survived til l 1965 when a new anti-Chinese movement resulted 

inn the seizure of all Chinese printed matters in Indonesia. Through the Chinese 

versionn of Torch, he subtly expressed his inclination towards China and disseminated 

newss on the progress of socialist China. After the newspaper was closed down by the 

Indonesiann military, Piyun Lian returned to China at the beginning of 1966. 

Inn May 1966, he took his family to Beijing with the intention of settling down 

there.. Liao Chengzhi, a national leader who was in charge of the nationwide affairs 

off  overseas Chinese, however, suggested to Piyun Lian to consider taking up 

residencee in Macao. The main task of Piyun Lian there would be to look after the 
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wellbeingg of overseas Chinese political refugees seeking asylum in Macao. In 1965 

andd 1966, to escape persecution, many Chinese living in Indonesia fled the country. 

Thosee who had sufficient wealth and business contacts headed for Singapore. The rest 

mostlyy turned to Mainland China. Yet it still was hard for many of them to find a 

properr place to settle down. It was difficult to gain entry to Hong Kong as the British 

weree wary of any sudden influx of people into the already overcrowded territories. 

Macaoo was comparatively easier to get into and the refugees could readily adapt to the 

freee enterprise economy set up there. The sooner the refugees could take care of 

themselves,, the less drain it would be on the Chinese government. Piyun accepted 

thiss task and relocated his family to Macao in September 1966. After one year of 

planning,, structuring and testing, in April 1968, the Macao General Organization of 

Returnedd Chinese was formally registered and Piyun Lian was elected its chairman. 

Apartt from social work, Piyun remained active in promoting Chinese culture. In 

1974,, he established the Chinese calligraphy publishing house in Hong Kong which it 

publishedd a bimonthly newsletter to promote Chinese calligraphy. 

Althoughh he lives outside China, his interaction with south Fujian, his hometown 

regionn has never been halted. He has been enthusiastically involved in the 

developmentt of education of that area. When the Liming High School which he had 

foundedd in Quanzhou half a century ago expanded and was upgraded to a college in 

thee 1980s, he was invited to be the president of the college, a post which he held until 

1989. . 

Inn recognition to his unfailing services to Chinese cultural and educational 

undertakings,, both in overseas and hometown areas, Piyun Lian was appointed a 

memberr of the Chinese People's Political Consultative Conference (C.P.P.C.C) and 

alsoo a member of same organization of Fujian Province. This is the highest honour 

andd the ultimate accolade of political recognition. 

Duee to his impeccable reputation, wide network of connections and unquestioned 

loyalty,, and no less important, the geographical position of Hong Kong and Macao, 

Piyunn Lian, using the terminology of Yongchun County officials who were in charge 

off  the affairs with regard to Youngchun migration overseas, is regarded as a key who 

couldd open up the lock of the door previously closed on migrants overseas. When the 
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countyy started to tap the overseas resources in 1980s, the county officials paid a 

speciall  visit to Piyun Lian. These officials told Lian that the county was eager to 

improvee its cultural facilities and they intended to establish a cultural center in the 

townn seat. To fund this venture, they had to find funds from outside, as the state 

budgett did not provide for such developments even though such a structure was sorely 

neededd by the locals to improve the quality of their lives. In response to this appeal, 

Piyunn Lian made a special trip to Kuala Lumpur to visit Di Zheng. 

Focusingg on what Piyun Lian did when he lived in Kuala Lumpur in the 1930s and 

1940s,, we can understand better why Piyun was a suitable candidate to undertake the 

taskk of being a middleman. While he was in Kuala Lumpur, Piyun Lian was an active 

figuree in Hokkien educational circles. The central place at which businessmen of 

Hokkienn origin used to gather was the building of Rubber Association of Kuala 

Lumpur.. Chinese businessmen frequently came to exchange information about 

rubberr quotations, pick up the latest gossip, and relax playing mahjong. Indeed, the 

Rubberr Association could be considered as a major club for successful businessmen 

andd noted public figures of Hokkien origin in Kuala Lumpur throughout the best part 

off  the twentieth century. Even now, with the down-trend rubber has suffered in the 

lastt two decades, the Rubber Association remains the hub of social activities for the 

Chinesee business community. 4 

Piyunn Lian recalled that he often spent his weekends there and it was through the 

Rubberr Association that he met and established long-term friendship with some of the 

prominentt Chinese figures in Malaysian business annals. One outstanding gesture 

thatt gained Piyun Lian a position of trust among Yongchun migrants in Malaysia was 

hiss founding of the Chinese Middle School in Kuala Lumpur in 1939. This school, 

afterr half a century of development, has today become one of the most popular 

Chinesee schools among the Malaysian Chinese community and it counts among its 

oldd boys and old girls many top successful entrepreneurs, professionals and people 
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withh high social standing of Hokkien descent. The open declaration of their close 

friendshipp by Di Zheng, himself a highly respected figure in Malaysia, also lends 

credencee to Piyun Lian. 

Soo when Piyun Lian flew over to visit Di Zheng in Kuala Lumpur, without much 

hesitation,, Di Zheng agreed to make an endowment to two projects; HKS1.6 million 

too the county for setting up a cultural centre and another sum of RMB200,000 for 

buildingg an assembly hall for the Peng Xiong School. 

Itt is clear that the foundation of the relationship between Piyun Lian and Di Zheng 

hadd been laid historically. Besides, Piyun Lian's image as a patriotic educationalist 

alsoo won him the trust of Di Zheng. 

Thiss matter reappeared in the case of Wenyao Zheng. Piyun Lian was one of the 

channelss for communication utilized by both Yongchun officials and by Wenyao 

himself.. When Wenyao wanted to make his biggest donation project, he made a trip 

too Hong Kong and the person he wanted to contact and consult with was Piyun Lian. 

Piyunn Lian knows Wenyao well because his family resided at Segamat for a long 

periodd when it was Wenyao's business base. In addition, Piyun's involvement in the 

arenaa of education both at home and abroad also qualified him in the eyes of Wenyao 

too be the best person to make sound suggestions about Wenyao's ambitious 

educationall  projects. The advice and opinions of Piyun Lian were sought by both the 

donorr and recipient back and forth over many years. And the paving of a path has led 

too the proper rounding off of these donation projects. 

Theree are several prominent figures of Yongchun origin in Hong Kong who assumed 

parallell  mantles to that of Piyun Lian. Although they have different personal 

backgrounds,, a few points in common can be observed among them; one is that they 

aree unfailingly patriotic or say that they still strongly identify with Yongchun on the 

basiss of their personal experience. Their enthusiasm to throw themselves into border-

crossingg activities which are designed to improve the home region is one of their 

majorr motivations. The second is that has been clearly revealed in Piyun Lian' s 

history,, the public praise they have built up not only brings them access to both 
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migrantt communities and hometown communities, but more importantly endows 

themm with the aura of having the ability to mobilize migrants. 

2.. Jianxiong Qiu: A Local Official 

Inn China, officials always are superior to ordinary people. The career of being an 

officiall  enables the person to be familiar with or have insight into the mechanisms and 

thee operations of official circles and also enables him or her to associate with various 

kindss of social power as well as mixing with distinguished personages in various 

circles.. All these provide the person concerned with potential social capital to play a 

rolee as middleman. Jianxiong Qiu is such an example. 

Jianxiongg Qiu is a migrant in reverse. He was born and grew up in Malaysia. His 

fatherr served as an ordinary clerk in a company all his life. Being a person of scanty 

means,, Qiu put in very determined efforts into his studies and he won the highest 

scholarshipp - offered by the Yongchun Association of Kuala Lumpur - that paid for 

hiss education. There is no doubt that his identity with Yongchun community was bred 

intoo him in his youth. 

Whenn he was at secondary school, introduced by one of his teachers, who was a 

leaderr of the Malay Communist Party in charge of student's organization of the whole 

off  Peninsular Malaya, Qiu became a member of the Party. Later he became the top 

leaderr of the student movement in Kuala Lumpur. After graduating from high school 

inn the early 1950s, he went to Singapore to study at the Nanyang University of 

Singapore.. Word came to him via a conduit - the message was hidden in a tube of 

toothpastee - that the government of Malaya was after him and about to issue a warrant 

forr his arrest. Before 1963, Singapore was part of Malaya and was subjected to its 

lawss and ordinances. Qiu left Singapore on the same night he received the message. 

Theree were only two options open to him, either join the forces of the Communist 

Partyy to fight in a guerilla warfare in the mountainous forest area in Malaya or go to 

China.. Qiu chose the latter. 
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Inn China, he studied Chinese literature at the Fujian Teacher's Training College 

andd graduated at the beginning of the 1960s. Qiu was firstly assigned to the Export 

andd Import Office run under the auspices of the bureau of Foreign Trade in Sanming 

districtt of Fujian province. Later he became a secretary to one of the deputy-

governorss of Fujian province. When the deputy-governor was transferred to Hong 

Kongg as the Chairman of the Board of Huaming Corporation in early 1980s, Qiu was 

selectedd to go to Hong Kong with his boss. 

HuamingHuaming (literately means Fujian of China) Corporation is the formal 

representativee institution of Fujian province which also acts as its trading arm. Like 

thee Hong Kong branch of Xinghua She (the Chinese News Agency), which is in fact a 

politicall  branch of Chinese Central State, Huaming is the branch office of the Fujian 

Provinciall  Government in Hong Kong. Hence engaging in politics was the 

fundamentall  concern of Huaming. Politically, it targets Chinese of Fujian origin in 

Hongg Kong and Southeast Asia. According to Qiu, what is commonly known as the 

'Nanyangg Bang' (a prominent group of Chinese businessmen in Southeast Asia) 

basicallyy consists of entrepreneurs of Hokkien origin. Without the support of the 

Hokkienn migrants in Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia, the Philippines, Thailand, Hong 

Kongg and Taiwan, Fujian province itself would not be what it is today. The political 

agendaa of Huaming is to make and maintain contacts, gather information and provide 

intermediaryy and advisory services. Outstandingly suitable because of his background 

andd experience, Qiu became assistant to the Chairman of the Board-cum-Head of 

Officee of the corporation. 

Qiuu worked in Huaming for seven years until the Chairman of the Board was 

transferredd to another position. Then he worked as a secretary of Wong Kerlee, a 

Hongg Kong representative of the Standing Committee of C.P.P.C.C, for ten years up 

upp to the writing of this thesis. Wong, the Chairman of Tai Cheng International 

(Holdings)) Limited, is also a well-known figure in the business circles in Hong Kong 

withh leanings towards Beijing even during the British years. He asked Beijing's 

approval.. The son of Wong, Philip Y. Wong, a deputy of the National People's 
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Congress,, is considered the most trusted among the members of the Legislative 

Councill  of Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (H.K.S.A.R.) by the central 

government.. Qiu also works for him as the director of his office. 

Qiu'ss earlier experience working at the Huaming Cooperation and then later for 

thee Wongs, father and son, has brought him a broad network of connections in the 

Hokkienn circles across the South China Sea, between Fujian province and Southeast 

Asia.. He has indeed been a crucial middleman in Jingxing Zheng's case (presented in 

Chapterr 5). Without his intervention at a deep level in the political networks of 

variouss Fujian authorities, the trouble caused by the corrupt official who embezzled 

Jingxingg Zheng' s investment would not have been solved satisfactorily. 

Personally,, Qiu has known Jingxing Zheng and his father Di Zheng for a long time. 

Havingg shown himself to be an excellent student when he studied in Kuala Lumpur, 

Qiuu went on to win the highest scholarship awarded by the Yongchun Association, 

S$20000 annually, which was in those days more than sufficient to cover his tuition fee 

andd living expenses. Ever since then, Qiu has had a soft spot for Di Zheng who was 

thee Chairman of the Yongchun Association. Qiu narrated: 

Myy father was not a member of the Yongchun Association, not because he did 

nott qualify as a clan member, but because he did not have money to pay the 

membershipp fee. You could well ask, 'Then how could you get the highest 

scholarship?'' It was Di Zheng who noted my scholastic achievements and 

recommendedd me. Di Zheng argued that as long as one was the offspring of a 

Yongchunn migrant, one was entitled to the right to claim the scholarship. 

Afterr leaving Malaysia for four decades, when I eventually got permission 

fromm the Malaysian government to return to the land of my birth for my 

father'ss funeral in 1992,1 went to see Di Zheng. After such a long absence, 

hiss first words were to ask me if I had received all the scholarship sums due to 

mee from the Yongchun Association in my student time. 

Thee mutual sympathy each feels for the other is palpable and may also be bolstered by 

thee fact that Qiu is a distant relative of Di Zheng's family. His maternal grandmother 

livedd with the Zhengs family til l her death. And the third reason is that Qiu works for 
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thee Wong family. Zheng and Wong are old family friends. The senior Zheng and the 

seniorr Wong have a deep mutual trust for each other. Both of them are on the Board 

off  Directors of the Overseas Trust Bank of Hong Kong. On the basis of these reasons, 

Qiuu has inadvertently become involved in the investment of the Zheng family in 

Fujiann province. Qiu is currently the General Manager of both Wanma Co. Ltd. of 

Hongg Kong and Wanma Group Co. Ltd in Fuzhou. In the early stages of the Zheng 

investmentt in Fujian in the mid-1990s, Jingxing entrusted Wang with being in charge 

off  the Zheng enterprises (refer to Chapter 5). As Jingxing Zheng was fully occupied 

withh his Malaysian business, he was not able to divert his attention to Mainland China 

andd left matters completely in the hands of Wang. Later, when Wang was found to 

bee corrupt and self-serving which led to huge losses for the Wanma Group of 

companies,, sending it heavily into debt, Qiu was asked to mediate in this affair and to 

helpp to solve problems. Qiu recalled how he started to be involved in this affair: 

Afterr my busy schedule caused by the return of Hong Kong to China, I went to 
Fuzhouu to run a check on the accounts of the Wanma Group. I found out that 
inn the registration of Wanma Group submitted to the provincial authority, 
Wangg has nominated himself the Chairman while he named Jingxing Zheng 
merelyy as an ordinary director. More crucially, there was a condition added to 
thee Memorandum of Agreement saying that were any change to be made to 
thee position of the Chairman, it should have the unanimous approval of the 
Boardd of Trustees. And of course, the appointees to the Board were under the 
Wang'ss thumb. 

Underr the circumstances, Jingxing Zheng who is the principal investor and owner of 

thesee enterprises did not have a leg to stand on and had no right to make any decisions 

withh which the Chairman did not concur. Later, Qiu discovered other problems as 

well;; for instance, the signatures on some bank documents supposedly to have been 

signedd by Jingxing had been faked. 

Qiuu felt that he was partially responsible for what had happened to the Wanma 

Group;; letting Wang gain control of it and it consequently suffering a serious loss of 

400 million RMB yuan because he had been too busy to be properly involved in the 

managementt of the head office in Hong Kong. Had he been less occupied and more 

alert,, Wang could not have availed himself of thee loopholes he had found. Qiu 

decidedd to do his best to solve the problem because he believed that he was the right 

personn to deal with Wang - he knows the local conditions in Fujian and is thoroughly 

acquaintedd with the pattern of operations in the political network. 
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Qiuu commented that Jingxing Zheng has a Malaysian nationality but a Chinese heart. 

Unlikee his father, who experienced hardship, turmoil and chaos caused by civil wars 

thatt wrecked China during the time of the early twentieth-century generation, Jinxing 

enjoyedd a good education at Chinese schools in Malaysia and Singapore. This imbued 

himm with an abiding bond with his ancestral homeland. Jingxing kept himself 

informedd of developments in China through Chinese newspapers published in 

Malaysia.. Qiu has personally witnessed occasions when negative remarks or 

commentss about China were passed and it was often the lone voice of Jingxing which 

spokee up, at times quite aggressively, for China. When Jingxing sent his sons to study 

electronicss engineering in Japan because of his partnership with Japanese investors, 

hee confided to Qiu that he hoped that the connection between the family and China 

wouldd not break down in the next generation and that his sons could do something for 

thee vigorous development of China. To achieve this, Jingxing asked Qiu to take his 

sonss to visit Hong Kong, Guangdong and Fujian. To prepare them for the harsh 

realities,, Jingxing requested Qiu to arrange for his sons to stay in hotels frequented by 

thee Chinese themselves. He even stipulated a budget, "Under one thousand per 

night,""  Jingxing said. Qiu said it was a hard task because it was not easy to find 

properr accommodation for this limited budget in Hong Kong. 

Now,, Jingxing's sincere efforts to assist the economic development of China and 

hiss trust in a Chinese communist party official was being abused through Wang's 

abuses.. With righteous indignation, Qiu said: 

Withh Wanma facing foreclosure, how could Jingxing account for this failure to 

hiss family, to the Yongchun community in Kuala Lumpur and to his long-term 

Japanesee business partner? 

Qiuu assured Jingxing Zheng that this matter should be and could be resolved. It 

wouldd need a lot of mediation and calling in of old favours, but he confidently drew 
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upp a plan of action. The first step was to regain legal control over the Wanma Group 

off  Companies by transferring its ownership from Wang back to Jingxing Zheng. 

Inn drawing up his plan of action, Qiu took into consideration the fact that Wang is 

aa very arrogant man. He talks about himself as a high-ranking official of the Chinese 

Partyy as he had once held the position of the Secretary of Party Committee at the 

prefecturee level and had governed several million people. Besides, his wife has a 

strongg army background and Qiu was pretty sure that behind Wang lies a closely knit 

networkk of officials. 

Supplementedd by information from various sides in Fuzhou, Wang's story goes 

likee this. Wang's life story is not just an ordinary one. He has experienced a few ups 

andd downs in his career. In the late 1980s, he violated the laws and abused his power 

whenn he held the position of the Secretary of the Party Committee at a prefecture. 

Xiannan,, Fujian Secretary of the Party Committee for a time, wrote a series of 

commentaryy essays criticizing Wang. These brought about his downfall as the 

articless were published on the front page of the Fujian Daily. Hence Wang was asked 

too resign from his position. Later, after things cooled down, Wang managed to obtain 

aa new posting as the Head of Department for aquatic products of Fujian province. 

Onee can see here how the political networks once firmly knit could function as 

umbrella.. One of the high-ranking officials who backed Wang was Chen, the 

governorr of Fujian province, who himself had also made his play from the same field 

off  aquatic products. Chen had once been the president of the College for Aquatic 

Productss when Wang had served there. Moreover, the current governor and deputy -

governorr had once been Wang's subordinates. Supported by these high-ranking 

officials,, Wang felt that he was above the law. 

Consideringg the seriousness of this situation, Qiu carefully explained the hooks 

andd eyes to Jingxing Zheng. If Zheng were to sue Wang in a court of law, Wang 

couldd use his influence to drag the case out. By the time the case were heard, there 

wouldd be nothing left worth saving in Wanma, not to mention the hefty costs of such 

aa lawsuit. 

Afterr many detailed discussions, Zheng and Qiu decided to take several steps to 

solvee the problem. Foremost was how to wrest back the controlling power over 

Wanmaa Group and stop Wang from bleeding its enterprises. Qiu took up the matter 

himself.. This was what he did. 
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Qiuu used the strategy known as " to loosen one's grip of military power after 

drinking""  (a Chinese literary quotation). He went to Fuzhou and threw a dinner 

invitingg the top management staff and people who had connections with the Wanma 

Group;; covertly or otherwise. Before dinner, Qiu gave a general speech at the 

headquarterr of the Group, studious omitting any reference to his major goal. When the 

dinnerr was drawing to its close, he declared that according to the decree of the 

investor,, Wanma in Hong Kong, it was decided that Lu (Wang' s mistress) be relieved 

off  the post of Chairman of Fujian Allied Frozen Company Limited, the core enterprise 

off  the group. The reason cited was that this enterprise was losing heavily and 

Jingxingg Zheng wanted to personally be responsible for it. 

Beforee making this decision, Jingxing and Qiu had considered that if they adopted 

thee normal means of writing a letter of dismissal, the opponent would take quick 

counterr measures by breaking down the enterprise before the mandatory 'takeover' 

periodd is over. The other possibility could be that Wang and supporters would dig in 

theirr heels and resist. 

Jingxingg arranged for a trustworthy person to be the executive chairman to carry 

onn the day-to-day management, but has retained the title of Chairman ever since to 

keepp control over major aspects of Wanma Group, like finance, management and 

marketing. . 

Thee second step, to use Qiu' s words, was to take recourse to the ancient yet still 

applicablee strategy known as "the attacking army has reached the city gates". After 

thee dismissal of Lu, Qiu declared that Wang and Lu would be stripped of all their 

officiall  positions and titles in Wanma Group, whether were for practical or for formal 

purposess only. Before making this announcement, Qiu had made contact with and 

talkedd to the relevant leaders of Fujian province and had quietlyy instigated legal 

proceedings.. When he went to see Wang, Qiu took along his lawyer and asked Wang 

too hand over all official seals and documents. Wang resolutely resisted and claimed 

thatt he wanted to talk to Jingxing himself. Qiu related the following details of his 

clashh with Wang: 

II  told Wang that I have brought the 'imperial sword' (a symbol of the highest 

authorityy investing the bearer with discretionary powers from the 'emperor') 

withh me. I am giving you one night to think this through and you must give me 

aa reply tomorrow. I pointed out to him that he is a high-ranking official. If he 
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didd not handle the matter well, he would lose his status and reputation. 

Furtherr more, how could he justify the role of Lu in this matter to his wife? 

II  indicated to Wang that I would not compromise. This is a tactic. In China, to 

actt in official circles, you have to be tactful whenever you make a step. It was 

necessaryy to take an uncompromising stance towards him as he is very 

conceitedd and arrogant and looks down upon Jingxing Zheng, regarding him 

ass a country bumpkin. 

Thee next morning, Wang came to the hotel where Qiu was staying to see him. Qiu 

keptt him waiting downstairs for half an hour. When Qiu showed up, he asked Wang 

too speak briefly because "I have a meeting to attend and cannot spare you much time." 

Wangg claimed that he had a sleepless night and after thinking things over, he would 

givee up all the power he had accrued. 

Qiuu held a general meeting that same day and announced that all the accounts 

weree sealed and listed the names of those who would be suspended from duty to await 

furtherr orders after due investigation. This action took only one day. To be 

successful,, this strategy calls for lightning speed when seizing power. 

Qiuu timed the third step to take place in January 2000, during the interim period of 

thee two major provincial political conferences that of the Fujian People's Political 

Consultativee Conference and that of the Fujian People's Congress. The purpose of 

thesee two conferences was to elect leaders to serve at the provincial level. It is a time 

att which officials seeking re-appointment are particularly sensitive to the pressure of 

publicc opinion. The current governor, who was once a subordinate of Wang, had not 

yett been re-elected for another term. Qiu made an appointment with Wang at 

dinnertimee in the dining room of the hotel where the delegates of both conferences 

weree staying. Over dinner, Qiu asked Wang to hand over the titles and land grants of 

villass he bought with Wanma money. Wang did not deny the charges, he just refused 

too hand the documents over on the grounds that Jingxing owed him money so he had a 

rightt to keep the properties. Qiu was furious and pounded the table vigorously with 

hiss mobile phone. Qiu recalled: 

II  shouted at him,' How dare you claim that? You are mad! I despise a corrupt 

officiall  like you. You robbed money from Chinese overseas who are trying to 
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helpp our homeland.' I was speaking very loudly. There were fifty to sixty 

peoplee in the dining-room and there were also foreign visitors present, 

includingg delegates from Hong Kong and Macao. I cried out, 'Everybody take 

aa look at this man: this is a corrupt Chinese official, Wang Wenglian! 

Securityy guards, arrest this person!' Wang said that we should go to police 

stationn together. I retorted even more fiercely, 'What awaits the likes of you is 

nott the police station but prison.' I had to speak ferociously and in public, 

otherwisee he would never have disgorged his ill-gotten gains. I guessed Wang 

neverr had such thorough dressing-down in his whole life. He left gloomily. 

Qiuu explained that he acted in that way on purpose: he wanted to show those officials 

behindd Wang that anyone who intended to protect him should think twice as Qiu was 

capablee of going public. During this sensitive period, anything out of the ordinary 

happeningg in the hotel is immediately reported back to the provincial authority. Qiu 

neededd to send this message to the aspirant governor-to-be. He would be one of the 

firstt to know what had happened that same evening because the security force would 

havee made due reports. 

Thee next morning, Qiu had a breakfast with the gubernatorial candidate, the 

provinciall  secretary general and others. Qiu said he did not bring up last night's 

episodee but, after the meal, he gave the secretary of the governor a letter containing 

thee complete data on Wang' s case. 

Wang,, however still adopted delaying tactics. Up to early March 2000, when this 

latestt interview was conducted with Qiu, Wang had still not given up the titles to his 

villas.. Qiu told me that he would be going to Beijing soon to attend the same two 

conferencess at national level. He had set Wang a deadline to give back the property 

beforee the opening of these two conferences. 

Noww Jingxing Zheng personally takes care of his enterprises in China. And Qiu's 

servicess will only be called upon when his expertise is needed. 

Thee culture of Chinese officialdom is deep-rooted and intricate. To handle problems 

likee those encountered in this case, one indubitably requires sufficient knowledge 

aboutt and experience of the local political circumstances and, to win the battle, 

needss the backing of a powerful political patron. Qiu has been provided with these 
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twoo critical conditions. He has been involved in the political circles of Fujian for 

severall  decades, hence he is well-acquainted with the code of the operations in this 

circle.. And Qiu's position in Hong Kong and his association with the Wongs, father 

andd son, who are in close alliance with the Central State of Beijing in Hong Kong, 

protectt him from retaliation. 

Qiuu has obtained his social status both at the county and at the provincial level of 

thee locality. Like Jingxing Zheng, Qiu has been invited to serve as an advisor by the 

Yongchunn Union of Returned Overseas Chinese. This is a sort of honorary position 

whichh the local authority confers upon its overseas members who have made 

outstandingg contributions to their hometown. It is a great help that Qiu has been 

deeplyy involved in political affairs of Fujian province and that he frequently attends 

variouss kind of conferences held by the government of Fujian province. 

3.. Jishi Zheng: a Member of the Lineage Elite 

Inn Chinese overseas social networks, the ties of family or clan are always one of the 

keyy components. Consequently, the middleman's role undertaken by clansmen or the 

elitee of the lineage is irreplaceable, as the following case will show. 

Inn Wenyao' s activities, Jishi Zheng was a noticeable figure. In the process of 

realizingg those continuous donation projects, from brewing to planning, from 

negotiationss to supervision, Jishi has played an essential role. Jishi described himself 

ass shuttlecock frequently moving back and forth in this transnational space; from 

Melakaa to Yongchun, and vice versa. Hong Kong was also a regular stopover, 

servingg the same purpose as it did for other middlemen at that time. 

Myy attention in this case will focus on a particular question. What kind of 

relationshipp was laid down through the time between the two clansmen, and what 
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elementt motivated Jingshi to serve as an eternal middleman to carry out all Wenyao' s 

border-crossingg projects and for his sense of mission to last even after Wenyao passed 

away?? The following narrative is an attempt to answer the question. 

Jishii  Zheng, a retired bank clerk, is already in his early seventies. He was bom in 

Yongchunn and lived there until he graduated from the Number One High School of 

thee county. His grandfather was Yijing Zheng, one of the richest plantation owners in 

Zhengg lineage in the early twentieth century. That was why Jishi could afford to go to 

highh school, a rare privilege among his clansmen. His grandfather had eleven 

children,, seven were his own and four were adopted and the father of Jishi was one of 

thee latter. Therefore, when young Jishi migrated to the Malay Peninsula, he had to 

workk like other migrants. 

Jishii  started his working career on a rubber plantation after he arrived at Segamat, 

Malaya,, in 1947. He often went to a local rubber-trading house run by a lineage uncle, 

whichh also served as a postal address for Yongchun migrants. Jishi met Wenyao there 

forr the first time when Wenyao was working for this uncle. Wenyao greeted Jishi as 

qinrenqinren "my lineage fellow" when they were introduced to each other. But at that time, 

theirr relationship was merely kept at the level of an acquaintanceship between clan 

fellowss living in the same foreign land. 

Inn the late 1950s, Wenyao moved to Malacca and established his Haiyuan 

Company.. He opened his account with the Overseas Chinese Bank of Malacca. 

Coincidentally,, Jishi had also moved to the same city and worked as a clerk in the 

bank.. They greeted each other whenever they met at the bank. But the 

acquaintanceshipp still did not develop into a friendship until 1977. The incident that 

broughtt them closer together was a a vacancy for the position of Chairman in the 

Yongchunn Association of Malacca. Wenyao wanted to stand for election and, having 

heardd that Jishi was against the outgoing chairman, he wanted to sound Jishi out for 

somee advice. Wenyao invited Jishi at his home to discuss his candidacy privately. 

Jishii  unreservedly offered his opinion on the situation - the chance of success would 

nott be great, as the current chairman had already chosen his successor and had done 

muchh to pave the way for his man. However, there was no harm in Wenyao giving it 

aa try, as the exercise would still bring him exposure in the Yongchun community at 

large.. The outcome was as predicted by Jishi but a trust had been established between 
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thee two men and they remained firm friends and supporters of each other throughout 

theirr careers. 

Wenyaoo admired Jishi because the latter was an educated man. They often had 

longg chats together. Jishi recalled that: 

Partt of our time together was not spent just chatting as Wenyao often asked for 

instructionss on how to write a word mentioned in our conversations and I always 

wrotee it down for him. One time, when I arrived at Wenyao's home, several friends 

weree sitting together talking about preparing a tablet to be used in our ancestral 

worshipp hall back in our hometown. There was a word that was used only in the olden 

dayss and nobody present was sure of how to write it - even the head of a primary 

schooll  who was among them. So when 1 went into the sitting room, they sought 

myy assistance and I showed them. Later, Wenyao said to me how wonderful it 

mustt be to have an education as I had. 

Itt was because the respect and trust Wenyao fostered for Jishi that, when Wenyao first 

gavee vent to his glimmerings of an idea to consider making donation to the No. 1 High 

Schooll  in the hometown, he naturally consulted with Jishi. Jishi confirmed that the 

Schooll  offered the highest level of education available in their hometown, so it was 

welll  worthy of expansion. Wenyao thereupon decided to respond to the assembly hall 

project.. From then onwards, the issue of donation became the major concern of their 

communications.. Jishi functioned as Wenyao' s agent, going to the hometown to 

investigate,, acting as feedback between Wenyao and the Yongchun side, negotiating 

withh the Yongchun government on behalf of Wenyao, and implementing the concrete 

donationn projects. Moreover, this bond which was soundly based on lineage 

fellowshipp did not end after the death of Wenyao but continued as Jishi helped 

Wenyao'ss heirs handle the donation funds bequeathed by Wenyao. In short, had there 

beenn no participation by Jishi, Wenyao' s transnational practices would never have 

becomee a reality. 
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Noww naturally the question rises at this point: what drives Jishi, what is his 

enduringg motivation for committing himself to act as Wenyao's middleman? Jishi 

explainedd that his enthusiasm comes from his feelings of deep gratitude towards 

Wenyao.. The latter not only influenced him by his unremitting ambition and enduring 

dreams,, but also moved the former him by his demonstration of sincere friendship. 

Whenn Wenyao found out that Jishi had a problem in one of his kidneys caused by 

kidneyy stones, he brought Jishi to see a specialist who recommended that the latter 

shouldd have a kidney transplant because the kidney had deteriorated. Wenyao talked 

privatelyy with Jishi's daughter, asking her to donate one of her kidneys to her father 

andd seriously promising that he would take the responsibility for the rest of her life! 

Wenyaoo 's care also extended to the rest of Jishi' s family. Jishi related the 

followingg stories with emotion. 

Wenyaoo sent a red packet over to me every spring festival with very rich 
contentss (note: money and material items). One time, I heedlessly mentioned 
thatt my father would celebrate his ninetieth birthday. Wenyao asked 
somebodyy in the hometown on the quiet to purchase seafood (note: Yongchun 
iss a mountain county, so to buy seafood one has to go to the coastal area which 
iss two counties distant) and to prepare a grand banquet for my father on my 
behalf.. I was deeply touched by this gesture. 

Anotherr time, one of my sons fell in love with the girl next door. I did not 
consentt to the marriage because I saw that she did not come from a 
harmoniouss family. They went to Wenyao secretly to seek his help. Wenyao 
intercededd for them and bought a diamond ring for my son as his engagement 
ringring to the girl. If you didn't know Wenyao you may not think this was a big 
deal,, but I do. He was always mean to himself. The watch on Wenyao' s wrist 
costt only M$20 -1 knew because it was me who purchased it for him. 

Too pay a debt of gratitude has always been highly valued in Chinese society. Jishi' s 

fulll  involvement in Wenyao's transnational practice comes from a sense of repaying 

thee latter. But this is not the whold story. As a middleman, by participating in 

Wenyao'ss transnational projects, Jishi also has had his own reward and has been able 

too enjoy a feeling of self-contentment in the process. This has been another important 
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impetuss driving him to be enthusiastic about Wenyao' s projects from the beginning to 

thee end. 

Inn 1982, Jishi visited the hometown for the first time after having left it four 

decadess ago. He carried with him the plan that Wenyao intended to endow No. 1 

Schooll  with an assembly hall. Before his arrival, he had transmitted this information 

too the Yongchun local government through a clansman. On his way to China, he 

receivedd a fitting welcome from the Yongchun community in Hong Kong. The 

clansmann who delivered the information to the county asked his son, who is the vice-

chairmann of Yongchun Association in Hong Kong, to treat Jishi with solicitous 

hospitalityy as the latter was the bearer of an important task. So during Jishi' s stay in 

Hongg Kong, leaders of Yongchun community, alumni of the No. 1 School and even 

prestigiouss figures like Piyun Lian came to visit him. For the first time, Jishi 

experiencedd the expectations of Yongchun communities. 

Whenn he arrived at his hometown, he was accorded a grand reception. He was 

surroundedd by a group of officials headed by the top leaders of the county. The Head 

off  the Cultural Bureau himself took pictures for Jishi. And Deyu Zheng, the chairman 

off  Union of Returned Overseas Chinese, also a senior uncle of the Zheng lineage, 

tookk upon himself the whole responsibility of receiving him and seeing to his needs. 

Iff  this proposed project were realized, it would be the second sizeable construction in 

thee history of Yongchun project contributed by its migrants overseas. For this reason, 

thee local people regarded Jishi as a crucial emissary. 

Jishi'' s case shows that a long-standing friendship intertwined with a sort of patron 

andd client relationship between Wenyao and himself had laid the foundation for Jishi 

too devote himself to being an intermediary agent for carrying out Wenyao' s border-

crossingg activities. But it is more important that in the course of realizing the projects, 

Jishii  has gained a sense of the status, respect, and self-esteem both in overseas 

Yongchunn communities and the hometown region. The following statement he made 

cann probably be seen as a footnote explaining what is significant to him. 
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Thiss undertaking has brought me a great honour. I felt myself inferior for the 

reasonn that my father is no more than a peasant and I myself am a retired clerk. 

Wheneverr I returned to this county, however, I have received esteemed 

attentionss from the government and the local community and been accorded a 

courteouss reception. When the government gave banquets, my father was also 

invitedd as an honoured guest, and that would have been unthinkable once. 

Onn the main wall of the living room in his house in Malacca, two vertically hung 

scrollss capture the eye. One says "deep affections towards hometown" calligraphed by 

thee head of Yongchun County, while the other consists of two sentences: "the one, 

whoo makes contribution, brings benefit to society and gains fame" presented as a 

rewardd by the No. 1 School of Yongchun. It is clear that Jishi Zheng values the social 

recognitionn from his hometown community. 

4.. Deyu Zheng: A Middleman with Multipl e Statuses 

Inn this transnational social space, regardless of whether it is in Yongchun or in 

Southeastt Asia, or in Hong Kong, Deyu Zheng can be counted as a man of some 

renown.. He once occupied a post as a local official for a long period - chairman of 

Yongchunn Union of Returned Overseas Chinese. This position enabled him to set up 

wide-rangingg connections with both the Yongchun authorities and overseas people of 

Yongchunn origin. His rich experience and multitudinous social relations also make 

himm a member of a respectable elite in the Zheng lineage, therefore he was also 

approachedd by leading Zheng figures who requested him to become involved in their 

border-crossingg activities and to use his social networks to ensure the proper 

pursuancee of the practices. 

Deyuu Zheng' s case can be divided into two sections. The first one reveals his 

enthusiasmm and experience working in UROC, which indeed is an intermediary 

institutee of government, set up for linking overseas migrant communities and the local 
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society.. But, even more important is the way he has been viewed and used by the 

Yongchunn government as an agent who would be adept in making connections with 

overseass communities to fulfil l the needs of the local community. The second section 

unfoldss in detail a picture of how he has intervened in Zheng transnational projects 

andd what function he has played. 

Deyuu Zheng was born and received his middle school education in Yongchun. 

Afterr graduation, he migrated to the border region between North Malaysia and South 

Thailand. . 

Hiss first job was that of a teacher and then in the late 1940s he founded a primary 

schooll  in Pattani, Thailand, which had grown into a base for communist activities. 

Hiss left-wing leanings were the guiding principles for the school and agents of the 

secrett service of the Kuomingtang noticed him and reported him to the local 

authorities.. Deyu was facing the possibility of arrest if he stayed on. So, in the early 

1950s,, he took his whole family back to Yongchun County. That was the time the 

Communistt Party was just coming into power. Numerous cadres were needed for the 

newlyy established government body at various levels. With his record, Deyu was 

consideredd a promising young candidate suitable for appointment to work among the 

returnedd overseas Chinese, as he was educated and had had experience in running 

undergroundd communist operations. He was even regarded as a person who was more 

progressivee and was imbued with higher political consciousness than the local fellows. 

Thiss approval ranked him just below the cadres from Northern China who were the 

backbonee of the Party. He was appointed chairman of the Yongchun Union of 

Returnedd Overseas Chinese right away and simultaneously became a member of the 

standingg committee of the same organization of Fujian province. 

Inn the 1950s and 1960s, many returned overseas Chinese cherished a strong 

patriotismm and were enthusiastic about making a personal contribution to the 

constructionn of new China. One model in particular influenced Deyu Zheng deeply. 

Thiss is what Deyu recalled. 

Thee old gentleman, Yangzhu You, sold off all his property in Indonesia and 

broughtt his whole family back to China in 1954. He then invested all his money in 

establishingg public welfare projects, pride of place being an experimental farm in the 

mountainss in his hometown. His dream was to try out the possibility of planting and 
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spreadingg improved breeds of fruits in the county in order to improve the economic 

conditionss and to do something about transforming the backward appearance of the 

place.. The farm was established on Menghu Mountain (literally preying tiger), which 

iss in a remote part of the county. From his village he had to walk for half a day to 

reachh the mountain. Deyu Zheng went there with him several times. He remembers: 

Onee time, while we were on the way, we came across a fellow villager who 

asked:: Uncle, where are you going? And Yangzhu answered: we are going to 

MenghuMenghu Mountain. And the conversation went on with further inquiries like: 

Howw old are you? "I am sixty-three years old", answered Yangzhu You. 

Surprised,, the young fellow commented: "At this age in life, you still want to 

establishh a farm for planting fruit trees?" What the question implied was that 

Yangzhuu You was already in the twilight of his life and he may not even have 

thee chance to see the First fruits of his trees. 

Thee old gentleman devoted himself wholeheartedly to establishing the enterprise. He 

wass incredibly eager to change the face of Yongchun. His efforts did exert an evident 

influencee on the increase in the agricultural productivity of the county - even now 

fortyy years later, the orange - one of fine varieties of fruits he introduced - still 

remainss a major means by which the local peasants can improve their standard of 

living. . 

Severall  years after he returned to his hometown, Yangzhu You was promoted 

deputy-governorr of Fujian Province by the provincial government. 

Thee exemplary model of Yangzhu You was purely and simply a portrayal of the 

idealismm which prevailed among the returned overseas Chinese of the 1950s, like 

Deyuu Zheng himself. Deyu stated repeatedly that he was inspired by You's model and 

wass prepared to do anything for the sake of the development of the hometown region. 

Thee overseas connections these returned overseas Chinese possessed were soon 

broughtt into play in the local communities. This was because of the situation in the 

1950ss and 1960s. The Central Committee of the Party forbade any government body 

too maintain any correspondence with overseas relations. Rather than being cut off 

completely,, returned Chinese working in the UROC started to function as the major 
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channell  of communication between overseas migrant communities and the hometown 

region.. Deyu recalled that his major job then was to act as a liaison officer - linking 

upp with overseas communities by mail. The regulation was that when an overseas 

Chinesee were confronted with an issue with which they had to deal, he wrote to the 

UROC.. The UROC would then deliver the letter to the relevant department of the 

governmentt and help to settle the issue. After a decision had been taken, the UROC 

wouldd be informed and the latter would convey the decisions to the overseas Chinese 

concerned. . 

Rightt at the beginning of the 1960s, the first event which required Deyu to play 

thee role of middleman occurred. During the period of the Great Leap Forward 

Movement,, hosts of people starved to death. In 1961, in a desperate attempt to cope 

withh the disaster, the local government launched a campaign "to save ourselves by 

producing".. The county was in urgent need of capital in order to buy chemical 

fertilizerr from abroad. At the request of the Head of the County, Deyu Zheng made a 

speciall  trip to Hong Kong where he remained for three months. Deyu recollected 

howw he went about accomplishing this task. He used Hong Kong as a spot from which 

too contact Yongchun migrant communities in Malaysia and Singapore, because the 

smalll  number of Yongchun migrants in Hong Kong were new immigrants and had not 

yett built up a stable financial capacity. As Deyu knew Southeast Asian communities 

hadd established a network there since he had been working in the UROC, he wrote to 

thee men of prestige in the Yongchun communities and asked them for help. He duly 

receivedd a response. For instance, there was the reaction of Chengbai Chen, the 

chairmann of the Singapore Yongchun Association. He was yet another person who 

feltt strongly about his hometown. He came to Hong Kong to meet Deyu and later he 

mobilizedd the Yongchun community in Singapore to make an instant contribution for 

thee relief of the hometown. Another way of making an appeal was to catch overseas 

businessmenn among Yongchun migrants who happened to pass through Hong Kong. 

Duringg his stay there, Deyu was always promptly informed of such arrivals by his 

communityy in Hong Kong so he was personally able to meet quite a number of 

successfull  migrants. 

Hee accomplished his task with great success. One outstanding return was 1900 

tonss of chemical fertilizer, a gift which gave Yongchun the wherewithal to recover 

fasterr and to become the top producer of grain in the region. Always looking for an 

advantage,, when Deyu and his hometown fellows in Hong Kong found out that basic 
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foodstuffss such as grain, cooking oil and sugar could be imported tax free, they 

managedd to collect 300 tons of flour, 30 tons of sugar and more than 10 tons of 

cookingg oil; all donated by Younchun migrants living overseas. These relief food 

suppliess collected in Hong Kong were a great help to the hometown people. An 

examplee of just how important this was during the famine years: it was common for 

peoplee to suffer from oedema. By using these collected foods: frying flour with oil 

andd sugar and then soaking into water, people were cured. 

Inn the period of Great Cultural Revolution, Deyu Zheng' s function came to a 

standstilll  because any overseas connection was suspect. However, as soon as China 

reopenedd its doors, he was again appointed by the Yongchun government to serve as 

onee of the major pylons of the bridge that connects Yongchun with its sons and 

daughterss overseas, especially after he migrated to Hong Kong in the 1980s. Since 

then,, he has been involved in one way or another in practically all the donation 

campaignss launched by the county. Deyu Zheng recalled that soliciting contributions 

wass a rather embarrassing kind of job because donors could grow tired of being 

approachedd once too often, 

Wee were referred to as 'gentlemen' beggars and I think that I am among one of the 
bestt known. For instance, when Hong, the current Secretary of Party of the 
Countyy came to Hong Kong to collect donations for the highway project, many 
Yongchunn migrants ignored him. I had a tough follow-up job as I had to mobilize 
aa set of lethargic people to fulfil l the target of HK$2 million estimated for this task. 
Whenn the Yongchun Organization of the C.P.P.C.C. planned to construct an office 
building,, I was also one of the 'chief beggars' roped in to look for donors. In a 
shortt while, we managed to collect more than one million from them. Then the 
UROCC also made plans to construct its own office building. For this, I 
accompaniedd them to solicit contributions even though I was sick at the time. This 
iss why now, whenever I visit these two institutes, I always get warm greetings like, 
'Seniorr Chairman, we are so glad to see you again. You have done the greatest 
meritoriouss service for our institute. We could not have done it without you.' 

Beingg a key person in connecting Yongchun and Yongchun migrants overseas, and 

moreoverr armed with rich experience both with regard to the situation at home and 

abroad,, Deyu is an authority to whom people naturally turn for advice or even 
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criticismm about the current local authority's policy and performance. Shaped by his 

experience,, he has a very down-to-earth view and he objects to a particular 

phenomenon;; namely when an overseas guest visits the hometown - various institutes 

andd departments of the local government compete to invite him and the guests are 

keptt constantly entertained at banquets. 

Inn a forum held by the government in Yongchun County at the end of 1999, Deyu 

madee several critical points. Firstly of all, he suggested the government body should 

havee an overall plan and organize its work as if it were playing a game of chess. 

Arrangementss should be made in advance about an explicit division of labour: who 

andd which department should be responsible for receiving overseas guests on behalf 

off  government. The current situation, however, is that every one sticks a finger in the 

pie.. The upshot is that guests who witness such an unedifying competition and chaotic 

strugglee go away with a feeling of being overwhelmed and confused. 

Secondly,, he pointed out sharply that the way the government extends a red carpet 

welcomee to emigrants is far from satisfactory. For instance, commandeering students 

too line the street to welcome guests, and subjecting them to unreasonable outdoor 

conditionss on a hot summer's day, in open-air temperature of 33 degrees Celsius 

waitingg for hours before the motorcade pass through. He told those officials that were 

thiss to happen in Hong Kong, there would be a scandal about the mistreatment of 

children. . 

Thirdly,, the style of entertainment is overly extravagant and unrealistic. In his 

experience,, what emigrants missed most are the traditional local dishes; taro, rice, 

mushroomm soup, and stewed pig's trotters with taro and the like. They would enjoy 

thesee with great gusto, not simply because of the delicacies alone, but because of the 

memoriess they bring back. Serving up expensive and exotic dishes like soft-shelled 

turtle,, frog's legs and the like, after they have been satisfied with the hometown 

dishess and are about to leave the dinner table, really irks them instead of impressing 

them. . 

Deyuu alarmed the authority by saying that after the fabulously laid out, rich 

banquet,, many of the overseas guests mentioned to him that this sort of treatment was 

ann overkill as they personally felt that their meagre contributions did not deserve such 
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speciall  attention. When word of such luxuries spreads to others when they went back 

too their countries, it is a great hindrance to their future work. 

Often,, the criticisms and recommendations of Deyu have the desired effect, but 

sometimess they fall on deaf ears as current leaders who are eager to curry the favour 

off  Yongchun migrants overseas continue such practices in the hope of achieving their 

ownn agenda. 

Talkingg about being an agent serving the Yongchun government, Deyu expressed his 

middlemann role even more strikingly in the Zheng lineage case. He has been involved 

inn almost all the cases of the three principal Zheng figures presented in Part 2. 

Inn 1983, Deyu Zheng visited Hong Kong with the head of Education Department 

off  Fujian Province and the deputy-chairman of the Fujian UROC. They invited 

Wenyaoo Zheng and Di Zheng to come over from Malaysia. In the meeting with 

Wenyao,, they discussed the possibility of building a college, while in discussions 

withh Di Zheng, they settled the project involving Di Zheng' s donation to establish a 

culturall  centre in Yongchun. This meeting formed the prologue of Deyu' s 

participationn in Wenyao Zheng and Di Zheng's transnational activities. 

Duringg the one and only time Wenyao visited Yongchun in 1995, in advance 

Wenyaoo asked Deyu, who resided then in Hong Kong, to make a trip to the hometown 

ass well. According to Deyu, this was what happened: 

Thee Head and the Secretary of the Party of our county intended to entertain 
himm at a banquet, but Wenyao refused all invitations. I managed to reach 
Yongchunn two days before Wenyao left. When I got to Quanzhou, I called in 
advancee and told him that I would rush back to Yongchun that night and 
wouldd be honoured to have him as my guest for dinner. He asked where. "My 
home,""  I replied. Wenyao wanted to know who else would be present. I 
explainedd that I have also invited the Secretary of the Party and the Executive 
headd of the County. Wenyao accepted my invitation. 
Inn the informal atmosphere of a cozy dinner, the two leaders were able to raise 
thee issue of donation for building a college, a donation project interesting 
Wenyaoo as he had intimated during his previous visit to Hong Kong. The 
countyy leaders suggested that Wenyao might consider spending ten million 
yuanyuan to expand the existing Teacher's Training School into a college. Before 
Wenyaoo replied, he asked me to step into the bedroom and discussed the 
matterr with me there while the other two continued eating dinner. Wenyao 
askedd me whether or not it was worth spending ten million yuan to build a 
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Teacher'ss Training College? And my reply was that it depends on the scale of 
thiss project. He said he would think about it after he returned to Malaysia. 

Althoughh on that night itself, Wenyao did not give any answer, the story is an 

indicationn of how a middleman is able to reach out where other channels failed. 

Wenyaoo gave Deyu his fullest confidence. He talked about what he intended to do 

withoutt any reservations. Deyu Zheng reminisced: 

Wenyaoo told me that he planned to transfer his stocks in the Huifeng Bank in 
Hongg Kong into the account of the Mrs. Xingshun Zheng Foundation. This 
amountedd to about HK$ 10 million. Furthermore, that he would evict all those 
whoo inhabited his land in Malacca and then sell it and the proceedings would 
goo to the foundation as well. Wenyao was ambitious. He said that since he 
intendedd to reward excellent students, he would rather do his best to reward 
thosee who got a doctorate from abroad and would be willing to make a solid 
contributionn to the society. I heard that the going price of the said land was 
MS3000 million. The 1% deposit he received was already 3 million. Later, due 
too a nationwide financial crisis, the deal fell through. 

Evenn after Wenyao passed away, Deyu was still asked to mediate in the relevant 

affairs.. A year after the death of Wenyao, the surviving members of his family went 

backk to Yongchun County and declared themselves willing to transfer the sum of 

HK$$ 15 million to the local authority as promised by Wenyao. Deyu recalled the gist 

off  his conversation with Jishi Zheng: 

Jishii  asked me to be present during the meeting between Wenyao's family and 
thee local authority. Since I had been involved in it from the inception and 
knoww the ins and outs, I was expected to be there to ensure that the will of 
Wenyaoo was executed according to his wishes. It was a tricky situation, as the 
nephewss of Wenyao wanted to raise some obstacles to buy time and create 
opportunitiess to get at the money - they insisted the sum be released in 
installmentss so that they could keep it in the bank as long as possible to earn 
thee 1 % interest from the principal sum for themselves. With my impartial 
backgroundd role in the donation project, Jishi expected that I could speak were 
II  to find discrepancies and the others would accept what I had to say. 

Duringg the meeting, Deyu Zheng advised Wenyao' s wife that Wenyao trusted the 

twoo current leaders: the Head and the Secretary of the Party of Yongchun County. 

Theyy had formed a special committee to take care of this donation project. He 

assuredd her that she should not worry about either their competence or their reliability 

justt because there were a few rotten apples in the government. In fact, in view of the 

escalatingg prices of building material at that time transferring the entire sum to the 
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committeee would expedite the completion of the project. The due completion of the 

collegee would be the best tribute and honour to Wenyao. The advice and exhortation 

off  Deyu Zheng must have had some effect because the widow and nephews of 

Wenyaoo finally turned over the full sum of HK$15 million to the committee. 

Lett us now tum to see Deyu Zheng' s function in the case of Di Zheng. Though they 

didd not meet til l 1983 in Hong Kong, they already got to know each other through 

correspondencee and the newsletter. Deyu has this to say about Di Zheng: 

Dii  Zheng called me "third generation senior uncle', the most respectful term 
off  address for a senior member in a clan. At the meeting, I spoke generally of 
whatt is currently happening in our hometown but I made no attempt to solicit 
anyy donation from Di Zheng. I just mentioned that cultural undertakings in 
Yongchunn county need to be perpetuated or the younger generation would 
forgett the past. To keep history alive and meaningful, we needed some basic 
facilities:: like a library and meeting place in the county town. I also 
mentionedd that the Zheng lineage school, the Peng Siong School, lacked an 
assemblyy hall. 

Inn Deyu' s eyes, Di Zheng is not an ordinary merchant. He is intelligent and has a 

mindd of his own, consequently he is not easily led by others. In the talk, he did not 

specifyy where he stood but later he asked Deyu to draw up a plan and an estimated 

budget.. Finally, Di Zheng contributed RMB 200, 000 towards the building of a new 

halll  for Peng Siong School. 

Becausee of the dual status Deyu Zheng possesses: a trusted official and a senior 

lineagee member, he is considered to be the right and proper person to mediate in and 

settlee the disputes which emerge in various parts of this transnational lineage. It was 

becausee of Deyu 's intervention, that the disturbance of Jujing Hall could eventually 

bee settled. 

Whenn the conflict around the Jujing Hall (the Xingzhong Zheng case) reached a 

peakk among members of the Zheng lineage, in 1999 and 2000, Deyu proceeded to 

intervenee in the affair. Deyu perfectly fits the bill for acting as the middleman in this 

casee because: firstly, his seniority in the clan hierarchy is even above of Xingzhong 

Zhengg and he can speak as an elder. Secondly, he is not a newcomer to clan affairs; 
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forr a long time he was the head of the Zheng Lineage Organization (in the form of the 

Boardd of Trustees of the lineage school) on the hometown side. Thirdly, he is a 

respectedd and well known in the Yongchun transnational communities. 

Deyuu Zheng started his mediation from Malaysia. While his trip was purportedly 

too attend the anniversary celebrations of the Yongchun Association of Kuala Lumpur, 

hiss focus was to intervene in the dispute in the Zheng lineage. He made a special trip 

too Ipoh to visit Xingzhong Zheng. This is what Deyu had to say about the matter: 

Myy brother who lives in Pinland accompanied me to Ipoh, and on the way 
north,, he confided that the complexity of this conflict would take a huge effort 
too resolve and I should be psychologically prepared. However, I felt otherwise 
ass I believed the good relationship and understanding I have with Xingzhong 
wouldd help him see issues in a different light and as he trusted me, he would 
telll  me what is in his heart. Our friendship had started way back when we met 
eachh in Yonghchun in 1986. Our meeting consolidated our relationship as 
Xingzhongg came to sort out matters relating to the old Jujing Hall. At that 
time,, the old Jujing Hall was a huge mansion he had inherited from his father. 
Xingzhongg wanted to reclaim the mansion which had been divided up into 
severall  sections and was occupied by his distant relatives who were not 
willin gg to move out. Moreover, his uncle claimed that he was also one of the 
owners.. It was I who accompanied him to the court of Quanzhou District. 
Beforee we went there, I laid the groundwork for this case by drawing upon my 
network.. The contact I called upon was the deputy-head of the district court, 
withh whom I have a good relationship. To recap a littl e - this deputy-head 
oncee took refuge in Yongchun during the period of the Great Cultural 
Revolutionn and we stayed together and supported each other. From this 
sharedd experience of hardship, sprang a lasting friendship and we could 
communicatee very well. So I went to see him and provided evidence that 
showedd Xingzhong and his brothers were the designated heirs and therefore 
thee true owners of Jujing Hall. So things went smoothly. Xingzhong and I 
madee our appearance in court in the morning, and on that same afternoon, 
judgmentt was passed in favour of Xingzhong and his brothers. Therefore 
Xingzhongg has a good opinion of my capabilities and sincerity. 

Ass was expected, when Xingzhong met Deyu in Ipoh, he was happy and said that, "It 

iss very good that you were the one to come. Now I can unburden myself." Deyu 

Zhengg understood what Xingzong had done was reasonable, but yet there were some 

pointss that were not tenable. 

Deyuu Zheng asked Xingzong Zheng the reason why the title deed of the Jujing 

Halll  was still held in the name of Xingzhong, even though he had donated it to the 
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Yongchunn Association of Malaysia. Xingzhong explained the circumstances under 

whichh this happened: 

Whenn the new building was completed and the Board of Trustees wanted to 
registerr the property under the name of the lineage school, due to some legal 
technicalities,, this could not be arranged. So while waiting for things to be 
sortedd out, the property was retained under my name. It was the board's 
decision,, not mine. 

Afterr an explanation of the whole matter, Xingzong felt better and Deyu Zheng chose 

thee moment when Xingzong was calm and receptive, to present some sensitive points. 

Deyuu updated him on the general public opinion. 

Itt concerns the building your brother and you have already donated to the 
Associationn of Malaysia and which the Association transferred to the Board of 
Trusteess of the lineagee school in Yongchun. Your donation has been made 
publicc so if you retract it now, people who do not know you well will just see 
thee action and interpret it the wrong way. Let us say that you are not bothered 
byy public opinion, what about your own conscience? You gave the donation 
inn memory of your father. Don't you think that to take it back would 
dishonourr his memory and good work? 

Xingzongg remained silent. He seemed having accepted what Deyu Zheng had said. 

However,, he explained why he declared his intention to sell the building. 

Otherss started this rumour - saying that my business had gone bankrupt so that 
II  needed to sell the property. I just played along because I enjoyed seeing MQ 
Zhengg and others squirm. The Foundation is their rice bowl and they feel 
threatened. . 

Deyuu understood Xingzong well and believed that the latter explanation was no more 

thann the truth. As a former senior official who had had a rich and varied experience in 

termss of dealing with the issue of overseas Chinese affair, Deyu Zheng was aware of 

howw the insensitive attitude of those in Yongchun who had never left their hometown 

couldd hurt an emigrant's pride. After he returned to Yongchun, Deyu had a lengthy 

discussionn with the Board. Deyu pointed out that all this had come about because of 

miscommunicationn and feelings of personal pride being slighted. If the Board were to 

applyy logic, fairness and respect, this issue could be resolved, as he firmly believed 

thatt Xingzhong had no intention of selling the Jujing Hall. Deyu enumerated several 

reasonss that motivated Xingzhong to support donation projects in the past. He asked 

MQQ make the first move and apologize to Xingzhong because this personal conflict 

wass affecting the operations of Yingding Foundation - MQ had neither greeted nor 

visitedd Xingzhong during the latter's last trip in Yongchun, not to mention his 
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disrespectfull  manner in previous meetings when he once banged the table. If a more 

respectfull  attitude was to be adopted, the atmosphere could be more cordial. The 

Boardd was convinced and MQ was requested to do as Deyu advised. 

Inn October 1999, Deyu went back to Yongchun from Hong Kong for the purpose 

off  mediating further with the other parties in the conflict about the Jujing Hall. This 

coincidedd with the home visit of Xingzhong to Yongchun. The interviewer received 

newss of this and interviewed Xingzhong by phone to find out the outcome and later 

alsoo interviewed Deyu in Hong Kong who had this to say: 

Thiss trip too Yongchun was undertaken for the sole purpose of settling the 
disputee of the Jujing building once and for all. I solicited the opinions and 
wishess of the relevant parties involved prior to any meetings. I held a lengthy 
meetingg with the Board of Trustees of the Peng Xiong School and took the 
timee to explain my ideas of how to solve the problems to them and to inform 
themm of what terms and conditions I would raise with Xingzhong. Then I 
listenedd to their feedback and desires. I also had a phone conversation with a 
seniorr clansman of the group of Dayu village origin. He said that they (the 
Dayuu group) only wanted to ensure that the ownership of Jujing Hall would 
remainn in the hands of the lineage association. They were not concerned about 
howw much money is generated from the building nor about how much of it 
wentt towards covering the expenses of Xingzhong whenever he is in 
Yongchun.. I felt more confident about being able to solve the problem since it 
wass the dissatisfaction of this group that was causing disunity. 

Havingg covered all corners, Deyu had a pretty good idea on how to come up with a 

proposall  that would satisfy all sides. Before he held the meeting with Xingzhong and 

thee board, he had drawn up an outline in his mind. In the meeting, firstly, Deyu 

Zhengg affirmed the remarkable contribution Xingzhong and his father Yiding had 

madee and the significance of this to the local community in Yongchun. The second 

pointt was the issue of who should be in charge of the management of the Jujing Hall. 

Initiallyy Xingzhong insisted that Zonglian Zheng, his closest friend and clansman 

fromm Kuala Lumpur, should be placed in charge of the business operations of the 

Yidingg Foundation when he left. However, unequivocal evidence were furnished to 

showw that Zonglian had tried to set new instructions of his own to suit his convenience 

thatt were not in line with what had been agreed upon by Xingzhong and the Board. 

Thee Board requested Xingzhong protect the good name of the Foundation by not 

appointingg Zonglian. Deyu threw in all his powers of persuasion with a fair dose of 

commonn sense and reasoning and eventually persuaded Xingzhong to give up the idea 

off  transferring his authority to Zonglian when he is not in Yongchun. Then the 
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discussionn came to the crucial issue, which was who should have the financial power 

overr the Yiding Foundation. Deyu related, 

II  pointed out that since the building had been donated by Xingzhong, so 
generallyy speaking, under reasonable conditions, he should be entitled to enjoy 
somee fruits of his donation. The attached condition is that Xingzhong should 
makee claims only for expenses during his stay in Yonchun. When he is not 
around,, the management of the finance would be left in the hands of the Board. 
Ann additional condition limits this privilege to Xingzhong only and it will not 
extendedd to his heirs. 

Thenn the question of how much would be a reasonable budget for Xingzhong was 

raised.. Finally, it was agreed by all parties that 30% of the income would be 

acceptable. . 

Withinn half a day, the whole matter was settled and an agreement was written and 

Deyuu proofread it to ensure that what had been discussed had really been put into 

writing.. Seeing that everything was in order, Deyu faxed it to Jingxing Zheng, the 

chairmann of Zheng Lineage Association of Malaysia right away. The latter too was 

contentt with the result. Jingxing Zheng told Deyu on the phone, 'I appreciate your 

inputt that made this article (he meant the agreement) beautiful. You are very 

thoughtfull  and have helped us settle this issue to the satisfaction of all parties.' 

Ass a middleman, being familiar with inner group relations, he should also possess a 

extendedd social network. Having access to government bodies is especially an 

advantagee to help to run the ongoing undertaking smoothly. Deyu maintains an 

efficientt network with the Yongchun bureaucratic system, one which was embedded 

duringg his long-term tenure in office. 

Whenn the agreement was reached, Deyu asked Xingzhong to transfer the title deed 

off  the building to the Board. As Xingzhong was about to leave the county for 

Malaysia,, he suggested that the legal formalities be completed on his next visit. Deyu 

wass afraid 'that a long night is fraught with dreams', literally meaning - a long delay 

mayy give rise to a change of mind. Deyu urged the Chairman of the Board to give 

thiss matter his full attention and expedite the transfer. Besides working on the 

Chairman,, Deyu also wrote a report to the Head and Secretary of Party of Yongchun 

Countyy respectively asking them both to use their influence to push for a quicker 

processingg of the transfer. When the official who handled this affair was still taking 
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hiss break, Deyu went straight to the Secretary of the Party to present this case. So 

withh added pressure from the top, those working on the transfer hastened the 

processingg time. Deyu left for Hong Kong after he had witnessed Xingzhong and the 

Boardd signing the contract and final papers. Xingzhong left for Malaysia five days 

laterr after signing all the relevant documents that transferred the title deed for land, 

deedd for building and passing on the authority to the appointed Board to run the 

Foundationn in his absence. Since Deyu left before Xingzong, he went to take leave of 

Xingzongg and recounted: 

Al ll  parties concerned were satisfied with the settlement. When I went to say 
farewelll  to Xingzhong, he said to me, 'Senior Uncle, you stood by me. I truly 
appreciatee your friendship'. I felt that this was because I presented the facts 
andd reasoned things with him from the beginning to the end. Even though 
Xingzhongg was not fully convinced in terms what was said about Zonglian 
Zheng,, his follower, he still agreed with me. 

Inn the latest interview by phone with Xingzhong before he left Yongchun, I was told 

byy him that he was pleased with the outcome of the intermediary services Deyu had 

performed.. Furthermore, he felt confident about the undertakings of the Foundation 

hee has established. Helped by Deyu, Xingzhong introduced reforms into the Board of 

Trusteess of the Foundation and those who were too old to hold active positions have 

passedd on their duties to younger more capable leaders. Xingzhong said, 

Thesee departing elders questioned why they should retire as they hadn't done 
anythingg wrong; besides they are well versed in the history of our clan which 
thee younger ones are not. The problem is that they are too old and fixed in 
theirr ways to work efficiently. I explained this to Deyu and he agreed. The 
presentt board consists of nine Zheng lineage members; mostly former or 
currentt officials. The replacements for two old chaps are two heads from 
Taodongg and Dayu villages respectively. The introduction of new blood and a 
widerr representation will help the Foundation play an active role to initiate 
changes. . 

Thee dispute around the Jujing Hall has been completely settled. Not long after, when 

Jingxingg Zheng, the chairman of Zheng Association of Malaysia, visited the 

hometown,, he met the Board of Trustees of the school (the clan organization on 

hometownn side) for the first time in a long while. In the meeting he stressed that a 

harmoniouss family makes everything thrive. 
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5.. Conclusion 

Thee cases presented in this chapter reveal the role of middlemen in overseas Chinese 

transnationall  practice. As the social space under study covers a very broad region, and 

ass the transnational actors were either Southeast Asia bom or had left the hometown a 

longg time ago, in particular after the linkages were virtually disconnected for almost 

threee decades, their direct relations with hometown region became pretty tenuous. For 

thiss reason they need middlemen who make the network mesh smaller and turn 

indirectt relations into one of more direct and stronger ties. 

Thee revelation of the personal background, history and social position of a 

middlemann aims to demonstrate which place such a figure occupies in the network, 

whichh determines what kind of function he can perform. Owing to his high reputation 

inn the overseas Yongchun communities and hometown community, Piyun Lian was 

approachedd and asked by the local government to be a persuasive spokesperson on its 

behalf.. While Deyu Zheng played the same role as an agent for the Yongchun 

governmentt on one hand, he was also deemed to a suitable mediator to intervene in 

thee dispute embroiling the transnational Zheng lineage. Jianxiong Qiu and Jishi Zheng, 

however,, both represent the overseas Chinese point of view. Qiu used his knowledge 

off  the local politics, official networks and his social capital from his Hong Kong 

backgroundd to solve the crucial problem which emerged in a transnational investment. 

Jishii  Zheng has been involved all-round in donor projects: from delivering messages 

too make negotiations, from planning to supervising the projects. 

Thee emergence of middlemen in migrant border-crossing practice brings new 

featuress into play. In the early form of trans-territorial networks built up by migrant 

pioneerss in the first half-twentieth century, south Fujian in China and Malaya were the 

majorr geographical settings. In the current regional crossing network, however, Hong 
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Kongg and Maco have become key nodes. This indicates an expansion in the 

transnationall  social space. 

Finally,, the above cases show that the rise of middlemen and their activities, to a 

certainn extent, has strengthened the power of governments to intervene in the 

transnationall  space. 

Inn January 1932, after their endeavour to defend Shanghai against the Japanese 
invasion,, the Chinese 19th Route Army was transferred to Fujian province. 
Dissatisfiedd with Chiang Kai-shek's appeasement policy and their deployment in a 
provincee barely able to sustain its local warlord armies, an increasingly rebellious 
moodd developed among the leaders of the 19th Route Army. Among them were Cai 
Tingkai,, Chen Mingshu and Jiang Guangnai (Litten, 1988) who were moved to throw 
inn their lot with the communists. Piyun was invited by Jiang Guangnai to be the head 
off  two counties: Huian and Yongtai. In early 1934, when the 19th Route Army's 
rebellionn of "Alliance with the Communists against Chiang Kai-shek" failed, Piyun 
hadd to leave his official post and the Liming School was sealed up. 
""  Zuncong literally means 'respecting Confucianism'. This school has been one of the 
mostt famous Chinese schools in Kuala Lumpur. 

Thee Chinese High School, supported financially by Fujian businessmen, is now 
regardedd as the best Chinese School in Kuala Lumpur, The Zuncon School was 
initiatedd by the Guangdong group, but later the Fujian group took over and has 
continuedd to run it up to the present. 
44 During the time I conducted my fieldwork in Kuala Lumpur in 1999,1 visited the 
associationn several times. I saw that a fair number of people spent their days there, 
thoughh many of them do no longer engaged in rubber business. Every weekday 
evening,, two or three big round dinner tables are full of businessmen who are 
enjoyingg their Yongchun dishes cooked by the association's kitchen. 
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Conclusion: : 

Thee Cultura l Logic of Southeast Asian Chinese 
Transnationall  Social Practice 

Thee migration from the southeastern costal area of China to Southeast Asia is a social 

phenomenonn which as lasted as long as a thousand years. The study on this migration 

movementt and of the migrant groups first emerged about a century ago. Keeping step 

withh the transformations in the international political and economic fields, the focus 

andd discourse of the study have varied from period to period. In my opinion a re-

examinationn of the study yields three basic problems. First of all, as a research subject, 

thee Chinese migrants have been treated as two discrete objects: they were seen either 

onlyy in the context of host society or they were immutably fixed in the sending area. 

Researcherss of the former have almost all been from Western backgrounds. They 

havee focused on the Chinese migrant communities in the receiving countries, 

discussingg questions referring to the social organization, economic institutions and 

culturall  customs as well as turning their attention to assimilation and amalgamation 

(Dee Groot 1896; Day 1904; Hoi 1913; Vileming 1926; Cator 1936; Purcell 1965; 

Bartonn 1983). The latter, who are basically Chinese scholars, have devoted 

themselvess principally to the issue of the social impact the Chinese migrants had on 

theirr area of origin (Chen 1938; Wu 1937, 1938, Lin and Zhuang 1985, 1989; Lin 

1994).. A second, very pertinent problem which skews the issue is that the studies on 

Chinesee contemporary transnational activities tend to regard them merely as a direct 

productt of the accelerated process of globalisation. Such a view overlooks the 

historicall  base which is an ineluctable part of transnational practices (Lever-Tracy, 

Davidd Ip and Noel Tracy 1996). 
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Thee third fly in the ointment with regard to the choosing of this object of study 

iss that most research has stressed the pursuit of economic profit by the actors. The 

upshott is that they neglect the diversified subjectivities of migrants. 

Havingg identified these flaws, this dissertation tries to break through above-

mentionedd limitations. The first step towards breaking down this impasse is to try to 

locatee the study subject in a trans-territorial context which geographically speaking 

takess south Fujian as one end and Malaysia as the other, covering the intervening area 

off  South China Sea. Analogous to this geographical space is a transnational social 

space.. Against this geographical background, we discuss such questions as: How has 

ann imagined community been pursuing border-crossing social practices? What is 

Chinesee transnationalism from below? What is the connection between it and Chinese 

modernity? ? 

Thee second step is a historical one. To investigate this historical dimension, this 

studyy chose a lineage as the object of its case-study. Cogently this lineage has had at 

leastt a hundred-year history of trans-territorial migration and experience of border-

crossingg activities. This dissertation intends to demonstrate that Chinese 

transnationalismm is a phenomenon which indubitably is closely linked to globalisation 

inn the late capitalist era but simultaneously is just as ineluctably deeply rooted in 

Chinesee migration history across this area in the colonial and post-colonial period. 

Thee third step transcends the bounds of geographical confinement. 

Ethnologicallyy speaking, this study does not restrict itself to one particular place. 

Instead,, it has followed the tracks of the principal actors, carrying out the fieldwork 

byy crossing back and forth across borders in the geographical space between 

Yongchun,, the native place/ancestral home of the actors, and various places in 

Malaysia-Hongg Kong- South Fujian, where the protagonists have been moving about, 
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livingg and acting. The purpose of this peripatetic fieldwork was not simply to collect 

fieldworkfieldwork data however essential, it was also to achieve a closer understanding of the 

actors'' practices and of their own value judgements relevant to these. 

Moree importantly, the purpose of this study is to try to discover the cultural logic 

thatt informs and structures the process of transnational practice. In my view, the 

culturall  logic pertains to four key elements, namely, market, social networks, 

governmentt and personal experience. By drawing a conclusion from the observations, 

madee in the previous chapters, this section will discuss some features of the subjects' 

practicess to demonstrate the cultural logic embedded in it in more detail. 

Whenn talking of the intensity of current transnational phenomena happening on a 

globall  scale, scholars who study Chinese transnationalism tend to focus on Chinese 

Diasporaa business networks or on entrepreneur groups (EAAU 1995; Lever-Tracy, 

Davidd Ip and Noel Tracy 1996). Others opt to look at similar groups like the 

internationall  managers and professionals who ride the trans-Pacific shuttles between 

Hongg Kong and the west coast of North America (Aihwa Ong 1999:112-136). Should 

profit-seekingg activities of the business sector be regarded as the only reigning theme 

off  Chinese contemporary transnationalism? In the transnational social space we have 

beenn talking about, among the Southeast Asian Chinese quite a considerable number, 

likee the principal figures presented in this study, have thrown themselves into the 

challengess raised by border-crossing practices with enthusiasm and interest. All the 

evidencee shows that their activities cannot be convincingly classified as being 

interest-drivenn from a purely economic point of view. The chief significance of the 

casess discussed in the study lies in the fact that they unfold aspects of overseas 

Chinesee transnationism, other than profit-oriented activity. The study has confirmed 

thatt transnationism is not confined to one single dimension. There are various kinds of 
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practicess and various types of subjects in this regime which should be taken into 

accountt in forming a full picture of the truth. 

Thee three principal figures in the text represent three types of contemporary 

transnationall  practices in terms of the scope and of content as well as their approach 

too the way they act. This is despite the fact that the actors face the same background 

off  globalisation and the same institutional environment. All the border-crossing 

practicee of Xingzhong Zheng was confined to affairs intimately concerning the Zheng 

lineage.. It concentrated on the dispute over the property rights to the Jujing Hall, 

whichh was built by Xingzhong Zheng' s father in 1930s and rebuilt by Xingzhong 

Zhengg in 1980s. In contrast to Xingzhong, Wenyao Zheng's major interests did not 

falll  only within the scope of lineage's affairs; instead, he paid a full attention to 

contributingg to the modernisation in the hometown area, in particular, to educational 

projects.. His educational endowments constituted his major border-crossing activity. 

Thee third figure, Jingxing Zheng, is revealed as an entrepreneur who owned an 

internationall  consortium. He built up a social network beyond the confines of the 

Zhengg lineage and his hometown. His investment and management activities in 

Yongchun,, Fuzhou, Hong Kong and Kuala Lumpur, carried out on the basis of his 

sociall  network were the major content of his transnational practice. 

Thee narrative of the border-crossing practices of these three actors suggests that it 

wouldd not seem to be correct to attribute a profit-driven principle pure and simple as 

thee major motive stimulating Chinese migrants' transnational undertakings. 

Ass rational beings, it stands to reason that Chinese migrant border-crossing actors 

invariablyy follow the operational principles of the market, trying to maximise their 

interests.. In other words, the actors seek to maximise resource utilisation. Here, 

interestss should not be understood merely in a narrow economic sense. Instead, it 
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shouldd be understood as the satisfaction of the various kinds of needs and 

requirementss of the actors. It includes both material needs, such as waxing prosperity 

andd capital growth, and a more intangible need for power and reputation. 

Furthermore,, the transnational actor intent on maximising his potential makes a 

judgementt about where his interests lie on the basis of the knowledge he has 

accumulatedd from his personal experience and as drawing elements of this from the 

collectivee memory forged in his historical setting. Here, the historical and current 

logicss meet together and coalesce. 

Ass pointed out in the introduction, Southeast Asian Chinese border-crossing 

activitiess are of long standing. Taking the late nineteenth century and 1970s as 

chronologicall  limits, they can be divided in three phases. The activities of the 

pioneerss appeared only in thee second phase, namely from the late nineteenth to the 

mid-twentiethh century. Virtually throughout the whole duration of the seventy-year-

longg migration wave, whichever government was in power in China was seeking for 

wayss to introduce economic modernisation and, accordingly, changed its policy 

towardd emigrants. Taken in conjunction with the rise of Southeast Asian Chinese 

nationalismm and the almost co-terminal rapid expansion of European colonial capital 

inn this region, plus the somewhat later effects of the world economic crisis, these 

factorss constructed the set of circumstances in which Chinese migrants developed 

theirr early trans-territorial activities. 

Fromm a migrant point of view, building up a linkage with the hometown region is 

thee sort of behaviour outstandingly suited to mobilising the already existing social 

resourcess in order to survive and develop the newcomers potential in the new place of 

residence.. Against the background of the collective cultural schema already in place, 

thee relationship, first enacted in scattered individual behaviour, developed into a 
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massivee collective and regular means of acting. When the accumulation of the 

relationshipp ties reaches a certain degree of intensity, an embryonic form of trans-

territoriall  social space will be formed. 

Thiss historical process is demonstrated in Part One, in which we see that the 

pioneeringg migrants recruited clansmen and county fellows from the hometown to 

workk on their plantations or in their shops in Malaysia. Hence, slowly but surely a 

migratingg chain connecting Malaya and their hometown in China was built up, as 

shownn in the cases of Meizhang Zheng and Yiyu Zheng. This proves that what 

Charless Till y (1990) has referred to as "networks migrate" was popular even in the 

earlyy Chinese migration movement. It was also true that "the effective units of 

migrationn were (and are) neither individuals not households but sets of people linked 

byy acquaintance, kinship, and work experience" (ibid.: 84). We also see that after 

establishingg a firm foothold, the early migrants immediately set to work to construct 

ann elaborated pattern of living at the two ends in the trans-territorial region. This 

trans-spacee framework was typically expressed in the case of Yiyu Zheng and his 

brotherr in the running of the Xingdeshun and Xinder Tang. With such evidence on 

hand,, we dare to suggest that "flexible citizenship" (Ong 1999) is not a novel 

inventionn of contemporary era. 

Followingg up the individual trans-territorial practice, a more concerted collective 

actionn came into play. This collective practice was reflected in the emergence of the 

Zhengg Clan Association as well as in its trans-territorial operations, in particular the 

runningg the lineage school, the Peng Siong School. The Zheng Clan Association was 

laidd out trans-territorially. It consisted of two sets: one in the receiving country; the 

otherr in the origin area. Pertinently it operated under a unified leadership, a committee 

composedd of the successful pioneering migrants in Malaya. The social practice thus 
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organizedd provided the collective Zheng with a resource for drawing social capital 

andd this transformation laid a solid cornerstone in the embryonic form of the social 

space.. This type of trans-territorial clan organisation has not yet aroused enough 

scholarlyy attention. The past studies on Chinese migrant associations have focused 

almostt exclusively on aspects such as the emergence and development of clan and 

similarr organisations in the receiving countries (Camba 1966; Shi 1985; Xie 1985; 

Wickbergg 1988; Song 1995). Now the time has come to investigate how Chinese 

migrantss constructed their social networks on the basis of extended family and 

regionall  ties in much greater depth. It was precisely through these kinds of activities 

thatt Southeast Asian Chinese, as exemplified by Zheng migrants, gradually found 

themselvess in a position to establish their pattern of routine border-crossing activities, 

whichh cultivated both their practical consciousness and collective memory by the 

repetitionn of practices to a heightened degree. This is the way the historical roots of 

transnationall  social practice were built up. 

Sincee Malaysian Zhengs began to reactivate their border-crossing activities in the 

latee 1970s, even in the new environment of the late capitalist era, the historical roots 

aree still clearly discernible. This is not to say that the influence of late capitalism is 

nott also unmistakably imprinted on their patterns of behaviour. In the three cases 

discussedd in Part Two, which stand as exemplars of the various types of contemporary 

transnationall  practices, we can observe how Wenyao Zheng indulged his imaginary 

identificationn with the hometown and pursued the collective memory of "education 

abovee all else"; how Xingzhong Zheng followed in the footsteps of his father, donated 

hiss family house to the lineage and established an educational foundation for the Peng 

Siongg School; how Jingxing Zheng carried his father's promise even further and 

contributedd a grand gymnasium to the hometown county. On the other had, we can 
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alsoo see how Xingzhong Zheng took the opportunity to re-invest in the family 

residentiall  property as well as how he revealed his flexibilit y in negotiations and 

displayedd his accumulated acumen in the process of dealing with the issue of the 

residentiall  property, thereby maximising the resource utilization at his disposal. Such 

ann examination also cogently reveals how Jingxing Zheng mobilised the global flow 

off  capital, technology, information and commodities and established the Wanma 

Group,, an international enterprise in which international capital from Japan, Malaysia 

andd China is invested. This demonstrates a combination of behaviour which closely 

imitatesimitates that of the trans-territorial pioneers, indicating a historical extension of early 

border-crossingg social practice combined with the pursuit of the maximisation of 

individuall  interests that reflects contemporary business practice. This demonstrates a 

manifoldd and complex cultural logic. 

Inn the context in which contemporary Southeast Asian Chinese transnational 

practicess are embedded, local government in China has been a crucial factor. As far as 

thee relationship between transnational ism and government is concerned, a popular 

vieww tends to celebrate the liberating character of transnationalism (Guarnizo and 

Smithh 1998). The view places an emphasis on transnational migrant practice as being 

opposedd to the state. Transnational practice is seen a subversive power niggling away 

fromm below so that the government's controlling power is consequently enormously 

weakened.. In their criticism of the totalising emancipatory character of the tendency, 

Smithh and Guarnizo declare that " While transnational practices and hybrid identities 

aree indeed potentially counter-hegemonic, they are by no means always resistant" and 

thatt the sending states have a tendency to try to " incorporate their 'nationals' abroad 

intoo both their national market and their national polity" (1998). This study takes the 

latterr argument further. Government, in my view, is not an external factor, but an 
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activee participant in the transnational space. The research makes it abundantly clear 

thatt a distinction should be made between the Central State and local government, as 

thee state is not a homogeneous entity. In this study, the participation of the local 

governmentt in the transnational social space vividly reveals the process of reworking 

off  "multiple modernity". In Yongchun and Fujian, the local governments are noted for 

theirr efficient mobilisation of their fundamental resources, including authoritative and 

allocatedd resources. They achieve this by establishing and formulating institutions and 

policiess which are designed to provide conditions conducive to such a mobilisation 

andd to create a good environment in which to divide up and guide the potential field 

forr transnational migrants1 actions. Besides this facilitation, the local governments 

alsoo make use of traditional social sources, such as family feelings, personal networks 

andd folk beliefs to satisfy the migrants' requirement of acquiring a social reputation, 

position,, and power. Among the various means the local governments have used, the 

strategyy of forging an identity out of regionalism is highly significant. By correcting 

out-dated,, mistaken policy, by stepping out to make face-to-face contact with migrant 

communitiess in efforts to cultivate and nurture hometown fellow feelings and to 

promotee the collective memory, by inventing a new local colour culture, a regional 

identityy is being re-created and strengthened. The efforts of the local governments are 

bearingg fruit. To a great extent, the migrants' practices have been channelled into the 

projectt of rebuilding localisation. This revelation of the interaction between the 

transnationall  actors and the local governments in part Three will help us to understand 

thee cultural logic behind what is happening much more clearly. 

Whatt is impressive is that local government policies and practices bear an 

unmistakablee resemblance to those of the government of China in the late nineteenth 

century.. Such similarities can be seen in the emphasis placed on overseas Chinese 
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associations,, the provision of favourable conditions for investment and the rewarding 

off  donors with fame and prestige, as well as in the sending of official delegations to 

visitt Southeast Asian Chinese communities and so on and so forth. Indubitably, this 

resemblancee cannot be facilely understood as a simple repetition of history. Its 

significancee is now embedded in what Aihwa Ong has designated "alternative 

Chinesee modernity". 

Readingg the trans-territorial social networks connecting China and Southeast Asia, 

inn which Chinese migrant practices are embedded, precisely is another key link by 

whichh we can broaden our understanding of the cultural logic. Studying Chinese 

sociall  networks has become popular in the last two decades. But, because of the abuse 

off  the concept, Chinese network theory runs the risk of becoming an empty 

conceptuall  vessel. Questions have also to be asked about why Guanxi, a fundamental 

elementt of Chinese social network, has so often been described as a conventional and 

staticc attribute of Chinese society. Bearing this pertinent question in mind, this study 

triess to reveal the social network in which the actors embedded as a reified picture, 

illustratingg what kinds of social relations the Zheng migrants have constructed. The 

logicall  consequence is then to ask: how do the actors operate their networks? 

Withh regard to social network, this study raises an issue of middleman which has 

nott yet been paid any attention in the discussion of transnational practice studies. 

Middlemenn form a group of transnational agents. Their function in the Zheng 

transnationall  networks shows that they are one indispensable component in 

transnationall  migrant practices. Portes' network theory is relevant to this question. He 

developss Granovetter's idea (1985,1992) about "embedddedness" and suggests two 

concepts.. One is "relational embeddedness", which involves actors' personal relations 

withh one another. The second concept, structural embeddedness, refers to different 
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scaless of social relationship in which many others take part beyond those actually 

involvedd in an economic transaction" (Portes 1995; Vertovec 2001). As revealed in 

partt Three, the key role the middlemen have played in the transnational social space is 

thatt they have been able to expand the migrant actor's relational network and to 

connectt the relational embeddedness to broader structural embeddedness. This is 

because,, "A network link that crosses international borders is not just another 

examplee of 'acting at a distance', it may also represent a qualitative disjuncture 

betweenn different regulatory and socio-cultural environments" (Dicken 2001: 96). 

Thereforee the group of middlemen who possess the required conditions is needed to 

actt as go-between. 

Ass one specific case study this dissertation is limited, but it may be able to shed 

neww light on the relevant discussions. It demonstrates that in a long-term perspective, 

Southeastt Asian Chinese border-crossing practice is the product of the interaction of 

historicall  and current logics that constitute the twofold perspectives of our vision. 

Whenn we place our subjects' activities against this background, we can clearly see the 

dynamicc interaction of four elements: government, market, social network and 

personall  experience. 
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Abstract t 

Onee of the most important aspects of contemporary forms of globalization is what is 

discussedd under the rubric of transnationalism, especially in its manifestation of 

transnationall  migration. Scholars have understood current forms of transnationalism 

ass direct products of the accelerated process of globalisation. Moreover, many authors 

emphasizee the instrumental (economic and political) dimension in the study of 

transnationalism.. This dissertation tries to break away from this trend in contemporary 

scholarshipp by focusing on the transnational social practices conducted by Chinese 

migrantss between Mainland China and Southeast Asian region in the past three 

decades.. This study demonstrates that, while Chinese transnationalism is a 

phenomenonn that is closely linked to globalisation in the late capitalist era, it is, at the 

samee time, deeply rooted in the history of Chinese migration across this area in the 

coloniall  and post-colonial periods. The purpose of this study is to discover the cultural 

logicc that informs and structures transnational practices over a longer period. 

Thee dissertation chooses a lineage as the object of its extended case study. The 

lineage,, originated from Yongchun County of China refers to itself as Peng Siong 

Zheng,, or Zheng in short. In the process of migration over a period of a century, this 

lineagee is basically residing in two different areas: in four villages in Yongchun 

Countyy and in Malaysia. Together they number over thirty thousand people. The 

lineagee has kept a good family record that goes back to 1360 AD. The dissertation 

combiness ethnographic and historical methods. Lineage documents and local archives 

weree consulted and fieldwork in China and Malaysia was conducted from February 

19999 to May 2000. The circulation of people and resources between these two areas 

overr a long period has constructed a translocal space that changes along with 

transformationss in the political and economic context. By narrating the transnational 
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practicess of members of the Zheng lineage this dissertation intends to uncover the 

culturall  logic behind them. 

Thiss study shows that the cultural logic can be analysed in four constitutive 

elements:: government, market, social network and personal experience. The 

interactionss of these four elements lead to three perspectives to understand the Zheng 

lineage'ss transnational activities. Firstly, as rational beings, migrants always direct 

transnationall  practice towards maximizing of resource utilization. But in practice, 

whatt the actor actually can do, and in fact whether or not he can reach his goals 

dependss on the conditions constituted by interactions of several elements: institutions 

andd policies designed by the relevant governments; social networks; market operating 

space;; as well as the reflexive self-regulation of the actor. 

Secondly,, aiming at maximizing resource utilization, actions must follow a certain 

pattern.. In other words, it is a routine. The routine is developed by the repeating of 

practicee and thus constitutes what Bourdieu call 'habitus' and what Giddens calls 

"practicall  consciousness". 

Thirdly,, transnational social practices are always conducted through networks and 

followw certain regulations. This can be understood as the "structure" of social practice. 

Middlemenn are situated in the structure and play their roles accordingly. 

Thiss study applies the above three perspectives to examine the concrete process of 

transnationall  social practices since the late 1970s. The historical and cultural roots of 

thiss process connect colonial and post-colonial periods. Part One of the dissertation 

presentss a general picture of Zheng migration, geographically and historically. Part 

Twoo presents in Chapter 3, 4, and 5 three case studies that exemplify different 

modalitiess of the cultural logic behind transnational activities. Part Three analyses the 

rolee of local government and middlemen in the unfolding of transnational practices. 
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Ass a singular extended case study this dissertation is limited, but it may be able to 

shedd new light on the discussion of transnationalism. This dissertation shows that 

lineagess have been important features of the social organization of transnational 

migrationn for a long time and continue to be so in the present era of increased 

globalisation.. These lineages can be studied as networks in which social capital is a 

cruciall  resource. 
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Nederlandsee Samenvatting 

Ditt proefschrift behandelt transnationale migratie tussen China en Maleisië. Het richt 

zichh vooral op een Chinese 'lineage' van Yongchun district in het Quanzhou gebied. 

Dezee lineage hanteert de naam Peng Siong Zheng, of kortweg Zheng. De leden van 

dezee familie behoren voornamelijk tot vier dorpen en zijn gedurende de afgelopen 

honderdd jaar naar Maleisië gemigreerd. In Maleisië bevinden zich nu meer dan 

tienduizendd Zheng afstammelingen. De lineage heeft een goede familie geschiedenis 

bijgehoudenn die terug gaat tot 1360. De dissertatie combineert etnografische en 

historischee methoden. Onderzoek is verricht naar documenten van de lineage naast 

archief-onderzoekk in plaatselijke archieven. Veldwerk in China en Maleisië werd 

uitgevoerdd van februari 1999 tot mei 2000. 

Hett belangrijkste doel van deze studie is te komen tot een beter begrip van de 

culturelee logica die Chinese transnationale praktijken in Zuid-Oost Azië beheerst. De 

hypothesee waarmee ik het onderzoek begon was dat het feit dat Maleisische Chinezen 

hunn banden met hun gebied van herkomst aanhaalden verklaard kon worden als een 

voorbeeldd van rationele keuze, aangezien vooral China vandaag de dag veel 

mogelijkhedenn biedt voor ondernemerschap. Mijn onderzoek heeft aangetoond dat 

rationeell  winstbejag slechts een deel van het gedrag van migranten kan verklaren. 

Transnationalee activiteiten worden beheerst door een culturele logica die vier 

componentenn heeft: regering, markt, sociaal netwerk en persoonlijke ervaring. 

Deell  Een van de dissertatie geeft een algemeen historisch en geografisch beeld 

vann de migratie van de Zheng lineage. Deel Twee geeft in de hoofdstukken 3, 4 en 5 

driee uitgebreide casussen die voorbeelden zijn van verschillende modaliteiten van de 

culturelee logica achter transnationale activiteiten. Deel Drie analyseert de rol van de 
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lokalee regering en van tussenpersonen in de ontwikkeling van transnationale 

activiteiten. . 

Dezee dissertatie toont aan dat lineages bestudeerd kunnen worden als 

netwerkenn waarin sociaal kapitaal een cruciale hulpbron vormt. De dissertatie toont 

verderr aan dat het opbouwen van transnationale verbanden een fenomeen is van de 

historischh lange duur en dat het opnieuw vormen van deze verbanden, hoewel direkt 

verbondenn met globalisering, begrepen moet worden vanuit een historisch perspectief 
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